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IMMORTAL SAYINGS OF DADAJI 

"DIVINE NAME (RAMA) IS THE ONLY PATH" 

"THE MORTAL BEING CAN NEVER BE A GURU BY 

ANY MEANS-GOD HIMSELF IS THE ONLY GURU" 

"PATIENCE RESULTS IN STRENGTH" 

"BLISS COMES THROUGH ENERGY" 

"WISDOM LEADS TO VIRTUE-MORTAL EXGELIJENCE" 

"COMPLETE SURRENDE!t TO SUPREME BEING LEADS 

TO EMANCIPATION, REALISATION, . -
SALVATION" 

"DIVINE GRACE WILL DESCEND SPONTANEOUSLY AS . . . 
SOON AS YOU WILL BE BEREFT OF YOUR EGO" 

"WHEN. YOUR HEART WILL BE VOID OF ANYTIDNG, 

THEN AND THEN ONLY THE DIVINE WILL FILL 

YOUR HEART" 

( When we requested Dadaji for his message, he asked for a 

piece of paper. Then he remained silent for a few minutes. We 

found his message written in ,red ink on that blank piece of paper 

by invisible hand. ) , 



Thus Speaks Dadaji 

1. I exist as long as 'You' exist. I am Your Existeno~ 

2. The human being cannot be a 'Guru~ Gur!l is deathless and 
eternal. 

3. Krisna cannot be ,a body, Krisna is Prana (Life). 

4. Remember, He is always with you, even during your sleep. 

5. He is your neare~t and dearest. 

6. There is no Dharma or Adharma (religion or irreligion); no 
virtue or vice. There is only action-reaction. 

7. Naam alone is 'Real', everything else is Unreal (false). 

8. Naam (the Lord's Name) is chanted in 'Prana' (Life). The 
tongue is useless here. 

9. Mind is 'Female' (Prakriti), He alone is •Purusha' (Male). 

10. Purusha (Male) is beyond you and me. 

11. Mind is 'Dhritarashtra', the 'Blind' King, and :fickle. One 

.should not trust mind always, 

12. •Mind' merged in His thought, in the Naam, becomes . . ~ 

··Manjari' (flowerbud). 
•\ . ~ 

13. This 'body' is the Temple of Viswanath (the Lord Almighty), 

The •N aam' is chanted there 24 hours. 

14. He cannot be worshipped. He is won by love alone. 

15. Love is the only language that He understands. 

16. Love Him, hazards will take care of themselves. 

17. For Him no meditation, physical acrobatics and austerity 

are needed. 

18. Do not try to understand Him. He is beyond comprebension 

and scholarship. 

79. The souml of His flute is His Fragrance. It is all-pervasive. 



Editor~s Note : 
The Volume "On Dadaji"-the third of its kind,-has just 
.come off the Press. A close look at the contents of the Volume 

will convince the reader about the richness of the collection. Most 

of the writings,-collected and collated,-in this work had been 

published a decade ago. With the addition of a few articles and 

thorough re-organization of most of the already published ones

themewise-as far as practicable, an attempt has been made to 

highlight Truth embedded in the Philosophy of Dadaji's Teachings. 

Beginning with Srimat Anirvan's article on the Bibhuti of 
Dadaji, the opening articles set the scene for an access into 

Dadaji's teachings delivered through His Messages by a galaxy 
of scholars like Dr. Gourinath Sastri. Next come the series of 

articles on the Dadaji Philosophy, the interpenetration of Truth 

and scientific enquiries, followed by the \Vritings on Miracles 

and their bearing on the philosophy of Truth and Love. Dr. (Ms) 
Edith Wallace portrays Dadaji as the Biofeedback Electronic 
Musician, who in the guise of 'Nodody' embodi!:ls the primal roots 

.of the creation. How can the real 'Doer' in this world be known 

as anything else than 'Nobody', when 'Ego' has enveloped us like 

an Octopus. Harindranat~ Chattopadhyay's article unmasks 
1he 'real' face of the most ordinarily extra-ordinary Dadaji, and 

indicates his uniqueness in the spiritual world. Dadaji reminds 

us time and again that he is not a Y o,gi, a saint m· a sadhu. What 

is he then ? The articles highlight the reality that is Dadaji. 
An indepth analysis of the writings presented in the Volume 

may help one trace the spiritual thread that goes back to Lord 

Krishna and full circle cames with Dadaji, with Mahaprabhu 

.coming in between. There are two categories of books-books of 
1he day and book13 of all times. The Dadaji-Volumes, which 

have already attracted a steadily growing read9rsbip, fall under 

the second category. As with the other comp:1nion Volumes of "On 
Dadaji", the articles in this Volume have been from the pens of 

distinguished individuals with gifts of spiritual consciousness, 
who have given vent to their firsthand experiences about the man.v 
facets of D.<tdaji's philosophy of truth and love, best expressed 

in His Messages and Teachings. 

J: 



PREFACE 

It is an epoch-making pherwmenon in this modern age that so· 

many articles on Dadaji by eminent intellectuals, belonging to the 

different strata of the society, have been published in various 

languages in widely circulated journals and newspapers throughout 

India. The articles so far collected, published or unpublished, are 
a legion and they are enormously growing in number every other 

day. The situation has impressed upon us the necessity of editing 

and publishing at least some of them together il : the form of a 

handy book. The present-book, the third volume of "On Dadaji" 

is the result of that venture. But the fact is th;:tt there is still a 

large number of contributions on the subject ; and thes'l, if pub

lished together in two o1· three volumes more, may enlighten the · 

intellectuals with more light on Dadaji. Hope, we shall be able 
to publish them by and lly , and. effor ts are being made for that. 

The philosophy of Dadaji has stirred so greatly the elites of 
the society within such a short span of time, that ip has no parallel 

in history. Dadaji is revealing his mission in simple words to all ;.) 

he is pointing ont clearly to us what is Truth ; he has also proved 

clearly that there is a lot of difference between realisation ang 

revelation. Who is Guru, What is His role, what is the relation) 
b:;tween Truth and Guru, the significance of human birth, the 

goal of humanity-all these are explained by him so h,1.cidly and 

so eloquently that it leaves a deep imprint on the minds of 
millions. ( The entire human rac9 has now become inordinately 

rastless because of the loss of traditional moorings J The atheistic 

vanity of the materialists, the vanity of practical angle of vision 
of the Scientists, which has changed the complexion of the world 
by inconceivable discoveries and inventions, have led mankind to · 

a climax of material enjoyment and prosperity. As a result, 

indolet1ce born of plentitude has produced restlessness and 

indiscipline in one sector, while bringing into ·bold relief the· 
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insurrection of the millions of hungry, grumbling human race in tne 

other. Man is observing helplessly the final result of material 

prosperity, but fails to find any way to get out of it. On top of 

it, man is living a cursed life stricken by natural calamities which 
have m'lde them lose all faith in God. In such a juncture of 

modern age Dadaji heralds his philosophy of Truth and selfless 

love to the people at large. 

It is a Law of Nature that every particle of creation is linked 

ilp with some sort of necessity for it. The vital need for the 

manifestation of'Dadaji at this most critical momE~nt is the welfare 

of the universe. The dark ominous legacy of the age is leading 

humanity towards a total destruction by diverting it from the 

path of Truth. And who is the person destined to save the race 

from such an annihilation? Usually, he is called God, or Avatar 

-or the Superman, It will be absolutely incorrect, if we try to 

describe Dadaji in any such common terms; for, it smacks of 

-egoiHtic appraisal which necessarily limts the Limitless. We have 

. seen Dadaji telling us that ego is the root-cause of all om evils. 

So, if we add any such adjective befot·e the name of Dadaji, it 

will mean a deviation fi·om the fund:i.mental teachings of his life 

and philosophy. 
Many have experienced the unspeakable manifestations of 

Dadaji. But he repeatedly warns-"Do not be carried away by 

these events; these are also extraneous"-i.e. he inspires us to 

(
.dive de~p into the spirit. "Here your D:1d~tji is nobody ; try to 

follow that Truth''-he is all the time infusing this 'Mahajml.na' 

within us. By keeping himself behind the scene, be is continu-

ously making efforts to establish the Truth. At the same time he 

is sowing the seeds of inspiration in us to lead mankind to the 

apex of ecstatie merger of love and wisdom in oneself with an 

indication of · the dawn ot future divinity in human life. As 

gathered from the messages of DadaJi, this is not the final chapter 

of the process of human evolution. 

One point to note here is that Sri Sri Ram Thakur is known 

as Sri Sri Satyanarayan in the Supreme manifestation. The ques

·tiim i.s often asked what is the relation between Him and Dadaji. 
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In one word, it is a relation of Truth-any other expressior. i. 

worldly sense h irrelevant here. The question which is concerned· 
with Him, whose entire spirit lives in the realm of divinity, Him, 

whose spirit makes no distinction between one and all, Him, 
whose thoughts are not confined within the boundaries of Julness 
and void, or at least a synthesis of it, meets its answer. spon@ne~ 

ously when an individual goes deep into the realm of Truth. 

It is found that Jrutny feel inclined to get more light on~ the 

persJnallife of Sri Sri Ram Thakur. But most of the available 

litorature on Him are inadequate and misguiding. For instance, 
when the admirers of Sri Sri Thakur insisted on His telling the 

name of His Guru, He used to give the reply as "Anangadeva'

( He who has no anga i.e. body). He could never show his own. 

mortal body as the Guru. For this reason, he asked everybody 

to look upon the photograph of Sri Sri Satyanarayan as their 'Ista'. 

He had never supported maths and ast·amas and a letter written 
by Himself against this has been published by us on behalf of 
Anami in the 'Dadatattva'. 

According to Dadaji, He is beyond and above human intellect .. 
The teachings of Sri Sri Thakur and Dadaji are almost identical, 

the difference is only in the intonations. In fact, what was implicit 
in Him has now become explicit in Dadaji. Before His demise, 
Sri Sri Thakur told His devotees that He would manifest Himself 

again on this earth in 'Nava Kalevara' (new body) after twenty 
years. For, Truth alone can establish tlte Truth. 

Today, we are fortunate in having Him among us in the en
chanting form of Dadaji, whose immense love for the entire 
creation \vill save it from the inevitable destruction r.nd will help 
it reach the era of Truth and Enlightenment. 

PROF. (DR) BIBHUTI SARKAR 



---
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Srimat Anirvan on Bibhuti of Dadaji 

After a long time we met the most revered Srimat Anirvan 

cand got the opportunity to clarify a few questions about the 

philosophy of Dadaji. Anirvanji with great affection tried to 

explain these questions to us. Srimat Anirvan is one of the 

greatest philosophers, commentators, pioneers in reviving Vedic 

thoughts and a poet, too. Unless one reads the Bengali writings of 
Anirvanji, one cannot appreciate the charm and sweetness of 
the language. Sometimes it becomes difficult to understand 

whether the language of Anirvanji is more impressive than 

gripping his theory or vice versa. - He is an epoch-maker in the 
modern language of Bengali literature. His contribution in the 
domain of cultural heritage of Bengali literature amounts to a 

unique revival. 
Our questions that day were about Kaibalya and Bibhuti of 

which·Dadaji often tells us. Dadaji says, "The essence of Abso-

L
lute Being is One, in whatever name you may call it." Here we 

reproduce Srimat :Arivan's · CO~ments on Dadaji's Bibhuti and 
Kaib[tlya. Our question was : "Usually we take Bibhuti as 

nothing but miracle, so fat· as we can understand from the point 

of theory. That is why the traditional belief is that ~Bibhuti is a 
great bar towards spiritualism". Dadaji says, "We do not under
stand the real meaning , of Bibhuti. It has been all along misin

terpreted". Ani1·vanji has explained the meaning of Bibhuti in 

conformity with the views of Dadaji. vVe have faileJ to grasp 

where Bibhuti merges into Sambhuti. The potentiality of mani
festation within a seed and ' lhat, that manifestation is truth, 
indicates tlte various manifestations of Truth Himself. Dadaji 
is tt·ying to make us understand how these things happen. Anirvanji 

has also given us hints about the possibility of consciousness 

in the action of the electronic power. There is every chance of 
filling up the gap which now prevails in between the spiritual world 

.and the Electronic world. We get Mahanam flashed for a 
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mement on a blank piece of paper and also hear an invisible 
voice pronouncing _the Mahanam even though Dadaji is not 

present there. This proves how Trath is revealed from unmani
fested stage to manifestation through name and form. In _this 

way Dadaji hammers and removes our age-long traditional belief 

so that we _can. understand the Truth. Before Dadaji's advent 
we fa.iled to grasp the truth of the view that a mortal human 

being can never be a Garu and Gurubad is nothing but a sham 

profession. · Bibhuti also is misinterpreted in this way by those 

who tryto explain this from academic knowledge. Dadaji say:s, 

tha~ it is impossible to understand Bibhuti by reading scripture 
. alone. In the following :we reprodace the views of Srlmat Anirvan 
on the discassion regard~ng Dadaji'~ Kaibalya and Bibhuti. 

"in the Vedas there is ~!fi err (C(. fer ~~er ~eJ't-this One 

Absolute has become manifested in many. The word Bibhuti 

has been derive•l from the mantra fer ~ so we can say easily 
c-. 

that the universe is His manifestation. Again elsewhere, the 
Veda itself is speaking through Vak, the Brahmasakti that "I have 
manifested Myself so far in My own glory". Here, we find the 

manifestation of V ak or Brahmasakti. 
Bibhuti merges into Sambhuti. Bibhuti is the universe and 

Sambhuti is Brahmasakti-the root of this world ~f Brahma

this is the dorJp.ant state of Brahma. 
But beyond this "dormant state there is something higher-the 

whole tree is not the sum-total of the seed. But there is such 
a precise state . of His nature where there is no question of 
Bibhati or Sambhuti. In the Vedas it has been described as the 

upward ti,le which flows beyond His Tripad. In the Upanishad 

·this is described as Asambhuti, 
Now, we get three kinds! of states-Asambhuti, Sambhuti and 

Bibhuti. Asambhuti stands on the top. In Sankhya it is called 

the state of Kaibalya of the Purasha. And Bibhati is being 
manifested _at the . bottom in forms, names and actions. In 

between .these two there is the power of Aiswarayoga-that is 

·Sambhati or the Brahmasakti or the special cause; This Sakti, 

·where the Chinmayee Sakti becomes exhausted, that is, it is the 
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.Mahakarana of Karana, is tb_e . ll1·ahma or Kaibalya of the-. 
Purusha. From our point of view, it is Asambhuti. It. i1:1 

impossible to explain the coiling of this Sakti in the realisation 

of yoga. 
When the Sadhak ascends this Domain of consciousness, then 

the manifestation of Bibhuti takes place spontaneously. But ·nobody 

can say how it happens. Only One Who is Brahmasakti.. or 

Sambhuti Himself can say this. 
Let me cite another instance of father, mother and son. The 

Son is Bibhuti, mother Sambhuti and the father Asambhuti. 

The qualities of the father will descend on the children through 
say whose quality he would imbibe, 

this, when they are one in two and 
mother. The son cannot 
only the parents can tell 

two in one. Like the true 
for the time being only. 

parents their presence must not last 

The son in whom that perpetual relation 

is reflected for the time being, in him alone momentous Bibhuti 
comes forth. That momentous Bibhuti is not to be counted as 

~iddhai or acquired, that is the subtle manifestation of an auspi
cious chitsakti-the son only carries it. This is the mystery 
of Bibhuti yoga. The link with the root can be disconnected in

the allurement of the illusion (Maya); that is why the yogis warn 

about Bibhuti". 

But in case of Dadaji this is)Iis nature (swavaba), which can 
not be appropriate in th6 case of any yo'5i in ordinary sense unde1r 
any circumstances. 

SRIMAT ANIRVAN 

Bibhuti, Sambhuti, 'Asambhl.lti
as revealed in Dadaji's Philosophy. 

Bib hut i is us:1ally interpreted as 'miracle' i.e. an occ11rrence 

which cannot be explained according to recognised natural laws. 

But Srimat Anirvanji does not accept this common interpretation.. 

With his profound knowledge of the Siistras and deep 
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philosophical insight he suggests the following explanation of the 

terms bibh4tj., sambhilti and asambhUti. 

The Rigveda (VIII, 58, 2 ) states: 

Ekam ba idam bibhuba sarvam-.-

'The entire creation is the bibhiltl of the One'. This idea 
has been elaborate.} in the upanishads. The Katha Upanishad 
(II. 2. 9-10) for example echoes it in the following two verses : 

'Agniryathaiko bhubanani prabishto, 
Rupam rupam ,pratirupo babhuba. 

Ekastatha sarvabhutantaratma, 
Rupam rupam pratirupo bahischa. 

Vayuryathaiko bhubanani prabishto 
Rupam rupafn pratirupo babhuba, 

Ekastatha sarvabhutiintar~tma, 
RU.pam rupam pratirijpo babhiiba. 

The word bibhilti is therefore to be taken in the sense of 
expression, 'flowering', 'manifestation' etc. according to the Vedic 
tradition. •Creation' or 'materialisation' are cruder and more 
limited as its English synonyms. 

There are, however, two earlier stages in this process of flow

ering ( bibhilti) which have been called respectively 'sambhati' 
and 'asambhilti' in the Siistras. The concentration of Sakti at 
the root of this flowering process is sambhilti just as there is the 
concentration of light in the shape of the sun-disc at the root of 
the solar rays. It remains changeless, self-centred, eternal and at 
the sametime transforms itself into the entire creation without 
disturbing its own self. It , is referred to as Isa in the first verse 

of the Jsopanishad ; 

"Isa viisyam idam sarbam yat kim cha jagatyam jagat." 

'l'he stage of sambhilti however is not final. It is transcended 
by the One who is described as 'Anejat ekam' or 'Akshara or purna' 
or •Apravarti', from whom nothing emanates and in whom thereis 

no manifestation, movement or even tremor of breath. 'rhis stag~;~ is 
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thl;Lt of asambhuti. This is the stage of 'etern.<tl no' as sambhilti 
can -~ desc~·ibed . as that oi -'eternal aye'. - -. 

In fact, sambhuti is wh~t the Samh-itas describe as. the st:'Lg; ~f 
sat or existence and asamhhUti that of asat or· niJn.;existence. 
The two stages-merge into each other in the upanishadic concept 
of Brahman. The Mundaka Upanishad ( II. 2. 1 ) describes 
Brahman as both sat' and asat : 

Ejat pranannimisha~hcha yadetajja.~at~ sadasatbarenyam 
Param bijna,na,d yadbaristha prajanam.' . -

The Kevala-Siva of the- Svetasvatara Upanishad is described 
as neither sat nor asat ( IV; 18) : 

•Y add$temastaJma di ba no i;a tri-

Na Sa.nna clia~anchchhiba ·e-b~ kebaltth.' 

The Taittiriya Upanishad ( Ii. 6) states that some describe 
Brahman as 'asai', some as sat : 

t 

Asanneba sa. bhabati. -~sad brahmeti ve~ chat. 
Asti brahmeti chedbed. Santamenam tato viduriti. 

...... ~ - -
Accor~n~ to the Upanishads in order to have a knowledge 

o~ _B_rah~an the see~er must pass through the two stages of 

sambhiiti or sat ( existence ) and asambhil!i or asat (non-existettce) 
because Brahman transc_ends both the stages· of existence and non
existence. In the lallgua~e of Rabindranath Br?hman represents 
a stage where : 

Yekh~ue- peyeechhe lay 
Sakal bishesh parichay 
N ai -aar . achhey 

Ek haye yetha miliachhe 

One who has realised the tat by passing throngh both these 
stages is a re:1l tattwajnani. 

This appears to be Anirvanji's way of looking at the concepts 
of Bibhuti, Snmbhnti and Asambhnti, while he interprets th~ 

Bibhuti of Dadaji.• 

•This note is from the pen of Pl·ofessor Pilip Kumar Biswas. 
-Editor, 





Dadaji's Message 

'!'he ancient seers of India held high the torch of Truth, a,nd gave 

a call to the entire ma.nkind whom they described as the immortal 
children of the Immortal Reality to know the Truth. These seers 

made no distinction and created no division amongst mankind. 

They handed ove1· their glorious experience to posterity. 
In later years mPn forgot their noble teachings, and iu the 

name of Sanatan Dharma they misled the people. In their 

ignorance they have created a world of their own abrogating· to 

themselves the sole repository of Truth, denying the right of know

ing the Truth to other persons. Prescriptions of penance, 

renunciation, jap and tapasya are advocated by these ~en to 

realise the Tr11th. Whatever may be achieved by th1•se practices, 

these persons go nowhere near the Trath, and they fall int'o a 

perpetual abyss of ignorance. Truth is one and indivisible. To 

~ create a split in the oneness of Truth is a grave error, and unless 

t his angle of vision is changed Truth will never be realised. 

There is no significance in renouncing the world to follow the 

spiritual path, as we know from the lives and teachings of Rishis. 

of the Vedic age. 
Truth resides in ev1:ry heart. The one who is our Guide, is 

Govinda and residing in our hearts, becomes the Nam, and is 

echoed and re-echoed constantly in our internal world and in the 

vast Universe outside. He alone is our 

see our reality and to realise the Truth. 

Guru and enables us t() 

It is Nam who is our 

Guru, and the Nam itself is God. No mortal P''l"Son can take 

the role of a Guru. 
People following JAP TAP get entangled in their desire and 

develop the Pgo. The Supreme Being cannot be realised by 

Sadhan and Bhajan. In this world without Nam nothing- of 

nature endureth; only Nam lasts. He is known only by 
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"Swabhab" and love, by remembering and mentally reciting His 

Mahanam. He is not subject to any condition. 

Sreekrishna, S1·ee Chaitanya JY!ahaprabhu and Sree Sree Ham 

Thakur gave a clarion call to ·mankind that Truth is on•·, 

Humanity is one and Language is one. That is the Sanatan and 

Eternal Dha1·ma or Truth. We failed to respond to that call. 

Patience results Str1>ngth. Bliss comes through Energy, Wisdom 

leads to Vhtue, l\'Ioral Excellence. Let us bear with patience and 

fortitude the compultJions of 'prarabdha' and of our mind which 

lead us to feelings of happiness and misery, gain and loss, near 

.and distant, good ancl evil. These create various confusions ancl 

take man to namerom; attractions and ultimately to bondage. To 

bear the force of these compulsions with patience is TAPASYA. 

While practising this tapasya, the name of God lights the mind 

thus Jmrifiecl. When the Nam is firmly set in, the desire or the 

lid is removed, 1tncl complete 'Bliss reigns. This is V ecla, this is 
:Sastra. 

March 1, 1972. 

!'. 





A message from Dadaji 
The Bharat .Jyoti 

(Bombay, Jam1ary- 23, 1972) 

.Dadaji is a nnive1·sal man. Born at Comilla (Bangia Desh). 

Dadaji's original name was Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury. His 

friends, followers and admirers have given him the name Dadaji 

to acknowledge their love towards him. Dadaji is neither a saint, 

nor a yogi, bllt a person dedicated to the cause of human welfare. 

His ch·ess and manners are unconventional and his wisdom is 

inborn. Dadaji does not believe in J.:-iura. 

SIUNVANTU VISWE Al\IRITASYA PUTRA! From 

ancient time the sages of. India have addressed the human race as 

sons of Nectar, Sons of God. 

Sree Sree Prabhu .Jagabandhu was one among them. Today 

. we are here to celebrate his birth centenary. 

Before .Tagabandhu, another great saint, Nimai Pandit preached 

the religion of bve in this holy land about five hundred years ago. 

Nimai Pandit known as Sree Krishna Chaitanya dedi~ated his 

life to preach 'Prema Dharma' -that i nespective of race, rdigion 

and colocu· all men are ho!y, being the sons of tiocl And very 

recentl.Y another sai~t Sree Sree Ham Thakur, app1-ared as Satya 

Narayan ammig ns to ~eclare once again that ~ruth is eternal and 

·indiv:isible, that all men are sons of God and their languages 

speak the same trath. 

Sree Sree Prabhn Jagabandlp1, a follower _of Sree Chaitanya, 

dedicated his life in preaching the religion of Love. Uke Sree 

Chaitanya, Jagabandhu liv12d for redeeming the life of the outcast, 

the neglected and the down-troddea hnmanit.v. .Jagabandhu 

preached Harinam among them. 

Jagabanclhn s~ys, ','Oh yoa fort:mate on(;JS ! Yo.1 have com

·mittecl a sin by no~ extending a hdping hand towards the less 

:fortanate, down-trodden brethren ·of : your~. Look at them. They 
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have also known the truth. They are awakening to the reality."· 

Because of all thes6 artificial barriers of castes and creeds,. 

cu.stom.s and manner8, our Sanatan Dharma has deviated from the 
path of truth. 

Five hunch·ed years ago S~·ee Chaitanya declared that the 

greatest religion in the world is the religion of love,-Prema 
Dharma. 

About a h1mdred years back, Prabhu Jagabandhn appeared 

among us and reminded us once again that we should love our 

neighbours irrespective of his race and religion and sociaL 

standing. " 

Prabhu Jagabandhu had to face strong opposition from the 

conservative vested interest strata of society. But he lived up to 

hi,; ideal, Lord Sree Chaitanya. 

Prabhu Jagabandlm preached that KRISHNA UHINTA is 

not the monopoly of any group or sect. On the contrary, it is a 

rich legacy, an inheritance maintained for the entire human race. 

It may seem rather strange but the fact remains that Prabhu. 

Jagabandhu did not take any Guru or preceptor to help him in 

his spiritual path. 

Neither did he act as a traditional Guru by taking disciples. 

He say:;~ "To enjoy a spiritual · life it is not necessary to igr'lore 

the materialistic world. If you want to realise the Creator, start 

realising the baanty of his creation first." 

I met Prabhu .Jagabandhn at his .Farldpur ( Hangla Desh ) 

Ashram where he lived for seventeen years. 
ThPre was something unusual about this saint and yogi. Far 

from being self-centered, Prabhu Jagabandhu's sole occupation in 

·life was the welfare of humanity. 

No do11bt it is a fact that our creator, the omnipotent, the all

.}JOWerful and the eternal cannot be fathomed by intellect and 

reasoning. But all the same it is possible to realise Hiin through 

?. 'Prema Dharma'. · 

{ · Since we are part and . parcel of. Him; there is no doubt that 

~d-realisation is within our action and desire. 
Ever since we are born tinside th-:l womb of our · mothe1·, the 
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.1lound of '1\'lahanam' pervades our consciousness. From that 

moment onwards all throughout our life, He is there with us. 
He is there in O lU" heart of hearts. 

By proper meclitation we reali,se that we are part of that Great 
Being who is holding the entire creation together. 

People visit Hol~ places in search of God. But where is the 
necessity to do that when God is there right inside our heart. 

) 
Know yourself and you will find God. Our soul is part of that ) 

·eternal soul-Paramatma. ~o, all men are equals irrespective 

of their differtmces. 

ACHYUTAiHASHI, AKSHITA1IASI, PRANSIIANSHITMlA-
SHTI . . . 

Sanatan Dharma preaches that truth is indivisible, human 

·expression is the same everywhere and all h~an beings are the 
sons of God. 

vVe don't have to tmdergo penance to get to God. Did the 

sons rmdergo penance to get the love of their father ? . It is not 

tormaiities of 'Japa', 'Tapa', etc, but it is love that moves our 
heavenly fathei· towards us. 
' Repeat the MAHAN AM and ·desire Him. 

·teal'S. And He will be there with you. 
Call Him in loving 

' , -) 
To live a God-seeking life, one must. c·lltivatP a patient habit. 

Patience to a devotee· is essential' to reach to his goal. Patience is 
·strength. Strength is bliss. And tr-ue knowledge is om· real wel

fare. Thoughts · of God is true meditation.' Let us cont1·ol our 

mind, onr intellect and our sense-organs,· we will be able tO control 
all the dist1·actions of . life. . Only by proper meditation, we can 

11void by being swayed over by profit and loss .account, h,a]?piness 
and misery. J'hus, we are able . to get rid ~f the selfishness that 
separates ns from our brethr'3n. 

By cultivating the habit ,o£ patience . and. by . repeating 

MAHANA11, w~ move towards God-realisation. · ~ 
The. love of h 'tmanity and- desir~ to ~~rve. ,ail, wilJ brin. g blissful 

p eace to onr heart~. . . . . . . . 
This is VEDA, this is SCRIPTURE* . . 

. ' . ! .. 

* (Translated by Biva Dass from tbe original Betigali . ...:.Edltor) 
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Attaining the Life Divine 
DR. GOURINATH SAsTRD. 

The Bharat Jyoti 

(Bombay, .January 30, 1972) 

Man yearns for a Life Divine. But, he does not know whet~ 

He is to be fo:md, and searches for him all around. He does 

'jap', 'tapasya', auster~ty and penance and prefers a .life .of 
renunciation on a hill or in a forest. As if, He can be found 

onl.v in Sttch places. And, he misses Him in a worl4 of illusion 

created by him. 

Destiny placed me in a family of scholars. Mx life has also 

been spent in learning and teaching. Tradition led me to a 

faith that He can be attained by follo,':_ing the Sastras, the great 
books of Upanishad and the (:ffieta. Thes,, however, never gave

me complete satisfaction tiq I came into close contact with a 

personality who is fully identified with the Tntth. I met Dadaji 

(Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury) more closely first at 1\'Iahajati Sadan 

in a Cultural Conference wheye many well-known seekers of the · 
spiritual world assembled on November 7, 1971. It wail not a 

chance meeting. It was ordained by the Divinb Being. 

MANTRA DIKSHA 

The current practice, generally followed b)' religions leaders to 

initiate a person to the world of Truth, is to whisper a few words 

in the ears. This exercise of 'mantra diksha' is casually per

formed by the Gurus~ With all the rituals and attendant 

paraphernalia this exercise becomes meaningless because it does 

not follow even the Sastra. And you can never know Him by 

a study of Sastl·a. To initiate a person, one has to identify 

himself completely with the Absolute and bring the initiated to, 

that plane. 
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:Now, if that i:-J so, what is mantra ~ l\!antra is something 

which comes from the Supreme Being. No human Guru follows 

this e;~sential pre-t·equisite in a 'mantra diksha', just because no 

individual can give the 'diksha' to another individual. The 

individual has only to be bathed by the shining rays of Truth 

which dawns through the medium of Mahanam with which it is 

identified. Mahanam cannot, therefore, be f,riven by any indivi

dual to any other. It manifests itself and there is no mannet· of 

religious exercise that can help the individual ~oul to achieve it. 

Looked at from this point of view, which is after all th•! only 110int 

of view, wot·ship, as it is understood in ordinary parlance, should 

have a meaning far deeper and more spiritual. After all, what 

i~ worship, who wurships, who is worshipped, and what are the 

articles with which we wor;;hip ? If the snbject and the object 

of worship are identical in essence, what remains of worship a.s 

a piE-Ce of activit~' for which different articles are collected ? 

Whatever different manifestations may appear to us, Truth 

is one. It is indivisible, etemal and all-embracing. The discrete 

individuals at·e all appearances. In reality, they are the same 

manifestations of one Truth. 

self. He has no limitation. 

He is one entity complete in Him

The limitations are imposed by man 

in his ignorance. The Superme Being 1·esides in every body. 

The space in between is also covered by the Supreme. There is 

only one Truth and none else and He is everywhere. 

RENUNCIATION 

Do we have to renounce this world to find Him ? This world 

-this vast universe-has been created by Him and He resides 

every-where, in everything. Is there any place without Him which 

you can discard ? And, whom will you pray to ? Is He to be 

foun!l from the exteriot·? . He is within us and to realiSt~ Him 

we have to search within. 

Whom shall we pray to ? He does u,)t listen to our prayet·s. 

He manifests Himself. Let me be consciou·1 of the fact that 

He is there, there in my heart, and it is He who moves UB and 

none else. No pray~r is needed to go to Him. If at all I have 
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tq ,p1;ay, let me pray that I de never forget ·the 1·eality·that He 

~s there and all are His manifestations; 

.You do not have to renounce anything. Even-if you say that 

,this wol'ld is an illusion, better face it. Yolt have come to this 

;world, and what will you gain with your renunciation, austerity 

and tapasya .? . Why not hold on to Him who is ever present 

within you ? ·without the realisation of · this reality, jap or 

tapasya will achieve nothing-not in lnillions of births . . When 

Kansa wantE0 to nm away, he found Krishna in front of him, 

bel.llnd him, to his right, to his left and above him. He could 

,n.ot escape from Krishna. 

Arjun. was thut! instructed by Shree Krishna : Do become a 

~iryog~kshema. 'Yoga' means to try to gain what you do not 

nave. a{ld 'Kshema' . means to try to preserve what you . have. Do 

not ,pursue either of . these two · goals . . .For, an individual is a 

helpl6l's being. . He 4imself can ·hardly perform or achieve any

thil}g. But, who on earth does not make the attempt ? The 

,answer is prov~ded by _the Lord-"I carry the need to those who 

,are inconstant commruU.on .with me." 

whe1·e else to .have that commmrion? 
' ~ \ . . .· ' ~ ' \ .. 

Do you have to go some-

. FRUITS OF WORK 

There is 'popular belief that we suffer from the fruits of our 

work. It involves the -vanity :of a doer, a performer. · Let us 

try to resign ourselves tp the fact tb.at it is His work we are doing. 

Whatever we do, we do it as His rwork. · Whatever be the fruits 

bf ;our 'work, we should offei· them to Him. 

If you work in an institution and there i's some success, the 

c1~edit goes to the institution. So, whatever may be the result 

of ' oui· work ' in this world, the 1 credit should go to the Loi·d. 

Only 'when we are able thus to sublimate oursel+es completely 

to Him, we become fully qualified to fight the odds in the '\Vorld. 

Since the wm;k is not !nine, nor its fr.uits too, why-should I wor1·y 

my8elf abo,'tt ad~ersity or happineils of life ? . ' 
·· Let us ·dedicate both work and its· fruit~ to ilim, Him a.ldne. 

~l'bis tledication will end . our '· stiff~rings . ana 'fr•'e omselves to 
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rec¢v11 His presence and. His . grace within ourselves. We ai'e 

1-esponsible neither .for the work, .nor for its fruits. We have just 

to perfprm the duty ordained, without any vanity of a doer, . and 
without any thought of success. : , 

We need not be af1·aid of the five senses which have come 

with us and let us not consider them as our enemies. We will 

, better live with them as our . friends, since we .are dedicating 

·everything to Him. The work is His, and we are merely _ His 
tools., 

HUMANITY IS ONE 

It is sad to retlect that we have created barriers in human 
society. Whatever may be the cause::!' of these divisions . in social 

.development, the reality is that hnrrianity is one. Since Truth is 

'.one and lie inanifests Hi~se1f in ~very human being without 'any 

.distinction, hu~anity i~; in reality, one. We c~nnot dl~ide the 

Truth, ai1d consequently, nor can we divide humanity. 

An argument is often advanced th'at God ci·eated human 

beings in four castes. Nothing is farther from truth. Lord 

Krishna nev~:-r made a distinction between man and man, nor 

between man and woman. Om· great Upanishads too never 

·encouraged this fancifLll division. People who talk about this 

eli vision and favour casteism, distort the great teachings of Shree 

Krishna and onr ancient sages. Suffice it to say, in this a<·ticle, 

that any attempt to divide humanity in this fashion will be a 

denial of Truth. Dividing humanity will he dividing Truth-a 

practice which no true sojourner will ever contemplate to pursue. 

Language is also, in essence, one. 

LIFE DIVINE 

So, the Life Divine is there and we haw only to realise this 

fact. We do not have to perform any yoga or tapasya to have 

that realisation. \V e have only to turn ourselves to that Reality. 

The very essence of the eternal Truth is ever p1·esent in us, and 

is awaiting manifestation. Truth dawns through the medium of 

Mahanam with which it is identified. 
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We are fortUitate to have amongst us,in tlri"' age, a great mani-

festation of Life Divine or Truth personified in the pe1·son of 

Dadaji, a simple peraonality with a face beaming with smile, and 

a. pail- of eyes playful to a degree, but no special robe or distinc

tion, no pretension of a Garu. He is completely identified with 

the 'l'rath. 'l'o be precise, Dadaji is the Supreme Consciommess 

in human form moving ahout among us to bring home to us the. 

~~ssence of Truth. 

/ I am forttma.te to have come closer to Dadaji. Let us con-

clude by recording the mc>ssage of Dadaji. Truth ca1mot be 

achieved. Trnth is there in _every one of us-Truth only mani

fe!)ts itself. Trnth has remained with us and in rts since we came

to this life. Truth will continue to be with us and in us for all 

times. It is, therefore, that Truth is our only friend. We should 

love Truth. Truth does not take notice of our lapses. Truth 

loves us all. We should, therefore, see that Truth is loved by us. 

An~ thus, ~e attain the Life Divine. 

'\__ 
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Gurudom-A Great Curse-

SRI DADAJI'S DIVINM.: MESSAGE TO l\fAl\TKIND· 

DR. l\f. N. SHUKLh 

(Call Divine, April 1, 1972 ) 

0 Man !-the Immortal Progeny of the Immortal Father-yoa 

are born <livine. Behold within. · Be the light Unto Thyself. 

The Supreme Lord-the Divine Truth-Your Own Self-Your 

Real Guru lies within you to· embrace you and to gnide you to 

your :final destination-to the realization of your tl"lle Nature 

which is clivine and bL.ssful. You do not require any human 

IJeing as Guru for self-realization. You are bom with your 

Guru and Mahanam within you. No mortal. being can be a 

Guru. Y out· Self or C'...od alone is Guru. 

1he Substance of Dadaji's Message 

This is the divine message of St·i Dadaji-Sri Amiya Roy 

Chowdhury from Calcutta-to the bewildered mankind of the 

modem agnostic Pra-the era of technology and materialism. 

Sri Dadaji does not :fihd any contradiction, or any antagonism 

hetween, the wodd of Matter and Spirit, the World of appearance 

and reality, the World of noumenon and phenomenon. Accord 

ing to him, contradiction or difference is the child of ignorance. 

It is due to wrong angle of vision that the contradictions ari8e and. 

the idea of difference comes into being. Wisdom is all-embracing~ 
Truth is all-pervasiYe. It is the perennial prime source of the) 

evolution of the entire CosmJS and is immanent in its creation-

1!6ntient or insentient as its ver.v life-force guiding it from within 

to its :final destiny-to Divinity. All the apparent contradictions 

of mattet· and mind etc. stand resolved or reconciltJd at the level 

of truth. Unity in diversity is realized and the whole of th"l · 
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.CJ"eation is revealed to the aspirant as the divine play of the Lord. 
Things conceived in the right perspective do not leave any room 

for contradiction, and healthy relation is established between the 

~aterial and ~r,iritual life q,harged ~th, . blissful ]1armony ani!. 
rhythm within the frame work of one fundamental principle of 
life-the !!'ruth.~ 'J'he entire "\YOrl<l of the process of Being and 

Becoming, of evolation and involution, outer and inner, th1·obs 
with 'divitie thtill and mirth, ecstasy and joy. Agonies are gone. 

distractions over. .. Life is divine-T~e World is divine. 

Truth.is one-and our safest stronghold 

Trnth ·is the central point round which revolves the entire life 

·and philosophy of Sri. Dadaji. Acco1;ding to him, there is only 

one ·'l'ruth-the Self-the Universal principle of Cosmic cons

·~iousness, power and bliss. ' It envelopes us from without and 

immanent from within. ·The aim of our · life is to realize this 

great Truth. This Truth is our trae Nature, mi.r trne being, our 

safest:strm}ghold. 

The quest for trath itl oar eternal thirst. But how to get this 

ihi1·st quenched? How to realize our trae divine nature-the Self? 

No finite, imperfect mortal Cf!n be Guru 

According to Sri Dadaji, the mortal being with . finite and 
imperfect knowledge can never . be a Guru. G~id or Self is the 

·?nly Guru. How can fi~ute lead. to the infinite, darkness tollight 

·?r ignorance to wisdom ? Real Garu is Immortal and Eternal 
Tt:uth-our own Self or God. We are born with HIM along 

with our :Yiahanam. within. He reside~ within us resounding all 

.the ~ime in the form of Nam. V.irtually, a man is .born initiated. 
He has simply to realize this fact. Nam. is identical with· the 
Nami. The enlightened soul realizes the whole of the Cosmos as 
• ~ J ' ' 

-th~ . manifestation of the Lord. He is aware of allthings as Brah-

man-"Sarvam Khalvidam Brabma." Then how can an 

enligh;tenedsonl assume the role of a Gnl"il ,? Obviously, he can 

.never., Initiation conducted by moral being at the level of the 

~enses can nev~r lead to the .truth which is beyond the senses. 
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Thus, Gm·uism is the most abominable stigma. in our spiritual life· 

practised by the Self-seekers for the mundane values. It is the 
source of exploitation of the .innocent mass in the na.me -of 
religion. 

True Religion-no outward show 

Religion or Dharm does not consist of the establishment of 

Ashramas, monasteries and temples, making disciples, r~nouncing 

the World, growing beard, putting on special clothes or for that 

matter any external exhibitionism. It is something of our inner 

life. Dharm stands for 'lbat which sustains our e:A.'i.stence. It is 

the Universal Principle, the eternal bedrock of our existence. It 

is identical with the Truth or the Self. Broadly speaking, to be 

in tune with Truth is religion. This body is .Asht·am or temple 

in which .the divinity manifests. The whole of the Cosmos itS 

Ashram or Temple as He is immanent in it. With gradual 

degeneration of our true religion, spirituality and Sadhana, the 

)fnshroom growth of ' lifeless symbols emerged and the higher 
human and the spiritual values were replaced by external ex

hibitionism reducing our Spiritual life to a heap or maligant 
taboos and inhibitions, dogma.<> and superstitions. 

Crusade against Guruism 

Sri Dadaji, therefore, has launched a crusade against the evil 

practice of Gnl'llism and associated falsehood in our current 

Spiritnal life. Since every man is born with his Guru-Self ancl 

Mahanam-the practice of acquiring it from someone or impart
ing it to the other is self-contradictory. Those who undet·go 

Spiritual initiation in the presence of Sri Dadaji get Mahanam 

directly from their own Self-or God. It is just the revelation 

of the Mahanam already going on within by divine grace. 
Sri Dadaji does not conduct initiation. During initiation, Maha

nam appeara on a piece of plain paper and after the aspirant has 

read it the Mahanam· vanishes away. It is also heard to the ears 

from within. 
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]{eal Dik!lha 

This is r~al Diksha which intrJduces the aspi1·ant to the Self 

·and makes the inward, rather Homeward journey begin. Here the 

.lower consciousness or ego is the disciple and the higheT evnscions

nes~; or Self is the Gura. To bear Prarabdha or the e JmpalRion,; 

of the mind with patience and fortitacle is penance. To have 

deHireless awarene~s of Him with Patibrata Dharm i. e. ahsolnte 

self-s,trrencler, unfaltering faith and single minded devotion and 

.love i~ meditation. 

Sannyasa and St/f-surrendt:r 

'l~o settle down in Trath is Sannyas. To be in t ;me with HI:\I 

is Puja. No other penance, meditation, renunciation or Puja 

except 3-Iahanam Jap with devotion is reqaired for self-realization. 

Practice of Penance or 8adhana as we have today is an affair of 

the body-mind mechanism and hence ca:1::ms farther bondage due 

to the pilin<5 np of the impressions of the actions done. Absolute 

Self-surrender is the real Yoga, in which the l.ot·d is realized as 

'the real doer and the aspirant plays into His hands as His instrll

,ment. Then God Himself captains the ship of om· life to its 

final destination, i. e. self-realization. 

Miracle.t, nay the manije.<;tation OJ 1he Divine Will 

Those who come in contact with Sri Daclaji witne~s ~o many 

inexplicable, supernatural events taking place very often in hi,; 

presence. Natural conditions undergo chan~e acc01;ding to his 

Will, material objects like trinkets of silver, golcl etc., flowers, 

watches, appear oat of unknown ancl invisible .sourct~ in his pre

sence. ~ilver trinket become.> converted into golden one arld the 

like. Inc ,n·able disease5 are cured miraculously by his mere to cwh 

or by the use of the water sanctified by him. His multiple mani

festation at diffet·ent places at the same time and his ethereal pre

sence felt through Unique aroma at far off places is a.ll the more 

inexplicable. Hut Sri Dadaji says that he cloes . not flo all these 

things. This is not the cre<ttion of Kl'iya Yoga, etc. Thrs is 
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.simply the manife~tation of the Will of God to make the Sceptics 
bdieve the existenee of some metaphysieal reality beyond the 

re&ch of oar senses. But ~ri Dadaji docs not attach any signi

ficance to snch manifestations for spiritual development. Such 

manifestations are taken t.o be the tonclistcme of divinity accord

ing to the popular belief. After the public is baffled by such 

m::tnifestation Sri Dadaji himself condemns such things ex

plaining them to be extraneous and snperfiuons for the Truth

seek~r. At times, he gets deeply pained t) observe that mostly 

people come to see the miracles rather than to realize the 

Truth. 

Mankind is One and Language is One 

Sri Daclaji does not believe in difference between man and man 

based on the concept of caste, colour, creed, clime or cotmtry. 

Acco1·ding to him the Will of the same Universal Divine Truth 

has manifested into this creation, and the same divine force is 

throbbing in the hearts of all 'human beings, and hence difierence 

is self-contradictory and is based on ignorance and vested interestH 

of some self-st•ek,~rs. Language is also originally one. Paravak 

has manifested into Pashyanti Vak, which in turn, has evolved 

into ::\'ladhyama Vak, which calminates into Vaikhari Vak. All 

the. languages of the world have evolved oat of V aikhari Vak. 

The difference which we obse1·ve betweE-n them today is due to 

.the phonetic changes whlch gradaally appeared in the conrse of 

the evohttion of the langaage. 

Dadaji' s Mission 

Sri Dadaji's chlef mission, for which he has been striving so~ 
hard is to establish the Tn1th, to revive the real spiritual life, 

Sadhana and Sanatan Dha1·m, and to save the modern Man from 

the perils of chaos, confttsion, anguish and. discord, to make him 

realize the higher haman and the spiritual values of life and to 

·enable hlm to lead an ideal human life on earth and realize the 

Truth-the ultimate end of his life. At this jnnctm·c of spiritual 

crisis it is oar most pions clnty to 1·ise to the occasion and respond 
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to the call given by Sri Dadaji to el:ltablish the Truth and fight 

against the evils {from oar station -of life,) which have crept into 

our spiritual life affecting adversely the entire frame-work of our 

soeial structm'e to have a brighter future to. 
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At tbe Utsah at BhuhaneswEtr;l Ortssa 
, ,._ 1-. :. . . ~ • r . ~ ~ 

Address of the Chief Guest 

DR. GoURINATH SASTRI, 
~ i . t j 1 

Ex.-Vice-Chancellor, Var;tua:>i :::la11~krit U uj.versity,, , , 

on March U and 13, 197:,l 

BL'()thers and Si:>ters, 

We have assembled at this UTSAB in the augul:lt pre:>t'nce of 

Dad.aji who is our inspiration and the source of ou~· knowledge 

and wisdom. "Utsab" is not merely a great ·gathering where 

people from variou:> parts of the land t!imply cong1·egrate on so~e 

auspicious moment or some ceremonial occasion. · It · il:l not an 

ordinary :>ocial or religioul:l as:>embly where people rejoice in each 

other's company. Ut,ab signi~es a deeper purpose, a nohler 

achievement. We c•)me to the Utsab to be in the light, the light 

of fulfilment, the light of realisation. vVo come to Him who 

J'eve!tls that light. On our part, we have to dedicate oui·selves "to 

be able to receive that light, and, therefore, to eliminate the Ego. 
With love, dedication and humility, we ;;ubmit om·selves· com-

' pletely to TRUTH. It is a silent offering, a ~;ilent but steady 

communion where neither mind nor intellect play!:! any role, 
neither joy nor sorrow enterl:l, no waves of Good and Ev:l.l, 

at·guments and dissertations, imaginatiom; and :>peculations come 

and distract us from the Truth. Here, we silently recite · within 

ourselves only one thing-the Jiahanam we have received hom 

IIim direct; sing the pnly song of Krishti.a Nam. Si·ikri~:~hn/1 
!limself will receive our offering in thi~:~ gathering. Truth: will 

manifel:lt itself to dispel, our ignorance and to remove the · d~i·kness. 
around us. 

The light of wisuom has always dawned in our land, its lui:!tre 

has always illuminated ns, it has always ;,;hown onr path. Bnt 
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tmforttumtely, we missed the Truth, and for centuries we have 

boon groping in darkness. In timidity and fear we rejected the 
direct approach to Truth, and brought in a human agent to guide 

11!J. Can a human agent be • ever a guide or guru ? It is clearly 

indicattd in the Sastras that when one wants to award the mantra, 
he himself must be one with the mantra. Both the teacher and 

the disciple are identical. Everything is in Him, a~d He is in 

everybody. 3-Iantra is something which comes from the Supreme 

Being. No human being can give the mantra to another indivi
dual. We have come to this earth with the mantra which is 

continuously being resounded inside our hearts. How can a 
human guru reveal that mantra ? It is He and He alone who can 
remove the darkness and introduce the Nam or -1\bhanam. With

out realisation of that reality, JAP and Tapasya will achieve 

nothing--not in million of births. It is the J\'Iahanam which will 

lead us to the cherished goal of '!'ruth. 

\V <' have at;Sembled at a place which was sanctifieJ. nearly five 
lnmdred years back by }[abaprabhu Sree Ohai~anya on hi~:~ way 
to Neelachal. He had flooded this land with his unbounded love. 

He dill Cllt acr.>.:ki the barrier;; of tradition and Sastric injunctions, 

and carried humanity to an ecstasy of ~:~elf-le!:ll:l love and dedica 

tion. He preached that Nam is our only path. \Ve haw for
gotten his heavenly message, but have tried to paint him in our 

own false image. Fortunately, Dadaji is now revealing the truth 
about ::.\Iahaprabhu. Daclaji says that Mahaprabhu had never 

clothed himself in saffron robe, had never used chandan or other 

paste on his body and foreheau. Mahaprabhu came to this Parth 
with complete enlightenment, with Truth. How could he ever 

inclulge in these external practices, these meaningles~; superstition:>. 
In his ' manifestation, Mahaprabhn was Narayan Incarnate, l1is love 

()Verfiowed and fiooclecl the entire humanity. He had no guru. 

Dadaji also reminds us that Mahaprabhu did not renounce his 
wife or home. He receivecl obstaclt:s in Bengal, ancl his, message 
0f anivorlilal love mmerve(l the tantrik sadhus who carried a cam-· 

]Jaign and ahio a good deal of torture agani8t l\fahaprabhu. He 

was allVi~:~ed by hit=~ mothet and wife to pi'oceed to Jagmmathdbatn 
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and preach hit> go:;pei of iove and the N am; Mahap1·abhu, 
Dadaji says, led a normal life and he did renunciate nothing. He 
made no distinction between man and man. To him, humanity 
was one, as Truth is one. Dadaji informs us that Mahaprabhu 
became a guest of lsmail Kazi at Daha Dakshingram in Sylhet and 
took some food there. How could Mahaprabhu who had given 
a clarion call to the entire hum~nity have the superstition of divi
ding mankind in different castes, creeds, etc. ~ 

Brothers and Sisters, we were not hom in the days of Maha
prabhu. At least, we do not recollect it. But we are born in an 

age when Truth is being re-established by a person who bas carri.:d 
it with his birth. Dadaji does not claim to be a guru. That is 
not necessary, because Dadaji is th , Supreme Consciousness in 
luunan form moving about among us to bring it hom{' the essence 
of Truth. 'l'ruth cannot be achieved. Truth is with us and in us. 
'fruth manifests itself. This Utsab is graced by Dadaji's inspiring 
presence. 

You all have come here to participate in the Utsab and the 
Puja. But, can an individual p()rfo1·m a puja ? Puja is performed 
only where the subject and the object ( the worshipper and the 
worshipped ) become ·fully identical and merged into-one. It is 
Dadaji alone who can perform this Puja, because he is completely 
identified with Truth. ' 

Brothers and Sisters, let all of us remember-and preach Dadaji's 
message-"Trnth is one, Humanity is one and Language is 
one. }fahanam is our only path." During these two days let us 
dedicate ourselves to this Utsab and Puja with love and faith, 
confident of the reality of Truth and assured of the company of 
Sree Krishna Chaitimya. In all humility, as a humble devotee I 
offer my sincere love and regards to you all, with the confidence 
that yon will attain, in the graceful company of Dadaji, what you 
came for. Truth \vill triumph and light the world, as the torch 
isnow held by a person who has come within us with that• light. 
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Hqiilanity is one and indivisible and throng~ ages man hat> been 

the seeker of this eternal Truth. But this simple truth has. eluded 

him and he has been a victim of taboos, prejudices and mislead

ing social practices. Thns, .a barrier has been Cl'eated between 

man and man and between his Creator. Asriration of man springs 

from within and a search within the mortal self brings out the 

~vine in the man. A realis~tion of this divinity unfolds itself 

when 1p.an forg~ts the exter11al influences and reacts with a 

s tblime CJnscioasne:,;~ ·to the MAHAN AM which i ~: ringing in 

him right from the cradle to the grave. This .MAHAN AM, the 

Divine 'l'nth or :::!atya·1 ::rayan throbs in the hearts of men. 

To realise thil!l one has to resolve the contradiction!! born out of 

i¥norance and conceive the right perspective. 

l{ealisation of the Creator in his manifold Cl:eation is the est:!ence 

o£ "Sanatan Dharma" which is the Truth and the basic tenets 
of all religion. \t\Then mankind has been distracted froln thi:; 

basic truth and wallows in SlJiritual confusio!~, guidance comes to 

him to rut him back in the path of Truth. 

Dadaji's (dl'i Amiya l~ay Chowdlmry) me~sage to mankind at 

this period of spiritual crisis i~::~ that truth is there in every one of 

u..,; and will contintte to be with ttl:l and in us for all times Truth 

is, therefore, our only friend, to be loved and realisecl Truth 

.loves ns all. It should be our endeavour that Truth is loved by 

us and thus we attain the divine life. 
I 

To estal!lish Trnth and guide mankind in the right path 
":::!atyanarayan Puja and Mahotshav" will be held in Bhubaneswar 

<m 12th and 1 :lth }bl'ch, 197:2 at the call of .Daclnji. On this 

occasion I pay my lmmhle homage to t::lti Sri SATYANARAYAN. 

Sd/- BISWANATH DAS 
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Dadaji-:\Vhy and Wbitber ? . 
DH. N ANitAL SEN 

Th.e call Divine July I, 1972 

"The sedge hath withered from the lake, 
And ·no birds sing." 

The frt:lude 

·I 

Alas the birds ! They had long gone by. .\.nd for many a 
millennium no chirp, no t1viitar, no warble had to tchecl the inmost 

chord of the human heart. The stage wag unmistakably 
set for hawk~ and bm·ons, jack-daws and vultures who sta.lked 

aboat with thumping, metallic steps, spelling out inesc·apable 

perdition of the derelict human soul. Their beaks and crests, 

tails -anu plnmes, cast an encompassing gloom all about, beni.ght

i.ng the vision of home--sick spiritnalit.r. The stars abov.e ana the 
green foliage below were mute spectators to the Philomela _of 

religioas urge being raped and tongt1e severed, awaiti.Ag wit4 

qated br~ath her l'83Sm·ection as a nightingale. A11d the•·~ a1:()se 

a legion of nightingales when L01·d Ganranga deluged the F"hole 

e.mntry with his raligion of love and emotional abandon. Bnt1 

the procrustean beds we1·e flt·mly rooted to the soil ; The Fakir of 

Khorasan was, in one way or the other, abr0ad ; And th!;l witches' 
cauldl'Ons of ill--begotten '.f'antras and Yoga were fouling fair and 

fairing foul. Religion was reil.uced to sacerdotalism, formalistir 

p:mctilio, austerities. perverse dogmas, taboos and shibboleths, 

fell practices, :floal'ish of ~>affloon robes and walts of matted locks. 

The spirit of love and resignation s.urging in the human heart was 

smothered under the chariot-wheels of Bonapartism of egoistic self

escalation. "rithin a space of nearly half a Jriillt'nninm the J"ord 

was smugl,v cracifled and the whole world was in tip-toed travail 

to resnrre.ct Him, 
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The Resurrection 

And lo! the resurrection! Sree Sree Ram Thakur and Dadaji 

Sdmat Amiya Roy Chowdhury appeared in the global a.mphi

theater to deal death-blows to the pseudo-practices and to re

e~tablish the true religion of the soul that is nestled in the heart. 

Their mission is both negative and positive in operation. Still 
thP.y come not to destroy, but to fulfil'. In fact, the negative 
a.spect stems from the positive one as ·a matter of course. As 

D<t,laji Himself tells us so often, 'know thyself' is an ill-conceived 

adage which has been the source and sustenance of the vanity 

Fair and Saturnalia that hold in ransom the Sanatana Dharma. 
Religion, in fact, is neither a Pygmalian fancy nor a Herculean 

labour, nor a crLlCifixion of flesh. It is beyond all mental cate

gorisation and does not give in to diabolical acrobatics. As I 

have stated elsewhere, 'it is not an acquisition, not a Caesarean 

delivery. It is au unfoldment, a. being ; it is nature rehearsing 

hack into nature'. Indeed, if revelation and grace are ruled 

_ oat to make room for egoistic expansionism and personal efforts, 

~ -~ !:·aligion turns into either magic or gymnastics. That is why 
{ Dadaji says : 'Know the supreme-self ancl through Him you can 

\ know yoarself easily and pt·operly.' This knowing, however, is 
not a mental activity, not a becoming. It is a being, pnre and 

( simple; 'a being in him and not a being that is -. Himsdf' as Dadaji 

\ puts it with abundant felicity. So, when the bubble of the 
egoistic postnlate is pricked, the cnl't'ent religions dogma11 and 
pnrsnits evaporate instantly. 

The way, the goal and the guide 

B11t, how to get at the absolute truth, the supreme being ? 

Dadaji avers : "Not through the arithmetic of counting o£ beads, 

nor through multiform penance or yogic practices can one reach 
Him even in crortJS of years". ''Vhat, then, is the way out and 

,o will guide us to the goal? In reality, in Dadaji's philosophy, 
the means and the ends are one continuum ; the way, the goal and 

the gnlde are but one identical integer. All else is a mental con

struct, a schema.tisation of the georqetrizing ego w)lic4 is !\nothel' 
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name for :V[aya or nescience. Dadaji gives the lie dhect to all 

Guruvad.a whicl~ is, at bottom, a means of exp~oitation. He often..._ \ 
pose!l the questwn : 'How can a hwuan !Jemg become a gw·u '! \ 

And the answer readily buds forth through his lips. "The only }A,\ 
guru is the supreme consciousness. de is within you along 

with the Mahanama since your birth." Should I beg my patri~ -
mony, my birth right £rom a stranger ? The moment I hav~ 

been enchained by the endless &hackles of m,v ego, the reflex 

chanting of .Mahanama within me elnil.es my hearing. But, 

Prometheus bound has to rediscover the baptismal fire of Maha~ 

nama, which is the suprrme conciousness itself. Says Dadaji 

"Submit to Satyanara.>ana, the supreme conciousn~ disengagel 
yourself from your ego, let your •I' abdicate in favour of Him 
and you are blessed with the aadition and vision of that Mahanama 

through His infinite grace ! This is what is called Yision of Brahma 

and yotl groll' into a Brahmana from the previous stage of 

Yipradasa, according to Dadaji's terminology. Nama is identical 
with Name, the supreme self, and the Nama you receive is the 

~~Hmd of clarionet of the nnptials bet1Yecn Nama and you, a 

maiden in reality. Then ensues amoroas dalian~e between you 

and Nama, your fiance, in the Puspa-sayya (flowerstrewn couch) 

11~hich is but 'ananta-sayya'. This is the stage of Bhavantara 
('state of elnotional relish!) and you are transported. to the region 

of Yraja, the land of tmalloyed love. ~ama gives you Mukti 

(emancipation from bondage), and Prema gives you prapti in 
,~raja and as an ancillary result, destroys yom Prarabdha. And 
then yon reach a point where Nama also melts away and Prema 
is frozen into a passively conscious existence and you shuffle off 

your final ideoplasmic body. That is called Uddhara (final 

redemption) and yon reach Bhuma, the abode of Satyanarayana, 

who is an absolute void, though He is the ultimate Plenum of 

all existence. The mind, after submission becomes a N avamanjari 

( a sheaf of a plant ) and in course of time turns into a Manjari. 

The Bnddhi becomes transparent and 'chinmaya' and prana 
becomes Ananda (ecstatic joy). And when the final stage is 

re~~oched all these :;tre diluted or Q.elnged in the Absolute Yoicl. 
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This Snnya and Prana ( or the Akasa and Prana, accordlllcl, to 

the Upanisads ) are the ilivine conple ; From that Rtill Snnya 
emerges Ananda which manifests itself as Nama and the Nami 

Gbvinda. The place of respiratory stillness, the heart, · is the 
place of Nama· and Govincla and. that is Yrind:wana. So, through 

that Vrin.davana we finally raach the aby~mal Bhmnn which 1 ~ 

om··perm.anent home. 

NOT AN ACQUISITION BUT A FAIT ACCOMPU 

But, this is not an acqnisition. It is a fait accompli. No 

penance, no formalism, no eml.eavoLn' is railed into request 'to 

he in H,im' which is onr real state. 'Ye hnve only to snhmit to 
keep steadfast ga:r.e on Him a.s the he-all and end-all of om· 

being and to hear witlJ fortitnde om Prarahdha. The J,orcl i~ 

om Husband, . ancl it iR the Pativrata-clharma of ns all to play 

om: part well in this world, which is HiR llasa-lila. That is all 

what we need. 'Ve need_not fight shy of any situation in our 
life. We shonld leacl a normal life, shutting out nothing that 

comes onr IYay. B'or, in reality, there is onl.v one trnth, one 
SILhstance, one langnage, one race, and one space and one time. 

That is why Dadaji often as:>erts: 'Hold fast to your nature. 
This nature, however, is a perverted nature and is, as such, 

Abhava ('want'). A1~d our jonrney is to start front Abhava and, 

through the verclurc \I'Oodlands of Bl1aYa, to end in Swabhava 

which is a 'tl'i-snn,,~a' stage, according to Daclnji, :md 11·hich is 

om final, habitat. 

HIMSELF A :VfJHAOLE 

So, that is in a nnt-shell the why and whither of Dadaji's 

aclvent. A normal man, discarding nothing of the world, he is 

snpranormnl in His display o£, whnt we call, mhncles. Bnt, he 

Him3elf is a miracle of science, ethics and metaphysics in his 

strongest denial of his agency in respect of the miracles that 

!'hoot f01·th incessantly frJm Him. The Upanisadic saying 'jale 

mntsynh iva caranti' fincl~ its complete fnlfilment in Him. He 
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is a repository of six cardinal powers-that of 'Prahha', of 'Prana', 

of 'Buddhi', of Manah, o£ Jnana.' and o£ 'Premabhakti' ; and 
beyond all these, he possibly has a state which may he termed 
'tri-sunya-sunya'. He is a puzzle. "Vhat · else can we do bnt 
drain ourselves off before His lotus-feet, i'O that their divine 
fi·agrance may fill 

I 
OUi herwt m10. transport us to the land of J 

/ 

Yraja:? 
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The Advent of Dadaji 
DR. JANAK! BALLAV BHATTACHARYA 

Seven months ago I accompanied my ex-student, Prof. Narayan 

Chatterji to meet Dadaji f.or th~ first time. '!'hough I came to 

know of Dadaji ft·om various sources quite a few years back, 

what with my physical ailment and what with presslll'e of diverse 

odd circumstances, I could not manage to meet him earlier. 

However, on the first da.y I met him in the street moving along 

in a car. ''l'hat is Dadaji' ! exclaimed Prof. Chatterji and Dadaji 

had the car stopped, talked to uH for a short while and then 

left for his destination. Before leaving be touched my forehead 

with his fingers ; and lo ! the whole atmosphere about me 

seemed being embalmed with the fmgrance of sandal paste

what a display of superhuman power ! "He must be an uncommon 

man as his appearance and physical fitness indicate" -that was 

how I gave vent to my first reaction befm·e Prof. Chatterji on 

that very date . 

.Many a dreamy month had worn off since then. And then 

I chancecl npon the good fortune of meeting galore with Dadaji 

at a house in Lansdowne Road for fnH two weeks in a row from 

the 25th of :\fay onwards. On the very first day I was conducted 

to Mahanama b:v Dadaji quite rmexpectedly. The Mahanama 

was as umal seen by me written on a piece of paper in red ink. 

But, at this sparked off volleys of doubts ancl misgivings in me. 

Dadaji presented me the 3rd pat·t of the Bengali .book entitled 

'Dada Prasange'. And my name was inscribed on it in red 

ink by him with a simple touch of his finger-tip. Another 

touch and the word 'Dadaji' was found inscribed there and 

below it the date. 
( On tho third day, I approached Dadaji to find a solution to 

\ 8ome obstinate questions noted down on a piece of papt r and 
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kept in my portfolio. Dadaji, without oaring to know about 

my questions, led me to an outer-room where I lay prostrate 

before Sree Sree Satyanarayana, holding pieces of paper on 

the floor with my hand. Before two to three minutes had 

elapsed, I found answer to some of the questions written out 

in red ink which run into fnll three pages. I had the rare 

privilege of going through the length and breadth of India and 

contacting many a saint and yogi ; bnt such miraculous things 

did never occur to me. The lang11age in which the answer wa~< 

COltchecl, shines by _clarity and precision despite artlessn 

A casnal perusal of it instils confidence into the mind to the 

effect that it has really been written out by Satyanarayana 

Himself. I have been able, to some extent, to grasp the inner 

essence of the spiritnal ilirection ontlined therein inasmuch as 

I have been used to such wa:vs of life for a protracted period of 

~yoaree;·. 

\Vhenever any miracle occurs, Daclaji asserts, "It is snperficial". 

H.e further aver.;; time and again, "Rat.vanarayana is the sole 

Truth. Dadaji is nobody-neither an agent no1 an instrument. 

The Supreme Will can make anything possible." Be that as 

it may, I, for one, have realised that Daclaji is identical with 

Satyanarayana. However, when I came back to my residence 

late at night on that clay, my wife lost no time to accost me 

from a distance, "How now! what makes yon go out of your 

wonted way to nse strong scent on yonr person at this old age" ? 

She was rather sullen. But, she was dared when I replierl 

mildly, "It is all becanse Dadaji touched my head". And all 

her head, her body, her mind instantly turned aromatic. Didn' t 

they? 
But greater miracles and ineffable experiences were still in 

store for me. On the da:v following that of my initiation, I ancl 

mv wife were seated in front of the Goddess Kali for om· dail:r 

worship. And what a wonder! my wife, who had never come 

~.cross Dadaji, found to her ntter amazement in the picture of 

the Goddess, the figure of n divinely graceful person blessing 

her witq His 4anq raiseq, She entreated me fol·thwith to turn 
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my gaze on the right. I opened 111? closerl e?e~ only tp bsl 
dnmb-fonnded by the self same sight. "That .is Darlaji", I assured 

m,v wife. The next moment it was the figure of Satyanarayana 

that appeared before our view. . A little later the figure changed 
to that of the four-armed Vishnu. And, a.t long last, when 

possihly om· frenz,v hall died down, we fonnd the fignre of 

Cioddess Kali rehabilitate<! there. M:v mental reaction to such 

SLlpernatnral incidence nUt? ·only be imagined. I make no 

fr1tile attempt to give e:<qn·ession to it. On the lh·d of Jnne 

I was reqLtested by Dadaji to meet him in a house at Gomes 

J,ane ar1d to have m:v afternoon repRst there. I went there and 

at dnsk J was having the evening ronnd of worship before 
Satyanarayana. Surprisingly enough, I had diverse visiom, now 

of Daclaji in blessing postnre, then of the four-armed Vishnu 

and then ag!lin of the Goddess K:!li, all in that picture of 

Satyanarayan::.. I was suffused with emotion-and my voice was 

choked, when I t1·ied to let Dadaji know my experiences. Po8sibl~r 

such experiences beggar description. Only those who ht ve had 

snch intimate visions may st::tnd witness to my experiences. 
The amiable manners and the benevolent spirit of Dadaji have 

made an indelible impression upon me. Such an assemblage 

of geniality of conduct, grace of physicttl form and pm·e knowledge 

in one i~ seldom to be discovered. In comse .of discr1ssion 

Dad::tji's m<lgnanimity anrl non-sectarian attitr1de in matter of 

religion were brought home to m? mind to a degree. His t1im 

is to usher in reformation in religion. To se1Te in the name 
of God has been the time-honoui·ed p1·actice of the conservative 

leafler.s of society. The '}iimnnRa' system of philosophy waves 
eloquent in denmmcing Rvarice of gold in the nam.; of religion 

in da:Vs of .vore. In the middle ages the pandas torturin_g pilgrims 

and relieving them of their money hns passed into bistor,v. Bnt, 

Dildaji i~ np in :u-m> against tlus commereial mentalit~r in 

in'ttter3 of 1·eligion. Dadaji is firmly oppo3ecl to gnl'lldom, to 

the l•tst fo1· money cvllected by snndr.v devious ways whether 

in the shape of honorarium for the preceptor or in the name of 

temples n.nd ashramas, He has been all the while 'deprecating 
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in Ciea1~ temis such netarions · .· tenciencies. . lfe has no , love io~>t 
for~ those ·who have mu:;ed the passion , for trading in Truth 

and re1igion. The wmal custom is that after initiation, the 

disciple gives handsome honorarium to the preceptor. But, in 
the case of Dadaji, it is conspicuous by its absence. Bor, as 

he says, he does not give the Mahanama and as such,. he has 

no claim to preceptorship. One cannot give any honorarium 

in terms of materi£Jl things to that Absolute from whom the 

t:~ound of Mahanama emanates. According to Dadaji, the real 

honorarium is to constantly bear in mind that ;Truth Supreme. 

He is introducing all and sundry to the multiform manifestations 
of Lhat Infinite and the }lahanama is being sounded.in 01·der 

that we may be in communion with that infinite. 
I feel very keenly the necesJSity of religious reformation fqr 

the good of the country and the people at large. But, to ··achieve 

that end, what is necessary is a spiritual leader whose vision is 

subtle, mind broad and who is dispassionate and outspoken. 

Dadaji combines in himself all these qL1alities. So, it is my 

firm belief that he holds the . key to spiritual regeneration in 

India and the whole world. 
(iod is the Guru·of all Gurus. In reality, He alone can claim 

the title to guruship. Othe1· spiritual teachers are so-called by 

their disciples ont of super abundance of blind ,devotion. In 

the etymological sense, many may be termed 'gu1·n'. But, the 
inner .import of the word pertains to God and God alone. The 
eligibility for one who gives initiation ;is that one should be a 
!:leer of Truth, be of noble character and truthful. So long as 

thy roiml will be swayed by attachment for m.'tterial things and 

by egoism, ISO long al:l lust for name and fame lords it over the 

heart, no ,spiritual uplift i~> possil!le for either the preceptor or 

the clisciple. 
Even the scripturel:l, which have mat.le room for huge inter

polation, a wait expurgation of apocryphal portions. This 

difficalt task may be undertaken by highly -erndite scholars, 

put. .on the· right track through the bl.essiug;; of Dadaji.. 

Heligion i;; ItO e;;calJi:>m ; on the contrary, it il:l the most beaute-
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dtis outdome of worldly - life. Socioiogical and poiiticai stand

points will have to be defined clearly and their inextricable con

nection witl1 religious life demonstrated. An insular religious 

life is bnt putting to sleep tJelf-remorse born of defeatism. The 

religious mentality that selfishly seeks btlt one's own deliverance 

has great af!inity with that of a black-marketeer. A religions 

preacher l1as to be a friemlly resort of the chastised and down

trodden. The ruthless exploiters have to be pw1ished with 

m1ttching ruthlessness. Vasisth<·, Yamadeva and such other seers 

are examples in point. This seems to me the only rational wa.v 

to combat thP ills of the world. In this connection, we shall do 

good also to reflect on the extinction of Buddhism fr0m India, 

thoagh patronised by the royalty. Our religious tenets are funda

mentally Lased on the doctri11e of Karm<t. But the doctrine it

self necessitates reappraisal. It seems that Dadaji alw has to 

throw a new welcome light on the issue. 

&formation in one sector of the Hincltt t>ociety will be like 

operating upon a weak patient. And in such cases more often 

than not, the operation becometl successful, though the patieilt 

dieg or ekes ortt a miseraLle exi~:>tenee. So, the society, instead 

of ueiug oper~o~ted upon or vivisected, l:lhould be l'evitalised with 
the 11ectari1lf' touch of Truth unalloyed. That is verily the 

mil:ltlion which Da.daji has taken upon himself to fulfil. 

Dadaji has been thundering agaim!t all manner of differences 

in caste or creed. To him, Truth is one and there i~:~ only one 
hlliU:11l race. The difference in caste wntl the creation of claf:!S 

interest and in the name of religion that evil is being given a long 

lease of life. Daclaji has been putting forth antiring efforts to 

cnt~:~h vn;ted interests and to esta.ulish a non-sectarian and cath•Jlic 

religion of TraLh. Dadaji ha~:> been inspirin_:j u~:> all to take npun 

oJrselves the noule mission of preaching such a religion. Religion 

is not merely a personal affair. ~\-lan is a social ueing ; and, a:> 

such, he cannot thrive ia any respect through neglect of society. 

lt is po~:~sible only on the part of Daclaji to put a stop to ~>tucial 

inequitie:> and exploitation and usher in an era of communism 

nJ lesl:l on the material plane than on the ~pirit~tal. 
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Dadaji and Dr. Gopinath Kabiraj 

PRoF, DR. lH. N. SUKLA 

)lahamahopadhyaya Dr. Gopinath Kabiraj upressedt~his desire 
to meet Dad?ji and so Dadaji visited Bcnaras . during November 
1970. At the Ashram of Sri Anandamayee Ma~Dadaji met 
Dr. Kabiraj and when his long cherish•·d desire was fulfilled 
Dr. Kabiraj clasped Dadaji't~ hands with great joy. 

At the first sight Dr. Kabiraj said : "Amiya Baba, (Dadaji) I 

thought, I would not be able to meet you before my d&'\th. I 
was very very disappointed when I heard that you did not reach 

in schedule time." Dr. Kabiraj was seated on his bed and 
Dadaji took his seat on a chair by hit~ side. Da.daji introduced 
tts to Kabirajji. The arrival newt! of Dadaji was published in 
the newspapers beforehand aud l1is programme of tour was alt~o 

circulated. Hundreds of ptople including many ~>aints gathered 
in ·the Ashram to see Dadaji. Dadaji was already known to 
man,y saints and sadhus and other eminent persons of Benara~ for 
many years, but this time his visit had some great sigJ\ificance 
and a far-reaching meaning. This time Dadaji's revolutionary 
apvroach tried to establi~>h the fact that thu so-called Gurubad, 
age-long sttperstition and man-made sastras are absolutely wrong 
and baseless, without any bea1·ingnoTruth. At the very outset, Dadaji 

raised these points during the discussions with Kabirajji. Dadaji 

point by point and step by step explained ft.ncl analysed the issue 
of Gurubacl. Dadaji said : "The mortal being can never be a 
Guru. Guru never dies. The Supreme Being, i.e.. the Self 

(Atman), dwells in every human heart. He is alone our Param 
Guru-Immortal, Eternal-has no birth or death, no bondage 
,.ven. The question of bondage is our 

1 
ego only. Limited know

ledge cannot lead to pedect~on and our so-called worldly Guru 
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in.lsguicles and rui~lead!l u~. The mnn who has the knowletlge oi 
Brahma, has become Brahman Himself and see:,; Brabma in 

everybody. Ratlwr, He Himself resides in each and every human 

being, even in every particle of the nni ver!le. How can a man 

dare to call himself a Gnu '( Dadaji most emphatically said 
that this giu·ub.:~.d is not only bluff and bogus lmt .<tlso harmful. 

While Daclaji was talking, KalJirajji had been appreciating heartily 
at int~;·vais in s~pport of his view ami. was uttering with gr~at 
reverence : "1-Iaribole" "Haribole"-thi~ is T~·uth. ()ne day 

the whole world will accept this view of Amiyababa (Dacl.aji)." 

In the meantime Dadaji bent himself and placed his hand 

under Kabirajji's pillow and drew out a Kashmiri shawl imme

diately in the )'re~ence of all. Dadaji said : "l have come thi:,; 

time not to know anything fr0ru you Baba, but for the sake of 

the Great Will, this meeting was arranged and this is the settled 

fact. Now, Baba, do you want to see ~urya Bijnan (t:lcience of 

the Sun) 't Here it is." With great rtl:!tonishment evel'ybody saw 

this, a shawl came out of nowhere. Dad?..ji ~;milingly wrapped 

Kabirajji with that shawl and told him to u~>e it always. There

after, be again took one comer JJ,of the :;haw 1 and said with hili 

usual smile : "Let there be tlie name : Bit.ba." At once it was 
foaml that to ::mit the colonr, Kabirajji's name wa:; found emliroi

det·ed on the ecl.:;e of the sh:l.wl. AU th~ spectators were cluml!

£ouitll.ed a11d bewildered. Perh::tps, they had never obi;erved :;~,~.ch 

a thing in their life. Dadaji :;aiel : "Don't give rue any credit. 

1 have nothing t0 do with it. It all happeu:-> at the \Vill of the 
Almighty. K:tbirajji was deeply moved. 

Then Daclaji quoted from memory maay ~>lokas hom sa~Stral:l. 

Kabirajji frankly admitted tlutt he had never come across them 

in any scripture. "1'hi~:~ is uniqtte, this i;; Tr,tth.," he exclaimed. 

Thu:->, Dall.aji proved before all the renowned :,;ch•)lars who were 

pre~ent at the rueeting that :;o-called l:!cr.ipture:-> and. sastra!\ <tre 

invalill and fraught with enars. The commentators are respon-

8ible for this. Daclaji .had never acquired any :' ppreciable know

ledge in ~an:'!kr.it L.iteratnre or :;tttdied the scripture. Bnt when 

he .il:! in ttuuJ with the Infinite (11·hich is fre(lHent) he \Yaxes 
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eioquent in ~an~krit ~iokas. His object of v.l~:~it1ng Benaret! this 

time was to establish the Truth and uproot the myth of gurnbad. 

Kabirajji supported him in his mission. 

Strange phenomena appeared during the visit. The sharp tay!i 

of the sun were ~>hooting in through the window. Kabirajji's eyes 

found them both annoying and unwelcome. Kabir2.jji requested 

somebody present in the room to shut the window. Dadaji with 

a twinkle in his eye, exclaimed : "Why shut the window, Baba· ? 

We'll request the sun to shut out its light. If this (pointing to 

himself ) requests him to do so don't you think he will oblige ?" 

In the twinkling of an eye, the burning rays ceased to strike 

through the window ! '11his was obviously an example of the 

obedience of Nature to one who knows the secrets she hides up 

her sleeves-and the Divine Secret along with it. 

In the evening Dadaji again met Kabirajji and there was a 

prolonged discussion about the many-sided conflicting views of 

Hindu philosophy. He spoke ag:>.inst age-long superstition and 

tradition. Next morning, when Dadaji called on Kabirajji, 

Dr. Lina Bannerji :tnd other eminent scholars at his behest were 

pretlent there. While discttssions regarding gurubad, for or 

against, were in progress, Dadaji turned to Kabirajji and :tskefl : 

"Perhaps -you would like to pot~sess a Parke1· pen- " Forthwith 

touching the shawl which Ka.birajji had received the day before / 

he produced a -Parker and gave it to him! "Use this pen, 

Baba : it is for you." One voice-that of a great admirer of 

Kabirajji·-remarked : "Kabirajji likes Parker '51 more than 

any other Parke1· pen." D:tdaji smiled his mysterious smile, took 

the pen back, rolled it between his fingers, and lo ! it was trans

formed to a Prorker '51! ! l The whole lmll was stunned nnd 

struck speechless. But it did not end there ! Dadaji took the 

pen back once more and rolled it again all over between his 

fingers, and lo! embossed on it appeared K-abirajji's name as clear 

as daylight. Then Kabirajji spoke slowly and said: "What is 

there otn· Amiyababa ( Dadaji ) cannot do ? ·He possesses super 

natural powers beyond the belief and imagination of men !-

"Why ?" asked Dadaji-"is it not- poasible, I :~sk, to create a 
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Beneras right here ?'; Kabiraji said : "Of course, I have faith 
yo~~ c~~-· !" ~nd c~ntinued, "since yesterday I have been noticing 

' . ' ' 
~y~ral !lei ties are encircling you. I am fortunate. Y ~'m have 
t. l \ -'' " !-. \ \ ... .. 1 " • . .• ~ • 

. <mened my eyes and granted me the boon of a new understanding, 

:; ~~; Q9~prebension of ~he Tnl.th- real and eternal." ' 
i ' j : ;'-;,._; i ~ . .... . " ' " ' 

1 . : , Then followed a series of questions by Dr. Sukla t,o .which 

•;Knbil~ajji con~ri~uted pertin~mt and illuminating answers : 
,Question- , Sometimes people experience the presenc~ of 

. j • . . 

. l , Sri Dadaji at the Sitme time at differeJ~t places. 

' 
How does that happen ? 

:Dl'. ,Kabi_tajji-The real natnre of the individual-self or Jiva is 

. • 1 

a4 

. Divine ; but on account of innate ignorance; th~ 

Jiva forgets its true nature and identifies itself 

with its , psycho-phy'lical mechanism. This 

Deh:'ttmabodh, or . the identification of the self 

with the non-self, is the root-cause of bondage 

. and of the. cycle of birth and death from which 

the indivi(bal-sel£ suffers. Dehatmabodh does not 

allow the individual~self to rea~ise its real Divine 
na.ture ; it reduces him to the level of -a pathetic 
pitiable creature. Yet, in due course, by the 

Divine Grace of the Almighty, as well as Sadhana, 

Dehatmabodh or the identification of the self with 

non-self vanishes and the latent Sakti Kundalini 

(the Divine force folded up in three and haif 

valay:<s 01· folds in 1\'Iuladhar Chakra), giving up 

. its Vakra Gati and assuming Saral Urdhva Qati 

(straight upward ~?vement). When Kundalini 

rises from. one-three-fourths of the folds, goes up 

through Susumna and pierces Brahmarandhra, 

she is k11own as Urdhva-Kundvlini. : Prvn, which 

tlows t!Irough the ~da Nadi and Apan, -~hich 

tlows through .P~n&ala N ~di are :e'Juilibrated and 
ente1: the Susumna Nadi ..v~ich is then opened. . 

The Sadhak, or the seeker for tmth, l'ises !lP

wards through the channel of Susnmna by means 



Q11estion-

of Urdhva-Kmrdalini, pierces through the Sad 

Chakras (Six Centres-the }luladhar Cha.kra, 

the Svadhisthana Chakra, the Manipura Chakra, 

the Anahata Chakra, the Vis11ddha Chakr~ and 

the Agna Chakra) n.ud reaching the Sahasrar, 

realizes the Virat Aham or the Infinite Pure I
consciotlsness. This pure 1-conciousness means 

the unfolding Of all objective experience withiil 

the Self. This is also known as Svatantrya or 

Sovereignty of \Vill, the basic cause of lordshi}J 

over all things. This Virat Aham or Infinite pure 

l-conciousness brings about the emanation, the 

mn.inter1ance and the dissolution of the Universe. 

It is by th13 Great Will of. the Virat Aham that 

Dadaji is seen at different places at one and the 

same time. It is .on account of that level of 

spiritual perfection that ·such things happen. The 

N •. dies and Chakms, as referred to here are not 

physical but parts of the Pranamaya Kosha-the 

vital sheath in the Sukhsma-Sa1·ira (the subtle 

body). In the physic .. ! Lody their imp: ct is felt 

through the network of nerves and other subtle 
constituents of the body. 

How is one to get rid of DehatmaLodh or identi

fication of the self with the non-self, the l'OOt
cause of all evil ? 

Dr. Kabirajji- lt is through Sadhana md the grace of God that 

one gradually gets rid of Dehatmabodh and realizes 
the true nature of the tlelf. 

(~qef!tion- But, Dadaji says thut complete surrender to the 

G!un, the Almighty- and the intense love for 

Him will lead to Him. There is no nee,I of. any 
prescribed Sadhana to 1·eali2!e Him. 

Dr. Kabirajji -Dadaji is known to me for · a long time and I 

know the ·arduous Sadhana he has done. How 
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Sri JJadaji_:_ 

Question-

can suri"ender to Gmu or God and iove for bini 

grow ripe without Sadhana? 

(At this I looked towards Sri Dadaji for further 

clarification). 
~lantra-jap wi~h love, devotion and complete sur

render to the Almighty will lead to perfection and 

self-1·ealization. 
(To Dr. Kabirajji) In the company of Sri Dadaji 
we experience miraculous things and incidents. 

He creates desired things at will. A unique arom?. 

is felt all around him. How to explain ~ll these 

phenomena? 

Dr. Kabir:1jji-All these extraordinary events are the manifesta
tions of the Divine Will of the Virat ~-lliam-the 

Question-
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Infinite Ptue !-consciousness which is even beyond 

Ishwar Tattva and also beyond the time and 

space. At that level telekinetic funetions take 

place beyond the range of the senses and there is 
nothing impossible at that level of perfection. Bnt 

the manifestn.tion of miracles is also extraneous. 
That has nothing to do with the spiritual develop
ment of the seeker. Such manifestations are 

meant to JD.ake the sceptics and the atheists believe 
the existence of the Divine force-the Divine 

consciousness which when it comes into play, 
things come forth into being and which is the very 
self of the individual, the very SOllrce, the fons et 

origo of the manifestation of the entire parapher

nalia of the cosmos. The trne seeker need not be 

concerned wl.th these miraculous manifestations 

but should follow the Divine Path shown by 

Dadaji to attain the goal of life-Self-Realization. 

Sri Dadaji says that he is not a Gurtt-he does 

not initiate the seeker. The .Mahamantra comes 

direct from the Divine SoLtrce. What is the pro
cess of such spirituvl initiation ? 



DL'. Kabi.rajji-Yak Sakti (power of speech) can Le divided into 
four categol'ies-Yaikhari, Niadhyama, Pasyanti 

atul Pa1·:t. Yaikhari is the lowest form of Yak 

Sakti and it:! manifested in the empirical thought 
and speech. Consciousness is not experienced at 

this stage. Madhyama Yak is of higher stage 
where there is mixed experience of consciousness, 

At Y aikhari level the trend of mind is towards 

the 1\Inladhar or the external world, but at the 

level of Nladhyama it turns inwards, towards the 

:-\ahasras. Nladhyama is the link between 

Yaikhari (the stage of differentiated particulars) 

and Pasyanti (the vision of the undifferentiated 

universe). Pas1anti Yak is beyond Nladhyama. 

It is Divya or Divine Yak. Connciousness is 
experienced hc~re in a manifest form. Para Yak 

is identical with consciousness and is Param 

Avyakt (non-manifest). 
At the time of initiation Dadaji, by the grace 

of the Almighty, raises the aspirant spiritually to 

the level of Pasyanti Yak from which the Maha

mantra arises in Suddha Yikalp and is realized 
by the seeker. This Mantra is most efficacious 

in bringing about liberation or self-realization. 

Mantra received through Yaikhal'i Yak etc. are 
not so efficacious. 

(~uestion- 'Vhat is the nature of Self-realization ? 

DL'. Kabirajji- J{ealization cannot be defined. Afte1· attaining 

a particular level of pedection, Yoga is possible 

in a moment. It is a matter of immediate trans

cendental intuitive reali:r.ati• n beyond definition 

:md description. Yon should follow the path 
shown by Dadaji who knows the Absolute Trnth, 

to reach the Divine Goal of life. Mere intellectual 

discussion will never reveal the Trnth. Practice 

of ~iantra jap with unfaltering faith, devotion and 
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self-suiTender, enablas the Sadhak to pierce 

through the Sag Chakras and reach the Chittakash 

·and Chidakash and realize the Self or the Pure 

I-Consciommess. Therefore, practice Mantra-jav 

with complete surrender and devotion, to proceed 

towards the ultimate goal under the guidance of 

Dadaji who has undertaken the enormous task 

of spiritual regeneration and welfare of morally 

morbid, sick and staggering humanity, and is 

making Htrenuons efforts, day and night,travelling 

from time to time in orcler to lead mankind to 

Ught. 
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'The Re_velation of_·Dadaji"s 
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philosophy 
PRoF. DR. B. P .. G!IOSH 

As a student of science, I have passed the days of my long life 
in the' StLtdy o£ scieJtce. I was fortunak in' 'carrying on' researC-hes 

ii!lder the gnicht~lce of famous scientists in the renowned 1 foreign 

imiversities of' the western countries. The most up-:..to-date sciEmtifie 

iristl'llni~nts and .laboratories are · also not nnknown to me. · In 
fact; I ·hardly miss any of the minute developments of · science· in 

the mo~ern. age. NaturaJly . from the standpoint of a scientiS't, 

I haV'e been accustomed to accept every matter of life with reason. 

. i~ut what led to this m6m~~tous ti·a;ulformation in 'iny angle of 
vision? Sometimes in July 1968, on a sudden occasion, I got ·the 
df)portunity ~f meeting Dadaji. The . reality of the day-to-day 

life was so long transparent and accesible to the provinc~> of my 
mind and intellect. The very first darshan of Dadaji imfust!d in 

me a. CO--nViCt-ion that the_re is a world beyond and above Oill' WOl;ld ) 
of · Natllre. I have used the term 'sudden'. But Dadaji ·says : 

""~Vel:ything is predestiri.ed." 'l'he WOl'd impressed me very much. 

Afte'i' that I was fortunate in attending the company of Dadaji 

qtiite a num~er ~f times _a.nd Dadaji Himself also repeatedly said, 

"It is already pl'e-ordained;" though to be frank, I was not always 

able to realise the significance of his saying. Yet Dadaji often 

says : "Tl:rith is based on facts"-which is also the fundamental 

postulate of science. _ -

lrt1V70 l recceived an invitation to visit Ghana as the Professor 

i~t the University of Science and Technology, Ku~asi. I asked 

J}adaji for the permission of taking my wife (Sm. Anima) there. 
His l:ep-ly- was : Yon may· go; bnt I clonbt whether you can stay 

there for five years at a stretch. Anima will have to come back 
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owing to her ill health. And later you too will have to follow 
her." Now I realise : there is no such word as 'sudden' in the 
dictionary of Dadaji. Every event is fact and is based on truth. 
It is really a naked truth that everything is predestined. The 
sxpel'iences and realisation in the grace of Dadaji are all esta
bli"'hed tt•uth; there is nothing mystery, nothing· bewildering in it. 

The natural bea!lty of Ghana is really exquisite. Sm. Anima 
used 'to say o'ften, "that we bad been living as if in the kingdom of 

, Heaven. The charming sceneries around spoke of the unreserved 
.gift of the Natut·e in life and beauty. The flowers are in fnll 

Qlossom throughout the year. The fertility of soil here does not 
,loequit·e any cultivation-nature in full blooms everywhere. 

Though the cereals are not produced here, fruits and things like 
.that grow its own without hum,an care. I was greatly impressed 
at the honesty and polite manners of the students, A few months 

_passed over this way; I noticed a change in Sm. Anima's mood. 
·I alll .narrating the cause of change in her mood in her own words: 
"I had an unexpected darshan of Dada very distinctly this even
ing. · He entered into tho .house walking through the garden, 
crossing the gate, I saw that unmatched smile and familiar strong 
aruma which is identified with Dadaji. He came and stood be
_bind me. Then crossing over the verandah went out of my sight . 
. Quite naturally, I was not in a state of mind to talk to Him or ask 

Him anything. I was deeply overwholmad and struck dumb at 
~he darilhan of Dada. Another day I saw Dada, sitting in the 
drawing room and entire house became highly fragrant with that 
Jamiliar aroma. I got such darilhan of Dada nearly three days." 

· The slow transformation in my wife's temperament did not 

miss my eye. She had been passing through a state of melancholy. 
She did not like to stay in Ghana any more. She became restless. 
The flow of her life became restra,ined by some sort of an unseen 
•force. 'rhe fact is, this dra,shan of Dada is neither a miracle nor 
a self-projection. The event, too, is linked up with a greatly 
auspicious cause behind it. It is olear th t this manifestation was 
highly necessary for my wife, because in this context Dadaji once 

revealed to us ; that such manifestation takes place, when any-
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body pined for Him instead of her 
1
worldy husband in distant 

l:1.nds. He also says: She, who observed the Savitri Vrata (a 

dedicated life for Truth) with faith and sincerity, this transfor

mation of mood in Mahabhar is not unnatm·al for her. And true 
to His prediction. Sm. Anima began tofeel ill and I sent her to 

Britain to my elder son, with the anticipation that she will feel 

better with them. 
Another significant event took place next. I have 110t been 

able yet to explain it adequately with reason and intellect. On 

her way back to Calcutta, Sm. Anima was to go with her son; 

but for some reason or other her name was not found in reserva

tion list. The departure time for the next plane . was neal'ly five 

hours' late. As a result, she had to wait alone helplessly in un
certainty in that foreign land for a reservation. In her words : 

At that time I was ~·emembering Dada all the while. I had com
pletely no other thought in my mind, not to speak of my anxieties. 

Only Dad:1 filled my heart an•l I sm·rendered myself entirely to 

Him. Dada knows what happened. An officer in the Heathrow 

airport addressing me as his 'mother' with great care, made all 
arrangements for my journey back to Calcutta. What was more, 
the plane carrying me lan•led at the Dum Dum n.irport much 

earlier, than that in which my son came. Dada did all these so 
that my son and daughter-in-law should not wort·y for my 

arrival. 
The philosophy of Dadaji is much more practical than what 

we, scientists, claim as our foundation. Dada says-Why should 
we run here and there in search of God, Atma etc, whatever we 

call it. He re3ides within us. I have no existence without His. 

For, His existence (1oes not depend on mine, rather I am insignifi

cant there. By the grace of Dada, now I have realised the fact 

that my existence without Him is nil. As Dada says : Whenever 

you proceed with the apparent truth in your work leaving the 

Reality, then and then only you deviate from the path of t1·uth. . 

Once you realise this the contradiction is resolved; at that stage) 
matter and spirit merge in one and anuther, which you us1u lly 

imagine in contraxy, ' 
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In this context I am _quoting here a few comments by the 1·eputetl 

scientists of East and West. Bertrand Russell remarks : The elec

trons cease altogether to have prope1:ties of a 'thing' as con

ceived by common sense. (Outline oF Philosophy). Edington 

is of the opinion : _'·Relativity of current scheme ." of Physfcs 

invites us .to _search deeper and find the absolute scheme under

lying it so that we may see the world in a truer perspectivt•": 

While giving expression to his idea of the universe'(Brahmanda) 

a:> "finite bnt unbounded world- a play of the finite- Infinite." 

The Indian philosophy had long ago clarified the distinction 

between Matter and Mind. :B'or, it has already beld I the exisj;ence 

of an un~een world. Accor<)ing to a famous scientist, "We 
recognise the other fibres of OUl' being extended in 'directions_ away 

from sense impression. W" e see man not as a bundle of sensory 

impression bnt c.onscious of our purpostl and responsibilities tp 
which the external is subordinate." 

Einstein had been a true scientist, a seer of truth. He said 
. ' 

in ~ne place in reference to religion : "Certain it is that. a convic-

tion akin to religious feeling lies behinJ all scientific work of 

high order. This firm belief, belief bound up 'vith deep feelirig 

in a superior mind that reveals itself in the world of experience.* 

(Repre8ent my conception of God-[dPal and Opinion) 
In an other place Einstein says : "l maintain that tlv> cosmic . ~ ... . -" 

religion~ feeling is the strongest and noblest incitements to scientf-

fic research." (The World as I see if). 

Eclington says : "Perhaps essential change is that we are no 
longer tempted ~0 condemn the .spiritual aspects of OUl' natu1:e 

as illusory because of lack of their concreteness" (Scie~ce . and the 

unseen world). 
Now ,let us take the opinion of }lax Plank : "There can never 

be any real opposition between religion and · ,;eience, for ol1e is 
the compliment of the other. Ever_v serious and refiectiv0 · person 

realises, r think, that the religious ' ~lement in natun:· c must iJe 

recognised and cultivated if all the powei·~ of the huma~l sour<~re 
to act together in perfect balance and .. ha1;mon:v _Where Scie~~~ \s 

Going. 
_; 
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Even an atheist like Russell admits : "Science has nothing to 

say about values ... it is }mportant not to , caricature the doctrine 

of mysticism in which, there is, I think a core of wisdom." . 

Onr respected Professor, scientist-philosopher, Acharya Priyada 

Ranjan Roy, sa~rs in reference to Dadaji's philosophy-"···the 
last named method enables man to come face to face with integral 

·and abRolute tmth, which all our knowledge as g~~ined by the 

pursuit of science are partial or relative, repres\•nting limitetl 

truth. Miracle should not appear as miracle to those who have 

the vision of eternal trnth. Science like the yogic pmctices serve~ 

only as a preparatory ground for attaining the vision of the 

eternal truth, which is accessible only to tho intuitive faculty" 

(Datlaji's MiraclPs r.nd their meaning On Dadaji-Part III). 

It is India who alone has. spoken on Atma-Vidya. Acharya B.N. 

Sil says : "Atma-Vidya is not a self denial or self-effacement, but 

self-recognition, or self assertion, not however in Neitzschean sense 

that is to be the gniding principle of daily life." 

Onr common belief is that in this material world, materialism i~ 

the -only tr11th. Now let tts see what the scientists of Hussia, the 
centre of materialism, say : V. Kedrov, Academician has written 

in the Voprosy Rolosofi .Jonrnal (Yol. ii, 196i, pp. liff): "Some 

Soviet scientists now believe in the primacy of mental fact01·s over 

material factors. Many young Soviet scientists urge that an over

haul fundamental marxists principle is long overdue." , 
They go one step further in saying, "Now environment does not 

determine consciousness ; but on the contrary, consciousness deter

mines environment." 

A great theorist of Communism P. Kedrov writes : "There 

people postnlate that the creative approach to philosophy must 
presuppose in the :final analysis the n·placPment of dialectical 

materialism. (Problem of Peace and Socialism No.41, 1967, pp.l2). 
The teachings of Dada moved me very mach. On the very first 

day and at the first darshan of Dada, He said : "The substance is) 
one ; you talk about materialism, . spiritualism, etc. Try to change 

your angle of vision; then everything will be clear. Jast imagine 

the origin of tlus universe, dive deep into the ftmdamental. Thi~ ·. 
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universe as we find it today is the result of a long process of steady 

evolution. You proceed from the general to the particular ; your 

efforts will be successful then only when you will be able to 

realise that Absolute'l'ruth. There is a stage even before the sound. 

But ultimately the general and the particular become identical. 

~
' Ie, who knows this underlyii1g fact, is the snpremo controller of 

all power and wisdom. Here, the question of attainment ( siddhi ) 

or observing auste1ities ( sadhana ) is irrelevant. This idea is fully 

pplicable to Daila. So, the term mira~le is very narrow and 

biase.l in its expression. 

In many of the writings on Dadaji, his activ~ties :_tre described 

( 

as miracle. But Dada says : "Out of nothing, nothing comes. 

Everything is there in its prvper place in that universe ; it is just 

the factor of time." Prof. Priyada R. Roy says in this context : 

"l enquired of him ( Da:laji ) from where do these objects come to 

c 
him in a trice : is it a case of mate1:ial creation in space ?" His 

reply was-"They exist as such in space, which you do not 

know." It is only because we do not get any casual connection 

with the event by our mind and intelligence that we describe these 

events as miracle ; as if, it is not m1der the law of nature or tl•e 

law of dimension. But it' is incorrect. The law is certainly there 

and ]),,d.a alone knows it. As Dada sayi:i- "You cannot realise the 

meaning of Bibnuti-the manifesta~ion of Him, who is Bibhu 

( full ) is Bibhuti. Bibhuti does not imply anything miracle 

i!upernatural or magic. The one desired to be 'Mr.ny,' that 'will' 

is His power and · that 'many' is His manif~station. The truth 

and significa11ce of Dadaji's philosophy went for its establishment 

in the world. If we can grasp the significance of Dada's saying 

that "Substance is one", we can reaily _ easlise the truth of his 

philosophy, 
Nature follows its own law. TJ,e question may ·arise- "'Vho 

is the creator of this laws ? If we can realise that this creation of 

law is the gift of the Creator himself, \\'e shall be able to know 

the source of power whch contrvls !thil'l uat tJral law. ']'he con

troller is impartial, no wav'" can ffii)Ve him. We often heard and 

Raw Dada telling us that nothing restrains Him. Then who is 
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lie? So, i£ he does anything which is beyond our intellect then 

it is not miracle. His quiet, inward looks express the :tlash•:s 

of a great good and welfare of the universe. He is not only for 

the mission to establish the truth but also to raise the mankind 
on a base of wisdom, where equality and fraternity will be the 

foundation of the entire human race. Love, piety, co-operation) 
will be their natural insti-nct. So, Dada repeatedly says, "Follow 

your own natnrt;l", this is because he knows fully what is happening 

or what will happen and emphasises the inner good which lies 

behind all these. We just cannot keep patience and acco1ding 

to Dada, patience is the only sustenance. 

Even when our world of nature is hit by calamitie~ like storm 

and rain and cyclone, Dada used to tell us calmly "Yon may 
think, why does nature behave in an unnatmal way ? Of courst", 

Nature has a tendency to grow restless ; but is it a breacl1 of law ? 

In your words-this good and evil, auspicious and ominous all 

these are mere state of mind". Apparently, when yon try to judge 

it by our mind and intelligence it appears a breach of law to us. 

Thinking it an exception in the law of Nature, we feel omselvel'l 

cursed. The fact is we are identifying ourselves with the event 

and feel afraid at the resnlt of loss and damage. Yet, we have 

seen Dada often controlling the events of Nature for great cause 

a:nd great necessity. This proves that Dada, seeks to instal a new 

phase in natilre ; it is not a l)l'eak hllt transformation. Our vanity 

of intelligence iR responsible for the sorrow of the people at la1·ge. 

Dada sayR : "There are endlesR materials in Nature for onr ) 
enjoyment, bttt we have turned them into objects of greed and 

aspiration. This is the cause of schism between man and man · 

everywhere". The substance of Dadaji's message is trnth is one, 

mankind is one and language is one. He is here to awaken this 

wisdom in men so that divine love will be their means for final 

goal. 
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Mana·-Brindaban 
HoN'BLB JUSTICE B. K. PATRA 

Mana is Brindaban, the Mahatirtha, the etemal playground of 

Sd Sri l{adha and Sri Krishna. The Jiva is the lover and birth 

after birth it seeks union with the beloved Divine. The cycle of 

.births is in this sense the recurring 'parikrama' of the world in 

qllest of the Supreme Lord, Sri Sri Satyanarayan. SubJt!Ct to the 

laws of mortal life the Jiva r;trttggles and suffers from various 

delusions ; it feeds on Ego which may be compared to the bone 

which a hungry dog chews injuring his mouth and yet continues 

to do so thinking that the blood that oozet-J from its own injuries 

is somehow not his own but is derived from the bone. But suf
fering and sorrow do not entirely kill the natural urge of the 

Jiva to mingle with the Divine, since Jiva is in constant company 

of the Divine; only it is unaware of it. All suffering is purifying 

if only we become aware that through suffering we intensify 

our longing for the Lord. The beloved is as keen on the muon 

with the lover as the lover himself, and although the Ego of the 

lovel' makes it difficult for the beloved to unite with him the 

love-play, nevertheless, goes, interminably, life after life, till 

suffering and sorrow so cleanse the )lana that Ego i~:~ annil1ilated. 

and the decks cleared for the grand union. There is not the least 

doubt that the Jiva must someday become one with the Divine, 
merge with it in an unidentifiable One-ness. But the path is 

long and wearisome, unless by Divine dispenbation, which is yet 

another name for the longing and compassion the Beloved Himself 

feels for the lover. the Jiva gets in touch with the Divine, 

cutting across the bondage of Karma that enslaves us to the 

Ego. In the context of what has been said one could take the 

word SADHU to mean someone who, despite the vressures of 

the Ego, through discipline and autltere self-control, preserves in 
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his heart the intense longing for the Divine. +he · greatest 

DfiARMA is the re~l,isatio1\ ~f the . eternal 1;elationship between 
'~ ' ., ; . (. -

Jiva and the ·divine essence. The Lord declared in the Gita : ' 
\ : : ( 

"Par1triii].i(ya Sadhijnam Vinasaya ca Dnskritan ' 

Dharma~~ansthapn&rthaya Sambhavami yuge yuge". · 

Fur the 'l;aritran'. of the Sadhus does t~e Lord manifest Himself 
·~ \ ' · \ :·· r . . ,.. r . t 

age !l,f.ter age. This manifestation of the Lord can only be5n 

human form as an answer to the longing· and the prayers o_f the 

l()ver for~he union with Him. the blessed glance of the · Lord 

destroys the .evii which i~ th~·:, offspring of Eio. · Hy l-lis mani
fl:'station the Lord re-affirms the inalienabl;· c.mnection betwee'n 

the Jiva ard the Divine essence. 1'his is the re--c·stahlishment of 

the highest DHARMA. 

D.ADAJI IS THE MANIFESTATION OF TUE J_,ORD IN 

OUR ;YUGA'. He.is Sri ~ri Sat~anaray;m, the THU J'H a\)~olate, 
the essence of EXISTENCE, the re-affirmation of the prin~iple of 

One-ness between Jiva :md the Divine Essence. fn Dadaji, being 

the mfmifestation of the Lord in hum<:.n form, the Jiva and the 

Divine Essence are one. He symbolises in Himself the Divine 

Ras-Li/a, the eternal love-play between the lover ana the beloved. 

At His pleasure the Divine essence inns manifests itself as •Acli

sh~-.,bda', which Dadaji calls the Mahanam. Its cosmic vibr3-tions 

hasten the union between the Jiva :!lld the Divine EsRence within 

it. The Mohanam being, in grossly ~imple terms, the 'voice of 

within' is the vital force behind all 's:1m~kar' .in which Jiva i8 

rooted and enmeshed. It alone ca.n grant the Jiva freedom, and 

Does. }lahan::tm is, in Sri Dad~ji's presence, an act of Divine 

compassion released from the inside of uR. Once the vibrations 

of the Mahanam begin to gyrate within us, the Jiva uni.tel'! with 

the Divine essence and the sheer ecsta~y of love fills the entire 

being. ~lam>. becomes Hrindaban, the Mahatirtha, the sacred 

•krida-sthal' of the Divine H.as-Lila, the unceasing love-play of 

Sri l{adha and Sri Krishna, the Jiva and the Divine Essence. 

The notes of the magic flute, embodied in the Mahanam spread 

and we listen, rapt and enchanted and the aching joy of the 

ecstasy that is ours is supreme bliss. 
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'11he highest 'sadhana; is to realise this iove, tllls Ananda. I-iow 
can this bliss be attained through proxy ? The professional gurus 
seem to apply that by their gift of a 'mantra' they initiate us into 

the Divine One-ness. It is preposterous how many of us would 
believe in that kind of cant ! The Guru is within us, the only 
'Guru' is the Lord Him_self. He is not subject to the pressures 
and recommendations of a third party, howsoever evolved and 

holy. Nothing that anybody else does can get us our freedom, 
for Love is SLlpremely subjective and cannot be won for our sake 

by the mumbo-jumbo of influence and power-hungry guruJ of the 

modern world. Dndaji is not our Guru ; he is the beloved Jj;lder 

Brother, the embodiment of Sri Sri Satyanarayan, tl!e Truth that 
the chant of the Mahanam relt>ases - in us and makes us whole. 
He is, at the level of Essence, our partner in the Res-Lila that 
has transformed our Mana into Brindaban, the eternal playground 
of om· LorJ and Master. 
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Towards An Exposition of 
"Bhakta, Bhakti,. Bhagavan ek" 

( Dadaji) 
The devotee, devotion and the Divinity are but one continuum 

DR. N ANILAL SEN 

vVhen Dadaji speaks, scriptures lapse into icy silence. F'or 
He speaks a lauguage not of the mind, but of the proto-lingual 

monad that is an amative centre of gravity of the Infinite 

Consciousness. But, when the thawing of ice sets in, scriptures 
come into their own aml the !:!poon-fed mentalists dismantle the 

Oracle and embark upon that bloody · post-mortem which lets 
ortt no blood, the sap of life. .This hollow scribbler who can 
seldom dare hold a candle to even tho worst of the associates 

of Dadaji (if . such computation be at all permissible), cherishes 

the vanlting ambition of celebrating the Candlemas of Dadaji's 

Divine ntter:tnces i.n the following pages ; but, the purity of 

Virgin )Iary, the matrix of Dadaji's transcendent vision, is apt 

to be held in Yansom by the deuced traders in r<?ligion, thanks to 

his confLu><~d thinking and insipid expression. A scavenger holds 

the stage for tl,e momenL ; and the inscrutable gust of the 

Snpreme Will alone knows whether the intellectual garb.tge will 

be laid here 01· there. 
The concept of God and of religion become meaningful only 

when Bhakti or Devotion plays the prima donna in the sphere. 

lwligion, in fact, is no magic, no witch-craft, no gymnastics in 

egoistic expansion like 'that of the fabled frog ; or else it would 

be a thing merely of the earth, earthly and God would fate as 

hopeless anthropomorphism. However much the troubadours of 

egoism might laud to the skies the so-called nirvikalpa samadhi, 
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It can never hope to outre<wh the ego, even negatively ; for, the 

negation of ego as practised by th('m is itself egoistic. Heligiou 

begins only when there is descent of transcendence. And tkt 

transcendence is Bhakti p<tr excellence. Though God and religion 

are in no w.1y man-made products, it can very well be asserted 

in the same breath that Bhakti makes Go.J what He is. The 

· essence of religion is Bhakti ana it is at once its culmination, too. 

Bhakti serves as the copula or the liaison officer between Bhakta 

'md Bbagavan. To put it ·more squarely, Bhakti is the eternal 

mother suckling fondly her two babies, the devotee and God, 

the milk of love which is their sole sustenance. Still it may 

well be asserted in the face of it that God is the source and 

sustenance of Bhakti. It is like the vedic puzzle of Daksa being 

at once son and bther to Aditi. But, here we have to go a 

step further. The Bhakta, in his turn also, is, as has all'eady 

been submitted, the source of Bhakti and God, too. So, we have 

to deal here with a trio, any one of which may and does resolve 

itself into the other tw-o. That is why the Gang3, representing 

Bhakti, is 'tri-srotah' (three-streamed), Vamana, representing God, 

is 'Trivikrama' and the transcendent Fiu', representing Bhakta, 

is 'Trisitdhastha' (having three homes). But, instead of being 

befogged by the enveloping mist of mysticism, let us come to 

brass tucks of the skrk reality. 

No one but One, nowhere brtt Now Here is the sole reality 

-primal, ultimate and medial too, notwithstanding the pageantry 

of diversity and the eternal antinomies. That One is the only 

existent ; nay ; It is existence itself. But, pure esse is no eRSe 

at all ; for, it is non-existent because of lack of felt existence. 

So, existence manifests itself in the form of consciousnesR. The 

latter again must make itself manifest lest it lapses into sheer 

existence. And that manifestation is achieveil in the form of 

Arumda which completes the cycle. This Ammda is in reality 

the centrosome of the existence-organism, so to say. So, the 

One in Existence from one st:mdpoint, and Ananda from another. 

while in common parlrnce He is c<:tlled Saccidananda. But, that 

does not make Him a composite whole ; for, there is no cleavage, 
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no stmdering, no divorce amO)lg' the so-called trio. In fact, 

the One is blissftllly conscious existence or consciously existent 

.Anancla. This Anancla or Paramananda is called Bhiima or 

Satyanarayana by Dadaji. Each of the so-called trio has bilateral 

vibrations-centripetal and centrifugal. When the centripetal 

vibrations are more compelling, the state of Bhiima is reached 

which may be described. as the l£ternal Void. But, thanks to 
the centrifugal vibrations, Paramiinanda is ever in spate ; He ir: 

ever exceeding Himself, though ever lllltintaining His status quo 

through the impulsion of the former vibrations. But, wLen the 

centrifugal vibrations become more conscious ( or less conscious 

from the standpoint of the Infinite), Par~manancla overflows Him
self in streams or by isolated drops in His urge to fill up the 

vacuum created, ~>o to say, in llim by way of reflection of the 

primal void. This overflowing, this urge is necessary for the 

One to be Existent-Conscious-Blissful ; for all real consciousness 

is refracted consciousness, consciousness integt·ated as agairt~t 

another, which is here the vacuum. That is why the Upanisad~ 

proclaim time and again, "Sa ekaki naramata." Bnt, -in point 

of fact, no sense of loneliness did torment Him at that time ; 

for, the One can have the sense of Oneness and for the matter 

of that, of loneliness only when many or at least an other had 

emerged. 8o, the npanisadic statement •Eko'ham bahu syam' 

holds good. from our empiric standpoint only. For, the One 

becomes many ancl realises His Oneness only in anrl through 

tl1em. We are thus confronted with a 'many' that makes the 

One fe9l as such. This 'many' then must be alogical ; for, the 
mind or the ego, which was not during the state of Bhuma ha:s 

jttst emerged. and is still in a dormant ;;tate. This 'many', there

fore, mu:,;t be regarded as the multiple manifestation of the One 

in an urge for heterisation and :self.·realisation. This One is 

the 8vayam Bhagavan Krishna in lli:s eternal abode, V rajft and 

the 'many' are His !lSI:iociates-Jlis consotts, play-m:,te:s and 

so on. They are His eternal devotees and typify the overflowing 

streams of Paramananda with a predominance of the Hladini 

aspect of the essential potency ( 8varupasakti ). The One is 
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possess8d of this Hladiiii potency in the fullest nieastli·e aiong 

with the Sandhlni ( existential ) and Samvid potencie;;. So, the 

ejaculation of Hladini is fully responsible fol' this manifold

ness. She and Krishna al'e like two mirrors facing each other 
and reflecting each other endlessly. So, it transpires that this 

One and 'many' are inseparabl':l and identical in a very real sense. 

These maf1y are the devotees par excellence. 
Dadaji often explains the situation in the following manner. 

The self-same pool of watel' is sprinkled all about. These tiny 

drop:; of water represent His associates, His devotees. This water 

is, however, different from other water. This brings ns to a 

consideration of the overflowing of l'aramananda by dropii. This 

secretion by dl'ops may present two different spectacles. Some 
secreted dl'ops may be instinctively dl'awn towards the eternal 

Vl'aja, because of an amorphoug st~tc of the mind, while others, 

due to some innate prvneness born of egoism, may dart headlong 

towards the realm of Maya. Both t4ese are ·cida9u ( specks of 

consciortsness) and are evolved by the Tatastha Sakti (intermediate 

potency) of God. The fir.>t group of cidal}us start.> its career 

by incensing off the ego and tums into devotees of the second 

cleg1·ee, practising Riiganuga Bhakti as di~;tinguished from the 

Ragatmika Bhakti of the eternal devotees par excellence. They 

ate jivas only in name : for, the ego is in reality jiva ; and one 

who has shaken off the shackles of ego is in ttme with the 

Infinite and contillllOUS with His existence. Bnt, the other group 

of cida9us are bound by thei1· ego and are to be called jiva in the 

true sense of the term. ' 
So far we have been trying to grasp the tmth that the devotees 

of the first degree have an optimllll of Hladini and are inseparable 

from Bhagavan, while those of the- second group have it in a 

lesser kinetic measure. The jivas, however, have it in a latent 
form ina~much as it i~ shl'onded by their ego. And what about 

Bhagavan, the Supreme ? It has already been submitted that 

He, as possessor of the Hliidini potency, is Ananda par excellence. 
Hladini is that potency of God which delights .Him and His 

devotees. The Ananda of Goll may be of two types ! 
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Svarlillanamla (the bliss inhere!lt in Hi~ being) and Sval·upa

hktyananda. The former occura when Hladini is implicit and 

inwardly direct':!d; and the latter comes into free play when 
Hladini breaks forth into centrifugal vibrations. So, Bhagavan 
is encompassed by Hladini and is Ananda personified. A ques

tion may be raised here : God is A.nanda to the fullest degree ; 

how can then there be any increase in the quantum of Ananda 

in Him ? How can He relish Ananda from extraneons elements ? 
Does it not do~ violence to His immutable nature ? The answer 

is not far to seek. God infuses a particular moLla of the Hladini 

potency into His devotees and that is the source of His delight. 

So, it is nothing extraneous nor does it give rise to any excess 

of delight beyond what is innate in Him. For, as we have 
discussed before, delight to be worth the name must necessarily 

be refracted delight. So, God is delighted by His own inherent 

cause of delight which is conveniently deposited in the hearts 

of His devotees. Hliidini is rehabilltated into the basal Hladini, 

water mingles in water ana the immutable nature of C'x0d remains 
tmhurt and muuffied. 

And what is Bhakti? It is Ananda, it i s a varticular mode of the 
1Iladini potency of God. Pure sattva is a mode of Hladini. 

This pure sattva is characterised by the quality of revelation which 

is possible in regard to God thJ·ough Bhakti only. So, Bbakti is 

a kind of transformation of pure sattva which is but a mode of 
Hladini. In other words, Bhakti may bt> described as the 

Quintessence of Hladini and samvid crossed together. ln any 

case, it is no mental mode, no egoistic escalation of self towards 

the Snpreme. It is not the result of any egoistic activity ; nor is 

it achieved by any means. It is a manifestation, a descent 

through the grace of God. So long as there is mental activity, 
no Bhakti in the real sense of the tet·m can at all appear. One 

must transcend the mind, the egocentric attitude in order to be 
bathed in Bhakti. So, Hladini offers Hladini to the possessor of 

HHidini. It is th(l sam~ stuff that is in operation in all the three 

spheres. So, it has been very aptly asserted in the Gopalatapani : 

"Vijnanaghana Anand,,ghanal) saccidanandaikarase bhaktiyoge 
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ti~~hati." So, Bhakt~yoga is of the same stuff as Bhagavan is. 

The former is Saccidanandaikarasa and God is Saccidananda. 

Gaudiya Vaisnavas have tried to establish the truth that Bhakti 

has no concel'll with mental gymnastics ; it is verily beyond the 

realm of mind and intellect. They assert that pure sattva, which 
is o£ the nature of revelation, is the abode of Vasudeva j that 

jiv:ts have within them a spark o£ I-Iladini which h:>s to be rein

forceJ by the grace of God which b but ~. mode of HHidini; that 

Bhakti is the only wrry to lead to Him. They bold that the 

Snpreme Godhead re~ides in the hef.rt::l of Bhaktas only. Not 

only that ; the Bhaktt.s are like His heart and He, in turn, is like 

the heart of Dhakt·.<.s. They also maintain that Bhakta's very 

existence is fttlly dependent on Him. He is like-a lyre in the 

hands of the Suvreme. And they finrrlly come to the conclusion 

that Bhakta, Bhakti and Bhagavan m·e identical, are but one 

continuum. Thi:; idea ba~ been clearly expres:;ed in the following 

Sloka bearing on GouralilR : 
"Panca-tattvatmakatil Krdnath Bhaktarupnsv ~rnpakam/ 

Bhaktavataram 13haktakhyaffi namami BMktisaktik::nn/ /" 

So, Kr~t;~a, the Lord Supreme itl at once Bhaktaruva, Hhakta

s-wtriipa, Bhaktiivatara, Bhnkta and Hhakti-~ kti. But, in matter~ 
or relish of rasa, they assert that the Bhakta's relish and conse

quent delight is g1·eater and deeper than tbnt of Bhag:lVan. So, 

according to them, there is no samaritsya between the two. Thig 

phenomenon is symbolised in Tantrn literature by the Viparita 

rati of 8akti. This showd the domineering state of Sakti, who 

fully gets the better of Par,tsottama. So, from the stand-point of 

rasa, there persists a sort of difference, separateness between the 

two, tho:1gh entitatively they are one indivisible whole. 

B11t Dadaji dives deeper still. He asserts unequiVLlC9lly that 
unless the mind becomes a Navama:Ojari, one cannot reach the 

stage of Bhakti o1· Prema. The minq shoots fot·th into a sheaf·
like gr.:>wth, the intelligence-stuff grows transparent and vibrant 

and the elan vital becomes A.nanda and the three are mixed np 

inextricably. That is tha stage where real Bhakti, real Prema 

comes intQ being. AccorJing to Dadaji, there is a sp:utller I, the 
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mind, the ego; and there is a bigger I, the elan vital. Unless one 

negates the former, unle~s it is merged in the bigger I, no talk 

of Ghakti is pertinent. He emphatically proclaims that the mind 

is Kala, is nfaya:. It is the geometrising ego that spins out the 

tlragnet of Maya and binds one do·wn to material existence. The 

mind is veritably a can9ala and when it becomes chastened, i.e. 

turns into a woman, we reach the threshold of Bhakti. We 

are automatically transported to that stage through the revelation 

of Mahanama to u~. But, real Bhakti Legins when the mind 

transcends the stage of womanhood and flowers forth into a real 

mai'ijari. Then there tis no sense of man or woman ('Na so 

rama9a na hama rama9i-Rai Ramiina.nda). And after that 

stage dawns a unified consciousness which has been clearly 

demonstrated by Rupa Goswamin in the following sloka bearing 

on Madana Mahabhava : 'l{adhaya bbavatasca c.itta-jatuni 

svedairvilapya kramat yuj]jan 'etc. Bhakti or Prema of Dadaji's 

conception really l:!tarts from here. Quite in conformity with this 

attitade, He often poses the qnestion : Can a jiva ever become 

l'rablada, Yuclhisthira or Vidura ? The answer is necessarily in 

the negative. It ig God Himself who disp01·ts Himself in the role 

of Bhakta. T!Ji;,; has been clearly demonst1·ated by Kr~9a who 

Jiim>elf became Go pas ancl cows, when they wer~ stolen by 
Brahma. For, the mind iH the jiva and liod Supreme hal:! nothing 

to do with materiality, with the manifold of existence spi1med out 

by ::VIaya. He has no concem with the may.i.c world which is 

presided over by Paramatma and is grounded in Bmhma of the 

current upanisadic conception. He is fully 'akalpa' and has 

n )Liting to do with anything extraneou~ to His immutable being. 

Still He delights in the company of His associates ('Pritih svayati. 

pritimagat gayasya). So, His associates must necessr:rily be part 

an;:l parcel of Himself, fully encompassed by His !essential poten

cieH with a predominant charge of Hladini. Dadaji brings home 

to OLU' mincl this stage with a very pithy saying : "'l'l1ere are 

apparently two entities from our empiric standpoint. But, the 

relish is one inclistingnishable whole." It is beyond this poor 

s0ribbler to clo adequate justice to this immortal utterance of 
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Dadaji which bas no parallel in any scriptures negotiated by him. 

Be that us it may, according to Him, at this stage it is one 

indivisible relish that reigns supreme deluging with its devastating 
overflow the strands in the shape of Bhakta and Bhagavan. So, 

it transpires that the relish of IIladini suckles God and Bhakta 

aliko aml simultaneously in one strain. This unity of relish may 

only very poorly be illustrated by mother's relish at the sight of 

son's relish of the dishes prepared by her. This is the Tri-~unya 

state so often spoken of by Dadaji. I-Im·e nothing is, though all 

is there in an indivisible integrity. So, Dadaji's saying to the 

effect : 'The devotee, devotion and divinity are one continuum' 
finds its fullest confirmation in all the stages dealt above and 
reaches its culmination at thP. Tri~unya stage which is no stage 

or state at ··ll. It is, in fact, as Dadaji says, a state transcending 

prema. 
The matter may be negotiated from another standpoint also. 

As Dadaji often avers, the void in the heart is the region where 

Govinda resides and where the Mahiinama has its origin. This 

void is, from another point of view, the place of repose of res

piration. Repose of respir~tion necessarily implies stillness of 
mind and consequent absence of categorisation and discrete 

vision. Bhaktas arc those who have resigned themselves to 

Mahiinama and are, therefore, transported to tl1at divine void 

where there is but one continuous existence. So, there can be no 
cleavage among Bhakta, Bhakti, :md Bhagaviin. They are one 

continuum in every sense of the term. 
W'hen G;)') has the sense of I, J?hakta and .Bhakti necessarily 

become a bit differentiated in Him. But, that difference is un

differenced; it is, a~ has been previously submitted, the differenc<J 
of I?-ultiple m<tnifestation which is a conceptual distinction with

o:.tt any b:t>ic entitative difference. But, at the ultimate stage, the 

c-:mtripatal spate of Hladimi drifts away and deluges into nothing
ness the integrative sense of I, and there is achieved the real unity 

of the trio. 
No words are potent enough to divine the depth and grandeur 

of Dadaji'H utterances. They are only to be listened to and they 
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will start resounding endlessly till we are unified with their 

essence. That is Dadaji to whom no mundane Nature can 
do any homage. For, He is the One 'Akalpa' that gives life 
and sustenance to Mahanama that is identical with Govinda 
Himself • 
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What is truth : Dadaji Answers 
KRISHNA MURTHY 

Free Press Journal, Bombay 

February 4, 1912 

A great movement for the revival of Sanatana Dharm:~ and 

Sadhana to reopen the channel of our spiritmd life which ha~ 

been obstructed for long by the ~:~and,; of formal exhibitio1tism, 

taboos :mel superstition has been launched by Sri D:tLlaji from 
Calcutta. 

{ Hir:~ chief mission i~ to regenera,te Truth-consciousnes:; or Gocl

con:;cionsnes:;. ] le \\·ants us to realize our own true natul'e 

which is <livine an(l hlis,.;ful. Man i/'\ the immortal child of 

the Immortal J;'athet·. lie is born divine-an tirradiation of the 

divine consciousness and bliss. The :::lupreme J~ord lies within, 

in the form of }lahanam ; we are Lorn with our Guru-the 

SeH ·or the Lord and the Mahanam within. He is anxious to 

embrace us, to guide us to our final destination-self-realiz~ttion. 

No mortal being can Le a Guru. Your Self or God alone is 

Guru. 

This is the divine message of Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury 

to the bewildered man of the modern agnostic era. 

THUTH IS BASW 

Contradiction is the child of ignorance. A wrong angle of 

vision breeds contradiction or the idea of difference. 'l'hings 
conceived in the right perspective, realized through the right 

angle of vision, do not leave any scope for contradiction and a 

healthy rl'lation is established between the material and spiritual 

life charged with bl,ssful harmony anclrhythm within the frallle-
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work of one fundamental principle of life~the Truth-the peren
nial prime source of our existence, of the existence of the whole of 

the universe, There is only one Truth-the Self or the Almighty. 

It envelops us from without and is immanent within us. The 

aim of our life is to realize this great Truth. 'fhis Truth is our 

true nature, our true being, our safest stronghold. 

How to realize our true divine nature, our self? W'e are born 

initiated. We have simply to realize that we are born initiated. 

The enlightened Sonl realizeR the whole of the creation a~ 

Brahman or Truth. Initi.:ttion conducted at the level of the 

senses by mortal beings can never lead to Truth which is mnch 

beyond the range of the senses. Gnrnism, as we find it prevalent 

today, is the most abominable stigma in our spiritual life. It 

is the source of exploitation of the innocent mass by the self

:~eekers for mundane vdnes i n the name of religion. 

Sri Dadaji, therefore, has launched a crusade against the evil 

practice of Gnrnism and the associated evils in our current 

~piritual life. Thoae who undergo spiritual initiation in the 

presence of Sri Dadaji get :Mahanam directly from their own 
Self or Gorl. lie does not condnct initiation. During initiation 
the veil of ignorance is removed for a while and the Mahunam 

appear~ on a plrun piece of paper by the Divine Grace on a 

~upra-sensuous plane. After the aspirant has read, it disappears. 
It is also heard by the ear~ from within. This is real Diksha 

which i11trocluces the as£,irant to hi:; ~elf ancl makes the iHwar<l 

journey begin. 

SUPERNATffilAL 

To bear Prarabdha or the compulsions of the mincl with 
patience and resign;!ti on i.s penance. To have clesireless :t \\"arenes~ 

of Him with absohte self··snrrender, nnfaltering faith, single

minded love and devotion is meditation. To be in tnne with 

Him is Pnja. No other penance except Mahanam jap with 

devotion is re ,Ftired for sulf-realiza(,ion. Practice of penance as 
we do it today is :t b0dy-miiHl beh:1.Yionr and canF>es fartl1er 
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bondage ·· due to the piling np of impressions of th•' actions 

performed. Self-s11rrender is the real yoga in which -the Lord 

is r•·alized as the real doer and the aspirant plays into His hands 
as His instrument. Thus, the Lord Himself steers the ship of 
our life to the final harbour of self-realization. 

We witness so many inexplicable supernatural events taking 

place in Sri Dadaji's presence. Nature behaves according to his 

will, material objects like silver or gold trinkets etc. appear out 
of unknown sources. His multiple manifestation at different 

places at the same time and his etherial presence felt through 

a unique aroma at far off places is all the more inexplicable. 

But Sri Dadaji says that he does not do all these things. This 

is not the outcome of Kriya yoga, etc. These are the mafl,ifesta

tions of the Will of the Lord and hence have no limit, whereas 

the creations of Kriya yoga have limitations. These events make 

the atheists and sceptics the existence of some supernatural 

reality. After the public is baffled by such events, Sri Dadaji 
himself condemns these things, describing them to be extraneous 

and superfluous for the truth-seeker. 
The same Divine Truth throbs in the hearts of all human beings 

and hence Sri Dadaji holds that mankind is one. Originally 

language is also one which has evolved into different forms due 

to phonetic ch'mges. At this juncture of our spiritual crisis, it 

is our most sacred duty to respond to the great call given by 
Sri Dadaji to eradicate the evils which hamper advance and to 

inculcate new values and attitudes under his courageous guidance 

to quicken the pace of spiritual regeneration for a brighter life 
ahead. 
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ln Quest of 'Him' and Truth 

.A. B. NAIR 

Tbe Bharat Jyoti, Bombay 

Sunday, January 6,1972 

Srimat Am.iya Hoychowdhnry, popularly known a~ Dadaji, is a 

simple personality in personal life, solely devoted to Truth. He 
asks his visitors and admirers to try to find Truth in a simple, 

direct and straightforward manner. He also t1ies to remove the 

confusions created by numerous interpretations of the Sastras. He 
sees in humanity a single entity and he does not encourage any 

schism ; he does not claim to be a Guru. 

According to Dadaji, to bear with patience and fortitude the 

compulsions of our mind, intellect and senses in our pursuit after 
Truth is the only tapasya. He has gone on record that the 

Absolute resides in every heart and that one can know Him only 
by a direct approach. 

Dadaji has revolutionary idPas ; he asserts that no man can 

initiate another and become a Guru in the process. To attain 

Truth one does not have to do japa or tapa. 
Aborit a month ago, Dadaji performed Satyanarayan Puja at 

the residence of Tarun Kanti Ghosh, grandson of the fabulous 

Sisir Kumar Ghosh of the Amrita Bazar Patrika. Present on that 
occasion was Dr. Gourinath Sastri who prostrated at the feet of 
Dadaji and dedicated himself to carrying out the eternal message 

of Dadaji as a humble devotee. 
This is a true anecdote told to me by Dr. Gourinath. On the 

21st November 1971, Dadaji took him to the house of Dr . .Madlm

sudan De r•t New Alipore. As they were talking, the telephone 

rang; it was a long distance call from Bombay. Dr. Gourinath 
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tva~ seated near the tele]Jhone ; he took it and handed it ove1' to 
D:>daji. 

The caller was Editor A. B. Nair of the Pree Press Journal, 
He was experiencing severe pain. Dadaji asked him to place a 

cup of water near the receiver. Nair complied with Dadaji's 

instmction and soon after told him · that a strong aroma was coming 

out of the cup. Dadaji asked Nair to drink that cup of water. 

Nair was immediately relieved of his pain. Nair has an interest

ing anecdote about Dadaji whieh bas been published alre:tdy. 

Dadaji can elaim Harindranath Chattopadhyaya among his 

admirers. Harin relates how Dadaji produced a watch out of 

nowhere for his host, Abhi Bhattacharya. Abhi complained, 

'Now-a-days a wateb without a calendar is effete." The watch 

was returned to Dadaji who enclosed it on his }Jalm for a few 

seconds. When the watch was given back to Abhi, the visitors 

were stmmed. The calendar, nnlike the usual ones on modern 

watches, ran round the rim of the watch. 

Harindranath Chattopadhyaya is not one who can b~· easily 

tak0n in ; and he is one of the ardent admirers of Dadaji. Harin 

has related how Rita, the charming wife of a film director, walked 

into Dadaji's place on her birthday seeking his blessings. Late 

in the night, he went to the house of Rita and asked her husband 

what he had given as a birthd;:y gift to his wife. "I have nothing 

to give", was the reply. .i:-ky presto, a beautiful saree materialised 

in the twinking of an eye and Dadaji presented it to Hit:t. 

The admirers and devotees of Dadaji are many ; they hail 

from different strata of society. There are politiciaLts, civilian 

officers, professors and e_yen engineers. I was snrprh;ed that 

Biswanath Das .Mahasayo is an admirer of Dadaji. Dadaji wonld 

be visiting Bombay this week and he is assttred of warm welcome 

from those who have heard of him. 

The age-old traditional r\ath for realisation of THU'l'H i.e., 

for reaching ont to HIJ\'1- has proved to be wrong. This path of 

japa-tapasya penance and/or remmciation of worldly life has led 

the mankind somewhere which is surely not the desired goal. 

With the result, peace has become a far cry, materialism has got 
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ti1e upperhand and Sanatana Dhatma has totally been forgotten. 

As emancipation is not attained, population is on ever-increase. 

Dadaji, by his life and by his teachings, which are just the 
opposite to those prevalent, has shown how TRUTH can only be 

realised by MAHAN AM aJ?.d by complete surrender to HIM. 
N uthing else is required of us. Everything else is exterior. 

Emancipation is alt>o assured. 
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Finding The Truth. 
HoN'BLE ·SRI N ANDALAL UNTW ALIA 

CHIEF JUSTICI!, BEHAR 

It is the fm1ction of a judge to find the truth, and in performing 

that duty he must have an open mind and no prejudice or supeJ·s
tition, like or dislike. He listens to arguments, but can hardly 

allow the argument perpetually to continue. He has to come to 
a decision, and the argument has to stop at a certain point. 

It was a privilege for me to be able to exercise that funda

mental training at a higher plane. I was invited by Smt. Ramdulari 
Sinha., our La.bour Minister, to be present at a Puja performed by 
a great spiritual leader who is addressed as Dadaji by his counties~ 
admirers. We had been sitting on the lawn when Dadaji came 

and sat on a divan placed at one end in the centre. His very 

entrance struck me that we were suddenly put in the company 
of an extraordinary personality. His radiant face ooaming with 
smile and hi!>! charming eyes moving around some time looking 

at us and at other moments looking up and beyond the limita

tions of this physical world lifted tls above our small miseries and 
petty considerations. I, for myself, immediately felt a soothing 

presence. 
After a few minutes some one put a question. Poet Dinkar 

with Dadaji's permission stood up and explained Dadaji's teach

ings, which were revolutionary in charactHr. Dadaji says that 
between God and man there is no intermediary. The relation is 

direct, contimwus and everlasting. There can be no human agent 

in-between to .introduce us to Him. God is our Guru, and we 

shall receive our mantra from Him direct. We are all children 
of our Immortal Frther. V'Vc are, therefore, all brothers, and 

Humanity is one, as Truth is one, 
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Has son ever prayed to have his father ? It is the father who 

prays for a son, and is anxious to rear and develop the child 
to his fullest fulfilment. Our li'ather is with us and in us 
since He brought us on this earth. The mantra is being con
tinuously resoooded in Olll' hearts, and each individual has to 

receive his mantra trom Him direct. In our ignorance we are not 
conscious of this fact. But, there lis no cause for disappointment. 
He Himself will introduce the mantra. 

lt was indoed quite assuring to be told that with God within 

we may have the introduction to and initiation with the Truth, 
without any need of a human Guru. But some people started 
some arguments which did not lead to the foodamental question. 
I had my quest, and was anxious to have the enlightenment from 

Dadaji. It was not considered worthwhile to enter into unneces
sary arguments, when Dadaji said that diksha means darshan, 

or to see, to have brahmajnan. I considered myself fortunate 

when I was asked by Dadaji to accompany him to Sree Sree Satya

narayan for diksha. I went into the room where the Puja was 

to be performed. On Dadaji's instruction I bowed to Sree Sree 

Satyanarayan with reverence and prayer, and suddenly a ringing 
voice resounded the mantra in two words from a region I could 
not fathom. The two words appeared in red ink on a small piece 

of paper I had been holding. The two words, however, dis

appeared after a few moments. Dadaji was simply sitting at a 
corner. 

It was an ooforgettable experience to have the Mahanam. From 

the moment it resounded through the back of my head into my 
ears, I felt a heavenly peace which filled my heart. A strong 

aroma was exuding from the room, although no agarbati stick 

had been burnt in the room. This aroma spread over my body 
after Dadaji had rubbed my chest with his hand, and I got the 

pleasant aroma quite for some time after I had taken leave of 

Dadaji. In his absence the aroma not only continued, it was felt 
at places quite far from Dadaji. 

The most wonderful thing that happened to me was a feeling 

of peace and tranquility I began experiencing after my visit and 
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my humble offer of respect to Dadaji. I feel a pain when I squat 

on the floor, and I try to· avoid it. . But I had to squat for two 

hours in front of Dadaji, and I never felt the pain. It waH ceJ·

tainly not hypnotism. Had it been so, I would have a severe pain 
after this long strain. But I felt no pain thereafter. 

I had my quest for spiritualism and to be enlightened on Truth. 

But I had kept it to myself and had been waiting for the right 

moment, and the right leader. Dadaji refuses to be called a 

Guru, and I accept his statement without reservation. To a1·gue 

still with Dadaji on this point would not only be a fruitless 

exercise, but a deviation from the path which is unique and 

universal. To acknowledge God as our Guru can hardly cast 

any reflection to any person who chooses to call himself a Gur u. 

Such a person, let us hope, will not try to put himself above or 

on par with God. If he does, may God forgive him and dispel 

his darkness. In the modern age, the spiritnal path Dadaji bat> 

lx-en preaching for is the only path for our enlightenment. vVe 

are thankful to Dadaji for the trouble he has taken to come here 

all the way from Calcutta 'in this bot summer. Our bumble request 

to him to grace this State in winter will have the sincerest 

and i·espectfal support of all those who bad the good fort1me 

to come into a personal contact with him. 
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Dadaji and Eternal Truth 
DR. B. K. TIKAPER 

In the infancy of the Aryan thought the striking phenomena of 

the outer w0rld first arrested attention :1ccording to the known 

laws of psychology. Thought had not yet learnt to turn upon 

~tself, introspection had not yot developed. But in course of tim<) 
with the progress of thought the Aryan mind was impressed with 

the mat·vels of the inner world, and henceforth the chief centre of 

interest was transferred from without to within. The more earnest 

minds of the time were not to be lulled or deterred by appeal to 

any authority, however hallowed, but persistently asked for truth, 

the reality. The polytheistic or plurestic conceptions of the 

Universe were definitely over-;rown, in the circles in which the 
Upanishads were formed. It was clearly recognized that there was 

but one supreme God pervading the Universe. The question now 

was, "vVho was ~his on~ ·God ?" Dadaji's emphatical answer is that

in fire and water, in earth and heaven, in the visible world out

side, in the invisible world within, th.;~re is One Unseen Reality 
i e. Sri Sri SatyaN.arayana, who is the Spirit, the Atman, to know 

whom is the highest blessedness. 
It. can definitely be said that tb.e conception of Sri Sri Satya

narayana !ts the world spirit, constitutes a glorious chapter in the 

religious lit\3ratnre not only in India but of humanity. In preach

ing of this philosophy :Dadaji has ventured to ask the most daring 

question and to discuss the most penetrating problems and the 

fundamental reality o£ the Universe and he has atTived at the 

·conclusion which is of permanent interest and abiding value to 
the seekers afte1~ truth )f. all ages and all countries. 

The fundamental doctrine of Sri Dad:lji's philosophy stands 

~n the fact that"'humanity is one". We are the children of the 
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same father. So there can't be any difftJrence or distinction ; and; 
differences between man and man which are shown today are, 

all man-made. Dadaji also says that limited knowledge cannot 
lead one to perfection. The so-called Gurus who are themselves 

imperfect take advantage of caste and class system and exploit 
the ~1mocent people being their Gurus and thereby build Ashramas 
and Maths for the crude type of business. The person who has. 

realized Brahman will see Brahma in everybody and in every 

particle of the Universe. And so he will not make anybody his 
disciple bestowing some mantras thinking him to be inferior. 
Dadaji asserts that God is the only Guru and none but God leads 

one to perfection and eternity. The so-called Gurus whisper· 

some mantras into the ears of the innocent people commit a 

mistake in neglecting the supremacy of God. The devotee who gets 
tho Mahanama by the grace of Dadaji directly f ;·om Sri Sri Satya

narayana-the etN·nal source of all creation, will reach the 
cherished goal undoubtedly. Mahanama (the word expressing 
the Almighty) is the only Truth by muttering which with elevated 

devotion the seeker will gain the grace of God. 
Sri Sri Satyanarayana is the Eternal Truth and all-prevading 

entity. The designation of God in the form of Mahanama will 

make one reach the •Satyanarayana-loka'. Dadaji says that 

language is also one. All vaks have emerged from : paravak. So, 
the designation of God denotes the Eternal God in the form of 

Mahanama. 
The creation of the universe is the "Leela" of God, wh() 

pervades the whole Univer3e. And one should not leave the 
•Samsara' in quest of Truth in the forests and mountains, in the· 

maths and mandira slighting the duty of a householder. There is 

110 need of restraining of the sensual appetites. Men should behave 

like friends with the sense-organs using them proportionately. 

Mahanama is the only path of "Mukti, Prapti and Uddhara". 
Divine grace is to be gained by absolute self-surrender. Without 

elimination of ego God's grace is not to be attained. 
Dadaji says that men have to m1dergo some predestined fortune, 

and as such to endure 'prarabdha' with forbearance is · the only-
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penance. The activities of ma:1 in the present life is the outcome 

-of his karmans of previous birth. Everyone has to bea1: with 

patience this predestined forttme. And, according to Dadaji, this 
is the only austerity. 'Japa' and ''l'apasya' will not lead one to 
the Eternal goal because in all these practices egoistic attitude of 
the doer intervenes. God is not a reality of accomplishment. 
He is eternal; ubiquitous and an omnipotent entity. So, limited 

practices carmot reach immortality. Dadaji says "prarabdha' 

-1}annot be avoided by anybody. "Prarabdha" is absorbed only 

by proper consumption. And so Dadaji also says-Priirabdha 

Karmanam Bhogadeva Kshayah. 
The persons who bear "prarabdha" with forbearance devoting 

undivided attention to the lotus-feet of S1;i Sri Satyanarayana and 
keeps in mind the Mahanama with greatest care will reach 
the desired goal. This is the emphatic assurance of Dadaji to 

.the innocent embodied souls. -

Miraculous 'achievements are seen jn the presence of Dadaji. 

'l'hese are not the sapsrnorm~l pe>wers of him. Dadaji says that 

·miraculous pedorm:mces are performed by the great Will of God ; 
Dadaji does not know how and when th('se happen. In order to 
convince the hedonists and disbelievers of the modern age miracles 

are camed by the omniscient God. The discerning intellectuals 

·and modern scientists cannot explain these miraculous perfor

mances by the prevalent laws of science and are bound to believe in 
the supreme power which intervenes everywhere. Dadaji knows 
the mystery and as such he does not attach much importance to 

the miracles. The miracles that are performed in the presence of 

Dadaji in differont places are also narrated in different first grade 

joarnals and newspapers of India and n.broad. On Dadaji and Dada 
Prasange also describe the immense potrntiality of Dadaji. So, 

those incidents are not repeated here. But it is a fact that the 
astonishing miracles which are performed by Dadaji are a 
1}hallenge to the modern science. In this age of disbelief and 
·mistrust the demonstration of miracles is not only essential but 

-also an invariable way of convincing the disbelievers which 

:>Science cannot even dream of. 
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-Dadaji warns the simple-hearted people not. to impose mucl}; 

importance on the miraculous deeds. Dadaji. says, "these are also
extraneous." God is the only Immanent Reality. And to gain 

the Divine Grace annihilation of the ego, with exalted devotion 
to the Mahanama, is needed. Therefore, miracles will not enable 
the devotee to reach the cherished goal. Supernormal powers .are 

nothing but the glories of God. So, man should ,seek inward ascent 
instead of outward beauty. 

Dadaji's philosophy places the human soul in the presence of 

its highest ideal, lifts it above the level of ordinary goodness 

and produces a yearning after the higher and better lifo-a life 
in the light of ilod. 

India's spiritualism is revealed fully in a dynamic forlll, in 

Dadaji. He is the embodiment of India's culture aud religion. 

Dadaji is a revoh1tionary in the world of spiritualism for all ages 

to come. Absolute self-surrender . to · Sri Sri Satyanarayana,. 

elimination of empirical self,-oneness of humanity is the edifice of 

Sri Sri Dadaji's all··embracing Unive.rsal Religion. 
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The Eternal Truth 
SHRI G. T· KAMDAR. 

With the grace of Pujya Dadaji I have been able to sit at his 

feet for the past well nigh 12 years. During this period my'· 

family and I have been bl'i'ssed with his benign presence in our 

humble homes, with his Divine discourses, and with his plentiful 
manificences showered upon us. I have seen down the years, 

people of all castes and creeds, of various nationalities, of disparate 

religious beliefs throng round him, accept Mahanam from him, 

some of them participating· in his own unique "Satyanarayan 

Puja", receiving divine gifts from him, and accepting as their 

own his message of Truth Eternal. Every time I happen to be in 

his presence, I am reminded that in him Lord Krishna has ful

filled His promise to Arjuna·: 

l:Rf q~ f8 ~ fllil~ lt"~ l1rol I 

~q ~q CRt~t;i ~~~q' II 

"Whenever righteousness declines, Oh Bharata and unrighteoa

sness becomes exalted, I shall take birth again and again.". 

( Bhagwal Geeta-Chapler 4, Verse 7) 

This thought makP.s me humble and grateful, and I bow down 

in reverence to Lord Krishna and to His present, as I believe, 
reincarnation, Pujya Dadaji. 

Pujya Dadaji has only one si~ple message for mankind and 
that is, that the Truth Eternal, perpetual, all-pervasive, everla
sting, stable, immovable and ancient. It is not born and, therefore, 
does not die, nor can it be conquered or slain. Eternal Truth, 

therefore, is Shri Shri Satyanarayan, the Lord Almighty Himself. 
Pttjya Dadaji says, He is within us and without us. In fact, all 
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the creation is the Lord Himself, and really He is the only one 
that exists. 

- So how can we, mere mortals, come to know Him. Pujya 

CDadaji says, He is before us, but we tmn a blind eye to Him. 

He calls out to us, but we turn a deaf ear to Him. Many of ut> 
choose to follow Saints and Gurus, but Dadaji says that these so 
called Gnrrts ltnd Saints are themselves the creation of the Lord 

Almighty, how can they ever guide us when they themselves do 

not know Him. Pujya Dadaji says, God Himself is the Guru who 
lives within us. All that we human beings have to do is to 

remember Him with love and reverence. For this purpose, Pujya. 

Dadaji uplifts our consciousness so that we may obtain for our
selves Mahanam with which we may invoke our Heavenly Father. 

Since God, Truth Eternal, is within us all, why is it that He 
chooses to be happy in or.e and unhappy in another, rich in one 
and poor in another, strong in one and weak in another ? Why 

should the good God choose to exist in this dual capacity of good 
<and bad. To this question Pujya Dadaji replies that the essence 

of Lord Almigltty within us, that is, life and consciousness are 
ever pure. It is not they, but our minds that refract this pure 

nsciousness into the apparent duality of good and bad, 

happiness and unhappiness, etc. The mind is fictitious in this 
It has no real existence of its own, but whatever the mind 

presents to us, we take it as the Reality. That is not correct. 
The only reality is the Lord Almighty, Shri Shri Satyanarayan. 
The mind .in its irresponsible and fictitious way gives rise to 

Karma. The 'Karma apparently dictates, in what family one is 

bol'll and in what manner one lives, and in what way one dies, 
that is the body and the mind, but not life and the consciousness, 

which are Eternal and >.ll-pervading. All this is termed as Destiny 

G
r prarabdha. Pujya Dad.aji, however, points out that the 
rarabdha by itself is tmreal and fictitious. The best way to 

eal with prarabdha is to bear the same with as much fortitude 

as we can muster. With the help of Mahanam we shall obtain 

serenity whether in adversity or in prosperity, and by so doing we 

shall totally be oblivious of our prarabdha. 
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I know it is facile to say~ accept the Eternal1Faith that Shri 

Shri Satyaruu·ayan, the Lord Almighty, is the only one who 

.exists, take the .lYiahanam and be 8erene 11nd the Prarabdha will 

.cease to bother us. Frankly, we human beings may endeavour to 

do so, but every time failure .seeins to loom large before us. Pujya 
Dadaji accepts this, but ht> says that merely recognising all this 
.is not enough. He enjoins upon us to inculcate within ourselves 

.two essential attributes. The first one is that ,of FAITH, not in 
Pujya Dadaji as a person, but in onr heavenly Father, Shri Shri 

Satyanarayan. Believe that whatever He does, whatever befalls 

us is with His knowledge and consent, and He shall do nothing 
.that shall ever harm us. He knows best what is good for us. Hi,.; 

is tht~ wisdom, so may it happen to us always as He ·wills. So 

much about FAITH. Now about the other essential attribute. 
This is DEVOTION. Again not DEVOTION for Pujya 

Dadaji as an individual, as he takes great pains to explain, but0 
DEVOTION to Him, our benign and dear God, Shri Shri Satya~ 
narayan. Unless we are devoted to Him, our ;FAITH would 
merely remain an inert concept. It is our DEVOTION that gives 
life to our J;'AITH. As the Lord Krishna puts it :-

IR! 'ftUfit ~cnwtfa ~~~)f~ qiffEIQ(!, 1 

ut, a~m ~&"t.=a~ a~ ~· 'fq«icrt&:~J 
·'Whatever thou doeth, whatever thoa eateth, whatever 
thou offereth, wh::tever thou giveth, whatever meditation 

thou doeth, do that all, as an offering unto Me, Oh Son 

of Kunti." 
( Bhagwat Geeta, Chapter 9 Verse 27) 

:So, render FAITH and DEVOTION unto Him in an ever 

increasing measure, says Pujya Dadaji. 
FAITH and DEVOTION have worked wondera, so do our 

History Books and our Scriptures say. The wonders attributed 

to Pujya Dadaji have been experienced by many and they have 

described them in their own words in the five volumes entitled 
ON DADAJI. However, to round up this insigill:ficant endea~ 
vour of mine, I would like to quote two further examples : 
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When in the mi:mth of 1\'Iarch 1981, Pujya Dadaji was gracing 

my residence at Bhavnagar with his presence, one Mr. G.P. 

Panchigar of Gandhinagar, Gujarat State, came to sit at Pujp 

Dadaji's feet. He was one of the fortunate ones to be gifted 

with the Mahanam by Pujya Dadaji. Thereafter he must have 

several super-natural experiences, which he did not disclose to any 
one till he came across an: article on Pujya Dadaji in one of the, 

language periodicals, which appeared in May that year. The 

article would appear to have encouraged !Jim to narrate his 

experience in a letter he wrote to my son Santosh at Bhavnagar. 

The relevant portion of the letter reads as follows :-

"Reading these articles revives the memm·y of three montl1s 
a~o. Dadaji is truly Divine. After receiving his grace I have 

found much st•:ength in my search for Self-realisation. Many 

doubts have been dispelled. Many new ·revelations have been 

vouchsafed. Dadaji possesses Spiritual Divine Powers, and if 

we call him the Incarnation of the Lord, ·it would be considered 
just andproper.In himi have .seen VishnuBhagwan. The Mahanam 

he has given Dl.j3, has proved powe:cful and with it many Divine 

visions have-been given me. · 

Daclaji's elan, fearlessness, misc!1ievous humour and. love 

cannot be forgotten. For obtaining me this association with the 

Self-realised One I am grateful to you. 

Overt miracles are such as would give us wondrous joy, but 

more devotionally poignant are the experiences within om'Selves. 
If we approach Dadaji with full faith, it is possible to obtain 

from him the benefit of Divine Knowledge. But for those whose 

faith vacillates and do not obtain this benefit, what can any one 

else do? 

If Dadaji comes round t!J.is side again, I do wish to meet him 

once mor~." 
It war1.ns our heart~ to know that some of us like Mr. 

Panchigar have with FAITH. and DEVOTION achieved self.

realisation for themselves. We can . only pray that Lord 

Almighty may be so gracious unto all of us. 
There appea.rs to be a mistaken belief prevalent that the people· 
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of the East are more prone to accept FAITH and DEVOTION 
a:-~ the path to the Tr.1th Eternal than those of the West. The· 

e1·adite monographs by Professors, Scientists, Litterateurs etc., of 
the West published in the five Volumes On Dadaji give the 

lie to this belief. I shall, therefore, only select one example to 

illustrate what FAITH and DEVOTION did for one Dr. 

Bernadette 0. Keefe. She is the Professor of Philosophy in one 

of the most renowned Imtitutions of J ... earning, the Oxford 
University. In her monograph "Dadaji-The Divine And 

Fragrant Philosopher", p11blished in Volume V, On Dadaji she 
writes:-

"Although I am a professor of philosophy at a major 
world university having studied the major philosophies of 

East and West, nothing has t cmched me and my work so 

d.eeply as my encounter with Dadaji. 

When I searched and researched the philosophies of India 
~tnd prepared them for a large published volume, I thought I 

had concluded my personal search into the world of Truth 

~s well. Because my being was to ,whed,at its very depth with 

Dad'l, I want to share some of my personal experience with 

yoa. The Dictionary defines philosophy as 2-n inquiry into 
the most comprehensive principles of reality, the search for 

wisdom. The philosopher is described as a lover of wisdom, 

yet now I realise after my experience with Dadaji that aU 

known schools of philosophy ~.re open-ended, incomplete and 
of the mind." 

Thereafter, she goes on to narrate her personal experience of a 

veritable miracle that happened to her in the following words:-

"At this firat meeting I told Dadaji that my mother was 
in a hospital dying of cancer and that the doctors gave her 

at most a few weeks to live. He told me to bring a bottle of 
water. He touched the bottle and the water became fragrant. 

He instructed taking the water to -the hospital, giving mother 

a few drops and rubbing some on her body. That night for 

the first time in qaite a while she slept peacefully with a 
minimum amount of pain. Dadaji the next day instructed 
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that we remove mothet· from the hospital and ~.ke her home. 

The doctors advised against this action as she would SUl'ely 
die in one to two days. We carried out Dadaji's wishes and 

two years later mother is well and alive. Dadaji takes no 
credit for this healing saying, "It was the Will of the 
Divine." 
It was undoubtedly the unshakable Faith and Devotion unto 

Lord Almighty through Pujya Dadaji that made Dr. Bernadette 0. 
Keefe disregard the advice of eminent physicians and surgeons to 

let mother remain in the hospital as she had only a few more 

'l:tys to live "according to them," and take her home. Her Faith 

and Devotion saved her IJ?.Othor's life, and proved that the 

:medical science stops where the grace of the Lord Almighty, 

Shri Shri. Satyanarayan, is invoked through Faith and Devotion. 
May it please our Heavenly Father to shower His Blessings 

upon us; and may His Grace keep our flame of Faith and Devo

-tion ever alight, so that we may come to realise Him as the 

Eternal Truth and approach Him as He Wills and ultimately be 

,one with Him. Amen. 
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A Glimpse of Truth 

DR. S. B. SoHANI 

I had the good fortune o£ learning about Dadaji £rom the two 

volumes On Dadaji, and was anx:ious to have his darshan. His 

excellent message o£ a direct approach to God without the need o£ 

a human Guru fascinated me and I sought his permission through a 
ft-iend to meet him. , 

On the 12th o£ May I went to have a darshan o£ Dadaji in 
the morning. A£ter I had heard the main basis o£ his teachings 

I prayed £or Mahan?m which can be received £rom the Almighty 

·lirect. I bowed to Sree Sree Satyanarayana with a small piece· 
o£ paper in my hand, suddenly the Mahanam came with a ringing 

voice £rom a source not known to me. It was a sublime exp<-rience 

and I £elt something absolutely new within mysel£. I also saw 
the Mahanam written in red ink in Marathi language on the piece 
o£ paper I had been holding. The 'words, however, disappeared 

a£ter a £ew moments. In tbe modern world o£ sophistry, ritualism 
and exhibitionism, this simple process o£ being introduced to the 

Truth is by itsel£ a great and fundamental departure £rom age
old traditions not based either on Truth or on the great teachings 
o£ our sages in long past. It is heartening to find that the Sanatan 

or Eternal dharma is now being re-established by Dadaji. I pray 

to the Almighty that He may grant us the wisdom to accept this 

great teaching o£ Dadaji and pursue the path o£ Trut.h. 
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Truth-Consciousness-The core 

of Sri Dadaji's philosophy 

Dr. M. N. SHUKLA 

The advent of Sri Da.daji opens out new horizons for spiritual 

renaissance for the emancipation of mankind from the quagmiTe 
of spiritual degeneration and stagnation, taboos an·l superstitions, 

dogmas and inhibitions, quandary and chaos. He has launched 

a vigorous Crtlsade against the cancerous growth of the practice 
of Gm·e1ism caused by the vested interest of the self-seeker~> 

and pseudo-spiritualists. He aims at the revival of the Sanatana 

Dharma-the eternal religion to lead the modem man from 

the cobweb of ignorance and agonies to the eternal Knowledge, 

Peace and Bliss. He has come with the lamp of God to lead 

us from darkness to Light. 
I .. ove for Truti1 is the main passion of Sri Dadaji's life and 

thought.. He Is the embodiment of divine trath and power. 

Divin~ love and bliss emanate from him spontaneously like light 

from the sun and cl:arge the entire atmosphere with the ecstasy 

of inexplicable peace and happiness. In his presence people gain 
the ·tranquility of mind.and heart lost in the wear and tear of 

everyday living and have a foretaste of the Divine raptme 

compared to which ephemeral mundane pleasures pale into 

nothing. His love is great, his grace infinite. Even in most 

ordinary moments he is most extraordinary. He is one with 

that g1·eat Truth, which on one hand is immanent in its mani

festation of the whole of the cosmos and on the other transcends 

the entire show. He seld~m takes f:l.ny interest in philosophical 

discourses. He is the living Truth. Seekers get the vision of 

the higher Reality in his divine quiescence, conduct and life. The 
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Divine silent music-the Celestial sound of solitllde fill the 
hearts of the seekers around him. But whenever he chooses to 

speak, words originate from the unfathomable depths of his 
plenary experience of the highest realization.-from the eternal 
sJurce of wisdom charged with divine melody and rhythm and 

touch the innermost being of the aspita•1t with a divine sublimity 
and directness to awaken him to the higher consciousness within 
.and without. 

The core of Sri Dadaji's spiritual mission is to regenerate 
Ti·uth-consciousuess in man-to wake him up to his spiritual 

eternity. According to .him there is only one Truth without a 
second i.e. the Self-the fundamental principle ,of cosmic 
consciousness, power and bliss. It is the changeless absolute 
substance in and through which we exist-the universe exists. 

The entire paraphernalia of the multicolovred cosmos h the 

manifestation-the Lila of Its Divine Will. It i,s not amenable 

to senses. It is iude3cribable, infinite and beyond all the cate

gories of the mind. Language cannot paint it with its colours. 

It is undefinable and immeasurable. The highest Truth cannot 

be described. When there is Self-realization, there is no mind 
to conceive its nature. And when the mind emerges, the state 

of realization is not there. Whatever is described is the blissfnl 

experience of the after effects of realization. Alld since mental 
characteristics differ from head to head, the seers describe the 

experience in different ways. 'Neti, net1', 'not this, not this', 
is the only true expression abont the nature of the absolute 
Truth. But this great Truth that pervades and contains us is 
not alien to us.- It is our own Self-our own true divine nature. 

It is nearest and dea1·est to us. The goal of om· life h to realize 

this great Truth-the Self, to realize Swabhava i.e, om· trne 

nature in order to get rid of Abhava or our pseudo-nature. 
According to Sri Dad.aji self-realization cannot be granted by 

any alien agency. It is not a transportable commodity. It is 
tibe unfoldment of the individual being into the cosmic Being, 

of the tr:msient into the Eternal, of the finite into the Absolute, 

~f the lower self into the higher Self, of the ordinary life into 
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the life Divine. It is the efllorescence of the Anu-the limited' 

into the Vibhu-the Infinite. But this is not the state of 

acquisition but realization. 
able nature of _the Self. 

Moksha or liberation is the inalien

The aspirant has simply to realize this 

fact. But this realization cannot be granted by human agency 

and hence Sri Dadaji declares with an unmistakable ring of 

authenticity that no human being can be a Guru. According to 
him, man is born divine and free. He is born with HIM alongwith 
the Mahanam within. Real Guru is the eternal Truth-the 

Lord of the divine Lila-our own Self. Self-realization is 

possible only by the grace of the Self. How can finite lead to 

~he Infinite. The seer, in the Kath Upani_,had, declares the same 
truth-"The Self can not be known by much learning, scholarship 

or sharp intellect ; It can only be known by him to whom It 
reveals Itself." The Guru is God Himself and for the rest only 

time is needed. He has His own ways-the inlinite ways of 

taking us back to Himself and has His own time for everything, 

He cannot be dictated by any individual to reveal His nature 

to the aspirant and hence no human being can claim to be a 
Guru to grant self-realization. The enlightened :;oul realizes the 

entire universe as the manifestation of the divine Truth-as 
the divine Lila of the Lord. He is conscious of all things as 
the Self or the Brahma. He realizes the Self within as the Self 
of all. How can he assume the role of a Guru? Spiritual 

initiation conducted by a mortal being at the level of the senses 
can never lead to the Truth which is beyond the range of the
senses. Practice of Mantra received through such an initiation 

is hardly anything more than Chipmunk chatter. A so-:ealled, 
Guru is a rapacious self-seeker masquerading under the religious 
camouflage. Such people are· the arch enemies of religion. 

According to Sri Dadaji the Lord resides within us resounding 

all the time in the form .of Mahanam-the divine sound-the 
Shabda Brahma. At the time of spiritual initiation in the 
presence of Sri Dadaji the aspirant directly realizes the Mahanam 

by the grace of the Lord-the Self. It is the revelation - of the 

Mahanam already going ori within: by Divine grace. Mahanam 
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1s nothing else than the Self or the Lord Himself manifest as 

the Divine sound. Nam and Nami are identical. Dm·ing initiation 

the v~il of ignorance is removed by the grace of the Lord who 
reveals Himself to the Aspirant in the form of Mahanam. This 

is true Diksha which clears the passage between the outer being 

and the inner being and establish<·s a silent communication 

between the two which finally culminates in the resolution or the 

dissolution of the former into the latter. This resolution of t he 

pseudo 'I' or the ego in its source i.e. pure 'I' consciousness or 

the Self is the release-the Self-realization-the goal of life. 

According to Sri Dadaji we do not require to undergo any 

penance or Yogic pmctices to realize the highest Truth. These 

practices fatten the ego and cause bondage instead of liberation. 

To bear the compulsions of our Prarabdha with fortitude is 

penance. The offering of the ego-the crux of the problem,-

in the fire of Pativratadharma, i.e. perfect devotion to the J,ord 

is the greatest sacrifice. We need not renounce the world to 

have the vision of the highest Truth. To settle down in Truth 

by renouncing the ego is the highest form of renunciation or 

Sam1yas. To be in tune with HIM is Puja. To have dedraless \ ' 

awareness of HIM is meditation. The aspirant requires to hold J 
fast only to HIM with absolute self-sm-render, unfaltering faith, 

love and devotion to realize the Truth. Once the self-surrender 

is perfectly est!!.blished, our long cherished goal is realized ; we 

play into HIS hands as HIS organs of activity amidst infinite 

love and Bliss and enjoy His Divine Lila. He captains the ship 

of our life to its final harbom·-the Self-the Truth. 

In the presence of Sri Dadaji, inexplicable miracles originate 

from invisible sources. They happen at the will of the Lord and 

not as a result of Yogic perfection. Sri Dadaji does not attach 

much significance to the miracles. He ta.kes them to be extraneous. 

His chief coPcern is to regenerate Truth-consciousness in man. 

Miracles too, probably happen to serve the cause of the Truth 

in their own ways as desired by HIM. There cannot be anything 

;;;uperfluous in the divine play of the Lord. 

According to Sri Dadaji, Sanatan Dharma-the eternal religion-
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is not confined to any sect, caste, creed., coantry or nationality. 

It is the eternal divine source of the sustenance of human life on 

earth. It is the spirit of all religions. It is meant for the entire 

mankind without any _ distinction whatsoever. He aims at the 

revival of Sanatan Dharma by eliminating the evils of external 

exhibitionism, superstition, narrow sectarian outlook, Gurudom 

and allied vices from the spectrum of oar spiritnal life. He wants 

to liberate religion from the stranglehold of monopolists and 

t heir vested interests. :ije declares-Truth is one, l\iankincl i s 

One and I,anguage is One. 1-le aims at the spiritual transforlll?.

t ion from within to bring about a dynamic change in our outlook 

towards life and its v~tlues. 

Sri Dadaji's divine message is eternal. It is for the entire 

mankind for all the time. It belongs to the spirit of man in his 

wand':lring frolll the ago_nies to the Bliss, from the turbulence and 

t urmoil to Peace, from hatred and discord to Love, from clive1·sity 

to unity, from ignorance to Knowledge, from darkness to Light, 

from the transjent to the Eterp.2l. And this message has come to 

ns when we live in the fear of atomic holocaust, when the waves 

of ma£erialism seem to drown our frail vessel, when the barriers 

Df separation between man an<J_ IJ1an and nation and nation are 

rising higher and higher, when human conscience is being tort u

red by the display of brute forces, when the ideal of universal 

love, peace and brotherhood is abandoned for one of tyranny, 

hatred and suspicion. Sri Dadaji has addressed himself to this 

snpe1·man task-the task _ to usher in a better world of higher 

valnes for mankind. It is _our first and foremost duty to respond 

to his clarion call and to cultivate the spirit of personal partici
pation and involvement in his Pi vine M_issiOIJ to realize _the world 

of our dreams, ideals anCJ_aspirations. 
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Realisation of Truth and Dadaji 
DR. H. D. LAHIRI 

:\IAN has looked ::.t thit> vast world with ;JWe and reverence. He 

ha~ tried to unravel its mystery aml to know the truth beyond the 

1tpparent 1·eality. The scientist has tried to go into the causes 

and natLlre of growth and development of all that come within 
his five senses. He has dissected and split the Ollter form, but 

failed to realise the Truth behind all appearances. Nor has he 

been able to fathom into the mystery of creation, or the presence 

of the Creator . His scientific pursuits have mainly been related 

to the needs of his own existence, the demands of his materid 

li fe. When his attention is directed to Nature, his sole preoccupa

tion has been confined to unfold the petals and look into the details 

of the flower, not caring either for its beauty and magnificence, 

or for its inner essence of raality. When he finds the limit of his 

knowledge and confnnts the limitless, he becomes bewildered. 

Eminent scientists have acknowledged the limit of their knowledge 

and have hungered for the light of wisdom, the light that will 

dispel darkness and dawn the Tmth. Bewitched by nature, man, 

however, forgot that the Tnth or Ultimate Reality resides with
in his own heart. He need not go {'lsewhere to find Him. The 

Absolute has sent man to this earth and is ever present within his 

heart. The Absolute pervades every being everywhere in ~his 

limitless univerae. )lan has to realise His presence if he wants 

pe?,ce se1;ene. That is his task to be graced by deliverance and 

~alvation. 

The way to deliverance and salvation is also forgotten by man. 

'The Creator or the Absolute has given the mantra to man as s_oon 

as he is born. He forgets the mantra and is lost in pursuing 

:to meet the demands of his body which ar•:\ increased and multi-
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plied by him. He has to r.wait the grace of the Almighty whetl 

the mantra he got at his birth is reawakened. Dadaji says that 

no human Guru can ever lleliver that mantra. This mantra can 

come only from the Almighty Who awarded it to him at his birth. 

As the mantra comes from the Absolute, it is called Mahamantra 

or .M:ahanam. N<~m is the only way to salvation. A human 

Guru can h:n·dly come into the picture when the initiation is 

given by the Absolute or Trath. And, certainly, no h,tm~~n 

being can take the place of the Absolute. So, there is no need of 

any Guru in this heavenly dispensrtion o£ ::\fahanam. 

Gurubad current in India is a system artificially created by a 

group of persons desiring to maintain their hold on society. It 

i s nothing but an exploitation. Since the Almighty resides with

in, there is no need of an intermediary to introduce Him to us . 

.Moreover, bow can a human being, managing to extol his posi

tion, ever know the .M:ahanam with all his ego and, self-interest ? 

Gnrubad has come to stay for rreservation of self-interest. It 

has nothing t:> do with the realisation of Truth. Gurus haYe 

formed institutions of their own, and have established mathas, 

asrams and mandirs. To run these mathas, mandirs and asrams, 

the Gurus raise money and collec t contributions from their 

'disciples'. That means, the Gurus become interested in making 

money, whatever may be the purpose. Such practices will un

doubtedly h•ad to etemal darkness. And, people remaining in 

darkness csn never lead others to light. It is unfortunate that 

our people are systematically being exploited and driven to the 

wrong path. 

What is the need of a separate ·mandir to remember and worship 

Him? - As Dadaji delivered his Message to the assembly of 

(

sadhns and sannyasis in Calcutta on November 7, 1971-"The 
shrine of all shrines residrs within my heart. His reality is 

closest to me, and none else .can_ be closer," Dadaji gives confi
dence to the people and assures them that they themselves can 

]~ave the realisation, if they remember Hi~ and recite His Nam 

mentally, wherens t~e Gurus claim to hold the key tv realisalion, 

and demand obeisance from their disciples. These Gurus do not 
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give: the freedom and the i·ight to individuals to proceed along 

t he path of realisation on their own. The Almighty m~kes n:.~ 

distinction and creates no division amongst mankind. Because 

Truth is one and indivisible, dividing mankind by Gurus is an 

inexcusable lapse. One who divides mankind divides the Truth ; 

which means he creates all sorts of confusions. Dadaji by Lis 

advice and teachings is stressing that Mankind is one, as Truth 

is one. He is oppned not only to GJrubad, but also to all esta

blishmeats in the name of religion, like mathps, asrams, mandirs 

etc. He does not :1lso prescribe any ritual. He advises a direct 

approach to Truth, and rejects any idea of an intermediary. A 

simple direct itpproach pursued with faith, devotion and concen

t rated attention will lead any one reciting mentally the Mahanam 

-to the cherished goal. 

Dadaji rejects jap, tapasya :md penance in the plith tow~trds 

realisation. How can you reject the world to which He has 

sent us ? And, when you enter the world, you have to perform 

the dnties which you cannot avoid. Dadaji says-Do every

t hing, do your work, but only remember Him. Why count ). 
beads, or utter a few words not having r. direct relation with 

Him? He is within you, and you have to know Him and have 

C)mm<mion with Him. You can not have anything with 

meaningless external t·xercises. Tl,e Nam is continuously 1·ing

ing within the heart, and your devoted recital of the Nam alone 

will put you on the line of communion. Tapasya and renuncia

t ion enlarge the ego, n,nd do not eliminate it. They create a vanity, 

a vanity of calculated achievement, a vanity of having a distinct 

position in the society of men. While complete surrender to Him 

is the essence of the right path, a surrender silently submitted 

withont any exhibiti)nism, sadhus and mahatmas project their 

vanity which leads to oomplete darknesE. A little exhibition of 

power is of no avail so far as realisation of Trllth is concerned. 

So, these sadhus ttnd mahatmas may be able to overawe common 

people, bat can never light the torch of Trc1th. 
If penance means to bear sufferings with fortitude, what is the 

need o£ inviting them from outsi ·.le? Do we have to go to a forest 
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and den:v the normal need> of the body and to inflict sufferings 

0:1 oursetves ? Can we please the Almig-ht_l' by our denials and 

penance and tapasya ? vVe de~ have enough sufferings in this 

world. In COJHhcting our liYe> we are confronted with numerocts 

,mffering~. That is our 'Pnrabdha'. To bear with patience al1f1 
fortitude the force of tbi~ 'Pra1·abdhrr' is the only tapsya we 

can perform. 'Vhen this is done with faithhl mental recital o-f 

Mahanam, the force of 'Prarabdha' is reduced. And when yon 

start having communi:m with Him, the pressure of it ·is not felt. 

vVhy, then, shollld we go to a forest or a hill and do jap or 

penance ? These performances in a forest or a bill are not only 

nnnecessary, the,v mislead the peO]Jle, when Truth is · residing 

within onr hearts. Dadaji by his teachings has given t·elief to 
seekers in their pursuit for sel-f-realisation. 

Dadaji's teachings give a new concept to "complete surrender." 

Reducing the ego or its elimin:1tion had been prescribed by 

ancient seers. Sadh:1s and sannyasis try to do it by running awa~7 

-from the trouble of thi~ world and frJm performing their dnties. 

Their exercises create a new ego, and do enlarge it. By complete· 

surrender Dadaji advises us to do our ·work diligently, but 

without having the vanity of u performer, and without having 

any speculation on the resnlt of oe1r work. And, in all these, 

the Mahanam must be recited. vVe can eliminate our ego only 
when we eliminate our own seme of lordship. We must remember 

that the Lord is one and we have to serve Him faithfully by 

eliminating our ego. "Complete sunend-:Jr" is not a negative 

submission ; it is a p~sitive action. In doing everything we have 

to eliminate all desires as we have to eliminate our ego. And, 

in no case tha sense of a performer or lordship should enter into 

our mind. Whr.tever we do, we do serve the Lord an:1 none else. 

Whatever comes-happiness or misery-we accept it without 

a murmur. By thns continually serving th~ Lord, we are able to 

surrender ourselves completely to Him. We are, then, able to realise 

the Truth. And, He. grants us the delivel'ance and salvation. 

Dadaji's teachings are universal. I-I.. is not trying to form 

any :sect, any asram or matha or build a mandir. He does not 
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take the position of a Guru. As Dadaji reminds us, Sreekrishna, 

Sree Chaitanya ::.Vlahaprabhu and Sree Sree Ram Thakur did 

not take the position of Guru, and had no disciple. Dadaji 

says he is one of us ; he takes no credit for all the difficult and 
womlerful miracles performed before our eyes, and he says these 
are saperficia l and extraneous. 'l'he sole emphasis in his teachings 

is on 'helping otherd in taking the right path for the realisation oi 
TRUl'H. 
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Shri Dadaji and Self-Realisation 
DR. USHA GUPTA 

The Daily Action, 
Saturday, April 22, 1972 

Kanpur 

Shri Dadaji, who is hailing from Bengal, is supreme, conscious, 

carnate and is at present staying at Kanpur. His aim is to 

review t]:te latest spiritual consciousness and establish TRUTH 

for the welfare of humanity at large. Dadaji believes that 

TRUTH is the vital mode of life, and ignorant of it, man wander~< 
around restless and unhappy. Truth is the only support of 

Human life. It is, in fact, the essence of life and the bed-rock of 
CHARACTER or PKAKRITI. 

SPIRITUAL SELF-REALISATION is another name for thiR 
complete identity with the principle of truth that is within us 
as. DIVINE ESSENCE. 

According to Dadaji, we do not require a GUI~U for self .. 
realisation nor do we require any form of external devotion or 
set of rituals. :Man is born with the GURU within him. 
That is the divine essence in man that manifests itself through 

1\fAHANAM. It is this GURU who guides the chariot of 

one's life and reveals tons the :VIAHANAM which resonnds in 

the he~rt of every man, every minute, every second. The reali
sation of the MAHAN AM is wbat is known as DIKSHA; hence 

DIKSHA is the realisation of MAHANAM. This MAHA
NAM can neither be acquired from any one nor can be 

transferred to any one because it is the representation of our 

self and resides permanently in o::tr inner being. In the Godly 

presence of Dadaji, the continuous flow of MAHANAJ\'.t;_ iR 

felt coursing in the innermost layers of the mind. Dadaji does 
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n"t give DIKSHA. What transpirns during DIKSHA by the 

Grace of the Lord is that the }lahanam reveals itself within the 

seeker, an•l visually materialises in front of him in the language 

of the seeker. The }lahanam materialises on a piece of paper 

and once it has been acq:tired by the initiate, fades away. This 
is real DIKSHA-willed by the Lord and gifted by the GURU 

within us. We are introdnced to om· own self and attracted to 

t he Btlpreme truth, which is om· reaf nature . .Man with his limited 

know ledge cannot give DIKSHA. There is no GURU except 

onr Divine Essence ; anyone claiming to be a GURU is deli·· 

berately misleading mankind for his own selfish ends. 

Dadaji says--No Yoga or Trantra is necessary for spiritual 

growth. The Yogi acquires vanity whatever he might do. The 

Tantrik having tasted the fruits of p::nver, fares no better. \Vhat 
is the use of disciples so to the dev(>lopment of the ego. ·would 

it not be better to snbmit to the divine which is within us, 

annihilate the Ego, enter into the ANANDA which C->mes from. 

a.bsolute fusion with the divine. 

Dadaji does not give any importance to the miracle:s nor does 

l1e claim any credit for them. lie de.>cribes them as superfluous 

for the spiritual attainment. They :tre actaally the manifestations 

of the will of the Lord and are performed to c:mvince the 

sceptics that there is a power which defies human intelligence. 

Self-realisation can only be achieved through :MAHAN A~l. 

The essential fact to remember abJut Dadaji is that, if we 

listen to the vibrations of the etemal chant within us, we gradually 

become one with the TRUTH, the SATY AN ARA Y AN. 

Daclaji is the living embodiment of this TRUTH. Let us 

therefore, submit to this divine touch, to the enchanting music 

of his voice-Submit and ye shall find, knock ~nd the clo )r 

sh~ll be opened unto ye ! 
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Religion and Education 
DR. }lAHANAMBRATA BRAHMACHARi 

Human life is tied up with variots needs. His wants have no 

bounds. In oar everyday life all on· activities are aimed at 

satisfying these w:mts and desires. 'Vhile the human civilization 

is progressing with a fast speed, the advancement of learning 

creates newer and newer wants in hnman mind. You enquire, 

you will find that each and everybody is dissatisfied with some 

sort of wants. Nobody feels satiated. His expectations are never 

fulfilled. The m)re we get, the more we want. And this feeling is 

applicable to all including the man of the street and t!w man who 

is occapying the highe.>t po>ition in the society. The present system 

of edacation and social life areadding fael to the fire. The aim 
and objective of modern education is to declare that there is 

nJ God, no religion, only go on satisfying the demands of your 

senses as long a~ yo:1 live in this world. In fact, the tendene1' 

of the entire system of modem ed·1cation bas become materialistic. 

As a result, human life throughout the world faces an utter rest

lessness. Peace and tranquility cannot be achieved in small anil 
perishable things. )Jan i~ the child of the Eternity-and he 

can taste the innate bliss by attaining the grace of that hnmor

tality. 'Bhum·tt\o\·eba bijigyasitab?am', 'Yadb~ibhuma tadsukham', 

'Nalpe Snkhamasti'-these are the tMtching-s of the Indian Philo

sophy. 'Ye naham namritasyam kimaham tena knryam'·-this 

:famous quotation from the Upanishad is like a pole star. And 

this is also the m<tin theme of the entire Sanatana Vedic literature. 

So far what I have come to learn from Dadaji's tea~hing·8 is 

l
. ti1at, he repeatedly says : What is the aim of education ? The aim 

of education is to develop self-enqait·y-who am I ? Why diu I 

take this body ·? Which path I should follow and what is my 
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duty ? \Ve get 80 mu()h attachell with our temporary worldly 

pleasures that we often deviate from the fundamental goal of our 

life. This attachment is the rasalt of age-long superstition. 

Real eclucatlon frees man from the bondage of superatition. 

Everyb:>dy will have to face cleath one day or other. ¥ ou, 

me. ancl all must be aware o£ this fact. The thing, whatever i t 

may be, the m)ment I try t:> embracr. it, thinking it my own, 

slips from my hold, and it is dne to this that we fall victims to 

misery. Wealth, fp,mr., society, state, everything is bound to 

perish one clay. So, none of these materials is enough to satisfy 

our desires. In t·eality there is no misery in this er:rth. Actuall~, 
it is the creation of om· mind. It does not depend on any indivi

il.aal, association or state. This is our own creation, the reflection 

of the conclition of mind, a feeling·. Our mind resides in sach 

a plane that we are struck with sorrow and misery. A taste of the 

Immortality alone can elevate us to such a plane, where sorrow 

has no scope to leave its impress. The touch of that Immortality 

is present everywhere in this wodd. Then the question may 

arise: Where is that Immortality ? Because the world is fall 

of trouble and turmoil, the 'Struggle For Existence' is in actne 

state everywhere. The answer is, inspite of this, the spring of 

that Infinite Aaanda ( bliss ) still prevails everywhere. Our reli

gion teaches man-making. The Acharyas ( Upholders ) of these 

teachings we1·e the Vedic Rishis. Their entire life wns declicated 

to this mission. 

Real education is· an essential requirement for making man. 

But, if the institution fails in discharging its duty, then that lapse 

can neveJ" be called back in future. Nobility can never he 

ei!tablished unless man is infttsed with the spirit of goodness :md 

beauty. Satyam, Sivam, Sund'lram, Sauhchidananda-all the~e 

words used in oar Vedic literature at·e highly significant. It is 
not only that in order to attain perfection human life must hr.ve 

these graces, but the life itself needs the grace of Sachchidananda. 

Apparently, our life has both good and evil in its course, but thert> 

is a thing above and beyond these, which alone rests in Truth and 

Heaaty. It is univerS'd and transcends the limitations of time 
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and space. As Dadaji says, the object of this human life is to 

taste the Rasa of this Great Truth. Our only duty is to open 
ourselves completely to Him. His Grace is unbounded and un

asked for. 
Dr. William James has warned the scientists in one of his 

books, that, tmless you can contribute any substitute for the faith 

on the existence of God, let men have this faith. Faith in God 
has endowed the human mind with such an invaluable gift, from 

which yoa have no right to deprive them of. This is quite 

reasonable. 

God, in every religion, embodies Truth. No religion has 
indulged in falsehood. The idea of Satyam, Sivam, Sundaram iR 

the final conclusion of every religion. There are provisions for 
both the body and the spil'it in our life. The demands of these 

t wo must be met in balance. We hanker for the food of the body 
while keeping the spirit htmgry. No educational institution 

inspires the stadents to develop the spiritual urge, rather it encoura

ges material gains. Due to this loss of harmony between the 
two, the world is facing confusion and restlessness. The latent 
urge for spiritualism in m'm calls for our attention for its full 
blossoming, but we just overlook it. The search for the self is the 

crying need of this age. This should be the aim of all educational 

institutions. 

·with the dawn of self-realisation, all artificial and mechani

cal distinctions between man and man will become extinct. The 
entire mankind will appear :;sa single family. The traditional angle 
of vision should be changed an.l this spiritually-inspired education 

alone can bridge the great difference between man and man which 
is responsible for the present strife and confusion in this world. 

The object of education is to spread the sense of cooperation, 
love an•l brotherhood by harmonising all dissensions prevalent in 
our present society. True education enables a man to expand 

himself among others. And that is the main source of Ananda 

( bliss). 
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i.e. that wise m'l.n who feels the throbs of all earthly beings in 

him, has no frustration nor any disillusionment. He alone can 

have tramcendental joy. God is one, man is one and everything 
is based on one single Truth. The goal of all thoughts is t o 

realise this Truth. This is what Dadaji says. The state whic h 

is founded on secularism, cannot impart perfect education. Accor

ding to Dadaji,-Education without spiritual aim is never perfect)\ 
The aim of flawle~s erlucation is to make man. And the definition 

of man is love, non-violence, etc. Dadaji has given the clarion call 

to awaken the universal brotherhood through Love, Truth and 

non-violence. Human race is one, God is one. 

The Haws which prevail in our society in the name of religion, 

are not at all true religion. From the very beginning Dadaji puts 

emphasis on getting rid of this superstition. But still engrossed 
with them, man is following the wrong way from true religon. 

Dadaji says: A mortal being cannot be a Guru. Guru is within 
our heart, God is the only Guru. This body is the abode of God 

as we take our birth with Govinda ( The I,ord ) in us. 'l'he 

.Mahanama is the only way to mukti-prapti-uddhara in this Kali 

Yuga. To surrender ourselves completely to God is the onl.v 

yoga. Prarabdha can be removed by following this way only 

with unfaltering faith, 
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Religion Spiritualism and Indian, 
Culture 

A SPL, CoRREsPoNcENT 

The Su'lday Amrita Bazar Patrika 

Calcutta, November 14, 1971 

'On the oecasion of Prabhtl Jagatbandhu's Advent Centenary a 

0,1ltnral conference was held at :iHahajati Sadan from November 

7 to 9 last. Like such conferences this was also a stereotyped 

one, but for two very significant landmarks this one did record 

in Calcutta. 
One of the landmarks was a reminder of Prabhu's life and 

teachings. Prabhu Jagatbandhu was a distinct personality, and 

was not what we call a Yogi or Sadhu. He belonged to no sect, 

mr did he have a Guru or a disciple. A realised soul, he 

pre::whecl univer.sal fraternity and tmiversal.love. He discouraged 

social disparity, and embraced the untouchables and the socially 
oppressed. This wag quite significant in his time and to the 

present d::ty conft1sion. It was a he2Jthy reminder of the base of 

Indian Ccdt,ue. 
Indian Culture-a poor translation of 'Sanskriti'-is often 

confasecl with so-called Hindu religion. Had it been so, the 

Soviet-Bnddhist team would not have come here to kiww the 

spiritJal tradition of India. There is another misconception. 

Religion is equated with spil"it.1alism. By religion is meant aa 

established church with its customs, codes, rituals and sects. A 

spirittlalist has no11e of these. His sole purpose is to know the 

Truth. 
Of about 50 speakers annotmced by the organisers, seven who 

claimed to be following the path of God actt1ally followed a 
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particular sect, a religious order-- a particular church. Only 

one person who spoke on Truth threw an open challenge to 

religious orders and their l\'Iaths, 3-Iandirs, their prescriptions of 

renunciation, Penance, Jap-tap and their scriptures. The dis

etlssion on these two view points }1ad a great significance to our 

present world of strife,· hatred and conf.nsion. 

The traditional group was led by l\'Iohant Tridandi Swami 

Hrishikesh Ashram .lVhharaj and Sitaramdas Onkarnathji. All 

of them relied on the Vedas as their source of Knowledge. They 

defended :Maths, :JI<tndir.s, and tirthas as necessary vehicles to 

bring order and rl.iscipline. Renunciation, Jap and tapasya, they 

said, are the only practiees which make a man fit to travel the 

path to Gocl. The six senses which are called six enemies of 

realisation have, they say, t) be Ehunned. And one has also to 

Tenounce the worldly life to enter the spiritual world. 

These religious protagonists eli videcl human life into two

material and spiritual. These are two opposites. One has to 

le:cve the material world to enter the spiritnal. The world of these 

Gurus is a closed shop, and an ordinary person leading a normal 

life but thirsting for Truth has no entrance, unless he renonnces 

the world ancl does jap-tap throughout his life. 

But this view has no snpport either in onr ancient historical 

tradition or Indian Philosophy of old. Our ancient sages led a 

normal worldly life, rrnd yet realised the Truth. The four Vedas 

were considered as 'apara vidy?,' or inferior knowledge and did 

not help to know the Trnth(Mundak Upanishad: 1-1·-5). "Shastras, 
in fact, and Sbrnt.is .:lo not help realise the Truth" (Katha 

Upani had: 1-2-:23). He cannot be known by tapasya or Yagna" 

(Mundak: 3-1-8). And ab?nt our women of the olden days, 
:Jiaitreyi accompnnied her husbllnd to know the Absolute. 

It w~s a relief to find at least one l erson who was opposed to 

all dogmas, and held with firmness the torch of Truth. He was a 

simple personality normally dressed in dhoti and punjabi, affec

tionately called Dadaji. While paying a tribute to Jagatbandhu, 

he threw an open challenge to maths, l\'Iandirs, Sects, conven

tions and Gnruuad. According to him, to bear with patience and 
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fortitude the compulsions of our mind, intellect and senses in 

our pur.sait to know the Trutll is the only 'tapasya'. He affirmed 

that the Absolute resides in every heat·t, and, 011e can know Him 

only by a direct approach. No mortal person can initiate another 

person and become a Guru. 'l'ruth is realised when mind is 

pm·ified by establishing 'Nam' and the lid of desire is removed . 
One then enjoys the supreme bliss. To attain this Truth one 

does not have to do jap. Any one who follows the 'Swavab' of 

Truth can know him. 

Dr. Gourinath S:1stri, who had read out Dadaji's speech initia

ting the spiritual discussion, spoke later, and wl1ile respecting the 

views of old teachers of the past pleaded that this exposition of 

Truth should be viewed from the plane of bhuma or Ultimate 

Reality. He also agreed that the mantra should come from the 

heart and not thr:mgh ears. 

This direct approach to the Absolute was also propounded by 

another unknown sage who left this world at Kathmandu in 1963 

at the age of 137. He was totally opposed to the Vedas, Sastl·as, 

Penance, renunciation, Y :>gavyas, s~~madhl etc., which, he said, 

create more illusions and confusion. This method, he said, was 

followed in pre-Vedic days. (The Long Pilgrimage-Bennet). 
In the c:mtext of the agony of modern scientists expressed on 

the second day by Dr. Priyada Ranjan Hoy who quoted Einstein, 

Bertrand Russell and Prof. Milligan drawing attention to a 

st1blime Reality, and the sad frustration of the affluent society, 

this air of freedom in spiritual pursuit advocated by the lone 

simple personality on the first day was not only refreshing. It 

held oat a hope to the afflicted world. It was really a landmark 

after dt~cades of barrenneRs and austerity. 
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Spiritualism of Dadaji 
DR. RAMDHARI SING DINKAR 

National poet. 

(V. C. Bhagalpur University) 

The Indian Nation, Patna, May 12, 1972 

. I first came to knoiV of Dadaji from an article published in the 

Illustrated Weekly of India, written by Mr• Khuswant Singh, the 
Editor himself. The same day I read another article about Dadaji 

in the Bhavan' s Journal and was attracted to him in the same way 

as I was attracted to Sri Satya Sai Baba. Then I read two articles 
on Dadaji written by my esteemed friend, Dr. Gourinath Shastri 

of Calcutta who is a Sanskrit scholar of internationalrepute. To be 

frank I was rather disturbed to infer from Gouri Babu's article 
that he considers Dadaji to bo a Divine incarnation. It was 

natural, therefore, that I felt a great urge to go to Calcutta and 
meet this great man who beats all miracle-performers hollow 

and preaches things which an orthodox mind finds it difficult to 
comprehend. 

It was, therefore, the luckiest day of my life when I met Dadaji 
on 6.5.72 at Parama Babn's place at Patna and had a heart to 
heart talk with him which lasted for ninety minutes. At the end 

of the talk I was left with the impression that even spiritualism is 
not static. Revolutionaries may appear from time to time to give 

it a new turn and simplify its process. Dadaji is surely one such ) 
revolutionary who has come to simplify the process of spiritual 
efforts and assure man that he need not depend on the grac<' of 

another human being called Guru, for his own uplift. 
The central theme of Dadaji's preaching is that there cannot be 

an intermediary between man and his God, God resid~s in every 

human soul and it is He who guides man on his spiritual and 
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temporal path. The spiritual way is not a way totally delinked 

from the way of day-to-day life. The cares and anxieties that a 

man carries for himself and his family are all attuned to his spiri

tual sadhana. It is foolish to be obsessed by them or shun them 
to seek God in forest or in a scheduled place. God di.d not create 

life so that His devotees should desert it. It is by fulfilling our 

duties in life that we fulfil the wish of God. It is in the thick of 

the battle of life that we must seek God and not in a hermitage, 

cave or ivory tower of escapism. Any deed performed in a spirit 

of non-attachment is an offering at the feet of the Almighty. 

Dadaji takes pityon the Guru who whispers some Mantra into 

the ears of the disciple and assures him that this will lead to self

r;•aliz:ttion. How can a mortal claim to be the Guru of another 

mortal? And where did he get the Mantra which he whispers into 

the ears of his disciple? When Dadaji initiated me, I heard a 

.Yiantra ringing into my ear. I asked Daclaji, "You deny the posi

tion of a Guru, but without your help I could not have heard this 

U
" Iantra". Dadaji answ. ered, "But did I utter anything· into yom. · 

ars? The .Yhhanam that came to yon has always been ringing 

n your soul. Yon have heard your own J:\IIantra. You are your 

wn Guru. I am no Guru but simply a brother." 

Pandit Gopinath Kaviraj is of the opinion that Dadaji by the 

grace of the Almighty raises the aspirant spil'itually to the level 

of Pashyanti Vak from which the Maha 'Mantra arises. 'l'his 
Mantra is most efficacious in bringing about liberation or self

realization. 
Dadaji has simplified religion. He does not prescribe tapa~, 

ascetic practices or any kind of yoga. His 1simple teaching is, 

"Golresides within you. It is enough to surrender yourself to 

Him. Repetition of Mahanam with love, devotion and complete 

surrender to Guru, the Almighty, will lead to perfection and self

realization. For the rest you must be engaged in the struggle of 
existence and look after yom· children and near and dear ones." 

With the advent of the modern age, religion has been under

going a great changil and Hinduism has taken the lead in it. 

Sri Anrobindo, Maharashi Raman, Swami Muktanand, .Yia 
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Anandamayee and Sri Satya Sai {Baba have had many devotees 

who were not Hindus, but none of them advised them to change 

t heir religions and become Hindus for better advancemPnt. Dadaji, 

however, introduces a new approach. While others rely on Sastras 
with different interp1·etations, Dadaji rejects Sastras and advises 

.a direct approach to God with a simple recital of .Mahanam. 
In modern Hinduism rituals simply do not count for any

thing. Agamas have all lost their meaning. Nigam is the root 

from which all religions take their birth. Agamas are the 

branches which divide religion and religion, man and man. 

Dadaji wants men of all religions to come down from the 
branches and unite at the root. Too long have we borne the 

tyrannies of the Agamas. It is time we should dismiss them 
from all religious paths. In an age of science the Agamas have 

become incongruous. They will have to go. They are already 

going. It is only Nigam which stays and will also stay in futm·e. 
Dadaji has appeared as the newest apostle of this Nigam 

Dharma. 

U topia. 

The world muty is not going to remain a distant 
The ·Divine has started a now experiment in India. I 

have no doubt, Dadaji is one of the most powerful instruments 
of this change. Blessed are those who have come in contact 

with Dadaji for they will also be the media of this change. 
I have met many miracle-performers in my life and one or 

t wo of them were so abominable that I have developed a 

distaste, even fear of them. But it is different with DaJ.aji . 
While addressing a meeting in New Delhi, Sri Sai Baba said, 
"}firacle is no spiritualism. But then you can legitimately 

ask me, why do I perform miracles ? My miracles are my 

visiting cards to you." I was satisfied with this answer and I 
admired the honesty of this wonderful saint. 

But what about Dadaji ? Inhale from his feet, you fi nd a 
l'articular odour, inhale from his navel, you find a .different 
aroma and inhale from his forehead, it is a different fragrance. 
He can fill you with aroma with a mere touch. The hall or the 

1·oom where he mer~ts people gets full of this aroma. One wonders 

which unseen power emits it. He performed a most astonishing 
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miracle in Bombay when a part of the sky became dark, stars 

twinkling in it, while i,t was broad day-light in the rest of the 

sky. He presented a shawl to Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj drawing it 

from nowhere. No wonder, Kavirajji observed, "Everything is 

possible for Amiya Baba ( Dadaji ). He can create millions of 
nni verse in a second at his will. He has such tremendous super
natural powers as man cannot dream of. In this century these 

things do happen." 

. When I asked Dadaji, how did he perform these miracles, be· 

Gmiled and said, "Would you believe it that I do not know hovr 

io these mircles happen nor have I any desire to know them. They 

imply happen without my willing them". 
Here I was reminded of :M:aharshi H.am:1n. Lt-\tters arrived at 

his Ashram announcing that such and such devotee had seen him 
at such and such place or that some had prayed to him and the 

prayer was immediately answered. The Maharshi simply obserYed 

"I cannot disbeli§lve these good men. But you know I have neYer 
moved out of this Ashram. I have no knowledge of the miracles 

they announce about me. But they may be true. Only I do not 

know them." Another point of relevance is that :M:aharshi Haman, 
too, did not believe in Guru system and he did not intiate any of 

his devotees with a Mantra. They say, he initiated by sight only 
even as Dadaji initiates with his presence. 
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A Spiritual Revolutionary 
B. N. AZAD 

The Sunday lndan Nation, Patna, )Jay 14, 1972 

.Jnst at the moment when we had come to an important aspect 

of his philmophy in cJurse of our brief interview with him, 

someone entered the room and re•pested Dadaji to give his 

Tiarshan and cliscoarse to the people who were waiting in the 

bigger hall in the, same bnilcling, Mr. Parmanand's residence. 

It was not a journalistic interview because Dinkar, one of our 

gl'eatest poets, is not interested in such orclinary pursuits and I 

had no assignment of that kind from the jonrnal with which I 

am connected. B:1t neither was it a discussion, for Dadaji is 

a person whose spiritual and intellectnal attainments have baffie_d 
eminent scholars and scientists in this country. Of c01u·se, 

Dinkar has talked to him for hours in public audience as well 

as separately and probably some of his doubts have been 

removed. 
At that pa1·ticnlar moment, Daclaji told us : "You go and talk 

to the people. I cannot lecture". For a second we mu..c;t have 

felt greatly honoured, but nervousness · overwhelmed me and I 

frankly confesse.l th:-tt I had yet to seek clarification on some 

points. It is a fact that Dadaji does not like Shastrartha for its 

own sake. Perhaps he thinks it is a futile intellectual exercise 

if the purpose is not to remove ignorctnce but to create confusion. 

He then moved to the hall and the disc_ourse was resumed after 

he had blessed all those who sought his blessings. 

One of the articles in the first volume of the book On l)adoji 
is by Mr. S. N. Ghosh who says :_"When I first went to meet 

DaJaji ( at Lucknow1 I had no feeling of respect and was rather 

insolent, being ·· an expert journalist and a veteran editor. This 
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writer had neither disrespect nor insolence because these are not 

qualities a journalist cannot do without, but the,:e was certainly 

a strong desire to get information and as much knowledge as 
possible, which would remain unattainable without a certain 

amount of respectivity. At the same time, the ego that has 
developed during a long journalistic career could not easily be 
eliminated and perhaps this was perceived by Dadnji with the 
result that he did not feel offended when I asked : "What would 

happen to those who did not want to take Diksha ?" As if he had· 

anticipated the question, he replied that after three or four 

years it would become quite common. 
~ 

Individual Diksha 

Wliat he seemed to mean was that as his. message spread and 

a large number of people became aware of his philosophy, there· 

might be 110 need for individual Diksl:a. At least that is bow I 
consoled myself, for the minor miracle that happened in my 

case 'vas that I had thought of being initiated after three or four 
years by which time my accumulated journalistic vanity might 
disappear or sabst;mtially dimini~h. 

Actually, the vanity does not stand in the way at all. Dadaji 

puts you at e~se by talking at a level of equality if your atten

tion is to get genuine Joubts removed. If you have to show 
your learning by taking shelter behind the confusions in your 

mind, Dadaji will recite slokas and give interpretations which 
will expose the futility of your scholarship. Further persis
tence on your part would mean that you are not prepared to 
rise above the pettinesses to which you have been condemned 

by .circumstances or undesirable education. 

Daduji says : "This soul and the Infinite (Atma and Par

malmo) are inseparable. \Ve cammit a grave error whenever 
we forget this essential nnity. The Sanatan and Eternal 
Dharma is that Truth is one, langtmge is one and the entire 

humanity spring from and are but children of the Supreme Bliss. 

Has son ever prayed to have his father ? On the contrary T · 

father prays to have his son. The Creator is continuously do-
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ing the Tapasya for the welfare of those created by Him. To 

get Him, Jap-Tap are superfluous. Tapasya is another expres
sion of vanity. It is this vanity or egoism which has divorced 
us from .··Truth." 

Yogis And Sadhus 

In a very interesting 
Dr. Gourinath Shastri, 

(Dr. Shas.tri had asked : 

as well as edifying discussion with 

P.R.S., Ph.D. etc. Dadaji said : 

What were you doing for twentyfour 

years roaming in jungles and mountains ?) 
Listen, Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj also entertained the idea tha 

this person (Dadaji) was doing Jap and Tapasya in mountain. 
"Thi!l was not in a mood to e1~ter into any controversy at that 

time ancl "their illusion was not broken for long. This person 

met a number of Yogis and Saclhus doing Jap-Tap in mountain 

caves. He asked them :Where is the Guru? Why have you left 

your home? The world is created by the Almighty. Why CIA 
you leave His world ? Is He found only here ?" 

In reply to another question, he told Dr. Gourinath Shastri: 

\ 
) 

Do not try to understand with your intelligence. There is no 

limit to space. This world is only a smallspeck. The moment \ 

you disturb yourself with intelligence, the mind becomes sup- \ 
reme and it will create confusion. They quarrel on the questions . 

of virtue and vice. 'J'hese ideas are reflections of the mind. He 

is above all these things. Who cares to know the Truth ? 

Everybody seems to be busy with false superstitions leaving 

aside the Reality. 

Personal Attainments 

Dadaji's personal att~inments (Yogic or spiritual) are of a 

high order. He is known to be present-when he chooses
at various places at the same time. In our presence, three doc
tors examined his blood pressure and their reports varied sub

stantially. He brings out sweets or valuable articles out of no

where and distributes them as he likes. But these were not the 

domain of my study or enquiry not: was I so stupid as to try 
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to tes;t 'his powers. I believe that gifted men are capable of 
performing miracles in various spheres. The greatest mil'acle 
of our times was the freedom of India and liquidation of the 

seemingly invincible British empire. Gandhiji was the man who 

was mainly instrumental for the miracle. He transformed 

moulds of clay into the finest human material. If some of them 

became mud, it was not his failure. Gandhiji said, "God is 
another U:lme for Truth. He is present always in all human 

hearts and is supremely powerful". 

Dadaji does not usually talk in terms of 'I', but Dadaji seeks 
to emphasise that all human beings are equal, regardless 

( of caste, creed, religion, sex, etc. He told Harindranath 

/

, Chattopadhyaya : "I warn you, do not take miracles to be any

thing but external happenings. I perform them in order to im-

/ press upon you that there is a Power beyond the mind. 

i Once you have faith in Him, you must forget about miracles-

\

• and go beyond them, in order to reach the only Guru, the self 

witldn you." In another context, he told Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj : 

"The word Guru itself is full of ego. Dadaji does not know 
\ anything". 

"'------ Dadaji does not call himself Swamiji. One may have to wait 
for hours or days to meet him, depending on his mood and 

convenience and he also gives blessings. But he makes 

/1 you fool that "we are the children of the same Fatber and so 

~there can be no distinction". At the same time, we have to 

keep in mind his saying that it is the duty of the human being 
to bear "Prarabdha" with patience. The rest of the work is be

ing done by the Guru, the Almighty. This is no perpetuation of 

social inequalities, for Dadaji says (as stated by Dr. Bibhuti Sarkar 

( 

in his article published in the book On Dadaji) : "You have no 
right to harm anybody. You have no right to exploit anybody 

in any sense, politically, economically and spiritually". 
, If I had taken Diksha, I would have become his Gurubhaj, 

mther than a devotee or disciple. This would give any human 

being confidence and where the sense of dignity llas been smo

thered, it would be activated. But just. for that reason 'no Guru-
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bhai would he enabled to share the personal attainments of the 

person who, acoording to Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj, has done arduous 

Sadhana. Dadaji, however, says that :Mantra-Jap with love, 

devotion and complete surrender to Gmu-the Almighty, will 
lead t;o perfection and self-realisation. Dr. Gopinath has ex 

plained that at the time of initiation, Dadaji by the grace of the 

Almighty raises the aspirant spiritually to the level of Pashyanti 
Vak from which the Maha-Mantra arises in Shnddha Vikalpa and 

is realised by the seeker." 

Joarnalistic enquiry, I felt, t.hould not go further though it 

would be quite useful to discuss some other aspects. 

j --~ 

t' 
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A Rapport With The Biofeedback 
Electronic Musician, .... The 

Vacuous Dadaji In Supine Stance 

])R. EoiTH W ALLAO£ PH. D. 

[ Note :- Dt·. (Mrs.) Edith Wallace was a long-time collabo

rator of C. J. J ung, who broke off from the "B'reucli:m pan-sexual 

etiology of tho psychoneuroses. Frettd speaks of a conflict between 

the unconscious ld to which belong repression, condensation, dis

placement etc. and the Super-ego (conscience). The consciou~ 

Ego tries to reconcile the two forces despite disguised wish-fulfil

meat. Pleasure-pain principle along with the Reality principle 

~mel the subsequent Repetitive-compulsion principle (Death-instinct) 

ttt·e some of his postulates. Jung, on the contrary, emphasises the 
will to live. His libido, unlike Freud's which is primarily sexual, 

comprehends the personal unconsciotts and its evolute, the con
;;cions Ego as also the Collective Unconscious which latter shape~< 

out Archetypal images that appear in dreams, fantasies, fair~

tales, myths and religions. An advocate of hnman bisexuality, 

he classifies personality into Introvert and Extrovert, which 
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agc~in may ,·ary according to the preaominance of one m· eithe1· 

of thinking, feeling, and willing. 1\-Ian's self-realisation, lw 
argues, comes through a psychic wholeness achieved through a 

creati 1re synthesis of the complementary opposi t~ s in his perso

nality. Concentration on a four-sectional Mandala, he assert8, 

can help achieve this synthesis. 

Biofeedback electr.:mic music is the internal responses, sncb 

as brain-waves in a hm:uan body, seen or heard thro:1gh electronic 

device. }r. 

• This !JOte has been prepared by Dr. N. I,. Sen, D. I.itt, for 

this Volmne.-Editor J 

As an ardent votary of An'tlytic Psychology, I have never been 

ill at ease t} fit into my C)nscious cerebration the concepts of God 

a:1d spirituality, despite the bigotry of the positive sciences 

against them. For to me, they are archetypes of psychic pre
dispositions inherited from the evolutionary history, and as such 

are facts of lifd a3 mach as other inheritances. And the p~yche 

is no less real than the objective physical world around us It 
is qnite natural, then, that, I should be drawn to God anll spiri
tnality as data of psychic observation, availing myself of any 

opportnnity to hav~:~ audience with the treaders or traders in God, 

who pass current as God-intoxicated men having the sole right to 

dispense His mercy. But, I did never give set·ious thor!ght tc 

whether they were mere processional or iltatic facts of conscionR

ness or the uncon8cious, or were also beyond that objective facts 

like I, thon, and the mind. For, my flepth psyohology provided 
me with a peaceable solution to the problems of life, guiding me 

to an integrated wholeness of my being. 

Unt, it happenefl one d.<ty in the forenoon through noon ; in 
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the noJnti•le of my -lJlazing ·consciousness ; in the resigned 

expectancy of my saclate plentitude ; . in the chrke:;t, vibrant, 

and magnetic void of my integrated being. What was it ~ !'fy 

undoing ? A watery grave for my ego in the overflowing void 

of clammy stillnes::; impenetrable? Particibation Mystique with 

the dense darkness of the Collective Unconi!cions? A sudden 

gni!t of imcratable_fri6idity paraly~ing the flippant modalities of 

the ego, which, th(•n, swoons into a chilly, outlandish consciousness 

that is self-poised in its sonal cadence ? In fact, it seemed I 

was of a sudd<m cut off from my conventional moorings· and was 

stripped of my chromatic vestments to be gripped by an all-engro
ssing consciousness that lies in state at the matrix of all life. And 

what a sense of relief from all tensions, '" a sense of aggressive 

wholeness that abjm·e.> all tall talk of sahject and object ! The 

t.t.wra firma nnde1· my feet wa~ in convnlsive 'luake and had er"ptecl 

with all the hrrago of pet cliches of Depth 1-'~ychology to open 

up be:Eo1·e me a c[rcorama o-E ineffable beatitncle vibrant with 

stifling fra:Srance! \Vas it not sel-f-realisation r vVas it not reso

lution of all warring drive,, of introversion and extroversion ? 

\Vas it tul the real integration of perso~1ality past all reconnai

ssance by the LlJjmas of l'.:;ycholog,y : Th1·· old world meltecl 

away along with the psyche, ancl a new world was ushered in 

beyond all bcmdage,- -the resurrection of tilisegm<'nted life in the 

crucifix of geometl'ising dogmas of modern science. I was da:>:ecl; 

I was ripped open to the inmost chamber of my heart to be con

dtiCted into audience of the Summum Yerbum vibrating within 

·r01md the clock Space, time, and causality melted into a con

sciousness that was ever-ex11anding in· its vacuity, a;1d that nestled 

me in its womb. And all this happened in presence of a man 

who came acros~:~ motmtains and oceans of dogmas and obsessionK 

to give auclience to me as a full-blooded nobody. 

He came, dismantled my mind and deluged me wit<h a shn1·t• 
look that filled my heart with the ned.arine tlow of love which 

inebriated me with its air-proJf, ~nffocJting .fragrance and 

swooned me it1to the voicl of lwlenes~ that Dctclaji speacks of. Yes, 

he is called Daclaji-, the Elder Drother,- the primal life-force 
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that prececles and brings in its wake the psyche which epitomises 

the nature of human existence. The mind is' woman characterised 
by fickleness of bipolarity ; and, we humans are all women. The 

only He is the J~ord, the immutable, infinite existence. Dadaji 
charges ::\lind, the ego, with having distorted the Tl'llth and 

broken it into fragments. So, he urges us to go beyond mind and 
ego in order to discover the Truth. But, your mind and ego 

cannot go beyond themselves. You have to sabmit to the Big I, 

the Super-ego that conserves within itself the entire panorama 

of existence. Bat, you cannot do that either. Surel.v 
all your efforts are exercises in ftltility. Submission and 
transcendence of mind-ego occur : yon have to wait for the time

factor to appear. And when the zero honr comes, you are reso

nant with the primal music of manifest existence ; that music is 

polarisefl int;o two vibrations that cause om· reRpiration. That 
m.tsic is the stnff we all are made of. L'l:tnt is onr basal being ; 

that is the Big I, the Super-ego, the Gul'll. No hnman being ha~ 

a right to Gnrnship. \Vedded Hnto that mnsic, have we eome to 
this world to partieipate in the nultiform mdody of that music., 

while braving the viciRsitudes of life in course of doing om dntie:>. 
13ttt, we have forgvtten that mLt~ic. To make ~~~ recollect it is 

Initiation, or Diksha. It comes from within u~. Dadaji claim~ 

nfl crerlit for it. For he is Nobody. And in presence of Daclaji, 
have I not in the congealing stillneR~ of JU? heat·t been absoTbed 
hy the vision and andition of that omnifie mtBic pa.4 all syntheti(~ 

'Lctivity of the rnind.? I wonder if Darlaji himself is the biofeed

back electronic musician who blessed me with a <leep rnpport 
with thrtt music. But, he sa:vs he is Nobody. 

That is the Dadaji ogling at us, being Reated on n divan in 

front of us. Let thousands of miracles occnr in his presence ; let 

his love conclnct legions to the Truth Absolute ; despite that, 'this 
m:;n is Nobody' will come out of his lips all the while as a refrain. 

And he will give you the picture of Sat,yanarayana, no human, 

the symbol of Absolute Truth. Satyanarayana ( Trnt-h supporting 
all existence ) has no mtnfl, ego, or intellect. Infact, lle is also 
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Nobody. Like Da.daji ? Is that the rock~boitom irnth ·oi · all 

eristence ? It is a Dail.aistic Qnery -that a real Nobody only can 
negotiate, 

• f 

\,. ~ '-

'J. 
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Dadaji and Infinite Reality 
HJN'BLE SRI S. K. Roy 

CHIEF JUSTICE, ORISSA 

The world is finite but moving towards an infinite goal. So, human 

beings are also finite as well as infinite. Infinite possibilities lie 

hidden in all human being;; and Dadaji holds out to mankind the 
great promise that human beings will one day lw able to realize 
their aspirations and to fulfil all their possibilities and that all 

strifes and sufferings will cease in Sri Sri Satyanarayana-the 

Immanent Spirit. In Dadaji's philosophy there is ample scope 

.for Karma-drrties of man. We are nll self-seeking beings. 
\Ve must try to be unselfish and so long :o~s we are not able to 

eliminate our ego, the Divine Grace, Dadaji tells us, will not O.awn 

on us. We must treat all as our own-not forgetting the great 
truth that the same 'Narayana' is present in us all. \Ve have 

emanated from Sri Sri Satyanarayana to do something and if we 
-do not perform our duties we would not be able to realize the 

·:Narayana' within. 
The immortality of Dadaji's saying is rising above sorrow, 

_suffering, and sin and dwelling in eternal peace and happiness in 
the company of the ~Iahanama which is identical with 'Sri Sri 
Satyanarayana' --;-the perennial source of all revelation. 

Dadaji also says that Sri Sri Satyanarayana, the fund:cmental 

Unity who assuming innumerable changing forms on Himself 

has manifested Himself in the form of Mahanama in every human 

being and in every particle of the Univ('rse. 
'l'he essence of Dadaji's philosophy stands on the bold assertion 

that God is the only Supreme Reality. So, Dadaji denounces the 

.,so-callt-d Gnruism. He says that a mortal being cannot be a 
Guru. Guru cannot die. He is eternal, ubiquitous and an un-
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changeable reality. 

and Infinite Entity. 

God alone is our Gum as He is the EternaL 

The so-called Gurus who claim to be the 

spiritual guide of an individual can never conduct the individual 

to eternity. A monotheist will be detached from worldly interest . 

2.nd will see himself in every creature, as such Le will never paint 

himself to be a Guru. The so-called Gurus or spiritual guides 

who bestow some words into tl,e ears of the innocent individuals 

do the same only_ for business purpose. And, therefore, Dadaji 

the greatest deliverer of mankind gives a clarion call to them not 

to believe in the so-called gurus but to seek shelter at the lotus 

feet of the all---:-pervading God, i.e. Sri Sri Satpnarayana. 

:Jiahanama is the only path for reaching o.1t the Absolute 

Truth. The ·manner of bestowing .iUahanama is contrary to the 

traditional ways. At the time of getting the 1Mahanama, Dadaji 

uplifts the seeker for the time being into the Divine stage and in 

prostration in front of the picture of Sri Sri Satyanarayana the 

. devotee hears the Mahanama and visualizes it written on plain 

paper in red ink which he kept in his hand when he entered 
into the room. As soon as the devotee leaves the room and 

enter5 into the empirical world the writing on the paper also 

vanishes. It is thE! direct . communion with the Divine. The 

Mahanama is sounded forever in everybody's heart. Due to ego 

man cannot realize it. By the grace of Dadaji the aspirant hears 

it and visualizes it written on the paper. This is real Diksha. 

Therefore, the motivated worldly Gurus can never help the indivi

duals reach the cherished goal, and, they themselves also fail to 

realize the gr2.ndenr of God. So, Dadnji advises the simple-hearted 

individuals not to connive at the so-called Guru~. 

Dadaji also condemns the prevalent caste system. Humanity 

is one. In every individual the supreme soul is instilled forever. 

There is no difference between man and man in the kingdom of 
all-pervading God. So, the. differences which are seen today are 

all man marl.e. The seeker of Truth must realize the eternity of 

their souls and thereby sunender themselves, eliminating, their 

ego, at the lotus feet of Sri Sri Satyanarayana, the ever 

indwelling immanent realit)i. in the form of JHahananir. 
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Dadaji decbres that .Mahimama is the only Universal Spirit. 

God and the name of God are not different. All names denote 

Him because the designation cannot stand without a designator. 

The .Mahanama which resounds frvm abundance itself denotes 

the Almighty. And Dadaji assures-that if an individual, annihi

lating his ego, repeats silently the .Mahanama and completely 

;;urrenders himself into the symbol of the absolute, i.e. Sri Sri 

Satyanarayana, will surely gain the grace of God. 

Men have been sent on earth to t-njoy the "Leela" of God and 

to do some bounden duties. Dadaji says that in this mundane 

plane men have to face some unavoidable occurrences. And it 

is the duty of human beings to bear predestined fortune with 

patience. Man cannot avoid their Prarabdha without its pro

per consumption. Man has to undergo these undesirable 

sufferings with forbearance. Prayer and penance will not lead 

one to perfection because an embodied soul will have to overcome 

some sort of mundane pain. The ac<mmulated Karmans of the 

previous birth give fruits in the present life of every individual 

in the form of Prarablha. So, it is the foremost duty of a 

mortal being to forbear prarabdha with patience. Forbearance of 

"Prarabdha" with patience and reflection of Mahanama with 

greatest regard will reach the devotee to the eternal abode of 

God.. 

In order to convince the disbelievers and the sceptics miracles 

happen in the presence of Dadaji. Dadaji says that he is not the 

performer of these wonderful achievements. Miracles take place 

by the will of God-the Almighty. ~Iodern scientists, intellectuals, 

common-peoples, saints and Yogis have all been surprised ob

serving the unprecendented miracles. Dadaji is also ready to fape 

any challenge of his miracles from any corner of the world. Men 

of all status have been bound to believe in the invisible eternal 

spirit behind all phenomena. Dadaji says that one should not 

think ovm· the miracles much. God is the Supreme Reality. He 

is chanting the Mahanama in everybody. So, we should devote 

our thinking to Him by constant muttering of the Mahanama

the perennial source of aU 1evelation. 
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Sri Sri .Satyanarayana is the emblem of the Absolute P.eality. 

Deep and sincere lo:ve for .Mahanama, i.e. Eternal God is the only 

path for realizing the magnitude of all-extending God. The 
grace of God is not to be acquired by limited capacity of mind, 
intellect ancl ego. Ardent consecration on .Mah:mama and ab
solute self-surrender to Sri Sri Satyanarayana are the onl:~ mean:; 
for realizing an encl. 

The philosophy of Dadaji is the most precious heritage of 
humanity. In boldness of conception, depth of thought, beauty 

of expression Daclaji's philosophy is a remarkable product of the 

nni versal mind. The fundamental doctrines of the U niversal 

Heligion of Daclaji is a contribution of snpreme importance not 

only to tbe spiritual thinking of India but has an abiding value 

in the religious literatme of the world. The people on earth will 

remember Dadaji forever as a spiritual revolutionary who has 
dedicated himself to the benefit of mankind showing them the 

gateway to Eternity. 
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Dadaji and Transcendental_ Reality 
DR· K. S. CHOWDHURY 

It is well-known that at the close of the Vedic Age there was a 

strong aversion to life; a spirit of profound pessimism had spread 

all over leading to renunciation of society and possibly life. After 

-considerabl(• evolution in spiritual thinking human mind become~ 

anxious to get the easiest means to an end. And Sri Daclaji)' 
~njoins that one has no right to put a violent end to his own life, 

bnt should desire to live the normal term of life, doing his work 

:and mjoying the fruits of his · labour, without coveting others' 

wealth and properties. Thus, we have a clear and consistent 

.sense of spiritual elevation of innocent mind of the modern age. 

Why are we to do good to others or consider the greatest good 

of the greatest number as the highest morality ? It becomes 

~.tsily explicable by Dadaji's conception that Sri Sri Satya 

Narayana is in everything. Dadaji not only says that Sri Sri Satya 
Narayana is in everything and everything ris in Sri Sri Satya 

Narayana, but Sri Sri Satya Narayana becomes everything. To 

t he one having the tl'ne knowledge, all is God, i.e. Sri Sri Satya 
Narayana. It is the "Sarvam Khalvidam Brahma" ( ri ~ 
~ ) of the Upanishad. 

The tenets of Dadaji's philosophy stand . on the - saying-
"Truth is one, lang.imge is one and thei·e · is one - . 

uP.iversal human race. Basically, · there is no class, oasie, creed 

or sectarianism and wbatwe see today is _ all m!m ·made. · We 
are the children of the same Father. So, how ·c-an .. there .be -a . 

' . 

(liffere·nce or distinction ? In fact, the caste -or- class system -

introduced in the n~rue 6£ the Founder by a self~i1it~m~stea · g1:oup · 

of people is not only meaningless bllt alSQ baseless'. It only- . 

serves t~e int~1:est o~ a few in their game and political gambfe· 

.at the cost of many:" 
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It is an established fact that the same spirit pervades in every 

human being jLlSt as one electricity infiltrates all the electric light 
container. The prevalent Gurus cannot realize this simple and 

eternal truth. They make monastery etc., attract the innocent 

people and whisper some words into their e:>.,rs and thereby 
become their Gurus or the spiritual. guides. Dadaji has thrown 
a_ challenge to the · so-called Gurus. God within us is the only 

Guru. He is one ancl absolute. He dwells in every human.. 

being in the form of Satya Narayana ancl the seeker gets the 

1\~ahanama directly from Sri Sri Satya N!trayana rising for the 

time being in the 'pasyan!i ~tage by the grace of Dadaji and 
a~so sees the Maha~ama on a white paper in reel ink which he 
kept in his hand when he entered into the room ancl prostrated 

in front of the picture of Sri Sri Satya Narayana. This is the 
real form of Diksha ot· initintion. The prevalent Gurus hav:e 

committed a great mistak~ think~ng the:mselves to be the 
representatives of God. Guruvacla is a horrible superstition, ancl 
as-such, Dadaji, the tn1e lover of mankind, showed the right path 

to the people of all status of this age. Men are initiated directly 

from Sri Sri Satya Narayana by the grace of Dadaji in any 
l~nguage of the woricl. It indicates that. due to different phonetic 
laws and different syllables names of God have been manifested 

differently, but their essence is one. Mahanama is· the single 

reality. which will conduct the sincere devotee to the cherished 

goal. An:d Dadaji, ' the clelivorer of mankind, assures that one who 

has surrendered himself at the lotus feet of Sl'i Sri Satya 
Narax_ana-the emblem of Infinite Reality, is blessed. 

-Man cannot avoid his predestined fortune i.e. "pr!lrabdha". 

He has to 'undergo the unpleasant circumstances with patience. 

Human beings cannot realize this simple truth easily and there

fore, they sometimes leave the "aamsara" in quest of peace and 
truth. They forget that they must have to bear the fruits of 

the Karmans of their previous births in the present lives. Dadaji 
13ays that the "samsara" is Lee/a of God ancl therefore, 

one should' not neglect the creation of God neglecting the duties 

of a family man. Prayer and penance only ·?aimot lead one to 
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:perfection. Pe)ple sho:lld bear the "prarabclha" with patience 

-devoting himself at the lotas feet or Sri Sri Satya Narayana 

or the eternal God. This is real 'tapasya'. 'Prat·abdha' is to be 
reduced by consumption. Divine grace is to be gained by him 
whose ego is eliminated per-fectly, who has borne the 

'prarabdha' with patience and dedicated himself at the Iotas feet 

·Of Sri Sri Satya Narayana and constantly repeats the Mahanama 
.with sublime devotion. 

From time immemorial much has been said in our sastras 
regarding the gran~leur of God and all pervasiveness of the 

transcendental reality. ~!ere repetitions of sastras cannot con
vince the disbelievers, sceptics and intellectuals of the modern 

age. Therefore, Dadaji, the true obBerver or the marvels of 
human mind has selected the path of demonstration of miracles. 

Dadaji's miraculous achievements are inexplicable. The stalwarts 

in different spheres have been convinced noticing the astonishing 
power or Dadaji. The miracles are not the outcome of so-called 

'Vibhuti' or m<tgic. They are performed by the great will of 
'God-the Absolute. And Dadaji says that miracles are also 
,exterior. Sri Sri Satya Narayana in the form of Mahanama is 

the only Truth. The disbelievers are bound to believe the 

invisible all-penetrating power and surrender themselves to the 

Immanent Reality, i.e. Sri Sri Satya Narayana. Different mira
culous deeds of Dad:=tji have been narrated vividly in all the 

newspapers and first grade joumals of our country and as such 

they are not repeated here. 
At the time of Satya Narayana Puja the finite reality is mergecl 

in the Infinite and Dadaji says that is the real form of adoration. 

Complete self-surrender to the Absolute with the help of 
Mahanama is the only path for "Mukti", "Prapti", and "U ddhara". 

The good and the pleasln·able are confused and presented 

to mw. The intelligent compares the two ; and on 
mature reflection discern thei1· relative value-their difference 

and having thus reflected, man embraces the good as worthier 
than the pleastll'able. Dadaji has shown the true path for 

realizing an end, i.e. eternal good. And the re:dization is possible 
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only by sub::)l'(lination of umpirical self to the univeraal soul. 

Tht.t is possible only by eternal devotion to Sri Sri Satya 

Narayana and muttering of the Mahanama with greatest c~.re. 

The ultimate reality in the Universe is Love. B.r th•: help of 
Dad.aji m!tn can realize this Supreme Truth, i.e. Sri Sri Satya 
Narayana is Lov8-incarnate. Dadaji is the wonderment to tho 
spiritual world. All the succeeding centuries of wonderful pro

gress of science and philosophy have not been able to outgrow 

this finding of the Upanishads that the Brahman is 'Ananclam' 

nnd God is 'Love.' l!'rom Love alone all _beings have been 

born and by love all created beings live. ( 'Anand~t ( va khalue 

imani bhutam jayante, Anandama jitani jivanti' ). For this 
St1preme insight in the heart of the Universe, Daclaji's philosophy 
may well be considered as the highest landmark in the march of 
thought of the spiritual thinkings of ages to come. 
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Dadaji and Miracle 
DR. GOURINATH SASTRl 

The Economic Studies, May, 1972 

MIRACLE HAS myriad scales of being. Is not the world itself a 
miracle play of God ? The sun, the moon, the st:::rs, the warp and 

woof of light and darkness, the elemental forces-are not all 

these mighty miracles ? But, all mysticism apart, the child and 

the aborigins take everything of the civilized world for a miracle 
and a James Jeans finds the spectre of a miracle in the origin and 

existence of life itself ? And, to crown all, a hard-bred logician 

dismisses God Himself as a fantastic miracle, a dogma which can 

reasonably find no asylum in his scheme of the world. A sense 
of wonder, sense of something beyond oneself, a presentation, 

rather, a visitation that takes ail- of a freak of Nature, of some

thing tllnt h~d straye.:l off from the beaten track-that makes a 
miracle. In fact, miracles are as old as the hills. And miracle 

is the matrix of all creation, all discovery. In that respect, it is a 

dire necessity of life and for progress. 
Affective apprehension or intellectual comprehension--that is 

how a miracle gnaws into our consciousness. A miracle rides 
roughshod ·over our wonted sensibilities and makes us realise how 

little we know about the world around. Our intellectual facttlty 

is whetted, grit to upturn the virgin soil is ionised, and our ego 

has a keen sense of expanding horizons. But, there are miracles 
and miracles. Electricity, wireless, automobile, space-conquest
all tbe~e are man-made mir~cles, miracles of science. But they 

are miracles to those only who do not know the scientific basis of 

these occurrences. To a scientist, however, these are but the fulfiJ

ment of the laws of Nature. So, to one who knows, the world is in 

every sense a cosmos, built as it is on the bedrock of causality. 
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But, then, we have to reckon with and, if possible, to liquidate 
another kind of miracles, which may be called psychic miracles. 

Yoga philosophy of Patanjali enunciates asta-siddbi (the eightfold 
perfection of will) and diverse 'Vibhutis' (miraculous powers), 

acquisition of which can bestow upon one power to do or to know 
anything one chooses to. Levitation, clairvoyance, clairaudience 

:mel multiple similar phenomena are the commonest type that are 
generally in evidence. Are these, too, amenable to scientific ex

planation ? That is the point at issue which we shall try to 

negotiate with the poor light that we have. 
There are lots of miracle-mongers, and an Indian Yogi showing 

miraculous feats, curing fell diseases, catering to the material neeols 
of the people in agony is not at all an unusual phenomenon. 

It is generally agreed that too much illicit traffic in miracles results 

in dissipation and evaporation of yogic power and is definitely 

anathema to all spiritual aspirations. For, these are personal 

acquisitions and are subject to the laws of metabolism. But, 
can we conceive of nature of miracles that does not stem from any 

personal effort, that comes as it must like the genial sunshine, 
the deluge of silvery lunar beams, the torrential rains, the west 
wind, the surging billows of the ocean-imperious in advent and 

untrammelled in execution ? That would be a phenomenal 

discovery ; and Eureka ! .i\Iany men of light and lead, of power 
and pelf, of adamantine personality and aggressive self-escalation 
have discovered in Dadaji, Srimat Amiya Roy Chowdhury an 

endless repertory of such miracles that bud forth instantly like 
petals of a lotus bathed in the radiant grace of the sun. ~-\ 

simple man, leading a normal life in every respect, Dadaji springs 

surprise by his playful exhibition of pranks of miracles 1Yithout 
any ceremony or ado. Gold lockets, fountain pens and costly 

shawls he can manifest from vaccum :he can phone without 

dialling, or without touching the telephone apparatus or without 
uttering a single word. He can ply an automobile without petrol, 

can cure diseases from a distance of even thousands of miles with 

water tmned :lromatic through his fiat. He can have multiple 

\ manifestation at different places at the same time. He can bring 
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in star-bespangled night at day ; he can ward off rain, can control 

temperature and can at any time 'bring fresh showers forth 

thirsting flowers.' But, all the time he would be expostulating 
to the effect : 'These are not my doing. They occur because 
they do. I am neither the agent, nor the cause, nor even an 

instrument in these mattera. 'Sometimes he would exclaim : 'These 

are fait accompli'. At other times he would assure us : "This 
is nature ( svabhava )". These words are pregnant with meaning 
and seem to carve out the tripod made of the genesis, science 

and metaphysics of miracles. We proposed here to deal fh·st 
with the second and then with the other two together. An 
.enquiry into the nature of yogic Vibhutis will also be necessary 

to fully appreciate the nature of the miracles that emanate from 

Dail.aji. 

So, let ns tnrn first to the science of miracles. According to 

Dadaji, the world is an inescapable reality. ·whether matter is 

the form that spirit takes or whether matter is condensation of 

spirit and spirit rarefaction of matter is a problem of ontology 
ani!. need not engage us here. vVe take here, as Daclaji does, 
matter as matter-an indubitable datum of our experience. Matter 
is a cross-section of the space-time continuum which we have 

sundered by our idolatrous thinking. But, even the four dimen

sional theory is not competent to give a true picture of th~ 
existence of matter. Space and time, as Daclaji asserts breezily '. 

so often, have each in itself infinite dimensions. Every segment ) 
of space is present in every other segment. As Dadaji airs out in 

a mocking vein: "0:<n't this place be Bombay or Benares ?" · 

Every split second also is present in every other second. So, 

space and time are both ubiquitous-every speck of it. In fact, 

time is a ceaseless clnration and space an unfettered expanse.) 
So, an elsewhere, elsewhen and reality appears as now here one. 

As Dadaji says in this context : "The prarabdha (the process 
of unfoldment) of Space and Time i1 supervened." So, it is 

a sort of uuified. field theory of Dadaji's conception that can 

well explain these miracles. But, from a cruder perspective, it 

may be asked what staff these shawls, fountain-pens, handker-
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chiefs, sweets are made of. The molecular theory is long 

exploded. Whether we accept the wave packet theory of the 

Trivrit-karana or Pancikarana theory, it is agreed on all hands 
that primal matter is one indistinguishable mass. So, it is the 

same stuff that wears different looks on different occasions. So, 
Dadaji can very glibly tnrn a brass locket into a gold one. 

According to atomic ph.vsics, variation in the number of electrons 

in the atomic constituents of a body are responsible for its 

difference from another body. Dadaji, however, asserts that 

matter is one. So, any odd thing may be transmuted into any 

other thing. At bottom, however, according to Dadaji, there 

Cis no dichotomy of matter and spirit. TLey are impartite integer, 

that is the sole reality. But, there are other types of miracles, 

such as the control of the elemental forces of nature. How are 

these possible ? Bring the concept of infinite dimensions of 

space-time to bear upon the issue and let that concept of the 

unity of ~fatter, which ultimately resolves itself into the unit.\' 
of Matter and Spirit, do duty to it. And the rest is the responsi

bility of the metaphysics of mit-acles which are now proposed t() 
embark upon. 

Yotl can very well move the limbs of yonr body at will ; but, 
a •lead man cannot. Why ? Only because there is a pnrvasive 

consciousness all through yoa1· body, that makes the movement 

possible. BLtt. this expansion is not coped up within the frame
work of the body it;;elf. It can, in fact, it does really every 

moment of oar extrovert life, ove1·.shoot the bounds of our body 
into the oute1· expanse of space and time. And the identification 

presently spoken of may be of two different forms 'It is me' ? 

or 'It is mine'. In reality, all our experience, all the acts and 

facts of our life are embedded in this expansion of ego-bom1daries 

and the consequent mental mode (Vritti) as postulated in the 

Samkhya Philosophy and sanctified by the Vedanta Philosophy. 
This is why you can move a log of woocl to beat me with, to 
pelt stones at me or turn the tables against me for this spacious 

advocacy of miracles. And you go on expan.:ling the horizon 

of the magnetic field of yoar ego ancl you achieve free<lom of 
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will. A great peesonality has freedom of will to a degree. And 
when it reaches its acme, you . realise the subject as freedom, 

the summum bonum of the absolute monist. The yoga philosophy 
inculcates certain mental disciplines and gymnastics to achieve 

this end. But, the dues ex machina remains still in icy isolation ; 
and does not the sphinx still smile on ? 

But, the miracles that spark off from Dadaji wear a different 

complexion. Instead of ego-expansion, we find here complete 

effacement, increasing of evaporation, rather liquefaction of the 

ego. His art is to resign himself to the super-ego, to attune 

himself to the pervasive flow of supreme consciousness. While 

self-appropriation is symptom~tic of yogic Vibhuti, self-annulment 
is the hallmftrk of Dadaji's miracles. The first is to bring under 

egoistic sways the unbounded freedom of pervasive consciousness ; 
and the latter is to melt and canalise the egoistic granule into 

the all-pervasive flow of suprem~ consciousness. The first leads 
to exhaastion and dissipation of energy ; but, the latter breaks 

forth into murmut·s of delight, into st;~rgence of immeasurable 

power. Should we imagine Dadaji working wonders to echo 

the wonlt> of Shelley : "Make me thy lyre, Let me be thou ?" 

No, no. That is quite off the mark. For, as he assures us, he 

is not even an instrument or a semblance of a plea for these 

miracles. We had rather conceived hi:m as the Aeolian harp 
stirred up into melodious notes by the playful bre~ze. The divine 

will in ~t supreme urge for self-e-xpression discovers in him a 

space station wh<'refr.>m to s)loot forth into outer space> sparking 

off satellites of miracles. According to Dadaji, it is tht; autocratic 

~ill of Satyanarayana, the ultimate Reality, that is actualisecl in 
the form of miracle;;. The s~1preme will of Satyana1·ayana has 
ushered into manite;,tation ':;\'[aha Kala' ('time eternal' as duration) 
with a view to knocking the knavery out of 'Kala' in the from 
of Kali aml to establishing Satya-yuga in the world. But, the 

people of modem age are die-hard atheists and have no love 

lost for anything supernatural. It is only with a view to attracting 

these Godless votaries of Mammon and Science that thP supreme 
will flashes forth in the forms of eli ver;;e miracles of breath-taking 
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wonderment. These miracles are, however, superficial marks, 

13xternal symptomg of religiosity. One should not on any account 
conft1se them with any spiritual efflorescence. Nevertheless, it 

is no atrocity, no desp::>tic totalitarianism with the Supremb will. 

It is •Svabhava' breaking forth into playful ripples of wonder
ment, tearing asmtder the procastinating pall of 'Prarabdha'. 

Let us try to form a clear conception of the ubiquitous majesty 
of Daclaji's Vibhuti. The great savant Srimad Anirvan explains 

Viblmti in the following manner : "Ekan vaidam Vivabhuba 

sarvam. So Vibhuti is •Vibhavan', the manifold manifestation 
Df the One. Bnt it lies in a rlormant state in Sambhuti". Ancl 

this Sambhuti again merges itself in the stillness of Upanishaclic 

Asambhuti. Hence, as ir1 T antra Philosophy, we reach Visarga 

from the eqllilibrium of Siva and Sakti through the stage of 
Vindu, so here we get at Vibhuti from Asambbuti through the 

intermediary stage of Sambhuti. This is quite reasonable. But 

to my mind, even Sambhuti and Asambhnti have inner vibrations, 

though outwardly static. What i'> the fountain-source of that 
Sambhuti, that •Etav:1.ti mahina samvabhnva' ? •.Mama yonirap 

svantah samuche'-its mat1·ix is flowing consciousness, the '}Iaho 

-arno' that encompasses by its im'inite vibrations the whole of 

existence. That is why we come acr03s a different sort of 

Sambhnti in the Geeta: 'Prakritim svam avastabbya sambhavam
yatime mayayn.'. This Sambhnti is spontaneoas and keep under 

.complete sway the laws of Natme-does away with the Prara

bdha of Natm·e, according to Dadaji. In this view of things, 

both Sambhnti and Vibhuti are supernatural. Sambhuti is the 
basal reality, while vibhuti is its external vibratory manifestation. 

Let us fancy to om·ilelves a black-ont night in Calcutta. There is 
,engrossing darkness all around. Bnt, in the closed rooms neon 

lights are aglow ; and through the interiltitches of the door and 
windows, pencils of light are darting out, these pencils of light 

j•1tting ont may be compared to Vibhuti, while the light indoors 
i~ Sambhuti. In fact, this Vibhuti belongs to the Snpreme Omni

potent, Vibhn. The sparks of His energy in diffusion is Vibhuti. 

So, it is His Divine Potency; but to me, it is an 'udclipana 
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vibhava', a merciful dispensation for me. But, yogic Vibhuti 
stands on a different footing. Thus, we come across a triune of 

Vibhuti, iti! three streams. The first we may christen as the 

Mandakini-stream which finds freeplay in Krishna's marriage 

with a legion of princesses. 'l'he second is the Alakananda
flow that deluged the hermitage of egoistic Jahnu. And the last 

one, the yogic Vibhuti, iEt the Bhogovati-stream that may induce 

one to indulge in unbriddled p)tssion. The burning potency of 

fire is its inner essence ; but the spectrum of light is the Vibhuti 

even as the fragrance o£ a flower. The flowing stream is the 

basal reality of a river ; but, when it carves out islands, breaks 

through its bankE, it is Vibhuti. But, if you store water in a 
dam and. playfully release it only to innundate ~Test Bengal, 

it is a sort of yogic Vibhuti even like the fragrance of the extrac

ted. essence of flower. A real Vibhuti has no festers, no limiting 

adjuncts. It is verily the Vedic~mother-goddess Aditi, the 

illimitable, the untrammelled, that is the source and sustenance 

of all existence. May we, then, conceive Dadaji as the res

plendent solar orb emitting streaks of luminous miracles of an 

-infinite variety, while remaining all the while the centre of 
gTavity of all prevasive existence, consciousness and bliss. 
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Dadajf's Miracles and Their !\'leaning 
PROFESSOR DR. PRIY ADA RANJAN Roy 

Scientists do not generally believe in miracles, as these are not 

apparently amenable to the laws' of nature. But there are eYents 

both heresay and in authenticated records of happenings of such 

miracles from very reliable sources. Miraculous performc.nces 

by saints and sages have been atte8ted by many authorities, both 
official and non-official, of unquestionable character, at one time 
or other. The question th~>n arises, where does the som·ce of 

this power of performil~g the miracle lie ? 

Science, from a study of material tmiverse, has demonstrated 

that matter and energy are the two ultimate constituents of the 
universe, thou5h they are merely the two aspects of one and the 

same entity, being mutually convertible. In Science, we nre 

acquainted with different forms of energy, like that of sound, 
heat, light, electrical and magnetic energies, besides the mechani

cal one. In fact, they are exchangeR ble into one another ?nd 

are derived from and manifested in association with material 

particles. Energy is defined as the power to do work on material 

bodies. So, the question abont the power of performing miracles 
is related to nn energy of a Kind, not dealt with in Science. 
Hence, it lies beyond the sphere of our sense of perception or of 
intellect and reason. .For a Knowledge of this power, one must 

look for in the activities of the human mind other than that of 

the intellect-namely, the will-power. It is, therefore, no wonder 

that in the yogic practices of all religions, much emphasis is laid 
on the concentration of mind and development of will-power. 
The will-power of an ordinary man requires for his fulfilment the 

age of his sense organs and intellect. It, therefore, stands to 

reason that if the human mind can be concentrated on a particular 
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desire to such an extent that it would not require the age of 

intellect anLl sense or·gans for it> f,!lfilment, a miracle can then 
OCClU'. 

A note of warning need'!, however, to be sounded here. }Iagic 

and jugglery like the rope and the mango tricks are often viewed 

as miracles by the ignorant and unwary people, though they are 

in fact mere sleight of hand or intellectmtl deception. A simple 

b1~t reliable distinction between magic and miracles lies in the 

fact that a magician 01· a juggler requires a considerable amount 

of prepa1·ation and time with the equipments and materials be

fore showing their skill, whereas one gifted with miracnlous power 

.can manifest it in a mom9nt's time if and when he so Llesire:;. I£ 

Tadiowaves from the earth can gc1ide the material parts of a 

machinery on the sarface of the moon in a few second,, there 

.is little wonder that the e.1ergy wave.:; from a gifteLi hum~n m.ind 

will similarly act upon or attract materials from a distance on 

t his very earth, or perform othe1· mechanical or intellectual 

actions. 

I had always a curiosity to investigate such miraculouo per

-formances from a scientific point of view and verify theil- gennine

ness; but for some reasons or othe1·s I had little time or oppor

t unity to satisfy myself in the matter. When two and half 

years ago, though temporarily, I regained my vision after an 

operation, a young friend of mine, came to see me one evening 

_aud narrated startling instances of exhibition of miraculous power 

by a gentleman, living not very far from my house, who is also 
a householder and not an initiated member of any holy com

Jlltmity. I made up my mind to meet him and witness his 
power. After a month or so, accompanied by another yot~ng 

friend, I went to his place early one morning after previot{s 

engagement. The Mme of the gentleman is Shri Amiya lloy 

Chowdhlll'i, better known to his friends, admirer;; and devotees 

as Dada or Dadaji. When we met him, he was lying on his bed 

in the room. Being already aware of my intentions, wiphont much 

-ado, he took me to his prayer room, \Vhere I found a portrait 

of Shri. Ram Thakur, Truth Per.;;orrified, who Lticl down his mortal 
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body several year,;; ago. .de asked me to bow down before the 
portrait and wanted to know if I would like to have any Divine 

Prasad. I at once gave my assent. He rais<:>d both his hands 
upwards, when a fnll-grown r~pe apple of large size came to his 

palms, from where I did not know. He offered it to me, and 
advised me to tako it home to distribute it among the members of 
my family. Then we came out of the room and while .engaged 

in conversation with him in the balcony, he enquired of me, 

if I would like to have_ also the Divine piahanam) Names, 

generally used for persona~ prayer. I again agreed without any 
hesitation. A scrap of blank paper was handed ovet· to me and: 

I was asked to accompany him again into the prayer room. 
This time, he discarded all his clothes excepting a piece of loin 

cloth. He asked me to place the paper in a folded condition 
before the portrait of Shri Ram Thakur and bow again. I was 

then told t::> take oat the paper from the feet of the portrait and 
open it, when I found the Divine Names written in red ink on 

that piece of paper. He then asked me to foH the paper .again 

~nd keep it in my grip. _We then came out to the balcony and 
sitting there was deeply engaged in conversation about miraculous _ 

powers. After a few min:1tes, I was told to open my grip and 
look once again into the paper . . To my great surprise, I found 

the reJ. lettera o£ the Divine ~ames had completely disappe:lred. 

This seems somewhat like hypnotism, but not exactly the same,. 

as the subject remains fully conscious o£ his own will power. 

Varieties of fruits like mango, cocoanut, embalic mnobolan 
(Amlakhi) etc., and sweets like sandesh, Jilabi, etc. come within 
his grip in a moment's time, when he raises his hands. Instances 
of other various miraculous powers have been noticed and re

corded by many of his admirers and adherents. He generally 

performs Satyanarayana Pnja in the houses of his followers and 

devotees. On this occasion, he shuts himself in the room, where 
the Puja is to be performed, with a portrait of Shri Ram Thakur 

(Sri Sri Satyanarayana) and spends about an hour or so in medita
tion. Afterwards the room is found pervaded with the sweet 

scent- of sandal wood oil, and his whole body smells of the-
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scent. A glass of water is also charged with this sc611t, when 
he moves his pal:u o.-er it for a :few stJComls. The water 

remains scented even after two or three days. A handkerchief, 
when touched by rum retains this scent for about a week. 

I have failed to detect any magical trick, as stated earlier, 
in all the performances I have seen. 

I enquired of him from where do these objects come to him 

in a trice ; is it a case of material creation in space ? His reply ""\ 

was-"They ex:ist as such in space, which you do not know.") 

I myself cannot believe, man can have the powet of material 

creation from nothing, so to say like the Saint Viswamitra of th). 
Puranic fable. Besides, the objects thus produced by Dadaji are 

all natural ones or useful materials and articles, available in the 
locality, far or near. A possible interpretation has been suggeste 

earlier (yogic performance). 

Regarding his views about • our social and religious customs, 
Dadaji i s deadly against all distinctions of castes and creeds, 

and appears to be an adherent of the ideal of Bhakti-cult of 
ll'Iahaprabhu Sri Chaitanya Deva. This might be interpreted from 
his great regarcl for Sri Sri Thakur. He does not also belieYe 

in Gnrubad for the adoration of merely the physical body of a 

ht1man being. He asserts emphatically that the Divine alone is 
Gt1ru (Spiritual Preceptor) of all, and as such all aspirants are 
mere Gurubhais ( brother disciples). He advises all his admirers 

and followers to call him Dada, and never to look upon him ail 
the spiritual guide. 

I asked him what purpose is served by the manifestation of 

:-mch miraculous powers. How few do come to him for enlighten

ment or moral elevation ?,nd how many for mundane gains ? His) 
reply was-"That they are meant to turn the peoples' mind 
from an irreligious to a religious path." I do not know if they 
are so really effected, for people are as much irreligious today) if 

not more, even after the teachings and preachings of great leader;,; 

of religions like Gautama Buddha, Christ, Sri Chaitanya and 

others of their kind, and even after the spread of the messages of 
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Upanishads~ the Bible and sbuilar scripttnes. It only shows that 
as Shakespeare .has w1i tten : . 

'There a1·e more things in Heaven and Earth 
Horatio, than are dreamt of in yow· philosophy.' 

Human mind acquires knowledge 6f the universe through 
direct sense perception as in the ' case of ordinary· man, through 

expetimental observations, intellect and reasoning as in Science 

and Philosophy; and, though rarely, through the momentary 

flashes of its intuitive faculty, when an individual mind or 

consciousness makes contact with the universal mind or universal 

consciousness. This faculty of acquiring intuitive knowledge is 

developed presumably by yogic practices, meditation, concentra
tion of mind and will. The last-named method enables man to 

come face to face with integral and absolute Truth, while all om 

knowledge as gained by the pursuit of Science is partial or 
relative, representing limited truth. :Miracles should not appear 

as miracles to those who have the vision of the Eternal Truth. 

Science like the yogic practices serves only as a preparatory 
ground for attaining the vision of the Eternal Truth, "·hieh is 

accessible only to the intuit~ve faculty. It is obvious that the 

;:;o tu·ce of this intuitive faculty is the All-pervading Divine and 
nniversal mind or consciousness .. I cannot find any other interpreta~ 

tion for this miracalo:1s power, it is not to be discarded summarily 
as mere magic. 
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Dadaji-The· Man of 1\firacles 

KHUSW ANT SINGH 

Illustrated Weekly of India, Bombay 

February 20, 1972 

I have no faith. l've never felt the need for it. Faith is denial 

of reason and for me reason is supreme. But I do not question 

the right of pe::>ple to stick to their faiths because I have seen the 

good that it can do to some of them. I do not believe in miracles 

any more than I do in magic. But I do not deny that there are 
phenomena which still baffle scientists. I say this ~s prelude 
t ·) narrating my encounter with Amiya Roy Chowdhury, known 
ta his innumerable admirers as Dadaji. 

I received two books on On Dadaji. They were compilations of 
t ributes by eminent doctors, professors aml businessmen all of 
whom had experienced some miracle or other. My interest was 

r0asecl. 
A few days later, film star Abhi Bhattacharya breezed into 

my office to take me to meet Dadaji. The happy glow on his 
handsome bee made me suspect that he had already counted 
me ·am::>ngst his dharmabhais. 

I report-the encounter without any prejudice or bia~. 

The re0eption room -in Daclaji's apartment in Bandra had no 

fnrniture except a divan which was obviously meant for .Dadaji. 
At the time there were only half a dozen men and women, all 
Bengalis. Then Dadaji entered. Everyone stood up. One man 
pr0strated himself, placing his head on Dadaji'o> feet. 

Dadaji is tall and light-skinned. He weara his black hair 

long. His yoathfnl handsomeness belies his seventy years. As 

may be seen from the photog1.·aph below, hh eye3 have a hypnotic 
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G
:>ell-binding power. An aroma known in esoteric circles as

he padmagandha (fragrance of the lotus) fills the room. 
Dadaji seats himself on the divan and beckons to me. I 

shuffle up and sit beside his legs. He tries to fix me in a kindly 
but hypnotic stare. He wants to know why I have come to 

see him. '- I tell him of" my lack of faith, my disbelief in the 

existence of a divine power and my curiosity about him and 
his followfng. 

''What if Sri Satya Narain wants to communicate with yotl ?" 

he a<>ks. I look puzzled. "What if he sends you a memento ?" 

he Hsks again. He raises his right hand in the air, and on hi~ 

palm lying open and empty before me appears a medallion with 
an image of an elderly man. "It is Sri Satya N:uain's gift to 

you," assures Dc.daji. "No, it is not," I protest. "Yon, Dadaji, 

have given it to me." He smiles. "I am no one ; it is P.ll 

the doing of Sri Satya Narain." ~ 

"vVhat is your name ?" he asks. I tell him. He takes back 
the medallion, rubs the reverse side with his thumb. What had 
been a blank surface is now embossed with my name. Only 
my name is not correctly spelt. " A minute later and as mysteri ··· 

ously as before a gold chain a1;pears in the palm of his empty 
hand. "This is to wear the medallion round your neck," he 

says giving it to me. 
"Come with me," orders Dadaji. I follow him. He lea& me 

into his oodroom. 
Once more we are on ·different levels ; he sits on his bed, 

I on the floor beside him. He tells me ~e is a monist. Sri Satya 
N arain pervades the entire universe. There are no gurus. Each 

man is his own gurLL because he is a part of Sri Satya Narai11. 

The way to salvation is through Mahanam (the great name). 

It can be in any language. 
"You ask for it in your own mother tongue." He hands me 

a blank slip of paper and asks me to bow before a picture of 
Sri Satya Narain. I do so. The paper now bears two worth 

in Glll'mukhi, ''Gopal, Govinda''. A minute later, the paper i:; 

blank again. Appai·ently the message has been delivered and 
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.does not need to be on paper any more. 

~~ touch of his hand on my beard fills my 

padmagandha. 

And so it continues, 

beard with the same 

For an unbeliever it is a t1·aumatic kind of experience. It 
does not shake my disbelief in religion or miracles nor bends 
my reason to accept banal statement~ about God, 

the name which pass for philosophy in onr land. 
.1·eacler make up hi~ own mind. 

Guru and, 
But let the 
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Dadaji-Miracles by '1\lan -of God" 
Pioneer: Mond.ay April 17, 1972 

Lucknow April 16-If seeing ,is believing, the scoffers and. 
sceptics must have had a difficult time in rejecting the conception 

of miracles when Dadaji, the savant-cum-Yogi, performed 'Sri 

Satya Narayan Pnja' at the office residence of Mr. S. K . Ghosh, 

Editor, The Pioneer, this evening. 
Incidentally, Dadaji, who is known as Sri Amiy?. Roy 

Chowdhury in his mundane life, has no respect for miracles. Then 

wb,v does he translate them into reality ? It is not hypnotism 
that he practises, for the outsize artistically executed 'Sanclesh' 

that seemingly he conjured np from nowhere was not only 
'=ldible but fragrant with a strange aroma. 

Similarly, the g·olcllocket with the image of Sri Satya Narayan 

embossed on it was no figment of imagination or a conjurer's 

trick. Daclaji, no miracle merchant and a stern opponent of 
all small time Gums with big business mentality and further 

encrusted with arrogant hangers on, h.as dedicated himself to 
the task of self-realisation by all human beings through the 

agency of Mahanam or God's name as he calls it. 
The miracles are in the nature of a side-show to impress on 

the scoffers that God or the Divine Being can manifest Himself 
in any way He likes. Often those who come to scoff remain to 

pray after being C.)nvinced by the evidence of their senses that 

miracles still happen if it so pleases Him. 
Opinions may vary about Dadaji'B creed but there is no denying 

that his is a flaming conviction and that in him sincerity and am.a
zing power for direct communion with the Divine spirit have won 

respectful recognition from such celebrities of international repute 

as Mr. Krishnamnrthy, Pt. Gouri Nath Shastri, Gopi Nath Kaviraj 

and others. 
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Even hard headed newspaper men like the Editor of the Illus
trated Weekly 'f India and all journalists on the staff of Bharat 
Jyoti, Free Prees of India, The Times of India-the list by no 
means exhaustive bnt illustrative-have enthused over Dadaji's 
uncanny powers. 

Dadaji himself decries blind speculation and discourages 
all those who ctowd round him as 'miracle merchant'. He pri

marily attracts them for spreading God's name and is interested 

mainly in everyone merging with the Divine sr>irit through 

self-realisation. 
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Dadaji, the miracle-robot of .Love 
DR,S,R.SAXBNA,LONDON 

I had the unique opportunity of meeting Dadaji here this time 

(June 1983) when he was having discourses with some of the men 

of lead and light of our society. I wonder why he is generally 

introduced as a miracle-man. Such an introduction nakedly 

betrays our area of interest in a holy man, which has no vestige 

of spirituality. Our interest exhibits a single dimension only, 

that of material gain of any complexion. So, our thwarted 

ambitions ancl aspirations make of us miracle-mongers so that we 

may change our destiny for the better. On the other hand, we 

denigrate Dadaji beyond me1sure. Does Dadaji, for one thing, 

take after any p1·ofessional miraele-man,~in appearance, dress, or 

behaviour ? Do his discouraes harp on miracles as tl1eir constant 

refrain ? Does he t::tlk any other topic, which may or may not 

be in tnne with his miracles : Finally, 1vLat has he himself to 

say about the miracles perceived to be exhibited by him ? "Gnless 

these questions are properly negotiated, none can size up Dadaji 

as a miracle-man. :.\Iy personal experience finds no juatification 

for ;mch a description of Dad~tji. Indeed, he appears to me as 

the silent negation of all grotesque physical and mental ~Jfecta

tion and exhibitionism. It will clearly come into light when we 

closely follow his words. 

Invol1mtarily he will raise his hand of a sudden and with a 

spasmoclic move touch someone and his ailment will evaporate 

instantly. But, nobody told him of the ailment; nor did anyone 

request him for a cure. At times this occurs to a man who is 

seated fa1· behind ; he is casually beckoned into his presence by 

Dadaji and pat goes ills hand on his back, waist, shoulder, chest, 

belly, or arm. Now he fetches you a gianL apple or a pineapple. 

And then he fetches you a wristwatch on whose back you find 
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inset'ibed at the rim "~fade in the Universe" and in the middle 

"Sri Sri Satyanarayana". And then he inscribes your name on 
the dial with his fore-finger moved slowly above the dial from 
the left to the right. "0h, you are thirsty", he fondly enquires 
of someone, and the next moment he is handed over an exquisitely 

w1·appei bottle of whiskey of the very best brand. He gives you 
a w1·istwatch with a silver band for yonr wife. The next moment 

it strikes him, as though, being improper ; so, with a warm touch 
of his palm, he tarns it into a lady's watch with a gold band. 

With a mild wave of his hand, he wards off the sun's rays fr001 
intruding into the assembly hall, or the clark mass of clouds 

without a single drop of rain. He rules storm-tossed 
waves ; he wafts off his aroma to distant lands ; and on top of 
all these, he exhibits multiple manifestation of himself simul

taneously in mutually far-flung places, and reportedly brings the 

(clinically) dead back to life. This is a more or less incomplete 

inventory of miracles associated with Daclaji. With these may 

further be added automatic writing in blank pieces of paper 

(which is simulated by psychograpb). Can any miracle-man 
display even a rough L.C.i\'1. of these miracles ? 

Yes, th:.t's exactly the point at issue. The L.C.i\'1. and the 
G.C.M. of all these miracles are the same and it is ubiquitous. It 

is at once the least and the greatest integer divisible only by 

itself. It is Love that is the matrix of all manifestation of life, 

its support and sustenance. It is love in and with Dadaji that 
fathers these miracles. It brooks no frontiet·s of space and time, 

:md is impersonal yielding 'nobodyness'. This solar passion of 
love that secretes all the said miracles cuts across the studied 

performing arts of the familiar miracle-men and puts them to ) 
mm·ky shade. "No, no ; it is not my doing. It is the manifesta-

tion of the Will of Satyanarayana to neutralise the antocracy of 

the atheistic aristocracy. This man is nobody here." So, Dadaji, 

saturated with Love, is nobody, and, as such, is the repository 
and manifestor of Divine Will much in the manner of a~ airet·aft-

carrier. On a different occasion he would sn.y, "This is a gift of 

Satyanarayana to yon; take it as a tokPn of his J ... ove. Do ~von 
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call it a miracle? Is the sun a miracle? The moon ? 
"- - . ~ 

The stars ? It is a miracle of that sort. It is nature, 

___ governed by laws superior to and. in supersession of the laws of 
: science. All laws of nature are at His beck and call. Science 

mostly outrage.;; the modesty of nature and torments it into sub-
mission. But, the forces of nature may be wooed into loving 

snbmission. "\Vhatever be does may be superficial ; bnt, what 

He does is an expre:ssion of His loving Will". From the aoove 

it appears that Dalaji exhibits two different genres of miracles. 

In one the energy flow,; from Him to Dadaji, who, in perfect 

identity with him, manifests it. In the other, it is Dadaji's will in 

a state of nascent nobodyness that, thr.:>ugb identity with His will 

manifests itself. In the latter case, Dadaji may be said to be 

instrumental in effecting the miracles. But, even these are 

leagues beyond the -cr,pabilities of the so-called miracle-men. 

C
As Dadaji says, "Even the greatestof Yogis can exhibit through 

His grace the profoLmder miracles three to four times only during 

their entire lifetime." So, it is clear that Dadaji is li·ke an 

automaton, a robot that works out what is keyed into his constit;i-

tion by the Divine Code. In this matter as in any other, he has 

no agency ; nor has he any claim to credit for them. As he says, 

C1'It is a fait accompli. If it happens, well and good ; if not, well 

and good.; it does not touch him at all." 
And why should be make a display of miracles to us ? As he 

(
himself says, "Ile cannot give you anything ; for, he has no power; 

nor can he take anything from you. "Yet he condacts you to 
the audition and vision of .Mahanama, which, according to him, 

is our soul. He begs only love of us,-love that is pure, disinter

ested, egoless, and impersonal. To dub such a person as a miracle

man is profa11ation of langu~ge. His unbounded love for all is tha 

greatest miracle that can ever emanate from him. Dadaji is the 
miracle-robot keyed, lubricated, and mannecl by Love EveJ·

lasting. 
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On Dadaji ( 3 ) 
PROF. BlBHU'Tl SARKAR 

Today Dadaji is known to people in every corner of this cuuntry. 

Many valuable contributions about Dadaji by eminent scholar::!, 

philosophers belonging to different starta of society, ha,'e been 

published in newspapers and journals, (not necessarily co1mected 

with spiritual matters) in various languages all over the co1.mtry. 

Practically it has become a talk of the day. Thousands of letterH 

written in so many languages are being mailed to Dadaji daily 

from all over tlte world and some from the remotest parts of the 

country. It indicates that the world is anxiously waiting for his 
guidance. However, it would be incorrect to place Dadaji in the 

role of a preacher of a new system of philosophy or for that 

matter, a saviour. Dadaji is beyond all these. Any attempt to 
describe Dadaji on the basis of analogy wonld be misleading, if 
not conftlSing. It is only out of mental satisfaction that 

we try to compare him with other known prophets the world 
has head. 

There shonld be a clearer nnder.otancling about the advent of 

Dadaji. It is not the least intention to cast any reflection on any 

known prophets of the world. On the otlwr han-1, it is our humbh~" 
but categorical submission that Dadaji is Dadaji alone, he is He,} 
who resides within all of us and withollt whom we, nay the enti~·e 

creation, cannot exist even a single moment. And it is not enough 

to sa,v if he emphasizes on the issue of the play of the Creator, still 

more he is He, the conception of Avyakt (non-manifest) of the 
truth resting on him. 

There must be a higher plane, the dimension of which is yet 

unexplort·d and where both the Creator and His creation rest. 

It is not a metaphysical hypothesis. .Millions and millions of 
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universe are being created or are in the process of being c1;aatecl. 

Daclaji says : the scientists are now playing the role of the ancient 

sages who had the visions of the secrat of the science of creation 

of the innumerable universes. Dadaji admires our scientists for 
their sincere approach to establish the truth, although some of 
them are expel"imenting to divert the scientific energy for destruc
tive issues for political gains. l-Ie says : the self-styled gurus have 

no spirit of sacrifice. On the c:mtrary, they are engagecl in enjoy

ing material prosperity whereas the scientists have immense 

sacrifice in search of and caltivation of Trutb. He also 

says : this is the real culture. In this context, sacrifice and 
renunciation-these two words are often used with a 
very vague conception. For whom we should renounce 
the world and what for ? There is no place for escape ; 

so the word renunciation is very 1.mscientific and tmpractical. 

"' Yon do all your work without any attacbment"-this is one of 

(

the greatest messages of Daclaji. The work is worship is not to 
be misinterpretecl ; you are duty-bound to do your work as a trustee 

of your work which your creator has entrusted you ; this you may 

l call your Prarabdha. }lore-fully expre8secl by another word
. "It is already being clone" or in other words it is pre-destined. 

One may ask here a boat this version of Daclaji's message-then 

are we a fool or a mechanical instrument of this chain of Nature 

where we are born. It is admitted that a blind force acts in the 

_Nature, on which human power ltas no control. But as Dadaji 

Qys: there is a higher f01·ce of the mind where man is the 
·chitect of his own fate ancl there is no question of a race between 

ate and the individual. Totalitarian idea of universal brotherhood 

1 now-a-clays often usecl by the political leaders as well as the 
:;:o called religious leaders. Bnt in actual field we see the propa-

g:a~ors of this principle bypass the idea and try to establish their 
own personality Clllt. Dadaji c;mclemms vehemently this concept 

of personality cult. He says that these propagators cannot demand 
~nd must not claim their iaeas have any personal stamp. The 
ideas are proclncts of the whole human race. Tl1e experiences of 

the process are simply the resnlt of ideas. 
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vVe should follow the message that we have no claim for the 

frni ts of work. 
Almost in every article about Dadaji we fiml a strong condem. 

nation of gnrilbad-the age-long superstition. It has created a 
great deal of sen,ation against maths ancl asramas. People now 

understand the real meaning of guru ana asram. Daclaji says tha~ 
the bocl~.itself is ~sra~ where the Guru ~·es~dos. This teaching 
of DadaJl has been received warmly by 1mll10ns. 

Dadaji's mission has been successfully established. His message 

doe~ not encl here. He says : Your clai ly work of life, yom 

manner and conduct of living should prove that you ha\'e 

reali ~ecl the self and you are the player of the eternal plays for 
which you >vera born-to play sincerel.v in accordance with the 
design of your creator. Narrow selfishness and dogmatism 
should be first eliminated. 

The most attractive features o£ Dadaji are the performance ef 

Sri :::lri Satyanarayan and action in the initiation or 1\Iahanama. 
Many of us say that Dadaji does Satyanarayan Puja and gives 

Mahanam. Apparently it is true; but in fact, Dadaji is nobody 
here. Ile says : Human consciousness fails to receive the true 

aspect of its meaning, the secretness of the deeds of Dadaji's signi

fi~ance is to be properly understood, otherwise, the commentator,, 

comment will not be justified. Daclaji on many occasions explains 
the meaning of this line-human consciousness. Our egoistic 
impulse is responsible for this. Dadaji explains-Don't make any 
hasty comments about Sri Sri Satyanarayan Puja and the event of 
initiation so that the truth may not be distorted. If fact, it is 

not a worship of Sri Sri Satyanarayan which Dadaji performs; it 
is the truth which manifests under the divine shf:1lter of Dadaji. 

And this can be felt by the cosmic vibration which emanates from 

Dadaji and his entire body transcends the limits of the four walls. 
The events of Daclaji often are attributed as miracles. But it is 

not correct. It isl Bibhuti or Bibhu. It happens at His will, no 
effort is counted here. "\Ve often interpret it in a wrong: way. It 

i:; not within the range of four dimensions, time and space are 
immaterial here. No law is applicable here. 
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Dadaji : Manifestation of Grace : 

PRoF. DR.. s. SuoARSHANAM 

I had c:>me to the dead end of a quest when I first read about 

Dadaji in the Bhavan's Journal on the 23rd Febmary, 1972. 

I bad reache1l the dead end because I had pursued my quest on 

the intelle~tual plane, while its fulfilment could be in spiritual 

experience only. Not that I was not aware of this discrepancy. 

I had imagined that there would come·v, take-off stage, when 

I would become, by my very momentum, spirit-borne and 

meanwhile I had to keep running on the runway of intellectual 

anderstancling. I started with Sri Ramana Maharshi, and con

strued his direction to pursue the ultimate gro1md of the "I" as 

;m intellectual, introspective, analytical pursuit; This led me into 

a maze. Finally, in despair I went to someone, who by- ail 

?"cconnts, could deliver the goods, and after five years of associa

tion, got the reply: "You hav<2 to wait for the moment' of 

grace ; and till the moment arrives nothing could be- done." I 

ended this association, thought that no human Guru could give 

me what I wanted, and decided to go it alone. It was at this 
point !read about Dadaji. The foremost thing that struck me 
was that Dadaji was against Guruv:td, and he did not haYe an 

ashram, and was not for building an institution around him. 

1'be second thing was that he helped you to receive Mahanam 

directly as an experience, and not as a ritual. His miracles, 

_1 n;mst say, did not impress me. But the open manner and the 

least self-consciousness, with which he performed them 

and the spontaneous grace and: love -they signified charmed 

me. I could see that here was someone · who manifest-ed 

grace and bestowed it on one and all, and did not tell 

you that you would have to wait till your prarabdha 1s 
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exhausted, or till · · you earn it. Theref01·e, I wrote to Dadaji 

immediately. 
I received a letter on the 6th }larch, 19/:l saying that Dadaji 

would be pleased to see me on his next visit, to Bombay. Even 
as I read the letter, a glow of happiness spread in my heart 

and remained there throughout that day and the next da~~. It 

was felt by me as a warm pressing seizure of the heart, and 

there was a sudden elation, which transformed the sunshine out

side inte> a joyotlS light and every object into a thing of beauty and 

delight. I felt that the world was within the core of my heart, 

and I p, witness ; something like the experience a mother might 
have when she finds her babe stirring within the womb. After 

two days I was my old self again, bllt the experience had assmed 

me that at last I was getting somewhere. 

Therefore, I could not wait till Dadaji next visited Bombay. I 
bad no idea when that woclld be, whether sooner or later. I was 

scheduled to attend the National Writers, Camp at Delhi from the 
:26th )larch to 1st April, 7'2. I tho;1ght of seeing Dadaji on my 

return jonrney, and wrote to him about it. He agreed to see me. 
On :trrival in Calcatta I was to give a ring to Sri Sachin 

B.oy·chowdhuri and he would t:tke me to Dadaji. But when I 

actually a1.Tived, which was on 2nd April at 10 A.•JH., I could not 

contact Sri Hoychowdhuri till 6 P.)I. and the long wait I had to 

put in at his house made me almost give up hope of ever seeing 

Dadaji. I had to take the night train at 10 P.M. if I had to be 

back to duty on the 5th of April. I had half a mind to r11n to 

the railway station at 6 P.:U., when Sri Roychowclhuri appeared 

before me and immediately offered to take me to Dadaji. 

Dadaji was on a visit in someone's house. I was a stranger 

in Calcutta and stranger to everyone there. But when I went 

there and when Dadaji received me affectionately, I felt no longer 

a stranger. Almost tile first thing I begged to Dadaji was : 

·'Please give me Mahanam." He said, "I can give it to you now. 

Bnt I want to know you and talk to you. Therefore, please stay 

tonight and tomorrow at 8 in the morning I will give you 

)lahanam at my house." I agreed to stay. I altered my plans 
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and decided to, to take the 'plane instead of the train. That 

wonld take me home in time. Then Dadaji asked t~e lady of 
the honse to serve me tea. Sweets were brought in. As I was 

taking them hesit~ntly, Dadaji said I must be given a taste of the 

rasagolla. Then observing my hesitation, he queried : "No 
diabetes ?" I was waiting for this question and toH him that I 

suffered from it for the last four years. For a moment Dadaji 

closed his eyes, and tben assured me, "lt will be alright, take it." 

This was enough. For I must say that ten days later on testing 
myself I found that the Sligar in urine was reduced to a mere 

trace from the near one percent which it had been for a long 
time. I have no doub;; that I will be cnred completely before 

long. I must add I have not been taking any drug whatsoever 

for the last four months, and at the moment of writlng (17.4.72} 

in spite of normal carbohydrate diet, the sugar ln ul'ine remains 

a mere trace, 
Dadaji put me in touch with Sri Bibhuti Sarkar and Miss Mana 

Bose so that I could talk to them freely in English, while he 

c1rried on his talk in Bengali with those who were assembled 

there to hear him. Sri Sarkar explained to me his experience 
when he had the unique privilege of witnessing Sri Satyanarayan 

Puja inside the closed room alone with Dadaji. Then I was 

treated to a full non-vegetarian meal by the lady of the house, at 
the suggestion of Dadaji. I visited another honse in the com
pany of Dadaji the same night. There I was asked to say a few· 
words about my visit aml experience, and I told the people there 
what hlld happened when I received Dc1daji's first letter. 

The next morning I received ~Iahanam from Dadaji in the 

usual, now so well-known, manner. When I told Dadaji that 

my wife also wished to receive it and had vsked me to beg him 
on Iter behalf he authorised me to give it tlo her. I received 
.Jl:.thanam in Calcutta at abont 8.45 A.M. About that time, my 

wife later informed nw, that she felt a strong frngrance emanating 

from the vol t1mes On Dadaji, which she had been reading the 

previous night and had kept at a particular place. It seems she 

immefliately guessed that I mast have received my initiation at 
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the moment in Calcutta. This is one of Dadaji's usual miracles, 

now so well-established. 

I returned home by plane on the 4th of April, 72. The fragrant 
tot1ch of Dadaji's hand on my bosom remained till the 7th of 

April in spite of daily washing and bathing. · On the 13th April 
I went with my wife and daughter to see a film entitled "Krishna

Satya", which dealt with the life of Lord Krishna. It contained 

episodes of Krishna's love-quarrels with Satyabhama, and also 

episodes from the Mahabharata. Towards the end of the picture I 

noticed that Dadaji's characteristic fragrance was emanating in 
full from my bosom. This was not my illusion, for I asked my 

daughter to test it and she confirmed it. Again, on the 16th · 
April, in the afternoon, when I was reading an account of the 
Alvars, the Vaishnava saints of the South, in particular that of 

Andal who took Lord Krishna as her husband, the fragrance 

appeared on my bosom and it remained throughout that day. 
When I took ll~ave of Dadaji, the parting assurance he gave 

me was : "I shall always be with yon." He has demonstrated it 

already ! 
) 

On the morning I received Mahanam, Dadaji was discoursing 

about many things in Bengali with Dr. Sen on Svadharma from 
the Gita I was interested because this was one of the slokas 

which I li:.:ed best. He said that there was no 'individual dharma',~ 
and the only dharma was love, which became manifest as one) 
chanted Mahanam. This was a signal to me that my intellectual 

quest was at an end, and my spiritual experience was beginning. 
Another thing that caught my ear was: "Mukti, what is there in 
Mukti? The essential thing about life is to see it and enjoy it 
as 'leela' or play". Then Dadaji pointed his finger at me and 

asked me : "Rasa Asvadan .. ·you understand that, don't you ?" 

This also had a special significance for me, because I am a student 
of literature, and I am a creative _ writer and literary critic. 

Mahanam is not a magic word or formula for mere repetition. It 
is a non-intellectual instrument for spiritual quest and self-reali

zation. It is the most effective way for self-surrender to God. 
It is not intellectual analysis, psychological theories or yoga 
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system with innnmerable categorizations, that can accomplish 
integration of personality, cure neurosis and make man happy. 

It is only surrender to God withi11, through the lVIahanam, that 

could bring about the change in Being, for Being cannot be 

known intellectually. l\'Iahanam takes the known "l" into the 

unknown "l' without, asking questions. In the process the ex er

cise of one's will poses no problem at all. The will is surrendered 

t hrough the lVIahanam. The metaphysical problem of reconciling 

pre-determined fate with the free-will of the individual does 

not arise at all. With the surrender the lVIahanam implies, what 

one does or what happens to one is accepted as both destiny an<l 

dharma. There are no regrets; and no actions that may be termed 

as rash or hasty. The way is clear to attain spontaneity as well 

as righteousness. 

Somebody has already explained that when Dadnji gives or 

helps one to get the Mahanam, it comes at the Pasyanti stage 

of the World ::s different from the Madhyama and the Vaikhari 
stages. And as one does lVIahanam it is at the Madhyama stage. 
When it rises to the Pasyanti stage, one is carrying on the qnest 

of the self to its root, as suggested by ~l'i Ramana lVI::tharslli. 
Since receiving the ~Iahanam it has become clear to me that what 

Sri Ramana stated and meant to be a spiritual journey, is widely 

misconceived as an intellectual journey. Hence, the common 

thing to do is to analyse oneself, as the Upanishad s!lys : 'Neti, 

neti' and so on, only to come to a dead end. It is only through 

the manifestation of Divine Grace, as it is happening through 

Dadaji, one could get at tho right spiritual technique. Otherwise 

all techniques are likely to prove more as hurdles than as means. 

To meet Dafl.aji is to receive Divine Grace in full measure (which 

includes a few miracles) and to be assured of one's spiritual 

fnlfilment as an immediate experience, not as a distan~·oal. 
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Dadaji 

DR. A. K. SRIVASTAVA, 

1t is rather unllilual for an April afternoon ( April 9, 1972) 
:in Lucknow to be so cool and bracing. We cross over to the 

house of Dr. A. C. Roy, where, ,:Ve are told, the great 'yogi' from 
Bengal has come, for a brief visit. In the main room where we 

are seated is the usual crowd of people to have the 'darshan' of 
t he beloved Elder Brother, 'Dadaji' as he has been known through

<:mt the length and breadth of this country. The large room is 

110w filled to capacity--men and women, the young ~mel the old 

with eager ex:pectation in their faces. The merely cmious and the 

-tlevout, the faithful, the agnostic, the lost, the whole lot of them 

gathered together for a glimpse of the man they have known. 
heard or read about. Those who have had the privilege of 
k nowing Dadaji now pass on bits of information about him and 

the circulating whispers build up, as it were, the image of a man 

who has worked miracles and won the hearts of people wherever 

-he has been- in the learned societies of Calcutta, in the social 

hubs of metropolitan Bombay, in the elite circles of almost all 

the major towns of the country. The curious grow more curious, 

t he devout more moved, the agnostics less sure of themselves, and 

t he lost ones more hopeful. The sharp brief shower has calmed the 

fever of the earth and the cool breeze that now blows has in it 

t he suggestion of the spring. 
HE IS THERE! A tall, handsome man who may be anything 

between fifty and sixty years. His walk is sprightly. He moves 

with the majestic grace of a peacock, and the ability of a panther. 

His featm·es can best be described as aristocratic : a broad, 

r eceding forehead, a sharp aquiline nose, br~ mouth, a firm chin 

:Testing on a cushion of folds that gives t!the face balance and 
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proportion, a head, indeed so perfect, as to be called the delight 
f of the sculptor. His hair is black, brllShed back somewhat care

lessly and yet neatly in place. And there is magic in tLose eyes :. 

a touch of sadness perhaps, or of immense commisl'rntion, that 
touches you as you return his glance. The gentle, almost shy 

) 
I 

I 
i 
I 

I 
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smile lights up the face which is otherwise perfectly serene. He 
is bare to his waist and 'wears a bright silk 'lungi'-a picture of 
am;tere elegance. 

He speaks but little ; in short, somewhat jolting stretches, and 
quite often times off into silencu after beckoning to one or the 
other of his associates to explain his meaning or elabm-ate his 

statement. His lack of enthusiasm for long-winded discourses, 

like everything else in his bearing, is in sharp contrast to the 
professional 'gurus' aud 'sannyasins' who spare no opporttmity to 

preach and so acquire a public platform ma.nner. Dadaji's 

speeches have the briskness and unadorned straightforwardness 
of an aside. He does not speak for effect and wastes little effort 

on persuasion or advocacy. He employs a plain homely idiom 
and is entirely unconcerned about ornament&! felicities of speech. 

That is understandable when we realise that what he is out to 
enunciate is Trutl, which is its own ornament and its own effec
tive advocate. He is 'in ~ssence the language of the 'sntr:ls' minu~ 
their verbal refinement and artistry. 

·when ardent seekera draw him into a dispute they do not 

realise ·that Dadaji never has mnch use for f01·~:nsic skill and is 

least interested in scoring a debating victory. His message is . 
simple to the extent of being bare and stands in no need of scholarly 

or erudite support and dissertation. Often, when people unaware 

of his nature harangue or argue with him, he refers to them 

anyone in the congregation willing to waste time in worldly 

duels. Not wanting to hurt the feelings of the disputationists 

he starts his simple faith once or twice and then relapses into 

silence, his face bea~ with the smile of love and compassion 
for both the believer and the nonbeliever. In his world of values 

there is nothing much to argue about and he 1ia8 realised the 

principle that words, however learned or pointed, go-but a little-
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way in matters of spit·itnal communication. More so since he 

is ever willing to demonstra~e through experienc ro what the world 

of faith offers : and the 1pinimal effort in self-surrender, even to 
ihe extent of a temporary_ suspension of disbelief, would make one 

receive all the answers, whereas a million or more words would 

lead one only to the intl'icate mazes of confusion and consequent 
mental atrophy. 

}luch is made of his power to perform miracles, to materialise 

medallions, shawls, pens, gold-chains out of nowhere. He often 

inscribes gifts of books by a mere touch of hand and the 

')Iahanam' appea1·s and vanishes in his presence •without his tou-

ching the plain piece of paper people ~arry with them. It is 

however never mach realised that Dadaji places least value on the 

mi1·acles. He claims no credit for them and insists that they 

happen inspite of himself. He never bothers to enquire about the 

'hows' and 'wber~fores' of the matter. For those w:Co mob him 

'mc:>rning, day and night, the 'miracles'~ however, have a deep per

sonal significance in that these phenomena, outside as they are the 

range of rational explan:ttion, impress upon the minds of the 

beholders that they are witnes~ing someone who stands above 

human intelligence. And in tl.1is whatever value the 'miracles' 

have, they serve as catalytic agents to hasten, as it were, the mee

ting of the minJ with the Supermind. 'rhey stimulate a kind of 

Faith in which reason and logic and dull and .dry learning cease 

to be. And it is in the light of snch a Faith aLme that one can 

realise what Dadaji has to offer. It might be argned that such a 

.Faith would involve a surrender to what is as yet unk~own to the 

seeker, and would therefore be anti-rational. Perhaps. Bat thg,t is 

the way how spiritual realisations are and can be made. The out 

and out advocate of pure reason would do well to realise that what 

hegins only after reason goes to sleep cannot be expected to include 

,Teason also. One might jast as well want to dream without first 

.having gone to sleep. 

What is Dadaji's message ? 'V'h.at is his mission ? Surprising 

as it might appear the answer to this see~ngly difficult question 

.is very simple. Living in a complicated world and leading mostly 
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complicated lives, the simple eludes us, shocks us, confuses us. 
Such is the pa•:adox of modern life. Dadaji's message is Truth 
which can only be realised through love. His mission is to make
us aware of this 'l'ruth. What is the Truth that Dadaji's message · 

enjoins ou us to realise ? It is the Truth that is in us. Preached fronY 
outside it would look different to different people. Realised b)r 

one's own effort it is the only 'fruth that ever was, is or can be. 

One has, therefore, to realise the Truth oneself and not by prox,\ . 

Such a view is consistent with the common belief that ever,v 

created. being h~s a divine essence. It is this divine essence in 
us that mnst somehow be made to reveal the Truth. The '~fahanam'· 

is the verbal . realisation of this Truth, and tl1e 'Mahanam' as 

\ Dadaji keeps on telling us is revealed by the divine essence within 
us. 'fhe institution of the 'gurus' that has for several thousand 

years taken upon itself the prerogative of leading the seeke1· to 
God is making false claims. God is within us and if only we· 
could realise this, the traditional 'guru' would be redundant. 
Dadaji helps us to discover the 'Mahanam' that lies dormant in 

our divine being, and this discovery is an act of love through 

which we finally realise Truth. Is not Dadaji himself a 'Gnru' ' 
then ? Not exactly. After all, what is being discovered was 

already within ns. Dadaji would much rather be described as. 

strange and powerful lamp throug:h which we are able to see the 

inside of us, and bring back the jewel of the ' lVIahanam' which 
we know in our nature was lying there to be so discovered. He 
is the Super-consciousness personified, the Truth that we have 

discovered. The instrument and the object of discovery never~ 

being identical, Dadaji cannot be our Guru. But he is the Truth 

that we want to discover. On1y in his case the Truth has, for 

our sake, assmned a charming human form. He represents 

the highest identifiction between the path and the goal, Truth 
and the search for Tn1th. Are Dadaji and Sri Amiya Roy 
Chowdhury the one and the same person? They are and they 

are not. 'fhe. relationship of sweetness and Sugar best illustrates 

this unique phenomenon. 
The 'Mahanam' as the verbal realisation of the divine essence' 
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in us i,; also the tangible connection between 1the Jiva we represent 
and tlte divine essence that lies within us. To realiset his equation 

in our lives is the beginning of a life-time of 'romance, the mythic 
Rasa-Lila. The eternal play of the lover and the beloved, Sri 
Krishna and Sri Radha, on the grand stage of 'Mana' which may 
simply be defined as that level of mind where sense and thought

-stimuli are translated into feeling ! To be taking a conscious part 

in this unceasing love-play is Supreme Ananda, absolute freedom 

from the bondage of birth. '3fann' is Brindaban, the 'Mahatirtha'. 

What need is thera for us to loiter nr01md in search o£ holy 

places ? The automatic chant o£ the Mahanam is the only 

guarantee of the purity of 'Mana'. So long as we are with 
'Mahanam' the lower mind will be ~ineffective, totally incapable 

of soiling the 'lifa-kshetra' o£ Sri Krishna and Sd Radha. 

Does Dadaji's 'message' as stated in the preceding paragraphs 

represent a system or school of philosophy? Personally, I could 
not care less. The philosophical interpretations that I have read 

of Dadaji's thought seem incomprehensible to rna, and in the 

majority of cases are an attempt to demonstrate by purposive 

elimination what Dadaji's thought is not. I should like to hold 
on to the simple belief that the absolute One-ness of Truth which 

Dadaji preaches is God under yet another name. One could only 

define that as the Vedas did by repeating ad infinitum 'ncti 
neti'. 

Do I really tmder.stand Dadaji? Once again I do not much 

care. In the meanwhile, the chant of the 'Mahanam' continues, 
the familiar pel'famP fills the atmosphere, the enchanting melody 

of the blessed prayer nurses and heals the secret sorrows of the 
heart ana what is more He is there, smiling reassurance and bene

diction and blessing. Is not that more than enough for just me 
life time? 
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Dadaji-Yogi With Many Facets 
A. K. SRlVASTAVA 

The Pioneer, April 23, 1972 

Who is 'Dadaji' ? His is both a pleasing and confusing personality. 

He attracts people-thousands of them-but for diverse reasons. 

Some come to him drawn by his reputation as a miracle merchant, 

others regard him as a savant who is believed to communicate 

directly with the divine spirit. But whether it is wealth, pros

,perity, material happiness or salvation they are after, they crowd 

round him here, there and everywhere. During his recent visit 
to L:teknow they-men, women and children-flocked for his 

'dar shan' and each reacted according to his or her own inclination. 

Savant, yogi or as the sceptics call him, a. mountebank, there is no 

getting away from the influence cast on all sections ranging from 

film stnrs, learned professors and bearded yogis. Reproduced below 
is an impressionist's article by a Lucknow University professor 

who came in close contact with him during his sojourn in the 

city. 
The great •Dadaji', Sri Amiya

1 
Roy Chowdhury in worldly 

parlance, has been in Lucknow since April 9, 1972. His simple 
philosophy of Faith has transformed the lives of countless indivi

duals in this country and abroad. His powers to perform miracles 

has confounded the rationalists and disbelievers, 1altbough 'Dadaji' 

himself n~ver thinks much of them, and is often reminding people 

that miracles in themRelves are nothing in terms of spiritual 

re!tlisation. At best they are proof of a pheonomena, observable 

in life, that are above human intelligence, and proclaim by subtle 

suggestion the overaU control of the mundane world by a 

Supermind. 

His mission in life is to revitalise SANAl'ANA DHARMA, 
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the Eternal religion of Mankind, by _freeing it from the paralysing 
influences of phoney-gurudom. In fact, Dadaji believes that it is 

not given to man to be a Guru of another man. In simple terms 

his philosophy affirms the presence of the Divine Essence in Man. 
It is to this divine essence that one mnst look up to in !matters of 

spiritual realisation. The JIV A is in constant company of th~> 

Divine Essence, and yet, ignorant of it we loiter around aimless 

and confused. If only we could discover thl'ough experience the 

Divine K;sence within ourselves, we shall have discovered the 

Guru who can lead ns to the path of ultimate realisation. The 
Divine Essence in .Man, according to 'Dadaji', is Truth. The 

MAHAN AM emanntes from it, and hearing it we realise that 
wh~t we have been hankering ::tfter in this l\'lantric l\'lahanam 

through which every Man would realise his highest destiny. 
The 3Iahanam is revealed on . a plain piece of paper that one 

ca.rries alon~ for the Puja with •Dalaji'. It is Mahamantra with 

the help of which we are to re~tlise Truth and in course of time 

become one with it. 'Dadaji' rufL1ses to be designated as Guru, 
because the 1\-Iahanam we realise comes ' from within ourselves 

during initiation by the grace of the Lord directly. He claims no 

credit for having introduceLl us to it, that after all being the 
mission he has set himself. 

In the ptesence of 'Dadaji' many, many people have realised 

)Iahanam and they include famous ( and not so famous ) 2rtists, 

academicians, scientists, industrialists, workers, in short, people 
in each and every profession and belonging to all classes. The 
3'Iahanam being the verbal realisation of the highest Truth is 
above religion, caste, creed, colour and sex. 

Once the musical chant of the MAHAN AM starts in us, a state 

(

.of progressive bliss culminating in pure Ananda quickly follows 

..._ making life a perpetual pilgrima~ It is the surest way in Knli
-. yuga, of attaining to the highest re~lisation of which human beings 

are capable. Even in terms of day-to-day life the MAHAN AM 
is tho source of perennial ;;trength. In the feverish turmoil of 

life, the l\'lahanam gets us the soothing support of the divine in us 

and helps us to bear with equanimity and poise the barbs and 
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arrows of misfortunn. According to 'Dadaji', the act of bearing 

with life with patience, fortitude and unfaltering faith in Him is 

the only penance we are required ever to perform. 
No words are adequate to describe the joy of getting an audi

ence with 'Dadaji', the living embodiment of Truth, Sri S~·i 
Satyanarayana. It is the highest ANUBHA VA charged with 
inexplicable bliss and must be experienced to be enjoyed. The 

words, in their pathetic confinement, give only a very hazy idea 

of the bliss it is to know •Dadaji and receive his grace. In a 

world where the c•·isis of faith deepens everyday it is but meet 
that we, who have had this joy of experience, should rejoice that 

we have at least Him for solace and comfort and guidance and 
support. 
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Dadaji- a Siddhapurusha 
S. RAMAKRISHNAN· 

Like forest-flowers exuding their fragrance, there are hundreds 

and thousands of men and women in our Punyabhoomi who have
blossomed into flowers Divine. Unobtrusively and unnoticed, 

they tread this earth rendering the earthly precincts around 
them charged with a , divine aroma. Time and again when 

nmighteo.Isness raises its ugly head and pollutes the atmosphere, 

God-men have risen here to cleanse the foulness of the land and 

fill it with divine fragrance. It was my good fortune to pay 

my respects to one such great soul on the Makara Sankranti Day 
Saturday, January 15, 1972. 

From the utmost point down South the snn returns North. 

1'hat is the Makara Sankranti. This half of the year ushers in 

the Uttarayana and this day is also the Uttarayana Punyakala . 
The Gita speaks of two paths : one that is dark, taking which 

man retm·ns again and again to this abode of misery; the other, the 

bright one, taking which man goes Godward, never to return 

again. How signiflcant then that this chance meeting of •mine· 
with Sri Dad::!ji should hav13 been on this hallowed day ! 

For, Dadaji is concerned with the path to Trnth. To him, \ 
the body is the temple of the living God anJ the soul of man is 

God. Dadaji's one aim in life, the central ptll'pose of his mission, 
is the vindication of Truth. 

Sri Abhi Bhattacharya, a noble and amiable soul, phoned me 

up, inviting me to have the darshan of Sri Dadaji, a great 

Siddhapurusha, hailing from Bengal. I mentioned this to my' 
good friend Sri K. C. Raman, formerly of Times of India :•.nd 

and now Director of the National Rayon Corporation Ltd. and 
the Free Press Journal. Smt. Lakshmi and Sri Raman, Sri V. A· 
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Madhavan: Registrar of the Delhi Kendra of the Bhavan and 
myself went to Da.daji's B::>mbay abode, at Delphin House, Carter 
R')ad, Bandra, in suburban Bombay. 

When I was ushered into the presence of this Siddhapurusha 
I saw, or thought I saw, a man of forty-five or fifty years of 
age, a hanisome and well-built frame on whose countenance shone 
-that splendour, born of a life of the spirit. Naayamaatma 
balaheenena /abhyah-tbis Self cannot be realised by the weak-

1ing, seemed true in.leed. Or as the great sage Kanva is spoken 

of in Kalidasa's Abhijnanamshakuntalam-swaadheena kusha/laah 
siddhimantah-those who have attained Siddhi or God-realisation 
have their bodily health under their control. 

It was only later when I was told that Sri Dadaji was 82, I 
realised how well-kept his bocly must be for he lookeJ hardly 

half that age. .As I remained in his presence and listened to his 

words, I felt that here was a Jnani as defined in the Gila. 
Arnaanittva and adambitva-absolute freedom from all vestiges 
of superiority complex ancl arrogance-were the1·e in Sri Dadaji. 

He is simplicity, humility and ~ompassion personified. 
The overflowing love with which he received us and the simple 

yet potent words which he spoke while describing his mission in 
life were, to my mind, he result of a living faith : that all 

living beings are sparks of divinity and there is none high and 

none low in this world ; that every soul is potentially divine ; 
that the human frame is a temple of God. 

Sri Dadaji spoke but little. He made no claims to being 

anybody's Guru. He leads a life like any other householder. He 
is married and has a son and a daughter. He does not accept 

any gift either in cash or in kind from anyone. He has a small 

toy-shop at New 1-Iarket in Calcutta and his adherence to Karma 
for the sake of the journey in life reminds us !again of the 

Gila. 

When I soughL a me3sage from him, Dadaji said that ~tis th~ 

I Lord that blesses and it is the Lord only that leads and guides 

pe::>ple. In this coaviction he asked me to prostrate before the 
picture of Sri Sri Satyanarayana and place a piece of blank paper. 
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I was asked to i:epoot the Lord's name ten times. I did as I was' 
told and when I took up the-paper after a minute or two I found 
a message i11 English beautifully and in very legible handwriting, 
writtt>n on the pnper in red ink. It read thus : 

By Guru is meant Nam. It is Nam Who is Guru. With Guru 
it is a complete Bliss : Nam means omniscience. Where Nam 
is firmly established and is constantly attended to, 'an appetite 
for Nam comes from ·the faithful recital of Nam, and that is
happiness eternal. The place where Nam is firmly set in is 
called Vrindaban, a solitary abode. Nothing but that abode 
attracts heavenly excellence and grandeur. None is dearer than 
husband, the Lorq. So God is described as the Lord. And 
the Nam you have 'received is God. In this world, without Nam 
nothing of nature endureth : only Nam lasts. The relation with 
the Guru ( Absolute ) is of happinejS with love serene. Both 
disciple and teacher-soul within human heart and the absolute
commingle with love, with ecstasy, with eternal attraction, and 
then merge into one. Life and all other substances which do 
appear are but manifestations of God. While the human souf 
and the Absolute commingle with each other, the debt of the 
world is cleared, that is, constant practice - of Love with Nam 
who is none else but the absolute leads to knowledge or reality. 
And this knowledge alone expels all other superficial knowlEdge, . 
and takes ot~e!to the Bliss eternal. -Without this state of Bliss 
coming from a direct communion with Him, no other way alta· 
ched to 'Sadhan', 'Bhajan'-JAP AND TANSY A-enables one 
to come under His notice. Afflicted by desire q___nd staying with· 
out the practice of devoted luve with comp'fete surrender, 
~uch persons following JAP TAP get entanglEd in their desire 
and develop the Ego. They bftcome confined to the deep 
abyss of Maya, or illusion. From this Maya they fall victims 
to many temptations, to many imaginations and speculations, 
which lead them to the waves of Good and Evil, arguments and 
dissertations, and are pushed hither and thither, without find
i~g the Anchor. So know this-their pursuit of happiness is beset 
with misery awaiting them. Do nothing but practice remember-
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.ing and adhering, to Nam. This world becomes to the Mortal 
beings .a way leading to the cycle of[ldestruction. The state 
which is mixed. up with a particular part of the way receives the 
consequent suffering ; it is the dutY. of mortals to get rid of that 
suQering. One should learn to get out of such sufferings by 
offerin~ Tulasi leavzs. That is, one should learn to bear these 

t 

compulsions with patience. When suffering ends, one finds 
ecstasy in everything. That is Swadhab. · It is the ego which 
condemns one to the temporary abode . 

. -SRI SRI rSATYANARAYAN 

As I returned from this memorable 1visit, I recalled to myself 
-the few yet meaningful words Dadaji had said : 

Name is God. 
Truth is one,· mankind is one ; language is one. 
Truth, Self and God are !identical. 

Tapascharya is to bear the sukha and dukha of samsara the 
p1·arabdha with equanimity, patience and resignation, aud 
adherence to Truth with complete self-surrender (saranagati) and 
devotion (bhakti), unmindful of consequenees. 

Dakshina is the mental recitation of 1\'Iahanama with clevoticn. 
After this pleasant and inspiring meeting, I left contemplating 

.on the inexhaustible grace of the Lord on this holy land of ours. 

As long as such great souls-and another Siddhapurusha Sri-La
Sri Pandrimalai Swamigal avers they number 4 bkhs-tread our 
Jand neither the foul winds of change' from alien lands nor the 

plague of hypocritic speeches and promises by our ever increasing 
family of politicians will succeed in blowing India off hf~r feet. 

The soul of India is and will ever remain sound. India of 

the Ages is still alive and active • 

. A RIVER GOES DRY WHEN IT IS CUT OFF FR'JM ITS SOURCP, SO ALSO 

DO WE WHEN WE ARE CUT OFF FROM OUR ORIGINAL SoURCE, I.E 

Goo. 
-Mahatma Gandhi. 
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Dadaji-The Supreme 

The Call Divine, August 1, 1972 

From time immemorial this vast country of ours has seen many 

.Saints, Yogis and Sadhus but have witnessed the Lila of Lord 

Krishna, Sri Chitany~ and Ram Thakur only when mankind, 
being engulfed with Maya, was at a point . of forgetting the very 
source of their existence. At a similar juncture of our race we 

are fortunate to get a man who goes by the name of Amiya Roy 
-Chowdhury, well-known as Dadaji, a family man and a man 

without any dogma whatsoever, whose mission is to establish the 
TRUTH and to help us placed on the right path. to perfection and 

self-realisation. 
To achieve this, one must know the reason for our birth, why 

we are sent here. Is it for enjoying the worldly benefits, to lead 

.a life of pleasure and sorrow or in other words to live in Mayajal 

-only? No, Not that. Dadaji says we are here to taste the 

Rasalila of the Almighty, the Creator. If we fail to ,do so we 

will be deep into Mayajal and if we succeed we can surely but 

steadily come out of it. Dad::tji further assures that we need not 
give up our worldly duties, need not go to forests or mountains or 

need net resort to jap-tapasya arduosly to taste His Raw/ila. We 
.need only to realise the TRUTH and to see what is our Mantra, 
we have, since our very birth. This is only possible if we invoke 
the blessings of Sri Sri Satyanarayan, the Creator. Dadaji helps 

ns get that coveted blessing ir. the shape of Mahanam and thus 

realise the TRUTff ... Thus, Mahanam leads us to that cherished 

_and coveted goal. 

Dadaji does not accept Gurubad. He is strongly against iL 
a,s, according to him, a man with all his limitations cannot reach 

:the limitless. It is a superiority complex that prompts a man to 
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call himself Guru to another. Guru never dies and is one-the 

Almighty. He is within and not an external force. With the 
Divine blessing one sees one's own 1\hntra reflecting on a piece of 

paper in his owl!. language, when Maya temporarily removes its 

veil from one's eyes and then again as soon one is engulfed with 

Maya, the writing vanishes or in other words, mind devoid of ego 

helps to get a glimpse of the eternal_ blessing when one seeks it 

before Sri Sri Satyanarayan. Thus, Dadaji proves language is 

one. 
In these days of material values, it is difficult to perceive 

Dadaji's so easy a methOd of self-realisation. But it is very clean, 
clear and scientific, too. There is no ambiguity in it. It is 
happening enry day and so many people of all walks of life and 

of all so-called religions are becoming fortunate to receive this 

MAHANA~L Dadaji is not taking any credit for it as he sf:tys 
that he has nothing to do with it excepting to be a passive specta
tor. What is happening is at the will of the Almighty, it is 
preordained to happen. This assertion of Dadaji has been proved by 
the fact that some amongst so many willing persons didn't get the 
Mahanam while others had received the same. 

This fantastic phenomenon is possible to have been done by 

Dadajia,;~ he can identify himself with the Absolute at his own will, 

at any time and at any place. When he does that jhe becomes HE. 
When he remains He, we see incidents happening which no one 

can conceive of under the sun and above the earth. We !also see 

incidents which we cannot dream of even. So, it is very alluring to 
term them as miracles. But, in fact those are not so. Miracles 
are short-lived and are confined to the four-walls. But what you, 
we and all others see happening daily and at different places are 

beyond the time, beyond the walls and beyond the space. This 
proves man is one, language is one and religion is one. 

People are generally agitated over two questions. How this 
spiritualism is possible in this material world and why this 
MAHANA~I is nece3sary. Da.daji has made the position very 

clear. He says that this world is His creation and so are we. 
We al'e sent here to enjoy His creations, to perceive His mani~ 
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£~'stations which exist in everv conceivable thing of the world and \ . \ 

to perform the dJ.ties of life assigned to each one of us. Through ' 

this and with this, we cao. realise Him. But what we do with 

all our ego, we do only one part and we do not perform the other 

part. We enjoy om· worldly life but we· do not look into our innerself. 

W"hen we enjoy or remain in affluence we forget the prt:sence of 

God and when troubles and difficulties befall us we become sorrow

ful over the situation and pray to Him for relief, for only at that 

time we feel His presence. This .. approach is thoroughly wrong. 

If in sorrow He remains, in enjoyment, too, He is present. To Him, 

there is no sorrow or happiness, neither rich or i)oor, nor man or 

woman. So living in this worldly life is a •Must' for Him. To 

live we should earn and lead a normal life. To lead a no1mal 

life we should perform our duties meticulously. 

If we give up this worldly Life, who will perform the duties 

and bow will we enjoy the creation? What is the necessity of His 

creating them ? Dadaji says this is a negative approach and by 

this negation He cannot be reached. To reach Him positive 

approach is necessary. So long our Saints, Sadhus and Yogis 

depictt-d this negative approach for some ulterior reasons. The 

method depicted by them assumes God to be other than the SELF. 

UnlestJ such assumption is introduced how can they prescribe the 

method of at·duous jap, tapasya or penance to reach Him. This 

totally wrong approach infused the idea that one should discard 

the worldly life to get oneself on the spiritual plane. Dadaji 

preaches and shows the path just the opposite to it and assures, 
and such assurance is meaningful assurance, that God is no other 

than the Self. To realise Self one need not tread the path of 

artificiality, one need not forsake the worldly life, and one should 

not flee from the duties of life. vVe should perform our duties and 

enjoy His creations taking them to be His dictates. We should 

repeat MAHAN AM as and when we feel like and for that no 

particular time or dress is necessary. 1'¥' e should leave the results 

of all our endeavoura to Him. This is the e:tsiest but surest way to 

Him. Through different manifestations at different times 
Dadaji has proved conclusively the correctness of his assurance. 
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Thus, we can see the close relation which exists between material

ism and spiritualism. One is not possible without the other or 
rather leading the worldly life is a pre-condition for the entrance 
into the spirittial world . 

. ·- Now, wh)Y this MAHAN AM is necessary. To reach out to 

the Absolute is the final goal of all human beings. It remains at 

the latent stage in every soul. It becomes uppermost with the 

advancement of age. But till then we, with all our ego, forget 

the presence of all-pervadi11g God. As a consequence, we feel the 

pinch of our worldly life at every stage and with all its acuteness. 

We think that we ourselves are the sole arbiters of our own fate. 
The result is inevitably our sticking with the material aspect of 
life and the reason of our very birth is lost. But that should not 

be-we are destined to do something more. He1·e intervenes 

MAHANAM. If our mind becomes at least a bit introvert at the 

advanced stage, why not let it be so much earlier. If we be 

~ I 
I 

fortunate to receive MAHAN AM from within, our mind becomes 

more and more introve1·t gradually. We begin to feel His presence 
in all walks of life ; and the courage to face all the turmoils 
of life, however big or otherwise those may be. Thus, if we 

carry on our life with .iHAHANAM, the pinch is felt no 

doubt, but not so heavily as it was before. The heavenly bliss 

that pervades the min•l overshadows all others. 

I 

I 
I; 
I i 

I \ 
~ 

! 

The efficacy ofthe MAHANAl¥1 is much more. It helps us to 

put up with om· 'Prarabdha'. It helps to make our mind more 

and more introvert and thus reaching the stage of Krishnabhakti, 
where the small '1' can enjoy the Rasalila of Big -'I'. Here the 

small 'I' can feel that he has become the disciple of Big 'I', the 

Guru, the Almighty. Again, this MAHAN A~f helps us to get 

Hh blessings fully at a stage where complete surrender to Him 
is achieved . . This combination of complete surrender to Him and 

His blessings gets the soul mergel in Him and complete Realisation 
i comes. This may. not be possible for us, but why should we not 

~
. make an attempt to minimise the pangs of Prarabdha by taking 

MAHAN AM so graciously offered. 

, Dadaji's meaningful assurance is that God is one, He is no other 
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·than the SELF. He resides within and nrnvhere outside. That He 

can be approached only by the process of complete surrender and 

bve, is amply proved by different types of manifestations through 
him and by him. DaJaji does not claim any credit for any 

manifestation whatsoever. To him they just occm· at the Will of 
the Almighty to serve His purpose. Even the purpose is not known 
tJ him, neither does he want to know it. This is the reason why 

Dadaji asks us to read out the portion that depicts such manifesta

tions to know what actually happened and how it did happen. 

-Sometimes it happens to make the aspirant for Truth understand 

who he is. Dadaji's real andjor actual self is revealed through 

such manifestations. A reputed Journalist of a.ll-India fame saw 

Dadaji in the form of 'Narayan' sitting at least six inches high 

up in the a.ir when he went to ~he pujaroom for taking initia
tions. This happened in Bombay. Previously r>uch happenings 

occurred at Kanpore. Again a Par see Lady saw Dadaji as their 

Prophet in His dress and ,. :~Huslim lady saw their Pirsahab 

standing ir1 the place o£ Dadaji at the time o£ their respective 
initiations. This goes to establish that God is no other than the 
SELF and is one, and religion is one. Whatsoever diffe1·ence we 

·;,e3 in the material world is nothing but the creation of the vested 

i nterests. 
Above all, Dadaji is the Life of the Universe. He proves 

this by manifesting throughout the universe his fragrance to his 

innumerable devoted brothers and sisters S]JOntaneously, whether 
he i'! (in the ordinary sense) in sleep or in conversation with a 

group of devotees. This proves that he is always beyorl.d the 
limitations o£ the mind, that is, beyond the limiting factors of 

nature. As MAHAN AM He resides as life in eveq ,heart, in 

.every tiniest particle in the Universe. 
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Sri Dadaji : A Vision -of Godliness 
DR. DHIRUBHAI N. N AIIC 

Miracles Galore For Sc1 ptics and Non-believers. 

The occasion was Sri Sri Satyanarayan Puja at the residence of 

Sri A. B. Nair at Juhu (Bombay). At the conclusion of the 
puja, Sri Dadaji emerged from the puja room and a heavenly 
fragrance emanatOO. from the room and enveloped the crowd of
devotees sitting outside. He was clad only in a white dhoti. 

worn in the fashion of a lungi. He sat down on a chair. 

~Irs. Nair, the hostess, offered her Pranama to Sri Dadaji who-

/ blessed her. Sri Dadaji witlidrew his hand after the blessing 

and held his open palm before her, and lo and behold ! there 

was rt silver locket there which he presented to Mrs. Nair. It 

was an oval-shaped locket with the photo of Sri Sri Satyanru:ayan. 
printed on one side ; the other side was smooth and concave in 

shape. After several persons had a close look at the locket, 
S1·i Dadaji asked Mrs. Nai-r to bring it back to him. At a 
touch of his hand, the silver locket was transformed into a 

golden one. And again the locket went round for inspection by 
scores of wondering eyes. Sri Dadaji again called back Mrs. Nair 

and asked her if she wanted her name on the locket-to which 

she readily agre(•d. Sri Dadaji held his thumb on the concave · 

side of the locket for a few seconds and gave it back to her. 

Everybody present found the legel!d "Mrs. A. B. Nail·-Dalaji" 
engraved on the locket. A beaming Mrs. Nair went round 
showing it to eager eyes. "Wouldn't you like to wear it on 

your neck ?" asked Dadaji of her f<fter a while and out of 
nothingness he produced a golden chain for her. 

, ......_ The venue now shifts to the residence of Sri Abhi Bhattacharya 

at Bandra. Sri Dadaji is reclining on a diwan. Smt. Bansari 

Lahiri, wife of a music Director of Bombay, is sitting on the 
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-ground in front of Sri Dadaji. The expression on her face 
·depicts a mixtnre of nervonsness, confusion ;;nd discomfit:u·e. 
·She is running a high temperature and has not been feeling well 
for some time. Sri Dadaji, :1fter a few moments of silence, 
puts his empty hand on her heart, withdraws it and produces a 

capsule from nowhere and asks her to swallow it. Smt Lahiri's \ 

son starts singing a devotional song to the tune of the harmonium. ; 

As the song is over, Sri Dadaji feels the temperature of he1· body / 

and asks her son as well as her husband to do so. The fever 
is gone. Smt. Lahiri's fr.ce bearp.s with smile, "l feel alright," 
she says. 

The writer has been a witness to several other miraculous 
·happenings which occurred at the will of Sri Dadaji. The other 

day, a well-known journalist who professed to be an atheist 

-entered Sri Dadaji's Puja , room, . calm, composed and confident. 
""When he emerged from the room after about 15 minutes, bewilder

·ment was writ large on his face, his self-confidence apparently 

shaken and he looked a little non-plussed in his demeanour. 
·No wonder because during th~se fateful minutes he saw the 

name of a deity flash before his eyes in thin air, his own hair 

·held in his own hand being transfo~med into :t golden chain, a 

wrist watch emerge from the empty palm of Sri Dadaji's hand

a series of highly baffling happenings. 
Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury, better known as Dadaji to his 

-devotees and admirers, is a dynamic man with debonair looks 

·and a magnetic persvnality. - His age is anybody's guess. From 
his looks one could place him at 50 plus or minus 5. He wears 

~ (_,. \ 

a simple dhoti or saree in the fashion ' of a lungi, and dons a 
half-sleeved kurta while going out. He smokes his own favourite 

brand of cigarettes and occ~sionally has a cup of tea. All this 

·mandane exterior, however, does not hide hi.s innate spiritual 
strength which is revealed in the subtle magnetism of his per

sonality, the captivating gaze of ].)is eyes, the unique fragrance 

'"'that his body continually emits and fills the atmosphere and the 
·"Oxtr'L-ordinary or super-natur:ll experiences that some of his 

·devotees have had not only in his presence but even in his absence. 
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- Sri Dadaji indnlges in miracles with much reluctance. "They 

are extraneous. They happen at His will. They are not 

important," says Dadaji. He weilds the miracles to demonstt·ate 
to the sceptics and non-believers the existence of a Divine Power 
which is inscrutable to human intellect and reason and which can 
not be explained in the light of all our knowledge of Modern 

Science. On being asked about the miracles, Sri Dadaji says, 

(

"These happen at the will of the Almighty. Your Dada does not 

know how they happen, Dada cannot do anything. It is He whiY 

manifests Himself through Dada. Dada is just nobody." Such 

IS Dadaji-humble, unassuming, self-effacing, who does every

thing and yet says tl1at be does nothing, a tl'lle Karmayogin 
described in the Geeta. 

In metaphysical parlance, Sri Dadaji is a Shuddha Advaita
vadin (Perfect Non-dualist). God is one, says Dadaji, and this 

Utiivel'se is His manifestation (Lee/a) ; He is in the Universe and 
the Universe is in Him. All individual beings are essentially one 

but they appear as discrete entities because of the interference-

of the bocly and its senses (Maya). Once this veil of ~Iayn i,; 

lifted, the individual Self (Atman) will find itself · one with the 

Universal self (Paramatmaii). Unity is real, diversity is - unreal. 
All . differences between man and man, religion and religion are
man-made and hence artificial and false. All differences based. 

on caste, creed, colour, language or religion are thus superfluous. 

C Sri Dadaji, therefore, strives for the establishment of Universal 

Truth which is one and one only , of Universal Understanding :md 

Brotherhood. 

'·~ 

Every individual self, according to Sri Dadaji, is born with 

Mahanam or Maha.mantra (which is identical with Truth) within 

himself. But he is un?.ware Of it because of the veil of Maya. 
No external person or so-called Guru can tell him his Mahanam. 

Sri Dadaji has, therefore, started a campaign of so-called 
initi~ttion or Mahanam-Pradan. An individual is ushered in 

the presence of Sri Dadaji who-hands him a piece of blank paper 

and asks him to prostrate or sit in a posture of Pranama. Sri 

Dadaji then momentarily lifts the individual Self to a higher 
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spiritual plane when he (the aspirant) sees the l\'Iahanam )1 

also hears 

Immediately after this, the aspirant returns 

written in red ink on the piece of paper and 

the same :Mahanam. 

to the mundane plane and the name disappears from the paper. 
Sri Dadaji asks the aspirant to remember and mentally recite his ) 
l\'Iahanam as often as possible whenever and wherever he can do so. 

Daring the Mahanam-revelation ceremony, Sri Dadaji asserts, 
he is there as a mere witness ; the Mahanam is revealed to the 

seeker by the Almighty Himself. It is in fact a self-revelation.) 

Therefore, He, the Almighty can only be called the Garu. N ~ 
one else, no mortal being, can claim to be the Guru. All those 

who claim to be Gurus (or 4f.ahantas or Acharyas) and reside in 
( Maths, l\'Iandirs or Ashrams) are misguided souls who in turn 

misguide and mislead unsuspecting devotees who are victims of 
traditional superstitions. 

Since the Almighty is within one-self, it is futile to look for 

him in the exterior world. It follows, therefore, th~tt any doctrine, 

dogma, tradition or exhortation that drives one to seek Him in the 

so-called holy shrines and places is necessarily false. Sri Dadaji, 

therefore, exhorts the aspirant to look for Him within and not 

~~~ ~ 

The whole Universe is His manifestation (Leela). Everything 

and every being is ordained to play its part in this Leela or Play _ 

of the Almighty. We have, therefore, to accept the part allotted / 
to us which is our Destiny or Prarabdlia. We need not run away 
from or renounce our worldly duties and chores in order to search 
for Him, but on the contrary we should whole-heartedly carry on 

with our Destiny accepting it as His Will. 
Just as a child who has just leamt how to walk goes on 

walking round and round and delights in this exercise for its own 
sake, so alflo the aspirant who has received the Mahanam from the 
Almighty should go on mentally reciting it and take delight in 

the process without unduly worrying about the goal or object. 
The object will unfold itself to the devotee in due course, says 

Sri Dadaji, and will fill his whole being with Bliss. 
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Sri Dadaji at Sri Charandas 
Megjes House : 

SRI CHARANDAS .MEGJI, a Trustee of the Bharotiya Vidya 
Bhavan, had invited Sri Dadaji, a Siddhapurwha for the worship 
of Sri Sri Satyanarayana. Dadaji arrived at the residence of 

Sri Charandas at 6.15 p.m. on Tuesday, February 1, 1972 and was 
received with all devotion by Sri Charandas and members of his 

family. One of the first miraculous things that Dadaji performed 

was to enable a devotee, Sri Rajaram Laxman of .Matunga, a 
cont1·actor, who was suffering from a paralysed limb for the past 

nine years, to recover his ability to move up the stairs. The 

gentleman who came totteting to prostrate before Dadaji was 
able to move up unassisted. 

Sri Dadaji explained to the persons present his mission of life. 
He is, as he always makes things clear, opposed to any forni of 
Guruvad, for according to him God alone can be our Guide and 
Guru. .Mortals cannot play this role. He also believes in the 

oneness of mankind, of language :md the supremacy of love. 

The most wonderful part of his worship~ of Sri Sri Satyanara
yana is its absolute silf-plicity. He holds the view that the 
worship of God is nothing other than being in tune with the 
Mahanama of God. After his worship which lasted about half an 

hour during which · time his devotees sang Harinam, the whole 
puja room was filled with a divine fragrance and it was also 
sprinkled over with fragrant water. The fragrance was not due 
to any external material object. 

After the puja the devotees were blessed with a fragrant 

touch of the palm of Sri Dadaji which rendered the bosom and 

neck that received such a touch to acquire the same fragrance. 
In addition to Sri Charandas Megji and his family there were 

also a large number of distinguished devotees present at this 
function. 
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Sri Dadaji-Mystic who Refuses 
to be A Guru 

R. N. GOENKA, lYI. P. 

The Sunday Standard, June 18, 1972. 

(Pablished from i\'Iadras, lYiadurai, Vijaywada, Bangalore, 

Bombay, Delhi & Ahmedabad.) 

Recently I had the privilege of paying my respects to Sri Amiya 

Roy Chowdhury, who is known as "Dadaji". I ~ve had the good 

fortune of knowing well man paints and savants) Sri Dadaji, in 
his sphere, however, struck me as the most remarkable of them 

all. 

Sri Dadaji is much more than a mystic. Though endowed 
with snpernatural powers, he is simple and unostentatious. He 

works miracles, but he Lioes not set much store by his ability to do 

so. He has a large number of admirers all over the country, inclu

ding men prominent in life and scholarship, but he does not believe 
in the principle of guruship. 

When I walked into Sri Dadaji's room in his residence in 
.Calcutta and took my seat before him, he presented a book ( On 

Dadaji) to me and asked me whether I wished my name written 
-on the fly leaf. B1!t before I could take out my pen, Sri Dadaji's 

fingers moved on the blank page and my name appeared on it in 

red ink, correctly written, along with Sri Dadaji's sig11ature and 

·date. 
Then I heard 'words' which apparently came from nowhere. 

(I learnt later it was the Mahanam in you that Sri Dadaji 

·enables you to hear). TheRe words, as I heard them, also appeared 
in red ink on a blank paper I held. The words disappeared a few 

seconds late1·. 
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VJV ~ Miracles 

Sri Dadaji asked J\ whether I would like to receive a present 

from him, aml on my agreeing, produced from nowhere a locket 

made of lacquer. He then appeared to have second thonghts, 

and said he should give me a silvet· locket, and with a touch 

turned the locket into silver. Even this appeared not good enough 

for me. He said I should have a gooJ. locket, and lo! the locket 

turned into gold by his t.ouch, with my name inscribed on the 

back of it. 

[ Though Sri Dadaji regards the miracles be performs with. 
"-.aometh.ing like amusement, they are impressive ~nough. Hundreds 

of pel·.sons, captains of industry, scholars and others, have had 

similar experience of his powers. 

"He put his bare hand inside my kurta just under my neck", 

writes :VIr. Jayaprakasb Narayan, describing his experiences, "aml 

immediately brought out a very good wristwatch with a strap and 

all that, and gave it to me. He asked for it and with a touch of 

his fingers on the back my name appeared. By anothe1· touch 
of !.tis fingers on the glass-cover the name of ·the watch appeared 

on the dial. I had never received such a gift in my life". 

Overwhelmed 

/ :VIr. Jayaprakash Narayan adds, "My wife had carried a 

. i bottle of clean water. Dadaji placed it before the symbol of Sri 

J { Satyanarayan for a fe\V moments and then took it into his hands. 

The plain clear water st~trted changing its transparence in Dadaji's 

bands till the change covered the entire area. When I opened 

the bottle, a sweet stron.s fragrance came oat, and both my wife 

and myself were overwhelmed." 

Even more remarkable, miracles performed by Sri Dadaji have 

_been reported. Once in Bombay he turned a part of the l!!ky 

(

during daytime into night so that the stars were twinkling while 

the sun was shining. He bas brought back to complete health 

many who were on the point of death without the use of any 

medicine. 

These miracles are remarkable and they are enough to turn 
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the head of any one who coald perform them. B~t, Sri Dadaji is 
utterlv indifferent to this power of his. With sublime simplicity 
.__.!..---· . 

he says that he does not know how they happen, and that he does 

not wish to know how they hn ppen. He performs them merely) 

because they serve a;; a kind of introductiotl to his teachings, ) 
something which draws attention to what be has been saying. 

Sri Dadaji does not accept any presents, not even token oHes, 
and when this writer offered to send him his newspaper, he said 

he would not accept it without his paying for it. 

Two principles 

Sri Dadaji's teachings centre around two principles, the 
efficacy of the Mahanam and the uselessness of the institution of 

"guruship." On the latter he holds strong views. 

There cannot, Sri Dadaji says, be an intermediary between 

God and man. G-od resides in every human being and guides him 

in everything that he does, spiritual and temporal. The spiritual) 

path is not something different from the path of daily m1mdane) 

life. Sri Dadaji goes to the extent of saying that th(:l anxieties 

and cares which man feels in his daily life are all "attuned to 

his spiritual sadhana." There is no need, merely because one is 

strnck by difficlllties, to retire to a forest or desert the ordinar~-

round of life. It is in the battle of life that God must be sought. 
Irr the words which the Gita has made familiar, any action per

formed in a spirit of non-attachment is an offeri~ to God. 

_ ( Each man must work ou.t his ow~ salvation. ) It is not for n 

third person to set up as an mtermedrary. How can one mortal 

claim to be the "guru" of another mortal ? 

Where does he get the "mantra" which is whispered in tbe 

ears of those who come to him for guidance '? 

· A brother 

A visitor once, referring to this part of the teachings of 

Sri Dadaji, objected that he himself had h(;ard a "mantra" ringin~· 

in his ears even as Sri Daiaji was initiating him. Sri Dadaji';; 

reply was luminous. The "mantra" which the visitor had hear(f 
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was not uttered by Sri Dadaji. It had always ~en ringing in 

C 
the soul of the visitor. "You have heard yom· own mantra. You 

are your own guru. I am no guru, but simply :t _brother." 
As a corollary to this important teaching is the fact that each 

man, being his own "guru", should try to develop himself spiri-

( tually. "Do not run after a guru," says Sri Dadaji with his ,llQ~ 
I .Jlf-I·ed.ucing-.oomplex_con.c.e~a=Jn._ :theil:_aimple.. .. e~. "Run 
' \ after knowing yourself. Therein lies the whole secret. You have 

\ immense power. Use it to awaken yourself from the great 

"""slumber." 

l 

The Deity of Sri Dadaji's worship is Sri Satyanarayan. 

l\firaculous stories are told of his "puja". According to an 
admirer in Cuttack, "in a closed room, with simple offerings, 

when the puja was performed, the whole room was filled with a 
sweet aroma in a cloud. Surprisingly, from nowhere, a large sweet 

~mgraved with the words, "Sri Sri Satyanarayan" in Oriya "had 

been created among the offerings." 

Consistent 
Yet Sri Dadaji's attitude is perfectly consistent. "Many 

ekers of truth," be said once, "confuse my action at the time of 

their seeking Mahanam from Sri Sri Satyanarana. I am nobody 
there : my role is that of a witness. The seekPr, in this case, 

himself sees the Mahanam, which is the name of the self who 
dwells in the seeker's heart and constantly chants the Mahanam. 

The resonant sound of Mahanam is sometimes heard by the seeker 

that he was born with it, but had forgotten it due to his ego." 
/ This is the sublimely simple message of Sri Dadaji, "'l'rttth is 

( one, language is one, and there is one universal human race.; 

\J
a3ically, there is no class, caste, creed or sectarianism, and what 

we see today is all mt>n-made. Men are the children of the same 
ather. So, how can there be differences or distinctions ?" 

Says a well-known poet, "Dadaji has simplified religion. He 

~oes not presmibe tapas, ascetic practices or any kind of yoga. 

His simple teaching is "God resides within you. It is enough to 

surrender yourself to Him. Repetition of Mahanam with love., 

devotion and complete surrender to the Gill'u, the Almighty, will 
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lead to perfection and self-realisation. For the rest you must ~

engaged in the struggle of existence and look after yom· children 
~md other near and dear ones." 

This simple and effective teaching. is heightened by the per

sonality of the Master. "The most extraordinary thing about 

Dadaji", writes ]}'lr. Harind.ranath Chattopadhyaya, the poet, "is 

that he seems an ordinary person who, however, unlike us ordinary 

persons amidst whom he remains for hours, wears no mask. He 

does not pose as a sadhu : he does not roll his eyes upto the 

heavens in order to impress on you and me that he does not belong_ 

to the earth. He does not need to anyway. Those who hnve the') 

intuitiv~ eye can e~sily ~ee ~hat, though he seems ordinary, he is 
extraordinary. H1s ordmarmess may be called a mask which 

intrigues so many who come to have his darshan." 

Message 
Thus, a seemingly ordinary individual, with a new mess:< ge 

for suffering humanity, has been living amongst ns, spreading, by 

precept and example, the Truth. Sri Dadaji is not as ordinary 

mystics are. The dimensions of his thought cannot be confined. 

within those narrow limits. He has transcended those limitations 

and evolved a system of simple and practical way of life. 

His message is meant for the twentieth century, for the atomic 

age, though its folmdations are the thoughts of ancient India. (it 
is nothing if not practical~t does not require superhuman powers 

of practice or wisdom of philosophy. It is designed for the ordi) 
nary man of the world who, perplexed in the ways of this world 

seeks a way of salvation. He is now told that there is no need

for an intermediary between God and him, and that he could work 

out his own salvation. Simple faith-that ilil all that is required 

of the earnest and sincere seeker. 

Sri Dadaji is a prophet of thf.• modern world. He is in tune with\ 

modern ideas. He reconciles religion with egalitarianism, with J 
simple faith, with the absence of rituals. He it:~ one of the 

numb\lr of protestant philosophers which Hinduism has JHOduced 

throq.gh the ages. Pehaps he is tha greatest of them all. 
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The ".i.Vlan" Who has happened 
liARINDRANATH CHATTOPADHYAYA 

SRI DADAJI-(Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury) 

.May 1, 1972 

~\Ian waits for things to happen. God waits for man to happen, 

man who was made in his image-but the history of mankind 
has rarely recorded the advent of such men, few anJ far between, 

who have arrived and stood at the threshold of the divine expec

tancy. And each comes in his own way, in his own time, bearing 
his own distinctive personality and behaviour-in order to justify 

existence and creation giving them each one in his turn and in his 
place, and a new meaning and a new interpretation. They have 

come as instruments, each in his own particular form, of the 
Formless, which, for inscrutable reasons, needs to publish Itself 

and be published that it might reach out to more and more forms 
Lelping them to realize the source from which they came namely: 

the Formless-the One who, in an impulse of coloured play, 

broke himself into the myriadness around, below, above linking 

up all visibility in One unbreakable chain holding all forms to

gether-and it is pret•isely the rare Self-realized beings, who are 
sent through the aeons to dissolv-e that chain link after link until 
the Return is brought about. Actually spea.kin15, every such ripe 
being is himself way-farer, all seeking the only road and the only 

goal. This world is rampant with primitive ptlrplehood of igno

rance an'l tough-blind obstinacy of egoistic waywardness hurled 

as challenge to the Voice which says : Return to Me to enable 
.Me to repay .Myself in the Formless out of which, in a strange 

instant of curious impulsion I set out to test .My Oneness in 

myriadness, I succumbed to a lure of forms symbolising con
traries, in order to test the total Singlehood of my Formless. 
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In response to the call : "L{eturn !" there are a few J>cattered 

through the ages out of which they hav'.'l come, who have said 

without any equivocation : We are returning to You at every foot
fall of our travel within time-towards the Light embodied in 

each of the myriad darks defined as men. And while to outer 
eyes tltey seem to be rJoted in one place, apparently human, with 

~>everal masks of habits, all mortal shape must, of neceseity, 
assume, in reality, unseen by outer eyes they keep walking, each 

on his own particular roadway, each in his own fashion, each one's 

tluest being unique necessitating a particular music in his tread. 
There is no difference, in the last analysis between one self

realized being and another; there are many roadways but only 
one destination. 

On the list of such 1·are beings, I include Dada, an instrument 

of the Divine, difficult to grasp since we, addicted to complexities, 

either miss the Simple or turn away from it fearing that it might 

baffle many of onr preconceptions with which we are in love, and 

which yielJ us a sense of security. 
Dada is a human being first and f01·emost-to whom no 

human instinct is tRboo. He does not believe in restricting the 
rainbow from enjoying its own colours in a white heaven which 

contains it ; he believes that colour is necessary to ultimately 

prove the whiteness wooing it from above. 
Dada has been a great stage-artist, a singer, a sensitive 

:representative of spiritual quest-in his case, it would now appear 
t hat for years before he wns recognised, he was playing with his 

,friends 2nd ac1uinatancos a game of hide and seek, which he still 

does in an intim:tte, affectionate, compassionate manner. But 

actually, it is not lte who is hiding from us but it is we who are 

hiding from him-it is not we who are seeking him but he who 
is seeking us. I do not at all wonder at the fact that there are 

several who do not realize who he is and even set out to pull 
clown his image in the minds of those who love him. I wonder 

sometimes if Dada himself realizes what the Divine realizes 

:through and in him. 
I have since childhood been a lover of ascetics ; the ochre robe 
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has always drawn my heart away form my bosom-urging me to 

put on such a robe and wander away into the forest, tlrroneously 

believing that the divine exists only in such isolated places. But 

I first realized that no particular robe meant anything to the 

Divine clothed in His own nakedness. Sri !{amana .Maharshi 
wore only a white loin cloth and it was then that I realized that 

the ochre robe was only an obsession with me. One who has 

renounced, truly renounced, has always stood for a renunciation 

of the act of demonstrated renouncing. Dada does not wear the 

ochre robe, he does not pose as a superiot· being, on the other 

hand, his spontaneous apparently egotistic gesture of seeking 

publicity is that of a divine infant anxious to be known in order 

to introduce its Divine Father to those who visit him and mistake 

him for that Father. He is an embodiment of childhood. The 

miracles he appears to perform, are in reality for a purpose un

known to him, performed through him-they are mere bauble 

gmnted to him by his Father to play with and to share wi~h those 

who come to him. If you could . only come clear of the miracles, 

which by the way are conjttror's sleight of hand, you would find 

him transformed to a personality imperson~l in the extreme, ripe 

with a lonely :ctche of intimate relationship with the Divine, of 

whoJ?l he has become an instrument through a lifetime of un
published and disciplined self-surrender during the colourful 

period of theatre and thH apparent abandon of the artist he was, 

before he revealed himself as the instrument. He has ceased to 
be an actor, and become a stage on which Silence enacts a per

fumed drama of "l-am-Thou and Thou-art-I". If only you and 

I could step on to that stage and play ev~n a minor role, we would 

become urgent in that play and arrive at a new self-significance. 
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Amazing Dadaji' of Calcutta 
Great Mystic of The Orient 

A. D. MANI, M. P. 

The Hitavada, July 30, 1972 

This artiale describes Mr. Mani's meeting with 'Dadaji', a great 
m_vstia of Calcuttrt, with miraculous powers, who by blowing his 

breath over a piece of paper can produce a well-written prose on 
the highest form of philosophy. 

Having for a long time been interested in religion in its various 

manifestations, whether the manifestations were in the Temple, 
Church or Mosque or in mysticism of authentic character, I was 

greatly interested to rt.ad recently an :>rticle by Mr. Ram Nath 

Goenka, M.P. in the Sunday Standard on •Dadaji', a great mystic 
of Calcutta. Mr. Ramnath Goenka is not a person to be swept off 

his feet. His ears are wide open and he has keenly developed 

critical faculty and when I read high praise flowing from his pen 

about Dadaji, I felt I should have an opportunity of having 

Dadaji's darshan in Calcutta. Fortunately, when I was leaving 

for Calcutta, rt photograph of Dadaji had come from the Sunday 

Standard. 
Dnring my recent visit to Calcutta, I rang up Mr, Goenka, an 

old friend of many years standing and told him that whatever his 
p1·e-occupatio11s might be, whatever might be the nature of his 
engagements, he should take me to 'Dadaji', because I wanted 

Dadaji's autograph on the photograyh sent by the Sunday Stan
dard. :Mr. Goenka replied that 'Dadaji' was a diffiault person to 
meet. l-Ie "~as available at certain places at about 9 am. and in 

the evening Dadaji would be visiting his devotees, but nobody 

knew which devote9 he was going to visit on a certain day. 
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Mr. Goenka said that I should meet him at 5 P.}I. on that day 

and th1tt he would try to take me to Dadaji. At 5 P.M. I met 

Mr. Goenka at his Calctltta residence and :Mr. Goenka rang up a 

number of persons and located the house which Dadaji was going 

to visit. 

I asked some questions 3;bout Dadaji. In ordinary life his 

family name is Roy Chowdhury and I believe his family has got 

a shop in the New Market. He is a grihasta and he does not 

wear the robes of the sannyasi. I saw a number of bottles 

Df water on a shelf in Mr. Ramnath Goenka's home and I asked 

him what these bottles were and he told me that all these bottles 
were of pipe water filled in bottles but. which had been touched 

by Dadaji. He asked me to take a spoonful of the water and I 

/ did so and the spoonful was the sweetest water I had ever taken 
.. and the most highly perfumed. Mr. Goenka said that Dadaji 

had only touched the bottles and did nothing else. He then 

i3how6d me 8 pages tom from a note book. It appears that 

Dadaji had come to his residence to perform Satyanarayan 

Puja and at the end of the Puja when a message was wanted, he 

. asked for a plain sheet of paper and when 8 pages were given 

l
1 

to him he blew his breath over these pages. Immediately after 

t hat he handed over the eight pages, which were filled with very 

well-written English prose philosophy. The writing was in red 

jnk and even the commas and other punctuations were properly 

put in on those pages. 

Remarkable Features 

We went to a house in Lansdowne Place wh(Te Dadaji was 

expfctrd to visit his devotees on that day. DaJaji was 5 minutes 

late in coming, he was expected at 6 P.M. but as soon as he 

appeared one could see from the statuesque nature of his features 

and the sense of contentment and repose that was reflected in his 

countenance that there was no ordinary person but a pe1·son who 

C
had receive-! high spiri~ua.l bless~ngs. He walked into anothe.r 
room and I was called to meet h1m. I took thf· photo of Dadaji 

.and asked him to a iltograph it and he said he would not do so. He 
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«~aid indicating himself, "This is a useloss body. \-Vhy do you want 

my autograph?'' I said he might autograph it on the back of the 

photograph and he said emphatically : . "No". He said, if I was 

keen on lris autograph he would give me oJLe. Then he asked some

body in the room to get one of the books On Dadaji. A book was 
brought and he opened the first page and blow his breath over it. 

The writing appeared in red ink : •Shri A. D. Mani-Dadaji-
20. 7. 1972'. 

He asked me whether I had any wish to be mentioned to him 

and I said nothing excepting that I wanted happiness and his 
blessings. He opened my shirt and pressed his thumb and I could 

see that his thumb was quivering. Then he touched me on the 

_ head but his hand was not trembling at that time. He said this 

was over. After refusing to sign his autograph on my photograph 

.of him he asked if I was keen on having a photograph and said 

he would give a small photograph of Shli Satyanarayan. He took 

out a small photograph and his conception of Shri Satyanaraya~' 
was of an old aged saint. He said : 'You have this instead of 

my pilotograpl1'. 

When I came back to my temporary residence I felt that I had 

become highly perfumed. I felt I was a ~ark of sandal wood tree. 

Before leaving, Dadaji had mentioned that I should meet him on 

.. Jnly 22 at a place in Calcutta at 9 A.M. He did not indicate 

the place. I went there as directed and he was surrounded by a 

iew devotees and not by a crowd and he told me at that time: 

'Please do not take me for yotu" Gtu"u. That is my request. God is ) 
in all of us, he is in you also. You have to search him out and 

_you can discover God yourself. God is everywhere' and then he 

asked me to come to the next room and gave me a piece of 

paper and asked me to put my head down and he asked me iD 
what language I wanted a message and I said •English or Hindi'. 

He said-"what is your mother tongue ? That is important. The 

message will be in your mother tongue". I said it was Tamil. I 

knelt before him in that room and after pmyer for ten times to God 

I lifted my head and there appeared written on a piece of paper 

in goou Tamil two names of Lord Krishna. Dadaji said-"This is 
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the message and your mantram. Yotl have gh·en it to yourself": 

Then he asked me to place the paper down on the floor and pt·ay 

for ten times. I did so. When I lifted my bead the message· 

written in Tamil was not there. The words had disa]Jpeared and 

all-that remained on the piece of paper was a little smudge of hair 

( 

oil which had left an impression on it. Before I left that room, 

he sad once again, "I want to tell you that do not accept me as . 

your gm·u. God is in you and you will have to find him yourself 

and do not seek instruments for it" and before leaving he touched 

my chest and my head and shoulders. 
I went round Calcutta and met a few friends and quite a num

ber of them asked me what was the strong aroma which was 

emanating from me. 'rhey smelt my head and said it was sandal

wood smell. I thought it would last for a few hours but it lnsted 

the whole day, throughout the train journey and still on the third 

day. 

Telephonic cure 

// I hav~ heard many stories _about D~daji in Calcutta that he had 
· cured patients of cancer and given rebef to persons who had been 

stricken with paralysis. A case has been reported of a patient 

in Bombay suffering from severe pain who asked telephonically 

from Bombay to Calcutta for relief. Dadaji asked him to take 

\ 
a cup of water and put it near the receiver. Immediately the cup 

of water became aromatic and the patient was asked to drink it 
and he felt better. 

What is Dadaji's age nobody knows. He may be anywhere 
between 45 and 60 and he has such a striking personality that in 

a crowd of 1000 he would stand out and people would ask who 

hP. is. He message is simple. He has more or less a universal 

religion namely that God is everywhere and has many forms. How 

he gets his message written by his b1·eath is not known. He does 

not ask for money anu the shop \'•hich is in the New Market 
maintained by his family looks :.~fter him. \Vhon I was leaving 
him I asked him whether I should tell my friends where he was 

living and he said, 'Please don't' . "They will come to me when c 
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it is necess ~try". All that I can say is that he is in Calcutta and 

his message is a message that can be accepted by all religions, 

namely, that we should not be bom1d down by rigid rituals. 

In this highly and increasingly sceptical Godless world 11·here 

science has tried to probe _ space and planets and uncover their 
secrets, many are in a state of disbelief. In such an ;:~ge where 

there is so much of scepticism and particularly in parts of our 

country, where there is an attempt at destrnction of old t·stablished 

institutions and values, this message of the eternal presence of 

liod serves a great and l!Seful purpose. Undoubtedly, Dadaji is a 

great mystic of the Orient. How he draws 'his power and where 

it comes fro:n, defies scientific analysis. We have to take him 

for what he is to-day. He certainly is an extraordinary and 

1musual person. 
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My Experience with Dadaji 
JAY APRAKASH NARAYAN 

The Indian Nation 

Patna, May 10, 1972 

I had heard of Dadaji's spiritual powers from my younger brother 

in Bombay and from two of my old intimate friends. On the 7th 
of May, 1972, I pet·sonally went with my wife at the t·esidence of 

my friend Sri Parmanand in Patna to have a darshan of, and an 

experience with, Dadaji. 
We went into a room where Dadaji had been reclining on a cot 

alone. We paid our respects and Dadaji welcomed us. He then 
explained the significance of our existence. JVIan, Dadaji said, 
takes his birth in this world and after some time departs from 
this earth. vVhe1·e does he go ? The body is left behind, but 

the reality of his existence does not vanish. The Ultimate Reality 

does not, he said, move from place to place. He is ever present, 

l 
all-pervading and eternal. V.!V"hen we are born, He too comes with 
us. Dadaji said this body is our temple, because He is in as. 
He lives within our hearts. The Almighty comes with the mantra. 

How can another person introduce that mantra to us ? 

Assured by Dadaji I put a simple question. Intellectually we 

can accept the fact that God is within us as well as outside us. 

Since He is within us, it is not necessary to seek him outside. 

But, how can we have the actual experience of His presence within 

,tlS, and have the realisation of the Absolute ? Dadaji kindly 
replied that He is within you, and l-Ie n.lone will give you the 

experience. He will grant us the knowledge and experience of 

His existence. We cannot exist a single momont without His 

existence within us. Initiation or 'diksha' means 'darshan' or to see. 

You yourself, Dadaji said, will see and have Brahma-darshan. 
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The Almighty is oar G~tru, as Guru is eternal. That Guru will 

give yoa the mantra. I asked "W"ho will give? And how?" Dadaji 

affirmed, He will give the mantra, and instantly, "Will you take 

it?" he asked. The question bewildered me for a second, as Dacwji 

had already declared that he does not give the mantra. I did 

however, say, ·,We are prepared to receive it." My friend and 

a lady left the room and we were left alone with Dadaji in the 
room. 

When my wife and myself bowed to Sree Satyanarayan both) 
of us clearly heard the words which came from nowhere and they 

appeared in red ink on a small piece of paper I had been holding, 

affirming the words we had heard. The words, however, 

disappeared after a few secJnds, and the piece of paper I had 

received again became blank. 

It was an amazing experience. I do not know how this 

M1hanam c:>.me. It was a miracle. God can do anything. We were 

over-whelmed with our experience. We were told by Dadaji that 

Prahlad had similarly received the mantra when he went to Narad 

to get it. I wish I could understand intellectually, but . that is 

not possible. We have to accept it with sraddha (respect with 

faith). 
A book on Dadaji was them presented to me. He asked me if 

he could write my name on it. It was a pleastu·e and I was going 

to take out my pen. His fingers moved on a blank page and my 

name was correctly written with Dadaji's signature and the date, 

I had been holding the pen expecting that Dadaji will ask for it. 

Btlt, he did it by a simple to:tch of his fingers. 

A Present 
Dadaji then asked me if I would receive a present from him. 

I replied, ·'I hope it is not a precious thing. I would gladly receive 

a kind present from yoll." Dadaji was all along sitting with his 

upper body completely bare. He put his bare hand inside my 

kurta jnst under my neck, and immediately brought out a very 

good wrist watch with strap and all that, and gave it to me. He 

asked for it and with the touch of his fingers on the back my 
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name appea1·ed. By another touch of his finger on the glass cover 

the name of the watch appeared on the clial. I had never received 

such a gift in my life. 

I did not know that some more experience was still in store 

for me. :Vly wife had CLI-ried a bottle of clean water. Daclaji 

placed it before the symbol of Sree Satyanarayan for a few 

moments and then took it in his hands. 'rhe plain clear water 

started changing its transparence in Dadaji's hands till the change 

covered the entire area. When I opened the bottle, a sweet strong 

fragrance came out, and both my wife and myself were over

whelmed. The sa.nctified water was a pleasant surprise and we 

accepted it with gratitude. 

We were having this wonderful experience and some talks from 

Dadaji for an hour. I wanted to continue the discourse Dadaji 

had kindly been giving ns, but as I had a prior commitment I 

took permission from Dadaji and left the place after more than 

an hour with assurance that we will have another opportunity of 

meeting Dadaji very soon. 
In conchsion, I would humbly submit that Dadaji's supreme 

message to mankind that Truth is one, Humanity is one and 

Language is one has great significance to our country or rather 

to tlie entire humanity. All clivisions which have been created 

by C<)nsiderations of religion, caste and creed are artificial, and 

should be harmonised and raLher be eliminated if the people want 

to show their J·egard for Truth Eternal where no division and no 

dissension can ever enter. I consider myself fortunate that I had 

the privilege of having this noble and universal message from 

Dadaji whose sole concern is to propagate this simple fact about 

Truth without taking the position of a Guru. I only hope and pray 

that Dadaji may kindly grace us again by another visit to this 

State. Let me on behalf of my wife and myself offer our humble 

respect to Dadaji and our infinite gratitude to Sree Satyanarayan 

from whom we received the key to the realisation of Trnth. 
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My Impression on Dadaji 

DR. BACHANDEO KuMAR, D. Litt. 

Head, Department of Hindi, Patna University 

The Sunday Searchlight, Patna, }Jay 14, 1912 

Since I read about the arrival of Dadaji, Sri Amiya Roy 

Chow.:lhury, a great spiritual leader, in Patna on the 6th May, 

I was anxious to have his darshan. I bad been a student of 

Sanskrit and Hindi and am somewhat familiar with Indian philo

sophy and some Shastras. I was, therefore, fascinated with the 

brief description of Dadaji's teachings published in some papers 
in Patna. It was a great relief when Dinkarji, the greatest Hindi 

poet of modern India and ex-Vice-Chancellor of Bhagalpur 

University, offered to take me to Dadaji. We went together 
with some other friends to have a darshan of Dadaji 
in the evening. Dinkarji had met Dadaji earlier the same 
morning . 

.:\-ly first experience with Dadaji was unique and would be 

-everlasting. His charming face with a beaming smile and cap-J 
tivati.ng eyes immediately silenced the non-believer, and inspire 
the seeker to have a deeper meaning of all that we have heard or 
read in books. But ahs ! books or Shastr"ts can hardly help us to 
realise the Trath. I was more convinced of this fact after I 

had sat at Dadaji's feet. But then, Daclaji does not allow us to 
call him a Guru. vVhat, then, is he ? What does he teach or 

convey ? Does he help a seeker to realise the Truth ? Dadaji 
in his inimitable simple language and convincing arguments 

answers all these questions. We are also given the opportunity 

to have a taste of the heavenly bliss for a few moments. 
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The First Question 

Generally, the first question that is put is, "How can an indivi

dual progress in the path towards rPalisation unless he chooses 

a wise person as his Guru ?" 

Dadaji's answer is simple and direct to the point. How can 

a person, Dadaji affirms, be a guru to another individual when 

Guru 0r the Gufde is eternal and immortal. Only the infinite or 

the Absolute can be our Guru. 

not take the place of a Guru. 

After all, man is mortal and can

One who has realised the Trnth 

will see him in eve1·ything in every person. When he reaches 

that stage he caneot give mantra to another person. Moreover, 

our Guru or the Absolute has come with us, and he is within us 

and is continuosly resounding that mantra within our hearts. 
In our ig;wrance we are unable to listen to that heavenly mantra, 

and it is only by the gritce of the supreme being we become aware 

of that mantra or Mahanam. Diksha means darshan. Diksha 

cannot, therefore, be confined to the utterance of a few words to 

the ears of one person by another. Dadaji says that N am itself 
is God or the Absolute, and a faithful recital of Mahanam brings 

us close to him, ultimately the i11dividual merges into the infinite_, 

Truth being one and indivisible. When the mantra resotmding 

within ourselves appear before our eyes on a slip of paper in any 

language the initiated asks for, we are raised to a higher level tO' 

receive this heavenly gift and that is our darshan, that is our 

diksh 1. Dadaji as a person plays no part. He simply sits qaietly 

at a corner. We receive the mantra from Sri Satyanarayan direct, 

and after our darshcm of the mantra on the paper it automatically 

vanishes. It is, then, obvious that no individnal can give a 

mantra to another person. 

No Outward Exhibition 

'Vheu the mantra or Mahamtm is received from the Absolute, 

one has only to recite it silently within himself. 'l'here is no ritual 

no outward exhibition needed. One should perform his normal 

duties but he should remember him with the Mahanam. Dadaji 

says that .when a person performs his duties diligently but 
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with out spinning a desire or expectation in his mind, he does his 

duty properly with the recital of Mahanam within. He should also 

discard the vanity of a doer, the ego of a perfomer. This ego 

sense can be eliminated only by a faithful recital of Mahanam 

with campleted surrmder to him. With the elimination of the 

ego the individual is merged into the infinite, and realises the 

Truth. Dadaji says that jap or tapasya cannot lead a person to 
the state of realisation. In fact, those persons who follow jap-tap _ 

get entangled in their desire and develop the Ego. Dadaji says,) \ 
"Do nothing·, bat practise remembering and adhering to Nam." · 

Since he resides within everything and every person, why 
should one go oat and stay in a forest or a hill to realise the 
Truth ? vVhy should one wear a particular robe or matted hair to 

distinguish himself from others ? This deliberate distinction is 

itself a demonstration of Ego. These people become confined to the 

deep abyss of Maya or illusion. From this Maya they fall victims 
to many temptations, to many imaginations :md speculations, 

which lead them to the waves of Good and Evil, arguments and 
dissertations and are pushed hither and thither, without finding 

the anchor, such people, Dadaji says, will never realise the truth

not in millions of births. 
'V'hy should one buiH a ~atb or mandir to have communion 

with the Absolute ? vVhereever he resides becomes a mandir, and 
this body where he resides becomed a mandir, too. This universe 

too is a mandir, and one can have commtmion with him in this 
manrlir, without building a mandir outside which only demon

strates the ego of the person. We can realise the truth only by 

love and faith, by reciting the Mahanam within and surrendering 

completely to him with the elimination of the Ego. Jap and tapasya 

become meaningless and they lead us nowhere near the Truth. 

'rnere is also a mistaken conception that we have to suppress 
the compalsions of our five senses. We are born with the five 

senses, and we can hardly discard or suppress them. To bear 

with patience and fortitude the compulsions of the senses is a 

tapasya. Fighting them will have a more serious repurcussion. 

We have also to bear our prarabdha with fortitude, under the 
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protection of .Mahanam and the force or the compulsion of the 

senses will be reduced to the minimum and they will no longer 

distract us from our path. It is only through swabhab that we 
can realise him. 

When one meets Dadaji 
It is a new revelation, a new know leJge and a new wisdom 

_,"hat one can have of truth when he has the privilege of meeting 

Dadaji and listening to his words of wisdom coming out of him 

direct. The conventional preachers who have built a closed 

world of th0ir own in the name of religion or spirit.1alism may 

not agree and would like to enter into unnecessary arguments and 
dissertations. vVhich vested interest in this mandane world has 

not opposed the call of truth ? Daclaji makes no pretention of 

becoming a Guru and he has no vested interest. His teachings 

on Truth are, therefore, taking roots in all pf.rts of India, and 

tmth will undoubtedly triumph, siMe the torch is now held by a 

.person who has come within ns with that light of truth. Truth 
manifests itself and is now manifesting at this critical period of 

human hist01·y against all odds. 
In the first two days of Dadaji's one-week stay in Patna, people 

.from all walks of life did have a dar~han of Dadaji anJ were 
fortt!nate in having a personal experience of the manifestation of 

truth while receiving Mahanam. Sri Jayaprakash Narayan with 
J1is wife headed the list of visitors including Cabinet Ministers, 

pt·ominent public men, Judges, university Professors, eminent 
-doctors, noted journalists, high officials, legislators and others. 

Dinkarji spent a number of hours enjoying the company of 

Dadaji before and after he received ~lahanam. Mr. B. N. Azn.d, 
former editor of Indian Nation and Mr. Ramlakhan Singh Yadav 

r 

and }fr. K. B. Sahay were daily visitors. Mr. B.P. Koirala, former 
Prime Minister of Nepal, specially came from Varanasi only to 

meet Dadaji. Such is the enthusiasm of intellectuals and others 

to find the es~ence of Truth. Let us only hope and pray tha.t 
Dadaji will kindly allow more opportw1ity to the people of Bihar 

to have his darshan and teachings by more frequent visits to this 
.State. 
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My Impression Of The Great Dadaji 
SRI K. L. GAMBHIR 

I first learnt about 'Dad:cji' from the description of the meeting 

which the Editor of 'Illustrated Weekly' (Editor's page-20th 
Feb., 1972 issue) had with 'Dadaji' in Bombay, when 'Dadaji'. 

had materialised the 'medallion' of Sri Satya Narayan, a gold 
chain and perfume of the highest order. The Editor was indeerl 
wonder-struck and left speechless and described Dadaji as the 

man of wonders. Soon after, I saw an article in 'Bhavon' s 

Journal' (20th Feb. 72 issue) written by Sri S. Ramakrishnan, 
narrating his similar experience of the meeting with Dadaji . 

Besides, in the same issue, I read about Dadaji's visit to the 
house of Sri Charandas Meghji and the instant C!lre that one 

paralytic pet·son got at the kind hands of Dadaji. This aroused 

an intense urge in me to have darshan of such a Mahoyogi and 
Siddhapurusha and I collected his address etc. of Calcutta in order 
to fulfil my desire when I visit Calcutta next. 

My headquarters is in Jaipm·, Rajasthan and as the Head of 
the Salt Organisation, I have to travel in man)'' paris of InJia. 
I arrived in Calc11tta on the 4th of April, 1972. I had the good 
fortune of visiting Dadaji on the next evening, i. e. 5th of April 

in the company of Shri G. T. Kamdar and Shri A. C. Banerjee, 

in a quiet house when a few devott:les were present and listening 

to Dadaji's teachings and message. Earlier I bad sent a friend 
to enquire about Dadaji in his shop in the New Market. The 

shop assistant replied that Dadaji left a few minutes back, but 
had been enquiring if some one had come. I left for my hotel, 
but I had a vision of Dadaji in a dream that night. As soon 

as I entered, I felt a completely new atmosphere prevailing in 

the room when I saw Dadaji reclining on the bed, his captivating 
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.,yes ttuned upwards and moving sideways with a beaming smile 
on his charming face. I could immediately feel that I had entered 
a chamber cut off from the humdrum of everyday life, a place 

where one gets lost in heavenly presence. We garlanded 'Dadaji' 

f 
and he accepted them with great g1·ace. Dadaji signalled us to 

C sit down. When I put my head on his feet, I had a sweet 
~ fragrance coming out of his feet and I was surprised and moved. 

l) Understanding my surprise, Dadaji asked me to feel the fragrance 

on his navel. It was a different fragrance, and I can hardly 

oxplain the thrill and bewilderment I experienced at that moment. 

I did not know that more was in store for me. Dadaji mildly 

· l'Llbbed my neck and chest and my body became full of fragrance 

which I carried home and enjoyed till the next day. 

Dadaji had been sipping tea from a cup i'.nd asked me what 

T would like to have, tea or some drink. As I had already 

(- taken tea, I did politely inform that to Dadaji. Dadaji had 

l 
heen stirring the half-fnll cup of tea with a spoon and his 
ringers passing over the brim of the cup and then suddenly 

extended the CLlp to me and asked me to drink it. To my 

ntter surprise, 1 tasted from the cup thick milk, sweet and 

highly flavoured. It was indeed an undreamt of experience. 
'rhe lady of the house was also Sill'prised and when I told her 

that it was milk t¢xsd with ;nectar, she said that she herself 
had served pure tea with the usnal touch of milk. Slowly bnt 
definitely I was being taken to a new world where our reason 

. fails and our knowledge becomes imperfect. 

On Dadaji's instructions, a lady gave me two volumes of 

,Qn Dadaji. Both the volumes ~ere first placed on Dadaji's 
hands. I was asked to pronounce my name which I did, 
and beheld Dadaji simply passed his fingers on the first 

blank page and my name with Dadaji's signature dated 5. 4. 7'2 
were written in red ink. I was overwhelmed with joy and 

·most gratefully took the volumes. On reaching the hotel late 

at night, I found that on one volume there was the n::~me of 
another person. When I took the books next morning to Dadaji's 

house and showed him the volume, he asked for another volume, 
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My Impression Of The Great Dadaji 
SRI K. L. GAMBHIR 

I first leamt about 'Dad:<ji' from the description of the meeting 

which the Editor of 'Illustrated Weekly' (Editor's page-20th 

Feb., 1972 issue) had with 'Dadaji' in Bombay, when 'Dadaji'' 
had materialised the 'medallion' of Sri Satya Narayan, a gold 

chain and perfume of the highest order. The Editor was indeed 
wonder-struck and left speechless and described Dadaji as the 

man of wonders. Soon after, I saw an article in 'Bhavon' s 

Journal' (20th Feb. 72 issue) written by Sri S. Ramakrishnan, 
narrating his similar experience of the meeting with Dadaji . 

Besides, in the same issue, I read about Dadaji's visit to the 

house of Sri Charandas Meghji and the instant cnre that one 
paralytic pet·son got at the kind hands of Dadaji. This aroused 

an intense urge in me to have darshan of such a Mahayogi and 
Siddhapurusha and I collected his address etc. of Calcutta in order 

to fulfil my desire when I visit Calcutta next. 

My headquarters is in Jaipur, Rajasthan and as the Head of 
the Salt Organisation, I have to travel in many parts of InJia. 
I arrived in Calcatta on the 4th of April, 1972. I had the good 

fortune of visiting Dadaji on the next evening, i. e. 5th of April 

in the company of Shri G. T. Kamdar and Shri A. C. Benerjee, 

in a quiet house when a few devot"les were present and listening 
to Dadaji's teachings and message. Earlier I bad sent a friend 

to enquire about Dadaji in his shop in the New Market. The 

shop assistant replied that Dadaji left a few minutes back, but 
had been enquiring if some one had come. I left for my hotel, 
but I had a vision of Dadaji in a dream that night. As soon 

as I entered, I felt a completely new atmosphere prevailing in 

the room when I saw Dadaji reclining on the bed, his captivating 
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ayes turned upwards and moving sideways with a beaming smile 

on his charming face. I could immediately feel that I had entered 

a chamber cut off from the humdrum of everyday life, a place 

where one gets lost in heavenly presence. We garlanded 'Dadaji' 

_f and he accepted them with great grace. Dadaji signalled us to 

f c sit down. vVhen I put my head on his feet, I had a sweet 
~r.J fragi·ance coming out of his feet and I was surprised and moved. 

··-v Understanding my surprise, Dadaji asked me to feel the fragrance 

on his navel. It was a different fragrance, and I can hardly 

oxplain the thrill and bewilderment I experienced at that moment. 

I did not know that more was in store for me. Dadaji mildly 

l'llbbed my neck and chest and my body became full of fragrance 

which I carried home and enjoyed till the next day. 

Dadaji had been sipping tea from a cup ~md asked me what 

I would like to have, tea or some drink. As I had already 

( taken tea, I did politely inform that to Dadaji. Dadaji had 

{ heen stirring the half-full cup of tea with a spoon and his 

~.
fingers passing over the brim of the cup and then suddenly 

extended the cup to me and asked me to drink it. To my 

atter surprise, 1 tasted from the cup thick milk, sweet and 

highly flavoured. It was indeed an undreamt of experience. 
The lady of the house was also smprised and when I told her 

t ha:t it was milk ~xed with !nectar, she said that she herself 

had served pure tea with the usual touch of milk. Slowly but 

definitely I was being taken to a new world where our reason 

.fails and our knowledge becomes imperfect. 

On Dadaji's instructions, a lady gave me two volumes of 

-Dn Dadaji. Both the volumes ~erfl first placed on Dadaji's 
hands. I was asked to pronounce my name which I did, 

and beheld Dadaji simply passed his fingers on the first 

blank page and my name with Dadaji's signature dated 5. 4. 72 

were written in red ink. I was overwhelmed with joy and 

·most gratefully took the volumes. On reaching the hotel late 

at night, I fotmd that on one volume there was the name of 

another person. When I took the books next morning to Dadaji's 

house and showed him the volume, he asked for another volume, 
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and my name was similarly written this time on blank page with 

hls signature dated 6.4.72 as it was on the previous day, without 
any ink or pen. Indeed., these two volumes shall ever remain 

the most treasured assets of my life. I fell highly privileged to 
have been given these two volumes by the Divine Dadaji with 

his own autograph endorsement on them in my name. 
When I was asked to move to the next room, Dadaji asked 

me to bow down and pray to God. Befvre entering the room, 
I received a small piece of blank pape•: which I folded aud 

held in my band, when I lay prostrate praying to the Almighty, 

I heard clearly the whispers of 'lHahanam' in my ears. When 

I opened my eyes, I found the '.Yiahanam' written in red ink 
·Clearly in Urdu, the language in which I desired it. The 
3Iahauam written on the paper clid however, automatically 

va,nish after a couple of minutes, when I was 1.·ecitiug 'Mahanam, 

bowing before Dadaji. 

I may express and put in wordtJ the wonderf rtl expedence I ha() 
in the presence of Dadaji. But how can I relate the serenity, 
the peace and tranquillity as well as the heavenly atmosphere 

I felt in my heart in his august presence. I am a responsible 
, executive of the Government of India, with a post-graduate 
degree in Science. I am not given to day-dreaming OJ' senti

mentalism of any kind. But how can I deny the marvellOLlS 
world to which I was carried by Daclaji's grace all'.i. blessings ? 

There are more things in heaven and earth than we can dream 
of. With extreme sense of gratitude, humility and devotion 

I do record my above experience which was made possible only 

by gracious Dadaji. I pray fervently the Almighty will be kind 
to guide me to attain higher consciousness to taste the eternal 

bliss in my life-time. Dadaji refuses to call himself a Guru, 
but assures us that with devotion, sincerity and selflessness, 

we can attain realisation in our life-time. He teaches that God, 
the Almighty Guru, is within us and we have only to look 

inside for His Grace. 
While taking le<tve of Dadaji, I again bowed my head at his 

feet, and a strong fragrance was emanating from them engulfing 
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the entire body. When he blessed ancl passed his beautiful hands 
over my neck and chest, similar fragrance developed in every 

place he touched. What marvellous and tmforgettable experience 

I hal in Calcutta on these two days, has to be gone through 

personally before one cnn believe it. May Dadaji's kind blessings 

ever 1·emain with us. 
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An Unforgettable Impression 
P. M. N. Sw AMY 

Chitf Managing Editor & Publisher, 

The Call Livine, March 1, 1972 

I had the unique experience yesterday of meeting Ptijya Sri Dadaj1, 

Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury, of Calcutta at the residence of Sri Abhi 

Bhattacharya of Bandra. His very presence radiated an atmos) 

phere of supreme tr~nquillity and peace and his charismatic perso

nality commanded the attention of one and all present. He made 

kind enquiries about our Magazine The Call Divine dedicated to 

the hallowed memory of Bhagovan Sri Ramana Maharshi, which 

is being published by me in Bombay as a regula1· monthly. 

He called for a book On Dadaji to be presented to me. The 

book was brotlght and Dadaji asked my full name. I thought he 

was to write my name therein. I took my •fountain pen and was 

about to give it to him, but, then, he just touched the first pag·e 

of the book and lo, I fotmd that my name and his were written 

there in red ink. This was something beyond the realms of 

exploration and I was just looking at him struck with wonder. 

Then, I was called into his Puja room, where I experienced 

another phenomenon of Dik sha Mantra written in my own langu

age Tamil, which materialised on a small slip of paper which I 

was asked to hold in my bands. The writing vanished as soon as 

I read it and handed the paper back to him. That Mahanmn also 

appeared in a circle around me. 

Another phenomenon worth mentioning was that after Dadaji 

performed Puja in his room, the place was found surcharged 

with heaY_I' incense and with heavenly wat~r on the floor where 

there was none. The pure cocoannt water which was kept before 
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the portrait of Sri Satyanarayanji was found solidified into a 
mass of nectarlike matter sweet to taste. 

I was told that Dadaji nevet· believes in Guru-shishya concept 
as prevalent today. He says that the Parabrahman is in everyone 
and one has only to look within himself to realise this. He is 
the only Guru and our mind is the disciple. No human being 

can . be a guru. It is ego that prompts a man to assume the role 

of a Gm·u, for accumulation of mLmdane values. Guruism is a 
source of exploitation of the innocent mass in the name of 

religion. Man is born with his Guru-the Self and the Mahanam 

within. Mahanam is revealed to the aspirant durin~ initiation 

by the grace of the Lord directly. This is true Diksha which 
leads us to the path of Self-realisation. This is the same as the 

"Self-Enquiry1' advocated by Bhagaban Sri Raman i\Iaharshi, 

(
bnt Dadaji puts it in a manner and language that could be easily 

tmderstood and followed by any common man. 
Anyone who understands him can never fail to recognise that 

he is an embodiment of Divinity and always lives in the Bliss of 

his effulgent SELF which is none other that BRAHMAN. What, 
on earth, is not possible for a person of his innat<' grPatness ? 

Who realises the Eternal Truth of our Vedas and Upanishads is 

a self.·realised Alman. 
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Pot-Pourri 

Evening News af India 

Bombay-January 21, '7:2 

K. KITTU 

This writer was once not ~reatly attracted by Amiya Roy 
Chowdhury, familiarly known to countless Bengalis as Dadaji 
or his teachings. 

Yet, over the past week, having had occasion to talk at some 

length with this unusual man, this writer takes leave to revise 
original opinion. Any discussion on spiritualism or metaphysics 

might seem to many at best an intellectual exercise, at its 
b west a somewhat precious essay in pedantic thinking. Yet the 

remarkable thing is that Dalaji's attitude to these problems opens 
not merely new horizons of thought but of feeling. 

This mystic from Bengal bas views so unorthodox that 

"they will puzzle many. He gave a jolt to many mahants at a 
c mfe1·ence in Calcutta recently on his concept of spirituality. 

Truth, he thundered, could be upheld without the aid of dogmas. ~ 
He, in fact, challenged the t1tility of muths, mandirs and 

gurubad. The very conception of a guru was assailed by him. 
His theory : Why should anybody have a guru when He i~ 

within ? 
No Sanskritist he, lost in Lapntan clouds of infructnous lear

ning but a realist who knows his limitations and that of his fellow 

paopla. He is pro-mankind. 
A grihastho, he does not Mk you to 

retire into seclusion in the Himalayas. 

life without excesses. 

renounce the world and 
He wants you to lead a 

He does not wear the ochre nbes. He sm)\es and, possibly 

.l Jves all the good thing;; of life. He must have stumbled upon 
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somtl sutra which accounts for his personal magnetism and some> 

snpernatural powers. He wields Lis powers to help the sick 

without expectations. 

But, ft·ankly, Dadaji is against exhibitionism. He detests 

demonstrations of his po\\'ers in pnblic. His interest is el:!sentially 

public weal. 

In this troubled and fateful time, the wise man will seek an 

unshakable foothold, whereon he can rest while the world whirls 

madly around him. Such a foothold cannot be found in any 

external place ; it is only to be discovered in the secret depths of 

the heart. 

There, in the myste'i·ious recesses of our own being, it exists, 

giving man a deeper strength and higher wis.lom. The man who· 

is wise with the wisdom of the overself and strong in its strength 

has other bnsiness iit hand than passively waiting for new 

Armageddons, or phmetary cataclysms. There is no fear for 

the motTJW for him who lives in this absolute tt·nst just as the 

sparrows have no fear for their morrows. 

He knows that the night will pass and dawn, silent nnd 

irresistible, will roll back the world's darkness and once more 

flood it with light. 

This is precisely what Daclaji means when he says that the 

gum is within. 

Dadaji's view!:!, even if you disagree with them, seem to arise 

from an awareness of the basic and elemental of the roots of 

things unencumbered by doctrine or dogma, something aS' pleasant 

and joyous as a walk on the cliffil by the sea with the salt tang 

of the ocean air on yonr £ace. 
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Discovery of Faith and Dadaji 
SRI CHINTAMANI MAHAP A TRA 

J<'aith is unquestioning, total acceptance. It is easy to l'ecommend 

faith, bnt not so easy to develop and nurse it, because acceptance 

is never for long unquestioning and harJly, if ever, total. And yet 

faith is the first and foremost ptesupposition of all spiritual train

ing and religions belief. Whtt doe.;; having faith imply, then ? 

An uncritical mind? A mind cbllecl by opiate sentimentality or 

pious hope parading as belief ? Hnman mind cannot be uncritical, 

although critical equipment and 1·efinement will differ from 

per.>on to person. All forms of cognition are the product of the 

critical facJlty of the mind which "clec::>des" different kinds of 

~ignals, correlates them, and l'onditions response. Unque.• tioning, 

therefore, cannot mean uncritical. But while this h! tn1e, one must 
n•Jt overloJk the hct that all qaestions are not the prodttct of criti

·C?J enquiry. Some of these, seemingly logical and consistent, 

i;me not in the interest of honest enquiry as in the childish 

JUrs:dt of il.isplaying wisdom. The difference between the two 

types of questions lie> in that the former le;:~,d to answers, the 

latter to further qaestions. 'The aim of the former is to create 

unlerstanding ancl that of the latter to create confllsion. In the 
fMmer, logical cJnsistency is a means to an end; in the latter, it 
i~; an end in itself. Hnmility is the key-note of the former; vanity, 

that of the latter. 

Strange as it may appear, but tl:ere is a clas;; of people who 

a~k questions becanse they mnst. TLey are people without an 

open mind., people whose pet prejtldices create resistance that 

formalises as question. Any assumption that does not !lllow human 

mind the freedom to examine and if necessary accept, readily and 

without dehy, ideas aB.d beliefs as yet unfamiliar to it, is tanta

mount to prejudice. Sectarian religion, aided. and encomaged by 
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GURUS, prJcluce3 not a system of beliefs b:tt a system of prejudi

ces. Institutional prejL1dice is superstition which frowns upon 

reason and yet claims to have been rationally derived. Ritual is 

~>ocial practice of institutional prejudice. When the mind and its 

genuine critical facalty is constantly and for long l'xposed to ri tnal 

nnd superstition, it develops resistance that is commonly labelled 

as orthodoxy and is a form of Avidya or Ignorance. Questions 

arising from such a mind against ideas fell to it are desperately 

defensive : they are an effort to save the pet prejndices from crnrl 

exposure. 

Orthodoxy is in no way con:tined to religion. It is widespread. 

Most academic training now-a-days tends to produce orthodoxy 

in as much as most such training has the implications of indoc

tri~lation. Highly-traineJ scientists, for instance, prefer to reject 

phenomena that they are unable to satisfactorily explain rather 

than accept the possibility of their logic being insufficient or their 

scientific knowledge incomplete. The kind of cynicism that has 

become fashionabie in ' ~ur time is the result of orthodoxy under

stood in its widest sense. Commitment, which is yet another 

fashivnable concept of the day, is a form of orthodoxy. Questions 

that one must therefore silence if one cares to develop faith are 

questions that flow from vanity and superstition and orthodoxy. 

Unquestioning accept'lnce is created by banishing not all questions 
but vain, superstitions and orthodox questions. Honest enquiry 

must continue, and with it honest donbt, for they will not delay 

faith and, properly satisfied, would only accelerate it. 

Honest enquiry is aimed at understanding. Questions ariBing 

out of it have great thempeutic value for the mind : they cleanse 

and purify mind from pre-emption and prejudice while they 

clear the way for healthy understanding. Such questions have 

not to be silenced ; acceptance through them is the onl.Y acceptance 

that will last. If we accept without honest enquiry Otlr acceptance 
cannot be total since reservations will continue to cling to the 

mind when it accepts without exercising to the full its critical 

. facllltie~. The phrase blind faith which, apart from being a 

contradiction in terms, is empJ,)yed ofteri as !', synonym of 
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"at1questioning acceptance" is, in fact, a ·misnomer. '.'Blind faith" 

i~ !tncritical acceptance ; by its very nature it is short-lived, 

~eltish and hypocritical. True faith is not a negation of reason : 

it is a CJnquest of reason. The acceptance results from a cleat· 
realisation of the range and frontiers of human reason. 

Doubt is to Faith as Hate is to Love, a negative affirmation 

·of contraries. Few people are born with total faith and most 

of us ~tl'l'ive at it through doubt. Doubt is therefore not to be 

distrusted. It is sincere yeaming for faith that shall not die. 

'It is only when we are able to conquer doubt that we enter 

into the kingdom of faith. The turmoil and ·liscomfort of the 

doubting mind is its period of penance at the end of which lies 

the promised land of pure bliss or Ananda. Those who snear 

at 'doubting 'fhomases' have often only skin-deep faith themselves, 

There is too much instance in our world on uncritical acceptance. 

This is too bad if only because being against human nature it 

is artificial and unfair. But the demand for faith which asks 

no questions persists, apparently because people wearing saffron

robes or a cowl do not reall.v care for such scrutiny of themselves 

as adonbting mind is likely to make. !'hey are afraid of being 

fvnud out and W011ld m:wh rather impose upon the devout the 

heavy tax of sttperstition than suffer the risk of exposure. Such 

professional 'spiritHal' leaders feP.l safe when the minds of people 

who surroHnd them are adeqaately bem1mbed. There are many 

ways of benumbing the human mind : the frenzied beat of drum~ 

and cymbals, the heavy incense, the pt~rsonality cult, clever 
brain-washing and the most perverae of them all the diet of 

fear. When religion becJmes institutionalised it develops a 

~ecalar character, :mel like secular institutions mnst evolve mean~:> 

to perpetuate itself. It becomes harsh and prescriptive, thriving 

upon the fear it constantly fans in the bosoms of those who come 

into its fold. 

Fear is unn~tm·al and stints the mentfr.l and spiritnal progress 

of man. The harm it does to human beings is incalculable and 

the unhappy fact remains that it is so easily caught and is so 

common. Once h~1man mind harbo:ll'S fe:1r, it is diffic :1lt to 
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get rid of it. And the fear of the unknown is the worst fear 

of all. The stoutest amongst us are prone to it, and notwith

standing our bravado, we are secretly rather scared of the 

unknown which the crafty GURUS project into our thinking 

as instrument and engine of callons punishment. It is amazing 

how simply thi~ is done. First, we are banded over an ethos 

of life remarkable only for its impracticability. The rest is easy. 

Each lapse and there are bound to be a million in terms of 

such an ethos, is a penal offence. The •GURU' can, of course, 

intercede on our behalf and have the punishment mitigated or 

altogether withdrawn-all for a price. The price invariably is 

peseudo-spil'itual eamestness and a regular or an ad-hoc mate1ial 

sacrifice. A religion that subsists on a mafia setting of this kind 

is no religion ? it is trade. It is only when we have cast aw::<y 

fea1· and conquered doubt, forsaken ritual, superstition and 

orthodoxy that we realise faith. Such a realisation is total. It 

is REAL because in such a realisation faith and the object of 

faith merge into each other-are and have been, in fact, ONE, 

It is this faith that we realise as TRUTH ; there is no other. 

k1y realisation of this TRUTH is SANATANA DHARMA, the 

eternal religion of Mankind. There is no place in such a 

.Ieligio11 for superstitions, rituals, gurus, fears and orthodoxies. 

All human misery results from the decay of SANA'l'ANA 

DHAlUIA. It is tJ save this DHARMA from corruption and 

oblivion that God re-incarnates Himself Rge after age. 

S11ch a re-incarnation in our own age is manifested in the 

person of DADAJI. All forms of institutional religion are 

anathema to him. He has no use for rituals and superstitions 

of any kind. He is extr:!-ordinary for his ordinariness. He 

makes no disciples since the realisation of Tn1th must be made 

by the divine resources of the individual himself and not through 

tnmeone, however personally evolved or distinguished. H<J lashes 

out at the traditional Gurubad because he fully realises its 

immense dangers for the seeking multitude of humanity unable 

to distinguish between the sham and the genuine in its state 

of intense spiritual confusion. He promises no escape from 
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PRARABDHA which we must all of us bear, just as he promises 

divine underiltanding and c:>mpassion for all human actions in 

c->nformity with oar nature as human beings. He assures people 

that renunciation is the spiritual translation of the attitnde of 

n')n-attachment, rather an ostentatious display of indecent austerity. 

Daclaji's message is the trumpet-call of freedom from spiritual 

·sloth and mental slavery. It releases in Man a tremendous self

cJnfidence in himself by convincing him that GOD lay in his 

b')som :md we must by shaking off ritual and superstition - begin 

-a dialogue with HIM. Therein lies SALVATION or MOKSHA 

or what you will. The Mahanam that we realise from within 

ourselves in the presence of Dadaji is the sound-manifestion of 

the God within us. The chant of the Mahanam is the constant 

reminder of His presence within our hearts. Whatever the mode 

uf manifestation, the Di·.-ine is forever divine. That is why there 

i~ no difference, according to Dadaji, between the N AM and 

the NAME£. In essence both are ONE; they were never two, 
in fact, and are referred to separately for the sake of descriptive 

·C)nvenience. To be in everlasting communion with the Divine 

is t;he only aim of 1·e-vitalising SANATAN DHARMA by 

-e~tablishing the meaning of TRUTH and showing us the path 

of its discovery through }lAHANAM. He abhors personal 

publicity and hero worship and claims for himself the courtesy 

·and con.'!ide1·ation that one would give his elder brother. That 

is why be wants himself addressed as DAlJAJI. 

'!'here is something fascinatingly child-like in his pe1·sonality. 

He is enchantingly unpredictable, playful and often also moody. 

He affirm'> time and again that he is not the doer of those 
astonishing miracles that come to p<1ss in his presence. His 

utter simplicity reminds one of the simplicity of God-men of 

History. 

After all, it is only the simple that could be so profound. 
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Orissa ln Spate 

DR. N ANILAL SEN 

I too had gone ; not with the wind; but, with the avalanche of 

devotees of Dadaji. I fancied myself being the leader of the· 

party-a hundre<l ann odd stt·ong souls, men fb.nked by women 

and children-and the cynosure of all eyes, though hardly catch

ing a glimpse of any of the pilgrims around me. For, Dadaji had 

left on the previons night, the lOth of March, 1972, and had reache<l 

Bhubaneswar on the morrow. Someh)W it struck into me that 

these men and women were whistling off to Bhubaneswar to instdl 

me there. But, when the Ptlri Express steamed off from Howralt 

on 3Iarch 11, it was some others, not me, who were on the crest 

of the avalanche answering the needs of the fraternity. Mind has 

its own Quaint antics which had played false with me and my 

high dudgeon and prickly egoism melted away as the train sped 

on. The journey was ::t pleasant one beyond measure and offered 

ainple scope for competing sense of fraternity. And we reached 

Bhubaneswar at about 6 A.M., Mr. Balaram Misra, that amiable 

gentleman with qualities of head and heart beyond cotmt, was 

ready with his men and cars to escort us to our respective place:> 
of residence there. 'Ve were all billeted there in nice buildings 
with ideal amenities. And on the hmpitality ! A District and 

Sessions Judge was the constant sentinel of our relaxing whims and 

humours. And the Chairman of the Public Service Commission,. 

Orissa, played a visiting care-taker. 'Vhat impressed us, blowing 

Bengalees most, was the simplicity of dress and demeanour of 

these bigwigs of Orissa, a phenomenon hardly to be chanced upon 
in megalomaniac West Bengal. Nat,lrally, we relaxed into self

-styled royalty over cups of tea and tasty snacks. After a while 

we had a comfortable wash and were tr:ken to the nearby Kalama-
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ndap, the .venue of Mahotsava and Satyanarayana Puja for which 

we, at least myself, have been smuggled into Orissa as the inti

mate associates of Dadaji. 

vVe 1·eached there at aboat 8.30 A.:.\I. :md were immediately 

conducted to the breakfast theatre ; yes, it was a theatre, if not an 

amphitheatre, and we instinctively suffered evPL'Y creek and corner 

of our bellies being sold with a song to the hot puris and mounting 

vegetables dished out to us. And then with goblinish glee and 

leisurely air, we--no, 1-found time to enquire about Dadaji. It 

was learnt that He and His company had been hosted by 1\Ir. 

Balaram :M:isra, a top engineer of Philophilia and loving resigna

tion to Dadaji and his sweet wife, Basantidi, sweet in every res

pect. At dead of night the local people under the guidance of 

Hasantidi and few otuera were busy at Kalamandap making preli

minary preparations for the next day's festivity. Some were peeling 

vegetables and chopping them into pieces ; others were doing other 

preparati:)Jls. The organisers were r:>ther afraid if they would be · 

able to cope with the situation that would crop up on the morrow. 

Suddenly a discordant note was sounded. Egoistic outlook and 

. exp~~sion stole a march upon a few and there was witnessed a 

habel ~sentiments. The whole thing was drifting fast, according 

to D~daji's oatlook, towards inevitable DJksa-yojna. But, Dadaji, 

that omniscient phenomenon, that grace rolled in grace, was there 

at Misra's to prick the babble of mischief that was afoot. Basanti

di snddenly smelt the strong ?roma of Dadaji's body. It waR about 

'2 A.3I. then and Dadaji had relaxed Himself hardly for one hour ; 

still He came there in a car within a shortwhile. He asked the 
. -

people there not to chop vegetables any more ; He gave such other 

i:ntructions to other pevple, sauntered auoat in the precincts of the · 

Kalamnndapa for some time and then went back to Misra's. 
Before leaving He inspected the stock of cereals kept ready for 

the two-day-long festivity which was likely to attract thousands 

of people. He was told most apprehensively that only one and 

half maunds of rice and one mannd of pulse had been stocked. 

_ Dadaji okayf'd it and lf-ft. 

In the small houri! of the ne.\:t morning at about 4.80 A·.\I. 
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Dadaji went again to Kaliimal)r/.apa and offered Bii/ya·bhoga to 

.Satyanarayana. We had re:tched Bhubar..eswar at the time when 

lie just came out after the offering. [hen followed Niimak!nana 
which c.Jntinned for some two hours. He then went back to .Misra's 

before we had reached Kaliimal'}r/.apa. So, we could not meet Him 
in the forenoon. And the hungry wolf in me grnnted with delight 

that it had been so. vVe, therefore, whiled away our time by 

goin_s ro,md K Iliimaf}r/. 1pa and ,Q,'03Siping on anecdotes be:lring on 
Dadaji. 

Kaliimal'}r/.apa is a big theatrical hall with annexes for anci

llary purpuse:;. Attached to it is a very big museum preserving 

invaluable mementos of Indian culture. Adjacent to the museum 

is an exquisite garden of modem coneeption. The campus of 

Kaliimal)r/.opa is ve1·y big ana can accommodate tens of thousands of 

people when occasion demands it. Though it does not display 

distinctive features of Orissan a.L"t, ' Kaliimal)r/.apa has been well 

chosen as the venue of Mahotsav and puja for obvious reason:>. 

Dadaji came back to Ka/limal)r/.apa at 12 noon to offer 

noontide bhoga to Satyanarayana. It being done, be went back 

to }lisJ"a's at about :2 P .. M. We heaved a sigh of relief. I do not 

k:nw how many were there to share my feelings ; but, I, for 

one, whJ iLm ever hncl of feeding myself physical and egoistic 

f.J.Jd, saw the rosy prospect of meal-time drawing near me in 

fast stl'ide;,; ; I was alert to a •Legree and fell to the dishes with 

an unknuwing nrge without caring to know or enquire who and 
who had lost a seat after a grim battle, of course. And how 

nice of the Orissan people ! The palate itself seemed palatable 

and my belly seemed being graced beyond measure by Bhuma 

Himself. The hospitality rendered by the Oril'lsan people was, 

to say the least, ideal and sincere to the core, though one should 

not make repeated mention of this as it might offend their sense 

of fratel'nity with us. So, the real b11siness smoothly over, though 

a bit painfully towards the sequel, we went back to our places 

and. enjoyed a noonday siesta. Some hilarious and sociable 

people were amusing themselves with pranks and antics ; some 

others were taking time by forelock and gushing out incessantly 
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their life-long stock o£ songs in order to prove that they were, 

after all, musicians o£ note; yet others were thrasting into 

unwilling ears their occult expet·iences with Dadaji as the ever 

sleeping partner. And what was Dadaji doing? Was He 
sleeping, or was He moving about with stal'l'y, steadfast eye,; 

piercing into the devilry of my base mentality which was spinning 

ont all manner of cvustic calumny in respect of all but itself ? 

I did however, sleep ; but, had no dream; nor did I snare ; but, 

I simply kept whisking off nobility and geniality that were 

foreign to me. And did I not whisk off Dadaji Himself ? So, 

m:v vaulting vanity reinstalled itself d:tring sleep in the role of 

Anti-Christ. 
The evening session, which was scheduled to begin at 6 P.JH. , 

provided fot· a meeting under the presidency of the then Chief 

Minister of Orissa, Sri Viswanath Das. Thanks to his multifarious 

responsibilities, he was late in coming ; bnt, when he came-a 

short, unassuming octogenarian in simplest dress and with a 

wet napkin on his bar<l head-it seemed that egoism and vanity 

have been hiroshimaed in Orrisa inetrievably. A man of sterling 

qualities of head and heart, he took the presidential chair placed 
besille Dadaji's and the meeting had an enchanting start-off through 

the sc1pe~·b vocal artistry o£ the famons Bijandi (Sm. Bijan Ghosh 

Dastidar) and her tronpe displayed in the inaugural music of 

Ramaiva saranam, 'Hare Krsna Hare Krsna' and the like. Then 
followed speeches by the local celebrities--Justice B. K. Patra, 

Mr. Nityananda Mabapatra and Dr. B. D. Panda, a top indus

trialist. JtBtice Patra was neat and perspicuous, succinct and 

pithy in his delicious addre.>s. Dr. Panda exhibited
1
great felicity 

of expression and variety of interest brought to bear upon Dadaji. 

And :Hr. 3lahapatra was intensely oratoi·ical and succulent. 

learned and intrJspecti ve, witty and manifestly devout. The 

Hpirit of ce>mplete resignation to Dadaji was, however, the inevita

ble refrain of all the speeches. I shall do injustice to myself if I 
do not rece>rJ here the felicity of expression and idea as displayed 

in the speech of 31r. JUahapatra : "I have not the mind or 

energy to chant your Vamil; instearl I can practise 'friiniimii', 
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J have no means to offer You Daksina; I can very well offer 

Pradaksina to you." It instantly enchants the mind with its

superb grace and depth of meaning. 
Dr. · Goarinath Sastri was to have been the chief-guest at the 

meeting. But, since he could not go for pressing preoccapations, 

his signed address in English was read out by Mr. Gunada 

Majumdar. The address was in style and diction and clarity 

of conception a masterly one and was read out in the most 

befitting manner. Then followed a very neat speech by the 

president which amply displayed his resignation of spirit and 

unquestioning devotion to Dadaji. The meeting ended at 
about 9 P. }1. and we darted towards the dining room lest 

we lose the battle. But, I have forgotten to record a matter of 

great moment. Before the inaugm·al music by Bijandi, a hymnal 

masic by D:1daji Himself, which was recorded earlier, was played 

which by its raptarous melody and vibrant feeling touched 

the inmost chords of onr -hearts. And after the meeting 

the local artists treated us to melodious music of the first water. 

The next day dawne•l with a brighter prospect. It was the 

clay of Satyanarayana pujrt to be performed by Dadaji himself. 

Dadaji came to Ka/amandapa at about 8 A. M. Nama-kirtan 
was in full session right from the small hours of the morning. 

We had our breakfast as on the previous day and then collected 

in the auditorium where paJa-gan was being sung by the local 

masicians. Dadaji h:1d left after offering balya-bhoga. We stayed 
on and only left after having oar meals at noon. 

This was the day on whichDadaji would perform Satyanarayana 

puja in the evening. 'rhe puja is &ui generis and is packed up 
with exciting miracles. It was only to be expected that the puja 

would draw a crowd beyond all computation. The puja was to 

be preceded by a meeting at 6 P.M. under the presidency of 

Mr. Radhanath Roy, renowned editor of the Samaj. But, even at 

5-30 p.m. the auditorium was packed to overflowing. And when 

the meeting began with the inaugural music, the whole campus 

was studded with hea-ls and it was really a sight to see how 

,such a huge crowd observed tongue-tied silence and discipline. 
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' l'he music over, tln m3dting was addressed by a Calcuttan. 

Then followed the presidential address in Oriya which continued 

well over half an hour-it seemed it was gripping, to the mind 

.and soul at once-and then the meeting conclnded. 
After a short spell of respit,e and meetings with some notable 

persons of the city, Dadaji went to the adjoining pnja room which 

possibly serves as the green-room of the tl1eatrical hall. Was 

it a mere accident or an object-lesson fo,_. us who run after gurus 

in hills and jungles and try to share with them the proud privi

lege of pr.tctising austerities and atrocities. On our N atm·e ? The 

green-room is the puja room ! Is not that one of the main strands 

.of Dadaji's philosophy ? The world is the green-room, thfl 

stage, and we have to brave it with equanimity, not forsake it. 

What is needed is a thorough overhaul of our perspective and 

then the green-ro::>m will assuredly tcu·n into puja 1\.>om, However, 

Dadaji went into the pnja room and slammed the door behind 

him. Dadaji was :tlone in the room with Satyanaray~na and 

He started the puja which lasted for abo ,tt an hour. Th'jn he 

.came out dyed in purple and str,Iggling p::>ssibly to rehabilitate 

J1imself in his physical sheath, if there be really any. The door 

of the puja room was fltmg open for streams of visitors who 

·<peued to have an entry into the historic room, Prasad of 

·Cocoanut Water turned into 'Ksira' was being given to all. 

Both the~e affairs took a long, long time t •) come to an end. 

Then there were endless visitors who cravecl to see Dadaji and 

have his blessings. Many were given Mahanama subsequently. 
However, at about 10 P.M. Dadaji went back to .Misra's house 

.and took some of us along with them. We came back to 

Ka/iimandapa at abont 11-30 P.}I. a11d had our night meal. 
Thus ended the two-day-long program of Dadaji's visit to 

Bhnvaneswar. And what rwxt ? A resume of the Mahot,ava 

preparations revealed that the quantity of cereals stocked for the 

purpose stood there undiminished in stoic defiance of the ravages 
of the hungry generation. Need I remind the learned readers of 

~ Purna~ya i il• namiic;aya Purnamevii•·asisyate ?' 
The Chief ~Iinister had some time back extended invitation 
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to Dadaji to go tc> the Veda mandir at Pari. It wa> decided there

fore that we shall all gJ in reserved buses to Puri next moming. 

So, we retirt>d that night with the blissful thought of getting to 

go to P.tri whose attrLtction can neve1· be on ~the wane. Next 

morning ?.t abont 9 A.M. we went to Kaliimandapa and had our 
breakfast there. We had packed our bags and baggages earlier 

and kept them in our respective rooms; for, we had to leave 
Oris.>a for Calcutta that evening. So, aft-:-r breakfast we were· 

divided into small groups and were gossiping and rf:viewing our 

short stay in Orissa. And I feel greatly prond t9 submit that not 

a single soul am:mg the hyper-critical Bengallees could be fotmd 

out who could betray any untoward feeling against the local 

people. "On the Orissa people ! they are so simple, so sincere, so 

devout, so hospitable and so very dutiful and disciplined! " 

That was the only talk of the day. Bn~ we were talking and going 

about, going about and talking and the hands of the clock were 

going round and round. But, where is Dadaji ? It is almost 11 A.lVI, 

and He is · expected every moment. In fact, He was dne 

he1·e earlier. Somebody informed that Dadaji told him last night, 
"You cannot start for Puri on the morrow till at about l:.:l 0' 

clock." But, we were tired of waiting. The buses were there in 

the campus and we were .all posted there to board th~ bLlSes an.1• 

moment the green signal ' came. But, the S11preme Will Jus 

inscrutable ways. And Dadaji came at long last and the bases 

started plying ahead for Puri five or ten minutes before 
12 O' Clock. The Journey was a pleasant one and we reached 

the Vedabhavan at Puri at abo at LBO P.M. The Chief Minister 
along with Dadaji and other Ministers and high Officials hnd 

arrived there a bit earlier. 

'fhe Vedabhavan is a small one-storeyed building with a rather 

~mall campus strewn here and there with a sprawling of strnc

tnres. In front of the main b:1ilding there is a quadrangular 

Rtmct.:u·e open on all sides, which serves as the fire-sanctuary. 
When we reached there, ohlations were being offered into fire 

with the recital of Vedic hymns. 'Ve entered the rather commu

dions hall of the main building which was already packed to 
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rmffocation. We somehow threaded our way through the crowd 

and sat near Dadaji. · Beside Dadaji was the Chief Minister. 

Dadaji was talking in his usual homelf way. A little later, an 

old sannyasin with a staff in hand camt:~ and sat on the floor some 

five cubits off from Dadaji. Dadaji was discoursing on the . \\ 

tuiassailable Supreme Will. He instantly looked straight into the \ 

eyes of the sannyasin and be.ackoned him to come nearer. And 

he obeyed it like a child. How now ? "Vhere has his sturdy 

egoism tied? His scholarship and eminence as a writer, his fame 

and renown as a great siddha ascetic, his incontestable lordship 

over a legion of his disciples-have they in a trice gone the way 

of all flesh ? Then the wonted jocular mood of Dadaji manifested 

itself. He suddenly stared at me and said, ·'Let me first of all 

put an end to him, them I shall negotiate you,-............ ' 

Dadaji then passed his finger-tip from the chin of that ascetic 

up to the lower lip and thrust something like tiny particles of 

sandesh into his mouth which he did not grudge to eat. Then he 

placed his concave palm before the gaping mouth of him and 

thrust something into it which also did not disagree to his palate 

or prejt1dice. 1 And then came the Zero hour. Dadaji most un

ceremoniously pulled him by his head and delivered Mahanama 

to him and let him see that written in Dadaji's palm even when 

all of us kept looking on. Stillness pressed upon stillness all 

·about the hall and the calm that prevailed foreboded the impend

ing deluge. A few seconds and the ascetic started reciting with 

rapture the following Rgvedic verse possibly in the ganapiitha 

form, "Yaj[iemt yajiiam Ayajanta Deva~ Tami dharmiil)i pratha

miinyasan etc.". This continued for some five minutes, his right 

hand waving and body trembling with hectic excitement. Some 

one questioned to him first in Sanskrit about the pertinence of 

reciting the verse at the moment. But, there was no answer. The 

question was repeated in Hindi. He then said, "I am a Marathi .. ' 

Then it was the tum of Sri Nityananda Maliiipatra to repeat the 

01ame question to him o:...er and ovei' again. At long last came 

oat the reply from his quivering lips : "This is the 

religion." Sri Mahiipatra asked him again to descl'i~ 

primal 

his ex-
\ 
\ 

) 
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t )erience. A~d sharp ~:-tme the r~ply, "C~n vision of Brahman 
be expressed m words ? So, that IS what IS that-our Dadaji. It 

eemed as though the old ascetic has been completely benumbed 

;,n~ brot1ght to bay. His erudition gone, vanity evaporated, he 

\ 

looked like a simple lamb near the shepherd. Then Dadaji sipped 

a gbss of water and handed it over to the ascetic. The ascetic 

dipped his finger into it and took a jet of water. Daclaji then 

delivered ""Iahanama to the :Nlahant of Emar math and a few 

others and then retired into the adjoining room where the 

I=tgveda is kept in an iron casket and worshipped daily. Dadaji 

cli.i inscribe some words on the volume of the Rgvecla with a 

simple touch of the tip of hisfinger. The room which was out 

of bounds except for the priest was on that day flung open for 
cummoners like myself and Dndaji was smoking cigarette _there 

in his usual reclining posture. However, after some time, :\laha

prasacl of Jagannath and B?.laram was given to us all and we 

had a he::trty and delicious deal of it. Then w.e were p<>rmittPcl 

to move about ;:tt will for half an hour and we went straight 

to the seashore to enjoy ourselves. Some suggested a visit to the 

temple of Jagannath. But, it fell through clue to lack of enthu

siasm of many amongst us. Sometime afterwards we undertook 

our return journey to Bhubaneswar by bus and private cars. \Ve 

reached there at about 5 P.M. and immediately dashed towards 

the railway station to get ~he Calcutta-bound Ptlri Express. '.rhe 

Orissan admirers of Dadaji mustered strong at the station and 

gave us a hearty send-off. Many of them were in tears for the 

g1·im prospect of being pa!'ted from Dadaji. '.rhe train steamed 

off and in almost every station it touched .in Orissa there were 
visitors including Justice B. K. Patra to pay respect to Dadaji. 

\V e had grown rich in experience by then-experience that can

not be pmchased with all the gold of the world. vVe mused within 

om·selves. •Is it a dream or a hallucination ? Is Dadaji a reality ? 

Orissa was in spate ; and were not we deluged by that flood ? 

But, dream-symbols have a genre of the~r own which ill accorclt> 

w:ith what happened in Orissa. Swami Brahmananda Parama
ham~ is, the . best example of it. Yes, that is the name o( the 
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-old ascetic w"oed into rapturous resignati_on by Dadaji. He is j 
Dne hundred and seven years old and is one of the two greatest 
ascetics of Orissa and one of the very first rank in the whole of . 

India, He is a great scholar, particularly in Patanjala Yoga and 

has reportedly achieved siddhi in Yoga. It is passing strange how 
a stalwart of the monastic ordet·, who h::ts hinged himself high 

up)n the pulpit held aloft by a lakh of disciples could submit so 

.tamely and so instantly defying even the instinct of self-preserva

tion. And the verse he recited ! It was a singular attempt at 

proving beyond any speck of doubt from all points of view the 

unenviable position of Dadaji and His mission, though God 

himself is not spared the venom. 'fhe R. K. (verse) belongs to a 

hymn of the tenth mai}q_ala of the ~gveda. It is the famous 

hymn called 'puru~a-Sijkta-in which sahasr:>.~irsaJ:t purusa is 

-extolled. The Puru~a is extolled, the Purusa who is all ('Purusa 

evedam sarvam), whose quarter existence is tile whole universe 

and three quarters are transcendent ('Pado'sya Visa Bhutani 

Tripadasyamrtatbdivi). It is anybody's guess why thus Puru~a

. Siikta caught the imagaination of Stt~amiji. But, it was partly 

.inhibited and transfixed on the particula1· R. K. possibly because of 

.the subcutaneous influence of the supreme will in order that the 

-eulogist may not get to anything beyond his desert. So, he 

possibly switched over from Purusa to Dharma. Let us come to 
the hymn itself. It is a cosmogonical hymn with a deep meta

physical import. The hymn after some prefatory verses describes 

the creation of this world of creatures. Thus it runs, "His quarter 

is this universe. And by that quarter he encompassP.d both the 

hungry and the reverse. Prom him w::ts b,om virit who was the 

source of Puru~a (the second or the third, virat being the second). 

The devas commenced a sacrificial session with the. (third) pm·usn. 

as otolation. Spring was the clarified butter, summer the faggots 

and antumn the offerings. Puru~a itself is sacrifice and that 

pnru~a placed on Kusagrass was spdnkled with water. Then 
devas, sadhyas and r~ is sacrificed with him, (as oblation ' . From 

that sacrifice arose the three Vedas, the four castes, the moon, the 

.stars, the sky, the heaven, the earth, tht3 directions and all vege 
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table and animal world.' Then the hymn brings us to the t•k 
under reference. The language is rather mystic. A free render
ing of the verse is as follows :-The devas sacrificed sacrifice· 

with sacrifice and that was the primordial religion. They, in· 
resplendence, are transported to N aka (the immortal realm of 

Purusa) where the former sadhya devas reside. Sacrifice is 

Pnru~a as we gather from the hymn itself. The instrumental and 
the objective cases as also the verb is here one and identical with 

puru~a, and •deva' symbolises the sense-organs. Hence, the rk 

here clearly speaks of the Svabhavadharma which is so emphati
C!tlly preached by Oadaji, And that was the primordial religion 
and the religion of all times. What can a jiva do all by himself ? 

\Vhatever he does with whatever accessories is all that supreme 

being. When our sense-organs and the mind arise to such a con

sciousness, our mundane existe110e becomes a sacrifice. "Sacrifice

yourself': -that is the eternal refrain of Dadaji's teachings. And 

who are the Sadhyas ? They are verily the sentinels of 

G·oloka of Krsna ( 'Tadiirddhvam ca gavamlokah Sadhyastani 

palayantibi'), And Dadaji's advent is for that (',.olaka, Vr~>.ya. So
we can possibly grasp now the deep import that tLe rk yields to · 
us. So, all glory to Swami Brahmananda Paramahamsa who has so

unmistakably and so eloquently proved to the populace the role o£ 

Dadaji and the nature of his mission. He, all by himself, achieved. 

in the space of five minutes with the recital of a solitary verse· 

what could not be achieved by many a scholar and ascetic in years 
by writing volumes on it. And what about Dadaji ?' Let us not 
try to carry coal to New Castle or to sit in judgment over one who 

is timeless and •awalpa'. Let judgment judge itself out there at 
the lotus-feet of Dadaji; for, that is at once its consummation and. 

final fulfilment. 
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I Found A New Light 

DR. HAM CHANDRA PRASAD 

1 had read about Dadaji in the Indian Nation. My anxiety to 

meet him got further impetLlS from my father, Prof. R. Saran, 

who bad received Mn.hanam the s:1me morning, and I lost no 

time in having a darshan of Dadaji. 

As a student of literature I had developed a natural inclination 

to look beyond the apparent reality, and to fathom into the 

·depth of our existence. I had some occasions to meet some 

spiritual personalities of India, and had tried to understand and 

propagate their ideas. In fact, I took some pains to write some 

tracts on the teachings of some religious teachers. They spoke 

,mostly in the language of conventional Gurus, aP.d whatever 

.:lifference they may proclaim from ono another, they were not of 

any fundamental nature. My further intimacy with tl1em did 

not satisfy my hunger for Truth, and I was in doubt whethel' 

these religious leaders would ever be able to illuminate the 

modern mind. When I heard from my father that Dadaji is 

preaching the(direct path to the Absolute with Mahana111; and 

is rejecting both , the Sastras and any individual Guru for' self

l'ealisation, I found t!1e light, anrl rushed to Dadaji. On his 
advice I went h')me and brJaght my wife to have Mahanam 

together. / \ 

Dadaji's teaching ~~mple and straight~God is with us and 
in us. The Mantt·a is being continuously reso:mded in the heart 

of the individual, and it can be had only from the Absolute 

direct. Both my wife and myself bowed before Sree Sree 

Satyanarayan and the Mantra was clearly heard from a region 

we conld not tmderstand. It also appeared on the small slip of 

paper and then vanished. It was a 'darshan', a real 'diksha.' 
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I now iind that my earnest yearning for Truth was kindly 
granted by the Absolute.! .My visit to Dadaji, I am sure, is not: 

a chance coincidence. It has certainly a deeper meaning, at 

least for my wife and myself. 
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Response to A Call Within 
DR. V. K. SAHU 

This universe, as we see it, is not the result of an accident ; it 

is the result of a long process of evolution. Right from the 
anatomy of human body, the floras and faunas, the birds and 
animals, the streams and rive~·s everything follows the law of 
nature. The entire creation with all its features speaks the glory 

and grace of the Supreme Ureator. 
It is a way with human life, that in one time or other, he 

faces the qttestion from his sel£-"Who am I"?. He then tries to 

find the answer "Am I the body ? Am I the mind or the 
intellect ? Or, am I the final Saccidananda ?" Yet the answer 

is not far to seek. I am Thou, That Thou Art ! So on. But this 
look inward makes him. aware of the call from the Unknown, 
inspires him with the consciousness to realise his own role in 
the manifestation of the great Lila, being enacted by Him. He 

becomes conscious of the fact that his journey does not end 

in this world-it is destined :tt somewhere else, the eternal 

abo.le of all the creation. 
The life passes on. We appreciate the beauty of the creation 

through our senses, mind and intellect, which are also a gift of 

nature. Then saddenly the wisdom dawns in us that we are 
all helpless beinr;. He is the real Doer ; we are all following 
our destiny at liis Divine Will at the proper time. Our period 

of existence here depends on His course of manifestation ; the 
underlying law here is an idea of wholeness behind all. The defect 

in our angle of vision makes us divide the One Whole into parts. 

Right in tune with this spirit of our Sanalan Dharma, Dadaji 
is among us to establish this truth, this Ol'ly truth that man should 

bow down only before his Guru-the Almighty. The aspirant 
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has to proceed alone on the way with the grace of the Guru as 

the blessing. The Guru resides within us-the question is not 

of attainment but of time when man can feel the throbs of His 

Eternal call through the ins and. outs of his breatbings. 

Dadaji condemns the idea of Maths and AJramas vehemently

which in his words are "another name for building np property." 

!:;Money and fnnds raised on this issue is no 'dak shin a' in the 

true sense of the term and takes one far way off from his goal. 

\_ 
Daksina, as Dadaji explains it, is actually the remembering of 

the "Mahanama for, the Nama and Nami are identical". There 
can never be a transaction between a thing of the relative plane 

(
~and that of tlie spiritual plane. The temporal and temporary 

assets have no value except in this material world ; they are 

at best a fitting phantom of a transitory day. In fact, they are 
a distraction from the right path to Eternal Joy, Eternal Peace 

and Eternal Bliss. 

In the words of Dadaji, this real 'asram' is the sacred body, 

which God has given to all of us. And our most sacred duty 

is to search within where God resides with all His glory. Dadaji 

therefore, rightly advises that there can be no mortal medium 

between GoJ and man. If anyone pretends or professes that be 

can help in the attainment of Truth, that is all bluff. The Param 

Guru alone can deliver Akhanda Prema and supreme bliss to 

those who pine for Him. 

Behind all appm·ent dive1·sities and divisions, there is a single 

guiding Truth, nniting all the3e into a whole. The creation 

surrounding us, this visible universe, the Brahman·la, and for 

that matter, such innumerable universes beyond om· vision as 

Dadaji often tells us, all these are tied up in a single chain by 

the manifestation of the Supreme creator. This leads us to 

the immortal message of Sri Dadaji that mankind is one, irres

pective of the artificial distinctions in race, colour and creed. 

The mankind appears to be one family. All reli<sion of the 
world sing the glory and grace, in one form or other, of that 

Trnth, who is the Ultimate Reality, the Absolnte Consciousness-

the Truth. 
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A heavenly deliveranc~e and salvation 

GUNADA MAJUMDAR 

Shri Paramananda of Patna, formerly Chairman of the Bank of 

Bihar, came~') Calctltta in April 1972 for a darshan of Dadaji 

with a prayer to alloviate the sufferings of his eldest son, Narainji. 

His son .had beea ailing from cancer, and physicians bad little 

hope of his recovery. Paramanandji also requested Dadaji kindly 

to favour him and grace his house in Patna by Dadaji's presence. 
Dadaji reached Patna on the 6th of :Yiay, and stayed in 

Paramababu's ( he is affectionately known as Paramababu)-house 

till the 13th of :Niay. The local Press-both English and Hindi

took a special interest in Dadaji's presence in the Capital of Bihar, 
and. published special articlGs on experience with Dadaji by such 

eminent psrsonalities as Shri Jayaprakash ~ arayan, Poet Dinker 

and Shri Brajnandan Azad. The elite of Patnr. thronged at 

Paramababu's residence to have a darshan of Dadaji. 

Certain incidents happened in Paramababu's house, all of which 

.are not known , to most people. The first was that on the lOth 

of May when Dadaji was to go to Arrah at the residence of 

Bihar's well--known industrialist, the late Lal Babu, on Parama

babn's reqaf st. Narainji was sinking fast. Paramababu and 

members of his family were busy throughout the night calling 

the doctors and attending the patient. As Paramababu found 

Dadaji awake in his room at 2 a.m. he reported Narainji's condi

tion. In the early morning I was called by Dadaji and we sat on 

chairs in the lawn. Paramaba1;)U also came out a little later and 

after reporting the patieat's latest condition to Dadaji, he took 

.a chair a few yard" away. Dadaji asked him "How abollt the 

An·ah p1·ogramme ?" Paramababt1 coolly replied, "We start at 

9 as per schedale". We went to Arrah where Dadroji performed 
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Sri Sri Satya Narayan Pooja and got back to Patna at about 7.30' 

in the everting. Dadaji was full of kind admiration for the per

sou leaving behind his sinking son and procaeding to attend the 

Pooja, which, of course, was being held at his request. It was 

rather interesting that even the members of Paramababu's family 

did not object to his going to Arrah. On our return from Arrah 

to Patna, Narainji's condition was equally serious. He would' 

not speak as he had lost his voice and was lying in coma. 

( 

Suddenly the patient got ~ sleep at about 8 P. M. At about 

8.15, Dadaji went to see hlm, when he remained closetted in the 

·oom for 2-3 minutes. After coming out, he told Paramababn 

o see that the patient was not unnecessarily disturbed. Dadaji 

thereafter went to the main hall to give Darshan to the large-

number of people, who were waiting. Paramababu sat with 

Ganga Babu ( Sri Ganga Sharan Sinha, M.P. ) in the porch. It 

was about 8.30 that a news came to Paramababu that N arainji 

wanted a cup of H01·licks. Immediately after, Narainji's 

friend Ramanand came running to Paramababu an1. said that 

Narainji wanted some Rasogollas but not from the stock kept 

in the house but fresh ones. Paramababu sent his Car to get fresh 

Rasagollas. In the meantime, Ramanand again came running t o 

enquire what time the Pooja started at Ar1·ah and on questioning 

why he was interested knowing the time, Ramananda wanted 

to make sure whether the Pooja was started at 12 noon. 
He said that it was at 12 that Mrs. N arainji felt strong Sugandh 

(' 

I 
I 

-and Dadaji being away to Arrah, she conjectured that this 

Sugandh came just when the Pooja star•ed. As a matter of fact, 

the Pooja did start at 12 noon precisely. When the Rasagolla 

was brought from the market and sent to Narainji, he sent for 

his father ( Paramababu ). It was a most pleasant surprise that 
the patient who was in high coma for 20 hours regained conscious

ness like a normal man only 15 minutes after Dadaji's visit to 

·his room and discussed the Puja at Arrah. On the following 

f 

\ 
morning when we were sitting in Dadaji's room, Dadaji asked 

Paramababu, how it was that he (Paramababu) left Narainji in 

such a serious Coma and went to Arrah to join the Puja there! 
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Paramababu explained : "When I w<ts sitting on the lawn yester
day morning a question flashed into my mind that I should consult 

Dadaji whether I should accompany the party to Arrah to parti
cipate in the Puja there or remain behind at Patna to attend to 
the patient. Simultaneously I got an answer, 'Your faith is on 

ti·ial. That is why this sudden deterioration just on the eYe of 

the Arrah programme.' I felt that my dltty lay in going to the 
Puja at An·ah (as Dadaji harl kindly ngreed to go to Arrah at 

my personal request), I also felt th::tt if I did not go to Arrah 

and if there was anything wanting in the Puja there, the patient 

may meet with some Anishta.So, I requ<:~sted my trnst~d Physician 

Dr. C. P. Thakur to giYe me leaYe to go to attend the Puja at 
Arrah." 

The second was that Narainji became anxious to have. 

Mahanam which he did not receive on the first three days of 
Dadaji's presence in Patna. On the fourth day, Dadaji gaYe 

darshan to Narainji, and spent a few minutes each day thare

after. Narainji received the Mahanam. He had been insistent 
to have it and conveyed his request to Dadaji through his father . 

Paramababu had also told me (we are good old friends ) that if 

Narainji had to go, he mnst not go without the Mahanam. Such 
WI!.S the anxiety of father and son for receiving the Mahanam 
Paramababu's prayer to Dadaji was not only to give relief to his 
son, but to relieve the agony of mankind. 

When Dadaji returned to Calcutta, I expressed my anxiety to· 
him about Nar:dnji. Dadaji had told me on the morning of lOth 

:May in Patna that the son would not stay. I entreated to Dadaji ) 
to prolong N arainji's life by at least a year or two. Dadaji 

simply replied, "'Veil, wait and see what HP. does." Dadaji 

repeated his warning more than once in Calcutta in the 

presence of a few friends and I repeated my entreaties. It was 
not merely for my personal feelings for my friend. The battle 

of the physicians to save Narainji's life was a losing one. They 

had been advised by Dadaji to do their best. .·) 
One day Dadaji called me and said, "If the Great Will pre

vails, Narainji will have to go. Otherwise, he may stay for some-
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-time." He knew my anxiety, and on another day he told me, •I,ook, 

Narainji will stay, but don't ask me how long". I understood 

the warning, and insisted no further, Dadaji knew the exact 
position, and I held my cnriosity in check. 

In the last week of 3'Iay Dadaji asked me to talk to 
Paramanandji over the phone and to tell him to come to CalClltta. 

Two <lays later Paramanandji arrived in Ctdcutta. He had 

planned to return the same evening, but obeyed Dauaji's instruc

tions to stay on. -Paramanandji told me that Dadaji had been 

t:tking great pains to person:1.lly look into Narainji on his bed 

in Patna. It was known to some of us, although Dadaji had been 
staying in Calcutta all the time. On the 2nd of J nne Paramababu 

left for Patna by air. I accompanied him to the Air Port, and 

Lon the way he reported to me what Dadaji had told him in his 

Puja room: "Parama, Narain is not your son. Don't worry for 

.him." Paramababu understoe>d the biHt, but brave as he has 

always been there w:ls not the slightest touch of tremor in his 
voice when he was telling me of it. I tried to interpret it- in a 
-different way, but I knew he was not listening to me. · Nor did 

I tell -him of the warning 1 had personally heard from Dadaji 
:about Narainji. The plane was about 4 hours late, and instead 
of taking off at 11 a.m. it took off at about 3 p.m. The next day 

in the early morning I received the message of Narainji's demise 
.conveyed by Paramababu through a common friend. 

A ·fortnight later I rang np Paramababu at Patna, and heard 
the details of the magnificent passing away of Narainji. A 
.couple of days later Paramanandji mng me up and informed me 
thitt he had prepared a statement to be signed by all present at 
N arainji's bed at that particular time, including the physician, 

-giving details of the extra-ordinary action of his dying son. From 
a long distance I heard the melodious voic~ of a proud father, 
-pr.:>ud of his great son who faced death with God's name conti

nnously ringing in his feeble voice suddenly becoming loud and 
fearless. The document, t-ligned by Paramanarrdji; members of 
Jris family and the physician, was sent by Paramababu on his own 
.. to Dadaji. The original statement signed by Pa1·amanandji and 
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othera is in Hindi, which now has been rendered by him into' 

English. The statement of D1·. K. K. Singh, M.D., D.M.R.T.,-

(Lond) was written in his own hand in English. 

The statement clearly depicts a graphic account of Narainji'~-~
mood of peace and serenity. There was not a to11ch of sorrow, 

a word of lament, a thought of a future of his wife and minor 

children, a word of consolation for his old father and mother. 

He had known that his la~t hour on this earth would come that 

day, and was anxiously waiting for-his father to return. When. 

the hour came he lost no time in singing God's name and reciting 

the Mahanam with his eyes fixed on the picture of Sree Sr~e 

Satyanarayan. He did not like any interruption, and was in·itated 

i 

when he was asked to drink the fruit juice. To him each moment 

was precious, too precious, to miss the name of God. The last 

breath went with the Nam, his mouth sending it out and remain-- i 
ing open after the last utterance, as the statement clearly indicates. f 

I 

The sweet fragrance emanating from his body and felt by the ~ 

physici:m--as recorded in his statement-can have only one 

significance. Si.·ee Sree Satyanarayan Himself came to receiv6' 

the soul of His devout N:n·ainji to deliver him from the miseries ' 

of this world and grant him his salvation. In his selfless exercise· 

of the recital of Nam without ego and with complete surrender, j 
the N AM manifested Itself, and the N AMEE or GOD appeared ' 

before him, and his body became 'prasa~'. Na1·ainji's fixed gaze 

had all the time been looking at Lord Satyanarayan. 

Dadaji at that hour was in the midst of his numerotlS admirers

at Lansdowne Road, and at about 9.15 p.m. he was giving that 

silent detached look into the beyond, and after a few minutes at 

9.15 p.m. exactly when Narainji passed away. Dadaji sndd~Jlly 

uttered, "Well, he has left this world." Only a few could surmise 
' 

and Dadaji did not elaborate. 

N arainji suffered a great deal.of pain from cancer. But he felt 

no pain at the crucial h0ur, arid fearlessly took his joarney back 

to his home-the home of Sree Srel3 Satyanarayan. We could 

later realise the significance of Dadaji's earlier ~01·ds-"If the' 
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<Great Will prevails, be will have to go.'' What a heavenly 
.deliverance and a great salvation! 

. STATE~iENl' OF SRI PARAMANANDA AND OTHERS 

PATNA, Friday 2-6-1972, 

After meeting DaJaji I return from Calcutta to Patna. The 

plane being late by 4 hours, land at Patna Airport at 3.45 P.M. 

At the Airport, driver Moti tells me : "Ever since early morning 

Narainji has been very anxiously waiting for your return and 

sent the Car to Patna Jun. to attend to Punjab :J'\iail, Delhi 

Expre3s as well as Janata Express. \:Vben news came that you 

are coming by Air and that the plane is late, be sent me to the 

Airport as early as 1 0' Clock with instructions to wait here 

.till your arrival." Oil reaching home I go straight to Narainji's 

room. I gather that there has been a sudden big fall in the 

potassium content of his body. As such, the main injection is 

.deferred today and !pJtassium is being injected along with 

-Glucose and Normal Saline, Technician Choubeyjee is unhappy 

that he found great difficalty in locating the vein ; conseqneutly 

.he had to prick at 3 or 4 places. 

Dr. K. K. Singh M.D. (Pat) D.M.R.T. (London) arrives at about 

8.40 'P.M., Narainji calls me also. Dr. Singh . takes the Blood 

,pressure. The B.P. records 120/85 . . On this point, the Doctor 

..is rather pleased. N arainji complains thJ.t Choubeyjee has 
pricked at several places in his arm and is hanging the bottle 

for hours together. Choubeyji consoles that the drip will be 
finished within 15 to 20 minutes when the bottle will be removed. 

Narainji feels irritated and starts arguments. I say "Leave 

.this rot. Come, let us have prayers." Narainji turns his face 

from Choubcyjeo and very enthusiastically says, "Yes, let us 

pray." When I ask him, "Will yon have CHARANJAL ?'' he 

instantaneously opens his mouth and takes two spoonfuls of 
QHARANJAL. Thereafter, I start p1;ayers. As soon as I recite 

BARE RAM HARI£ KRISHNA ~arainji takes over the lead 

and with full vigom· he starts reciting the following MAHANA~I. 

'2'2 :;1. ; 
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"HARB RAM HARE RAM, RAM RAM HARE HARE" 

·''HARB KRISHNA, HARE KRISHNA, KRISHNA KRISHNA HARE HARE ' 

GOPAL GOVJND GOPAL GOVIND 

OOPAL OOVIND GOVIND GOPAL, 

After reciting these lines 3 or 4 times he tells Dr. Singh, 

"Doctor, you also recite". To Choubeyjee he says, "Choubeyjee, 

you also recite." To Ram~nand he says "You also join". To 

his wife Sobha, who is standing to his left, he addresses, "'Vhy 

don't you also recite?" Everybody sings in chorus. After 5-7 
minutes, Dr. Singh whispers in my ear, "Please give him some 

fruit juice". Bahu ( Sobha ) hands over to me a tumbler contain

ing orange juice. Narainji takes one sip and says, "Pray, let 

it be." Dr. Singh takes over the tumbler from my hand and 

requests Narainji, "please take one sip from my hand also. 

·'Narainji says", u"Doctor, why do you disturb ?" Never
theless, at the DJctor's affectionate entreaty, he gulps the orange 

juice and sa.ys "Please call Gurudayal Babu". Sheojee who was 
:'ltanding at the door, goes Otit to call Gurudayal Babu. N arayanjee 

resumes the KIRTAN "HARE RAM HARE KRISHNA, 
GOP AL GOVIND" and makP.s everybody sing in chorus. This 

continues for another 2 or 3 minutes. At 9.15 P.M. he gets a 
hicc-up and while reciting the prayer, the mouth which was 

opened, remains open. All throughout, his eyes are resting on 

the Photo of Bhagwan Satyanarayan hung on the wall facing him . 

. Sobha ( B!thu) hands over the bottle of 'Charanjal' and spoon and 
points out towards Narayanji's month. 1 give 2/3 spoonfuls .of 
•Charanjal' in his open mouth but it all flows out. At tl1is 

moment Sheoji and Gurudayal Babn arrive. AshLl and Somi 

also come to the room. Bhola hands over 'Gangajal.' to me. 

'Gangajal' also flows out of Narainji's mouth. Narainji's 
mother comes running from the Hall and straight-away starts 
praying with spread out Anchal before the photo of I.ord 
Satyanarayan. After that, mother and Bahu both start massaging 

N arainji's feet. Dr. Singh starts pressing the patient's chest 

. and giving him ca1·diac massagP. He asks for Coramin from 
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the Nurse ; presses the ·syringe at two places in the heart and' 

ultimately injects at the third point. After giving the injection, 

Dr. Singh examines the heart, pulse, · eyes etc. of the patient, 

covers his body and moves out of the room. I follow him out 

and ask him "Can I now declare him dead ?" The doctor st:.trts. 

crying. · I say "Doctor, please .lo not cry. There are ce1·tain 

duties and formalities to be performed. So, kindly speak frankly". 

With· a very saddened heart Dr. Si.ngh says, "Unfoi:turi.ately, he is 

dead". At this moment Chhabiji arrives. Uma and Urmila are 

standii1g at the door. I get ·ba0k to 'the room, spread out a 

•Sitalpaati' on the floor ·and ·anno.unce : "Let Bhu-Shayya be· 

given". 

Inclerdeo Choubey, 

Paramananda 

SHOBHA 

"\Ve were conducting "Hari-Kirtan' with N arainji. It was. 

Sree Narainji's request that I very much became interested in 

doing I-;lari-Kirtan with him. AU on a sudden he stooped doing 

•Hari-Kirt!J.n' and by the time I turned my attention to him, while 

I was affectionately holding his right hand in my hands, probably 

he was b1·eathing his last. For two to thr(le seconds I could not 

make up my mind what to do, but reflexly I started giving him 

extemal cardiac massage. · In the first five-ten minutes period 

he gasped three to four times and hoping for some nice return I 

continued giving him the massage. While doing so I do commit 

to say that a very soothing smell similar to sandel-type I perceived 

from his body every time when I pressed his chest and went 

nearer him while giving · the cardiac massage. It (the smell ) 

persisted for ne<~rly ten minutes and got lost when I can't really 

say, because I was so vet·y much~ last ·in doing my own job. Y as 

I did try to confirm whether the smell was coming from any 

material source. Later, on asking from persons including 

Shree Par:,ma Babti I fonnd that there was no such source of 
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smell. Yes, it was for the first time in my life. I believed in 

something very most unusual. 

With Grace and prayers for the departed soul and with respect 
to him. 

DR. K. K. SJNGH, M. D. DMRT ( LOND· } 

Shivji-Narainji's younger brother. Rammanand-Narninji's 

friend. Ashu and Somi-Narainji's two minor sons. Chhabiji
Paramanandji's niece and daughter. Gurudayal Babu-had been 

devotad by lo)king after the medical needs. Bhob

Paramanandji's attendant. Shri Paramananda was a ministe1· in 

the Cabinet of Azad Hin-1 Government of Netaji. 

EDITORS 
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Centenary of Prabhu Jagatbandhu 
An interview with Dadaji 

GUNADA MAJUMDAR 

The Sunday . 
Amrita Bazar Patrika, November 7, 1971 

The Advent centenary of Prabhu Jagatbandhu, one of the great 

sages of Bengal is being held in Calcutta from the 7th to the 

9th of November, 1971. We may know something of this great 

man from an interview with 'Dadaji' who met him in his life 

time. 

Q : Where was Prabhu born ? How did he carry his life ? 

Dadaji : Prabhu Jagatbandhu was born in Faridpur. We need 

not go into the details of his personal or family life. All that 

I can say is that he led a simple normal life without any ostenta

tion. He did not belong to any sect, nor did he pursue any 

dogma as ritual. He was always in connection with the Infinite

a steady but silent realisation of the Truth. 

Q : By whom was he initiated ? 

Dadaji : If you mean who was his Guru, the answer is no human 

sonl. 
The Almighty himself was his Guru. He did never rely on 

any external material form to get the Truth staying within him. 

He was not in the categories of Yogis or Sadhus practising penance 

and following rituals. He had a simple direct approach to the 

Infinite. 

Q : How can a person realise the truth without a guide ? 

Dadaji : I have already told you God was his guide. He knew 

that Truth was within him, and he himself had to open the door 
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to have constant communion with Him. He also knew that th0. 
Almighty was anxious to have him, as he was to be within Him. "'· 
So, he did not b::>ther to have an external guide. 

Q : Was he the only person to follow this path ? 

Dadaji : No, there were many others before and after him. Of 

the known persons Sree Krishna Chaitnnya was one, and 

later Sree Ram Thakur who took no initiation from a human being. 

Pt·abhu and these great seers came to earth with the Truth. 

Q : They were great souls, but what about ordinary men ? 

Dadaji : The truth is neither great nor small. He resides i~ 
the heart of each living being. One has only to search Him } 
within himself . 

. Q : What wa3 his particular teaching? 

Dadaji : Love was his ideal and love was his practice. Prabhu 

saw in humanity a single entity, and made no distinction between 

man and man. He was a real seer, and never ti·ied to create 

division by following or inducting a particular sect. 

Q : How did Prabhu practice his love ? 

Dadaji : By serving the poor, particularly those people whom 

society rejected as untouchables. Prabhu himself used to go to 

thes~ people, served them and brought back their self-confidence, 

.a large number of these oppressed people were going to be 

.converted, but Prabhu with his Harinam-devotion to ltod

went around and removed their sense of humiliation. 

Q : Was there no opposition from society to this work? 

Dadaji : Of course, there was-particularly from the vested 

interest. 

As you know, these so-called untouchables were simple labourers 

·and most of them had to render free service to the wealthier 

.sections and high caste people. Prabhu himself became a victim 

.of these oppressors, but he never flinched from serving these 

poor people. 'Nam1 was his only weapon to protect himself and 

bis poor brothers. 
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Q: Did he have any disciple to carry on his work ? 

Dadaji : It may sound strange to many that he had neither

any guru nor any .disciple. He showed an example by his own. 
life. He was doing C'..od's work, and left the rest to Him. 

Q ; Can we justify Prabhu's departure from tradition? 

c 
Dadaji : Tradition is a social concept. We had a tt·adition of 

l}urning Suttees, offering the first child to the Ganges or the· 

ocean. These practices are no longer considered sacred. Trad.i

tion changes, but not tile Eternal Truth. Prabhu held the Eternal. 

Truth and did not brother about changeable tradition. 

r 

\ 

Q : What is the relevance of. Prabhu's life and. teachings to· 

the present world ? 

Dadaji: They have a gre::tt significance to our present-day world. 
In fact, to people of all time. Most of our people have· 

shrouded the Truth with traditions of penance, renunciation, 

Y ogavyas, rituals and recital of Shast1·as. The Al3solute is not 

found by any of these prescriptions. Nor does He divide mankind' 

into sects, castes, Sannyasis and non-Sannyasis. He is the Sa1p.e: 
in every individual. We have to live with the World which 
Prabhu did not reject. Our ancient sages also followed this 

simple path of knowing the 'l'ruth, although they led a normal 

worldly life. Our people demanded political f~·eedom. They 

should know that they have their freedom in their spiritual 

pursuit and they need not depend on a third person for their 

spiritual goal. · 

Q : But ilid not Prabhu have a 'mantra' to breRk the carrier ? 

Dadaji : If by 'mantra' you mean uttering a few words to the 
ears by another person, the answer is definitely 'no.' fie used 

(

'Nom' which he got from the Almighty. Any one can receive 
this 'N am' or 'Mahanam' from Him direct. 
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1\'J any are called, but~ few are chosen 
HARINDRAI''ATH 0HATTOPADHAYAYA 

'The most extr.1ordinary thing about Dadaji is that he seems 

·an ordinary person, who, however, unlike us ordinary persons 

~midst whom he remains for hours, wears no mask. He does 
not pose as a sadilu; he does ' not rJll his eyes upto heaven in 
order to impress on you and me that l1e does not belong to 

earth. He does not need to, anyway. Those who have the 

int.uitive eye can easily see that though he seems ordinary, he 

is extraordinary. His ordinariness may be called a mask which 

intrigues so ri:utn y wha come to have his Darshan. Many who 

have heard of his power of performing miracles come with high 

hopes to see them perfot·med and, when they do not find anything 
happening they return disappointed and even begin to scanclalise 

him. Only a handful come to receive peace and light and 

strength arrd the luminous nakeclness of interior vision which 

such a Leing as Dada can bestow. But the trouble is that 

we do not really wish to have ourselves stripped of what we 

erroneously call our individuality. What the peace does, what 

the light does, what interior vision does is to strip us of onr 
individualism and not oHr individtmlity. We are accustomed to 

the darkness, we are aft·aid of the light which Dada wants to spread 

in the heart of the seeker. The surest way to gain access to him 
is through love and not worship. lle prefers to be loved rather than 
be worshipped since worship is at best a wall between two, who 

wish to become one. Love ushers in a gradual but permanent 

intimacy. 
Dad:tji, in any case, has never claimed to be Divine, a creature 

'vorthy of worship. The whole charm of his being's Truth is 
t he colo:u·fnl personality packed with humanhood that it wears. 
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He does not believe in "gurubad"-which to him is tosh. No
human being, he says, can be another's guru-but I e most 

certainly becomes an instrumeut on which the Divine plays; a 

way which the Divine treads towards Itself through human 
beings who come into the presence of such an instrument. But 
even to contact and sense such presence is p:u·ely a matter of" 

Grace. Faith moveth mountains-yes, but it takes a mountain 
to have faith. 

Dadaji performs remarkable miracles. Several of us, who are 

not quite insane or undeveloped people, have been witness to· 

them. I, for one, do not doubt that when a miracle is performed 

it is performed, not by him who performs it, but by some

Power, whose ways are unpredictable, of whom the performer 

of the miracle is only a .tool, become so and not by accident. 
But why should miracles at all be performed ? Dadaji will 

answer : "In order to prove that there are more things in· 
heaven and earth than are dreamed of in your philosophy"-and 

once that is proved, it becomes easier for one such as Dadaji 

to hold the h!tnd and lead him along a roadway which runs 
within, of which every miracle is but a milestone on the way at

which one does not stop since the goal is past all milestones

and the true aspirant, the authentic traveller never counts his 

footfalls. "Many are called bnt few are chosen" is what Jesus . 

Christ said. But I should like to put the truth in a different 
way ! D:tdaji and his ilk have chosen Him to whom they have.· 
called and called. It is the Divine who has been chosen by 

the Human-and, as we know, He is seldom called and rarely: 
chosen. 

I have had the privilege of coming elose to Dadaji. I have 
had conversations with him which have led me to believe that 

he is an open book with no mystery about him-and the pages 
of that open book are waiting for those who love him to write
on them. What a privilege, really. And his eye3 filled with 
tears when we write the word Love on any page of the book 

you may happen to turn. I have told Dadaji that I have always 

considered love to be the most precious miracle of all ! and, I, for · 
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one, have no doubt that Dadaji is an embodiment of love waiting ', · 

to give it freely and without stint to anybody who may approach }\ 

him without preconception or prejudice; approach him with~ 
just simplicity and surrender. "Suffer the children to come w1to 

me for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." Unfortunately so few 

retain the innocence, the whole-hearted surrender of a child, 
free from the taint of suspicion, the corrosion of a self-flattered 

ego, nervous of being disturbed ! The kingdom of heaven is 

within-and Dadaji walks right into it and floods it with a new 

light-his own granted to him by heaven itself-the light of 

simplicity and affection ; the glow of spiritual intimacy of 
which he is an inexhaustible storehouse within his own Within. 
It cannot be a one-way deal ; it is a two-way traffic when two 

souls set out to need each other in the Wise Pattern of the 

Composite Lonely One-the Divine Creator-who is ever in quest 

of unions to crowd His Loneliness. 

Dadaji is free from inhibitions-a Great Childhood is always 

enjoying itself inside his consciousness free from the duality of 
you and me. He loves colour, perfume, music, beauty, humour
indeed he is composed of all these qualities. When he is silent 
you can hear music if you have the sensitivity to do so ; if you 
examine his personality closely you will see it is a Kaleidoscope 

of colourful patterns constantly changing-like the perfume 
which keeps on changing all over his body as he reclines and 

relaxes on a couch-and he has a smile which hides humour born 

of insight into vanishings and brevities armmd him which, within 
the perspective of the Everlasting bear a sense of sad humour
but humour withal ! 

Do you really wish to plumb, even to a least small extent, 
the truth of a Divine Instrument like Dadaji ? Then, before you 

enter, leave behind, at the threshould not only the dusty shoes 

your feet wear, but the slush-covered shoes of your mind. Empty 
yourself of prudery and. scoff and antagonism-and let that 

emptiness be such that you do not merely say : "I am empty"~ 

feel and say : "I am full of emptiness" -which is the ripest 

fnlness a human can arrive at. Such emptiness-fulness is the 
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authentic state of reception. Do not continue to lollllge about 

on a lazy bed in the darkness of your room with your window 

shut, when broad daylight is waiting for you in the sky. Is it 

the fault of the sky if you do not opeii the window to receive 
its light ? 

If and whea a spiritual Master ever decides to draw any 

particular being to himself -howsoever forward and obstinate 

that person may appear to be-heart closed and rebellious ............ . 

the Master indulges in a subtle technique of bringing him close. 

It is by slitting the heart with sadness whieh is the start of :'t 

possibility for an entry of light into the heart through the 

-slit-which gradually grows wider and wider with every p~in 

inflicted by the ~laster, until it opens completely liko to a 

'window for a total and triumphant entrJ· of .Hit:! love, His light, 

C
His presence. This technique of intlicting suffering, of making 

the ego bleed, is, truly speaking, the master';; technique of 

compassion, of intimacy, of deliverance. I have known of at 

least one s11ch mise--the one who had first come face t::~ face with 

Dada by way of so-called intellectual defiance burled at t:~piritual 

humility-returned home and sickened with sadHess-phoned to 

Dadaji, ·a tremor of remorile in his voice-and at the next 

m,eeting with Dadaji submitted to his influence and went back 

home with a face beaming with joy and a heart relieved of 

anxiety and refreshed by a new faith, a new hope, a new 

understanding. The Intellectual, before the Spiritual, becomes 

the Ineffectual. How can you ever hope with the mind to 
comprehend that which is beyond the mind? Doubt proves to 

be a healthy thing only at the stage where it begins to doubt 

itself. I know it is not at all easy to start with faith, but it is with 

faith even a scientist starts towards discovery-and real faith 

presupposes knowledge. No reall\fast~:>r ever asks you to !have 

blind faith since faith was never blind. But what he does want 

you to do is to come without prejudice, without preference

with an eagerness Of wanting to arrive at your own hidden self 

which is the only Guru, he wishes you to recognise and reach. 

There is a beautiful copper etching I came across dnring my 
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t·escarch on William Blake, the exotic soul, the misunderstood 

mystic who was, besides being a great poet, a great painter. It 

was of a ladder set against a black night which seemed to be 

blacker for the brilliant stars around twinkling inside its hollow

and a lonely man, trying to scale th1t ladder, who, yet is at the 

lower rung, cries out to the sky : "I want", "I want". If you 

really 'want' then you will receive. But unfortunately, even to 

want in the way that mae in Blake's etching wanted, it needs 

Grace. And Grace will come to him who begins to feel the 

hollowness of not wanting-which is the first stage for the Grace 

to begin to feel his need. 

'fo sit in judgment over anybody is crass idiocy-leave alone 
sitting in judgment over one like Dadaji, which is stai·k crime. 

"Judge not that ye be not judged." I have come so close to , 

Dadaji 'that I am able to talk so freely with him as to tell hi;;r~ 
that evil things, blended with mockery, are being said about him. 

He said quite calmly : "Let them. I know all that is being said; 

but even that is in the Divine Pattern." 

And I said to him: "Dada, Christ was crucified." It is the 

fate of Truth to be crucified, 
······-···-----
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An Interview with Abhi Bhattacharya 
PROF. REBA BANERJI SRVASTA VA 

(Sli Abhi Bhattacharya, the famous cine-star, visited Lucknow 

on May 16, 1972 to meet the members of RAMASHRIT tSANGH 
dedicated to the movement for establishing TRUTH as revealed 

by DADAJI, Sri Amiya Roy Chowdhury, the well-known Seer. 

Abhida, as Sri Bhattacharya is popularly called, granted this 

interview with gr;~cious promptness and talked about Dadaji 

with whom he has been in close contact. The following brief 

report is a small part of the longer interview in which a far wide 

area of Dadaji's message and philosophy was covered by the 
interviewer). 

R : It was very kind of you, Abhida, to visit us soon after 

your very busy shooting schedule at Dehradun. Your 
visit is most welcome because so many of us here wo11ld 

like to know more about Dadaji. His recent visit gave 
us a lot of solace bu.t it was very bdef and we are rather 

ignorant about many facets of his per.3onality. If you 

would please agree to talk about him, as if to people who 
don't know him at all, it would be very helpful. 

A: Thank you very much for saying such nice things. You 
see, it has been no trouble visiting Lucknow. In fact, I 
was looking forward to it. When I came here in April 

to see Dad:1ji I h~td decided to pay another visit soon 

to renew my contact with you all. Any thing I ~Jan do 
to spread O'lr beloved Dadaji's message is no trouble, it 
is a privilege and a pleasure ini!tend. But I should much 

rather prefer straight questions than be asked to give a 
general discourse. I am not at all good at that, you 
know. Also, I don't promise I can answer all the questions, 

but I will at least be candid and honest. 
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R : Oh, well, if you prefer that I will try to ask straight 

que3tions. Whrvt do you think is Dadaji's central message ? 

A : That is not really a straight question, but I will (smiling) 
answer that. First of all, let us get it honest. Dadaji's 

message is simplicity itself. Thert. is nothing in it which 
is not central. When Dadaji was here he was most 
explicit about it. Dadaji says that his mission on this 
earth is to establish TRUTH by revit1lising SAN A TAN 

DHARMA. 
R : · Oh, yes, he told us that. But which is Truth ? And 

what does he mean by SANATAN DHARMA? Does
he have any special concept of it? 

A : I was coming to that. TRUTH is the highest realisation 
of SANATAN DHARMA, the eternal religion of man

kind. So, when Dadaji says he is here to establish Truth, 

it automatically means he is here to revitalise Sanatan 

Dharma. The Truth which Dadaji wants us to realise is 

that man is born with the divine spark and should be in 
constant touch with it. As long as we are ont of contact 
with the divine within us we suffer from falsehoods or 

delusions and the conseque.1ces of these in our day-to-day 
life. That the Jiva is hiding within it3elf the yearning 

for the Divine is the maj1r postnlate of Sanatan Dharma, 
which seeks communion between the two. This concept 

of Sanatan Dharma is not new but I suspect it has been 

deliberately misrepresented by the professional 'Gurus'. 
R : How can we establish contact between the Jiva and the 

divine essence within us ? And what is after all Jiva ? 

A ; I will answer the second question first. Jiva is Existence-
essence, the sole glorification of which is the aim, I believe 

of modern existentialist philosophy. I dare say such a 

philosophy is misleading because there is a higher essence 
that informs and in fact sustains existence. We call it 
the divine essence. Dadaji makes us realis9 this divine 

essence. Once such realisation is made, an eternal bond 
has be{ln created between the Jiva and the divine essence. 
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R: Yes, bnt how do we re:>lise this divine essence? 

A : Through MAHAN AM, obviously. If you have received 
the Mahanam you will have noticed that the Mahanam 

materialises on the plain piece of paper out of nowhere. 

Yotl ah1o hear it being spoken into your ears. This 
1\'Iahanam is only one of the modes, perhaps the easiest 

one to realise, of divine manifestation. If you would still 

insist upon calling something central to Dadaji's message, 

I will say that Mahanam is central t() it. The Mahanam 

is cim viable connection with the divine essence within us. 

R : Does not Dadaji himself give us this Mahanam ? I mean 

• why is it that we can receive Mahanam only in his 
presenca ? What is his role, if not that of an initiator ? 

A : Oh, no. Dadaji is only a witness, call him a catalytic agent 

if you will ; but if you have the thing within yourself 

how can anyone other than you c~n initiate the process? 

It is also not true that people receive Mahanam only in 
his presence. Also, there are people who do not receive 
it at all, even in his presence. There are people who have 

received Mahanam in their sleep, for instance. As Dadaji 

sayE~ · it all happens at His will. 

R : You have been most clear, thank you. Now, may I ask 

you to tell us something about the miracles that occur in 

Da.daji's pre:~e!lce ? They m·e widely talke.l about and if 
I may say so, not little misunderstood. 

A : I know, I know. Miracles are rather misunderstood not 
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because miracles themselves are wrong, but because the 
word has become muc:U-abused in recent times. What is 

after all a miracle ? That the sun and the moon a1:.d the 
stars move only in their appointed orbits is no less of a 
miracle than the instant materialisation of a gold medallion 
or a shawl or a string of letters. This humanbody is 

indeed in itseU a miracle. How do these things occur ? 

By His will, if yoa ask one. Dadaji disclaims any know-



ledge of the 'whys' and'wherefores' of the so-called mira

cles. They just somehow come to pass at His will. We· 

cannot predict them or anticipate them. They don't occur
at our insistence. Why should people misunderstand these ? 

I am not unaware that people visit holy men mostly fo1· 

some miracltJ or other and it is often these people who 

talk ~lightingly of the phenomenon they have either not 
witnessed or understood. Dadaji has been repeatedly 

telling us that the miracles are acts of His will. You can 

neither wish them nor stop them. They excel men's 

cm'i.osity about higher power. But it is too big a subject 

for me to go into at the moment. 

R : One last question, please. How does Dadaji expect us to 

lead our lives so as to earn his grace ? 

A: He does not ex:pect anything from any, body, frankly 
speaking. He does not prescribe a code of conduct for 

us. He has left us free to follow the dictates of human 

nature, Swabhav, so long as we realise ~~e Truth that it 

is He who alone is the doer. He wants us to shun 
bypocl'i.sy, superstition and ~itual because they delay the. 

1:ealisation of Truth. That is all. You probably know 

that he does not accept even the most paltry gift from 

anybody. He has no Ashram or Math to maintain, as 
selfish end to meet. He has m~nifested himself just for 

establishing Truth ; even as we lead o~r munqane lives 
He sees no contradiction in material pursuit and spiritual 
que~:~t. Both are the natural inclinations of the human 
mind. You restrain one and the other .is restrained. 

R : Thank y~u so much, Abhida, for giving me this much of 
time. 

A : You nre welcome. ThaJtks. 
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A Few Pages of The Diary 

MRs. RuBY BosE 

21-6-71 
Right from the morning an enchanting divine aroma was imping
ing itself upon my consciousness now and then. And at times it 

was not making me sad. . Two cuttings from Bharat Jyoti have 
been sent to the address of ~achin Babu for Dadaji ; if they 

reach Him, I shall only take it that it is He Himself who is doing 
His own work. 

At dusk after t; P.M. I made my bow to Sri Sri Satyanarayana 
and set to chanting the Mabanama receive.} from Dada for some 
fifteen minutes. I was trying to do it as directed by Dada, and 

I felt suddenly-! do not know if it was two to three minutes 
or five to seven minutes later-my chanting bad grown easy and 
.as though it was chanting of itself within me keeping time with 
my re3piration. A little later I felt respiration was describing a 
curve within my chest from left to right even like a pendnlum

.a feeling that was intensely physical. It was slow at the outset ; 

but, by and by, it grew more rapid-a feeling that was distinctly 

physically located. 
All of a sudden it seemed to me :-it would be unseemly if I 

.describe it thus; I felt I was witnessing clearly even with 

closed ·eyes-Dada is standing in the portico (Verandah) of a 

temple situated at the place where chanting is going on within 
me; He is clad in white dboti, its skirt hanging in front, going 

across the shoulder ; the holy is bare. The portico is skirted by 

a garden ; and there Radba and Krisna, seated in a swing, are 
swinging ; KHna is clad in yellow garment. Dada is standing 
beside the swing, his eyes set on it. The swing assuredly was 

moving in consonance with my respiration. Suddenly the chant-
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ing assumed such a speed that I could hardly follow it ; a feeling 

of rather intense physical pain was on me. It seemed as though 
the rope of the swing itself sped up the swinging movement to 
.the accompaniment of chanting within me. And when in no 

way could I catch up with it, the chant~ng slowed down by and 
by. The vision also lapsed into dimness. I was then experien

·Cing severe physical pain, while all the time the exquisite frag
rance of Dada was glued to my consciousness. 

Now, the question is-What the deuced thing is it? Well, 

shut are my eyes and I cannot reasonably pose having seen any 
thing. Still, how vivid is this spectacle ! and the physical sensa

tion attending with it! I have, of a surety, experienced both. If 

I consider, wh::tt I seemed to have seen, being a figment of imagi

nation, that will not hold water ; for, why should I at all drift 

.into such a quixotic fancy. Secondly, when I wns gasping in my 
effort to let my articulated N arne catch up with the speed of the 

\(inarticntate) Name (chanting of itself within me), the pain I 
felt was literally a physical one. Dada ! It will do my heart 

good, if I can get to know the answer. I am posting a letter fo1· 

you. It is already given, if you simply say, 'I shall give'-that 

is what you have said. For a time it crossed my mlnd that you 

had thus initiated me into the rhythm (of chanting). Is it really 

:SO? 
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Playful Gopal, Enchanting Govinda 

DR. LALIT KUMAR PANDIT 

The other day Dadaji was reclining on the divan, surrounded 

by several of us in a flat in Bomba,v. 

The above statement is both true as well as false at the same 

time. It is true, because with otn· minds bound in space-time· 

conceptualisation, we had, in fact, been enjoying him as stated. 

It is false for the same reason, for Dadaji is beyond the limita
tions of space and time-and we gat intimations of this but we· 

cannot really grasp it on account of onr own limitation. 

, To a query of a learned man ( in our terms )_ well versed in 

QShastras", he replied in his colourful mix of Bangla, Hindi and 
English and then started quoting from ancient divine sayings in 

anskrit, Pali, Dibas, .. and even more ancient languages hardly 
known today. 

Just then a young lady (in oat· languflge) came in and bowed 

(

to Dadaji. Dadaji playfully planted a kiss on her cheek, touch~d 
her chest with his hand filling her with his heavenly body-

1 fragrance that engulfed us all, too. He said, "She is a very 

beautiful girl" and then turned mirthfully to the octogenarian 

\ 

Sri Kamdar (addressed as "Pitaji" by all) saying, "You old man, 
you too are a beautiful girl, right ?" Pitaji replied, "Of course ! 

Otherwise, why would "yon have married me?". We all enjoyed 

a hearty laugh. 
Dadaji continued, "Is there a11y male in thls world ? I only 

see females. 'Prakriti' (Nature) itself is feminine. So, how can 

any one in her kingdom be a male ? There is only one male

'Purusha'-and He is the Lord unconditioned by Natm·e. So, 

marriage really means the conjoining of those in this world of 
Nature with the Lord (Husband) within. That is love. Have 
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yoo unde,.tood? Can a body make love to anothe• body?~ ~ \ 
when the Lord within throws off the body it is hul'l'ied to a/ 
crPmatorium !" 

Dadaji lit a cigarette, and just then the telephone started 

ringing. He told us, "This phone is from London from the wife
of Dr. Kumar," and a:Jked sorne)ne to pick up the 1·eceiver. It 

was indeed from Mrs. Kumar, herself a physician and the wife· 

of the distinguished physician, Dr. Shiv Kumar, practising 

medicine in London. She wa.s frantic with wurry, for her 

husband was suffering from acute heart pain • and several 

member.;; of the distinguished fraternity of Harley Street had 

comet) examine the patbnt StW)ected of suffering from a sever~ 

heart ~ttack. Dadaji went smiling to the phone and said, "Why 

do you worry ? All of you, doctors, :..1·e fools. There is nothing 

wrong with Kumar's heart. It is only some wind pumping against 

the heart that is causing the pain. Just give him some '0haranjal' 

and phcme me after half an hour." Exactly after half an hour, 

she phoned again to say that the pain had disappeared. Dadaji i 
laughed and told her, "Dr. Kumar is a be~utiful girl married':.;) 

Him. So, a wish arose in Him that took care of him". 

Two days later Dr. Kumar himself phoned that he was in a 

panic as specialists had examined him and suspected stomach 

cancer. Dadaji shoute-d into the phone, "All you doctors are

such utter fools ! He says there is no cancer, not even an ulcer. 

You get all the tests done and phone tomorrow". The next day 

the phone came to intimate that the stomach was clear and Dr. 

Kumar was in perfect health again and attending to his normal 

work. Dadaji was so playful during all this~njoying His 

'Lila' (Divine play) in such a childlike manner. 

And we all wondered-where is London, where is Bombay, 

where is time or space for Him. A hint we did get, but we 

could not grasp it with our limited minds. And such a divinely 

beautiful aura was radiating out of the dazzling youthful face of 

Dadaji, his enchanting eyes pouring out love on us all-everyone 

went home inwardly d.a.ncing with joy, hearts overflowing with 

love, submerged in His divine fragrance. , 
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A couple of evenings later as we were sitting listening to 

Dad:tji talk to us of the nat1u·e of 'prarabdha' (Destiny), a very 

devoted lady in mid-forties came in, her eyes shining with love 

for Him, visibly trying to suppress signs of acute pain in her 

knees that she had been patiently bearing for more than two 
years. Da(laji blessed her as usual with an embrace and told a 

(_
~octvr of medicine present, "Look, how much I am suffering-my 

daughter here has such pain. Please take her to the next room 

and examine her knees". The doctor, himself a great devotee, 

came back after some time and reported, "Dada, she has a kin.'!. 

of arthritis for which the medical science of today has no cure. 

One has to simply live with it. Only your grace can do something 
for her". 

)~ 
( 

Dadaji told the lady, "0h my girl, I feel something. You 

know how the father suffers when his daughter is in pain." It is 

impossible to describe the tender and loving manner in which he 

said this with an accompanying gesture. The lady began shedding 

tears of love. Dadaji continued, "Yom· love itself will make your 

trouble go away gradually. It can go away instantly if you want ; 

but I think it is better to keep some of the pain and let it go 

slowly. You see, to l~Bar Prarabdha with patience is the gn·atest 

virtue-the greatest 'tapasya'. Prarabdha must be dissipated by 

bearing it". As the lady was bowing to Dadaji to take her leave, 

suddenly Dadaji got up and gently moved his hands along her 

legs. The next time we saw her she seemed to have got over at 

least eighty percent of her trouble. She seemed to- be glowing 

~'ith an inner love. It seemed as if she had invoked His grace 

by her patience and devotion. No son, husband or d.anghter can 

feel what the indwelling Lord knows and feels for His children. 

When true faith and awareness arise in us by His grace, we come 

to a stage when we feel no need to tell Dadf,ji of our troubles, 

for we know that He knows all already. Let things happen as be 

,His Will. 

Dadaji told us, "He is such a loving Father ! Just yon see 

leaving things to llim for a moment. He asks nothing of 

He see no faults. - For Him there is no virtue or vice. 
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He is so easily satisfied by your just rememlJe,·ipg 

Him once !" 
Someone asked him whether our bad actions won't lead to our 

punishment. Dadaji replied, ''What do you know what is bad and 

what is good? What you call bad one day, you call good the 
next day, and vice versa. Man is so h'elpless, he can do nothing 

on his own. All this is mere mind function. How can you judge 
-;my one ? Think of a young woman, mother of a small child, 

who has no money or means of earning. The child is hungry and 

·Crying for food. The I.-ord has given her the child and also the 
.heart of a mother. To feed the child she sells her body. W oulti 

you call that bad? Who are you to judge ? No, no, He does not 
see any faults of any one, He is so merciful ; He is only touched 

by inner love and devotion. A man may go to the brothel, but 

if he see3 only the Lonl even there and remembera Him with love, 
such a man is traly His devotee-salutation to him !" 

"You a;;k, then why are some poor, some rich, some in good 

.health and some in distress ? You think troubles come as a result 

of sin ? What nonsense ! Do you think Rama was a sinner, or 
Yuclhishthir was a sinner, because they had to live in jungles for 
.Years, driven out of their Kingdom? \Vhat about Harischandra's 

sufferings ? It is all a r0le that <me has to play for a limited span 

.Bf time in this Divine Play, Abhim::tnyu, inspite of having Sri 

Krishna for uncle and Arjtm for father, had to die young for the 

play. Nobody can change the Destiny. Have patience! Just 
:remember Him once, then you see, you will enjoy His love no 
·matter what the situ:1tion !" 

I 
l 

"The only sinners ( in your language ) are the spies of this , 

'Kali-yuga'-the charlatans who go about deceiving innocent ) 
fellow human beings practising guru-business, putting on decep-
tive garbs. No mortal can be a guru. The LOid alone is our 

Guru ; He is within all a• the One Supreme Existence". 
By Dadaji's grace so many person.'! all over the world have 

seen and head Mahanam as proof of his foregoing assertion. He 

explains to us that in the world of Nature, perceived with the 

.mind, action and reaction hold sway, interp1·eted by the mind as 
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the bipolarity of good and bad, etc. It is the mind that is space-

/ time bound and cuts up the Reality into fragments. Thus, Supreme 

Truth is beyond the reach of the mind and intellect, is beyond 

Time, is Eternal. We thus make a grave mistake when we conceive
of Dadaji as an individual. That is why he almost never says '1', 
but always "He". The Univer;;e we see is His 'Lila' (Divine 
Play ). So, He appears to us as our playful Gopal and as our

enchanting Govinda. His famous body-fragrance manifesting 

anywhere in the w01·ld at any time, is the Divine Flute of Krisna. 

His Power of Divine Love is the 'Sudarshana Chakra' that He 

\ manifests in this world of duality. But, while He is with us out 

\ 
of His overflowing Love, He is ever untouched by Nature-by the 

\ mind limitation-and is, therefore, the Lord of our heart:>. As 

\ Supreme Existence He manife.sts and moves the world remaining 

' \ -!limself unmoved. So, He indeed is the unmoved mover~ 

Satyanarayan ( Truth ). 
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Dada-The Man of The Age 

KsHITISH RoY CHoWDHURY (BROTHER oF DAoAJI) 

I received the .Niahanam ; it was a wonderful expet-i.ence. The 

.Mahanam entered into the recess of my heart through the ears. 

I had read of Dada's supematnral incidents in books and 

magazines, and did myself see some of them. Who is this 
Dada? 

.Niore than a month back one of my good friends rang me up 

.and said, "Do yon keep traqk of your elder Sri Amiya Roy 

Chowdhury who is now famous as DADAJI ?" I had heard about 

Dada's recent development from. members of our family-Dada 

has become a Saint, Divine fragrance is continonsly coming out 

from his body, etc. etc. He unreservedly praised Dada and 

designated him as the Goaranga of this age. He made some time 

.and took me to Dadaji. An exceedingly beautiful person beaming 

4vith divine graca came to my view in a new light. 

:From the angle of my family Dada is very near to me. He is 

the youngest son of my youngest 1mcle, Dr. Haranath Roy 
Chowdhury. Our ancestral home was in Fultali village 1mder 

Camilla district 'in the present State of Bangladesh. This middle 
class family was quite well-known throughtout the district for its 

ancestral glory. Dada's father, Dr. Haranath Roy Chowdhm-y, • 

was a man of sharp intellect and of enormous com·age. He had 

ahJ wonderful eloquence and the gift of .charm(ng conversation. 

Without him the local gatherings would become dull. As a 

physician he was dear to all, and his fame spread to large] areas 

in and around his district. My aunt was a simple unostentatious 

lady with her mind always full of religious devotion. We never 

anissed Lhe charming smile on her face. 

Dadaji did not ptu·dne the conventional education for long. 
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While discussing he jokingly remarks-"! am uneducated ; I am 

afraid of the educated and the pandits." What is the use of 

conventional education for one who carries the Divine Light and 

is himself the example of Sree Satyanarayan. It is often found 

that while discussing with the devotees Dada's words become 

unassailable and readily acceptable, as his words and analysis 

flow from a region of bupreme knowledge and intuition. 

Dada has a love for music. In his earlier life he was known 

as a musician of the first order. It was in 1944 when as a detenn 

in Mymensingh Jail I saw in a Bengali daily the picture of Sri_ 

Amiya Roy Chowdhury, the best musician. He was one of the 

top singers among Radio artists. 

In his family life he was completely detached. Quite often he 
f- would just leave his home :-tnd go into seclusion. I do now under

stand why he loved a secluded life. We know the life in seclusion 

of Jesus Christ; Great Souls love to be immersed in Truth out

side the gaze of inquisitive eye~. 

r - We did not meet each other quite frequently, I also chose <t. 

homeless life ; in pre-indepenpence days most of my years were

spent in prison, and after independence I became busy with 

constructive work. But, whenever I met Dada I felt the presence 

of an extra--ordinary personality, a lion of a man, To whatever

work he put his hand he made it easy and complete it without 

much effort. He took a hand in basiness and brought in enough 

money. And, he gave them away in gifts and charities. When 

he entered the field of Bank and Insurance he became int•ompar

able. From the ordinary angle, he had no knowledge of Banking, 

and yet he became a successful Manager of one of the best 

Banks of India. In the field of Life Insurance he similarly 

occupied a high position. Any activity, any field, any subject 

just came under his palm, and he could deal with it without any 

difficulty, without a single frown. These days we learn from Dada 

that everything is possible by His Great Will. Dada claims no 

credit nor any autho1·ship. The expression of this Great vVill was 

found in the earlier pwt of -Dadaji's life. It bas now become ricl:L 

with FULNESS. 
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I am inspired to describe D:tdaji as the )'[A~ OF THE AGE. 

Niy earnest belief is that Dada's arrival on this earth has been to 

meet the historical need of this age. What is that need ? It is 

a rhythmic balance between the worldly and the spiritual life. 
'fhat essential unity is epitomised in Dada's life as a shinin'.?; 

ex:ample to mankind. He has a family of his own, and he lives 

with his wife, daughter and son. To earn his bread he has to 

work like all other men. Living within the confines of a family, 

Dada has been constantly enjoying the limitless Bliss of Eternity.) 
To unravel the mystery of Life while leading a worldly life and 

performing the daily duties-that is the straight and simple 

path of self-realisation. And Dada himself is the prec11rsor of 

that noble existence. Austerity, self-infliction and renunciation

these, Dadaji says, are lapses, as they go against the true Self. 

The realisation comes with the fulfilment of the Self. The misery 

of lapses tear an•l weaken the self. That is why Dadaji gives a 

clarion call to mankind of this age-Get rid of the lapses, and 

follow the Self and realise Its fulfilment. This call is unique for 

this age, and it appeals to maltitude of mankind. Creation, 

Dadaji says, is an expression of the "Leela" of the Supreme Bliss. 

The One and Indivisible extends Him'lelf to Many in His "Leela". 
The idea of monism and the idea of daalism are all mergetl in this 

great confluence of Unity. Dadaji's says, "Know thyself and realisD 
the Self. Remove all obstacles which stand on the way to Rea

lisation. Only tht•n will yoar own gt·eatness appear to your 

intellect. It will then be realised that each existence is insepara-

bly connected with the Trath." The initiation of Mahanam with 

its novel method makes the deluded , conscious of his own self. 

When the mind is cleansed with the influence of Sree Satyanarayan, 

1\fahanam then automatically springs out of the inner recess and 

shows the light to realisation. In the words of Dada, with the 

evolution of life Mahanam becJmes a constant companion and 

unfolds the Great Consciousness stage by stage. When in the Puja 

room Mahanam appeara to the seeker in the presence of Dadaji, 

1ilan the pt·esence of Sree Saty<1narayan in Dadaji is clearly felt. 

That is an indesct"ibabl•l experience. To mentally recite and 
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remember Mahanam is not a difficult exercise. In this age, this 

simple method has been made clear to all men, and this is the 

Royal road of "aradhana" or devotion to God. "N amaib Kebalam" 

-Nam is the only path, the Nam which has been initiated by 

Sree Satyanarayan Himself breaks down all hindrances by Its 

invincible force anol establishes the Truth. That is why Mahanam 

i;; suitably apt for this age for self-realisation. Dadaji's divine 

powers have attracted a llu·ge number of persons of talent and 

ability. Quite a number of doubtful persons became converted to 

faith and submitted completely to Sree Satyanarayan. When the 

miracles happen, Dadaji becomes a witness and says that he bas 

neitbe1· any credit nor any authorship for all the mit·aculous 

incidents. All thes•, he says, do happen by that Great Will. 

'l'hese cannot be tmderstood by intellect, and they do happen out

side the pale of human tmderstanding and intelligence. Dadaji 

at such hours is tuned to another sphere and is directly identified 

with Truth, where there is no distinction in the Limitless : the 

Great Will then creates the apparently impossible but factually 

real incidents. When requested Dadaji simply says that they do 

happen. He is neither anxious about nor interested in 

these miracles, He does not know how they happen, nor 

does he want to find the causes, beca11se these miracles are 
extraneous. 

His attitude to these matters is, however, clearly understood 

when one listens attentively to Dadaji's discourses. Dadaji does 

not use the First Person "1" in his discourses and teachings. 

While describing himself, he uses the words "This one" or 'he'. 

That has a great significance. The ego sense distracts the sense 

of unity between the cosmic infinite Reality and the Absolute 

risiding within the body. This ego sense is a gnat hindrance to 

self-realisation. Small desires and expectations cast a net around 

us blinding us from the indications of the Great Will. Children 

of Eternal Bltss move a. round the wheels of happiness and misery, 

and this ego sense creates a tragic . drama in this universe of 

Eternal Bliss. Dadaji always warns against this ego sense. About 

the miraculous incidents Dadaji would invariably caution the 
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~fortlillate witnesses in the5e words-"If the 

authorship peeps in, then 'this person' would be finished. 

to walk on a tight rope, and can not afford to depart an infinitesi~ 

mal part of hah·'s end from the straight path. Dada knows nothino:. 

does nothing. The Great Will manifests itself". 

With the disappearance of ego comes the fulfilment, the in~ 

divisible unity. The narrow wall of ego brea~cs down and unites 

one with the Infinite, and that creates a life divine. :Mahanam is 

the Royal road leading to this Life Divine. Dadaji is completely 

m1ified with the Divine Will, the Truth; and that is why miracles 

happen as so:m as the Divine Will creates them. The Absolute, 

the Truth, has complete control over the elements of nature in this 

universe and an,vthing can happen only when He wills it. By His 
Will the cocoanut water is turned into thick milk, the 'prasad' 

.comes from the space, a copper locket is transformed into a gold 

one, a divine fragrance issues ont of Dada's body. Nothing is 

impossible for Him. All the elements and great manifestations 

of nature await to obey His Orders. )' 

DaLlaji's char~ing personali.ty irresi~ti~ly attracts all to him. 
Every one feels h1s great affectwn. Htl 1s mdeed our Dada, elder 

brother, drawing every one towards him. He keeps no distance 

·and infuses a self~confidence by his simple presence. Ilis only 

concern is to introduce the Truth to humanity and to ()stablish It. 

By his discourses he helps the seekers of Truth to be on the right 

path, and to cJntinne the journey towards self-1·ealisation with the 

-aid of Mahanam. A simple mental recital of Mhhanam without 

any ritual, and complete surrender to Him eliminating the ego 

takes the seeker to his fulfilmt'nt, the complete merger with the 

Absolute. 

A large number of persons of talent have been attracted to 

Dada's magnetic personality and have accepted his Message of 

Truth. A large family of 'btothers' initiated by Sree Satyanarayan 

is daily becoming larger with new inclusions from all over India. 
Well known personalities· of India have come under the protec~ 

tion of Sree Satyanarayan. I am fully confident that the days 
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of exploitation of man by man are coming to an end. Dadaji's 

appearance indicates the birth of a new age. The human society 

will henceforth be guided by 'Irath and Love and will establish 

Sree Sree Satyanaray(tn in their lives. Every one is awaiting to· 

welcome that golden age. 
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At The Lotus }~eet Of Dadaji 
lDR. RAMDHARI SINGH DINKAR, National }oet. 

It is no devout exaggeration t :.> claim that Dal}aji, Sri Amiya Hoy 

Chowdhury, is utterly unlike any holy man of whom one hear.3 

or reads. And this is true not only of his outward bearing but 

of his thought and philosophy, which is supremely simple and· 

truly revolutionary. Except for the state of spiritual excitement 

in which he constantly dwells, and which gives to his beautiful 

face an awl;some serenity and his smile a beatific significance 

he may well be mistaken for a charming old man who has 

preserved iu his make up youthful zeal and enchanting manners 

of a blue-blooded aristocrat. He has no · appetite for religious 

disco ~u·ses, shastric disputations, pulpi try. None at all for verbal 

artistry embellished with high-sonnding Sanskrit quotations 

mufliing the doubts and enquiries of the seeker by an overdose 

of make-believe piety. He holds his court in the tone and style 

of a good natured paterfamilias who derives his authority from \' 

the unselfish love that he bears his children. The easy informalit~ 
of the family living-room prevails in these meetings and pleasant 

raillery and laughter flow like self-generated currents of well 

being. We are no longer called upon to carry the dead weight 

of attitudes, the exercise of social roles constantly develops upon 
us, but be ourselves, for a change. To be with him minus our 

crippling attitude is to be in swabhava, completely f1:ee. And the 

freedom is ananda, bliss. Dadaji is at once the actor and the spec

tator, the centre and the circumference of the pa1·ty. By delibe
ratety cloaking the difference between himself and the lesser 

mortals in these familiar day-to-day parleys Dadaji introduces his 

associates to the spiritual principle of non-dualism which when 

praached iu terms of philosophical half-truths so patent with the 

professional Guru, appears bnt a remote and unreftlisable ideal.. 
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'Spiritual purauit, so Dadaji insists, is not an esoteric, exclnsive 

business ; it is of the essence and stuff of life in its myriad modes 

of manifestation each day. To assume otherwise is to miss the 

point of spirituality. Even a private audience with Dadaji is 

C
in the nature of a tete-a-tete. What one uerives ft·om it is big~er 
than the sum-total of verbal messages exchanged. The meetmg 

owes its significance t) the fact of the meeting as much as to 
what passed in there. One c0mes away from him not as the 

-poets so often proclaim by leaving behind a part of oneself, but 

by bringing along for the keeping a p:trt of him. A meeting 
with him is the purest joy of life. 

The one lesson that stands out as one gets to know Dadaji 

that life and its laws have at all times to be cheerfully accepted. 
Not t) do so is an act of cowardice that will not merit his love. 

Dadaji encourages ns to live our lives fully and to bear both 

happiness and sorrow as two aspects of the divine grace that 

c:mstantly supports life. In fact, spiritual discipline begins from 
such an attitude of acceptance. While Dauaji listens patiently 
to ou1· tales of anxiety, he wants us to face life colU'ageously with 
.the conviction that, if we snbmit to him with all our heart, he 

will be with us throngh thick and thin. The awareness of his 

_presence lifts one up from the grosser levels of our perception of 

.pain and pleasure. Of COUL"se, at his will, numerous people have 
been miraculously cured and saved from different troubles; but 

.it is to be assumed that for such miracles to occur his grace alone 

_and not our prayer.3 and supplications are responsible. Dadaji 
does not encJurage love that is predicated to the fulfilment of 

.our mundane desires. The thought of the here and the hereafter 

is extraneous to Dadaji ; if the moment of union yields the 
rich harvest of fttlfilment it would be foolish to cry for the 
morrow! Such an approach frees one from the self-deludiug 

pressures of wholly artifillial and external piety demanding severe 

and unhealthful penances. As Dadaji says the only penance 
.that one need undertake for spiritual development is to face life 
squarely. Spirituality, as Dadaji affirms again and again, is not 

the rejection but a positive affirmation of life. In such a scheme 
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of values it is not necessary to entice weak human beings by a 

glorious pri>mise of divine help or support. Whatever happens 

does so at His will, and the patches of darkness are no less 
significant than the bright circles of light. Let not Man covet 
the ~ne and spurn the other in the mistaken belief that the one 

is the mark of favour and the other that of censure. 
The two are in essence the same and both are vitally important 

for the wholesome evolution of life. God is always merciful,. 

and does not discriminate between His own children. The 

difference that we notice are governed by the larger interests 

of which we are ignorant. The system of belief, with which 
we gradL1ally beeome iniormed in Dadaji's company, has the 

quiet power to vanquish religious bigotry on the one side and 

religious cowardice on the other. I~eft to themselves the one 

breeds senseless orthodoxy and the other the equally senseless 
thraldom to ritual and superstition: A true intellectual emanci

pation-Freedom from fear, bigotry and ritnal-is, according 

to Dadaji, an essential precondition for spiritual discipline. In 

this Dadaji differs from the so-called spiritual guides whose hold 

on their congregation depends on the element of fear which is
subtly induced into the mind of the gullible, the feat· of punish

ment, the fear of divine displeasure, the fear of retributive justice .. 

In the gospel of love that Dadaji broadcasts, fear has no place. 

Nor mental slavery, 'the willing suspsnsion of disbelief', or

any religious cant so common in the spiritual cults and coteries 

the world ov{'r. 
Dadaji says that man carries the spark of divinity within and. 

must not look for it outside or elsewhere. The implications of 

this seemingly simple thesis are nothing if not pervasive. If 
man carries the spark of divinity, one man cannot be the Guru 
of another. Temples, mosques, churches are at best externalities

not basic tJ man's spiritual prJgre~s. Various fo1·ms of Japa 

and Tapa aimed at propitiating God as an idea or entity outside 
of oneself are self-deluding. If God is within us, all that need 
be done is to cultivate an awarensee · of His presence. This 

awareness is spiritual realisation. The Mahanam which people-
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:receive in the presence of Dadaji is the tangible connection 

between man and God, a ~e/j-rt:vea/ing divinity, of an introduction 

to oar true self, \Ve wel'e born with it in that we were born 

with •livinity of which it is the verbal symbol. Dadaji helps 

ns by his presence alone to realise it, and so renew our connection 

with divinity .and 0:1r faith in divine inheritance. From here 

.onwards the path of life is itself a spiritual path and the 

pursuit of life in swabhav the highest and the only worship. 

The extraordinary nnmber of religious superstitions including 

those that claim to have sprung with scriptural authority appear 

no better than humbug with the discovery of the :\fahanam, and 

one begins to realise as one leams to live with it that, this alone 

was the Path. While others groped towards the realisation, the 

man who has received the ..Mahanam stood there, exnlted in the 

knowledge that in e3sence tl>e Nam and the Nami are one ~tnd 

the same. nesting in the spiritnal security of the l'I'Iahanam, 

the seeker g<·ts gradually acquainted with the Divine Play (Leela) 

which is o.n· mandane world. Vve must play as He would 
make play o..tr roles here, but always in the knowledge that we 

do so not for our own interest in the game as in diffe1·ence to 

His wishes. · Attachment is involvement with life without a 

constant and unflinching loyalty to Him. If we could discipine 

om·selve3 to the belief-and this is so evident as to need no 

.Proof -that evarythin5 happened at His will, we will auto
matically coma t) practising the non-attachment recommended 

in the Gita. At the lot .1s feet of Daaaji one acquires not only 

the wisdom but the cot1rage to practise the age-old precepts 
withollt the misleading puffery of religion which 1·educes them 

to soulless formulae fit only for text-books. The idea thn,t man 

is born with the divine spark 'vi thin him has been recognised 

hy all religiJns. Dadaji's special role lies in revealing to us 
this incipient divinity in starting that process through which we 

tune ourselves with the divine. · This individual realisation makes 

the practice of all institutional religions utterly meaningless. 

If spirituality is the realisation of our inner divinity, sects and 

creeds and reli~ons which divide mankind should be banished, 
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since in tenus of this unique ideal humanity is one. Da<laji 

is the first real philosopher of the spirit to proclaim this essential 

one-ness of humanity. If the world would only listen to him and 

refase to be misled by religious leaders bent upon keeping the 

humanity divided for their own selfish ends, we may yet 

live to see the Vedic idea of vasudhaiv.J kutumbakam attained 
and realised. Only a Philosopher can visualise the tremendous 

power and modernity of Dadaji's idea ! 

Dadaji is not interested in estab1i:shing a church, ashram or 

math, for his universal message cannot be confined to such an 

affiliation, b.owever brvad-based. He w~tnts nothing for himself 

and is known to discourage even symboliq gifts of frait and 

flower. Dadaji says that, as divinity reeides in each one of 

us, it would be wrong to persist in myth-building or personality

-Ctllt. While he indulges some of ns who insist upon keeping 

him on a pedestal, he is ha.ppiest when treated just as an elder 

brothe1· and no more. ln fairness, however, to all the reverence 

.that is showered on Dadaji is. but an inadequate gesture of love 

.and regard that comes from the experience of his breathtaking 

powers. His presence, his love, his powers are truly divine ; 

and who can blame those having an inkling of it to treat him 

otherwise than they do! It is no wonder that some of us 

sincerely feel that if God had a human form he would be like 

Dadaji. It is no mere metaphor to assert that the elements follow 

]lis command and those who know Dadaji are firmly aware it 

is not :m immodest assertion. 
But it is not to know him except vaguely, for his knowledge 

is divine. He is our Satyanarayan, tlJat state of consciousness 

where the d .1ality dves not exist and an inwardness glows with 

the power that sustains all creation. If we can recognise him 

in the song of the seasons, the heady flight of birds, in the 

laughter of children, in the faint sussurations of hope, in the 

nightmares of misery in th9 sword of the victor and in the sobs 

of the vanquished we shall have known him. And that is new 

knowledge ; it is the highest realisation. 
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Dadaji 

fiARINDRANATH 0HATTAPADHYAYA 

A solitary being plies his task 

Amidst a crowd of men who seek his grace. 
Perhaps, he wears an ordinary mask 

To hide the extra-ordinary face 

Which I have seen behind-in my own fashion, 
A face of deep affection and compassion. 

It is no simple thing to understand him 

Who seems a curtain difficult to raise. 

Thay only brand themselves who choose to brand him 
And scoff at him in most unfriendly ways. 

The spirits calm and unobtrusive splendour 

Knows that the darkness shrinks from self-surrender. 
As f::w as I, a human, am concerned 

I find my Dada is, in truth, no other 

Than one who has most graciously returned 

To earth, his home, to find a long-lost brother 

In each of us who cares with love to greet him 
And, on a plane of inner silence, meet him. 
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Glossary of Select terms 
Mahanam: The Lord's names as witnessed during the 
initiation of the 'Mantra'. 

•Mantra': The initiated Name, which liberates the Mind. 
Mahajnan: The spiritual wisdom. or Supreme Knowledge. 

MahaprasadfPrasad : The Lord's highest grace. 
Jagatbandhu: lit, Friend of the World, here it refers to 
the Spiritual Master, Jagatbandhu of Faridpur. 

·'N aam" and "N aamee" : His Name and He Himself. 

San,tan Dharma : Eternat religion, i.e. Truth Absolute, 

Sri Satyanarayan: The name of the Lord Almighty. Here 

it means the 'Truth' that helps sustain the human existence. 

Tapasya : Penance or austerity. 

Tattwajnani : One who has attained the Supreme Knowledge. 
Prarabdha: Destiny. 

Prakash: Manifestation. 
Saranagata: One who remembers Him. 

14. Mahotsav/Utsav : Lit. Great Festival or Festival. In ·; 
Dadaji's philosophy it indicates the occasion when Sri 
Satyan{lrayan manifests Himself or comes to Light. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

Guru : religious or spiritual preceptor. In Dadaji's philo
sophy it refers to the Almighty, who is deathless. 

The Vedas : The sacred books of the Hindus,-Rik, Sam, 
Yaju, Artharva. 

The Upanishad : The concluding portion of the Vedas or 
the Vedanta. 

SadhanfDhyan : Meditation or contemplation. 
Prema : Love for the Lord. 
Bhakti : Devotion. 

Bhakta : Devotee. 
Bhagwan : God, the Lord. 

HlajRasa Lila : Divine sport of Krsna with the Gopis. 

Charan-amritjCharan-jal : In Dad.aji's teachings, Charan 
Jal is not water s!tnctified by the touch of the feet. By His 
very touch, the plain water in a bottle gets transformed into 
deliciollSly perfumed nectar like substance. 

25. Bhajan : singing the praise of God. 
26. ~ Sadhu : In Dadaji's usag~>, the word "S~;~dhu" is derived 

from "Sat", i.e. Truth Absolute. So, every living being is " 
Sadh~ . 
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